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PRSCIS
This thesis sets out to analyse the settlement patterns of Thailand, 
both rural and urban but with main emphasis on the latter, approaching them 
in a strictly empirical manner so as to avoid the possibility of explanatory 
bias through preconceptions derived from Western literature. The introduction, 
however, is devoted as it were to considering what seems to be regarded as the 
norm, as deduced from Western experience.
The body of the text commences with a historical discussion of 
population trends and administrative hierarchies in Thailand, these being 
regarded as essential to an overall view of population distributions, and 
hence settlement, in the Kingdom. Patterns of rural settlement are presented 
in the form of a sequence of annotated maps. Opportunity is taken to compare 
the observed results with models such as those of Christaller and central 
place theory, and the necessary limitations to such theory, based as it is on 
Western conditions, are noted.
The urban hierarchy of Thailand, though owing relatively little to 
the strictly economic factors which play the dominant role in theories of 
urban hierarchies in Western countries, is in another sense even more 
strictly hierarchical, in that it is largely determined by centralising 
administrative imposed from above by the monarchy. Bangkok, as the apex of 
the hierarchy, is treated in some detail, especially as regards its 
historical evolution, while one quarter of the modern city —  Tambol Talad 
Yof —  is described minutely as a sample case study.
In the economically relatively homogeneous environment of Thailand, 
it is likely that the course of evolution and the general cast of the minor 
centers of the hierarchy are likewise reasonably homogeneous. However, data 
for a really systematic approach to this question are lacking, except in the 
case of the ancient capital and modern provincial headquarters Ayutthia. This 
is taken as at least an exemplar and is described in detail, again both in its 
historical evolution and by a first-hand study of its present aspect and 
functions. The thesis is illustrated by a number of maps, including reproduc­
tions of old plans, and annotated photographs which are an integral part of 
the work.
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iPreface
Any attempt at description must enlist the aid of a 
number of facilities and the faculties of a number of people. 
In an area where data are only now approaching a standard 
comparable to that attained by the more progressive nations 
a half-century ago, this reliance must reach remarkable 
proportions. Acknowledging even those most helpful in this 
study would require an interminably long list; fortunately, 
the spirit in which aid was extended assures me that this is 
unnecessary. I can only hope this work provides these good 
people with some satisfaction, however small.
Apologies are offered for an occasional use of the 
English rather than the American, despite a concerted effort 
to maintain the latter - Australian typists were not readily 
convinced of the virtues of Yankee spelling.
I am hopelessly indebted to the Australian National 
University for allowing me to pursue this study and for 
granting me the best of guides - Professor O.H.K. Spate.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The traditional lack of communication between the Bast 
and the West has always exposed Eastern man to the measure 
of his Western counterpart. To be sure, where learning has 
impressed us with its own integrity, as in nations like China 
or India, a certain diffidence is evident; but in Southeast 
Asia there is little accumulated indigenous scholarship avail­
able to counsel caution or provide a salutary respect in the 
contemporary Western observer. This lack of indigenous 
material - the more distressing for Thailand because of an 
unexpected meagreness - poses even more basic problems for 
the researcher. For, though well—aware that the glib transfer 
of Western experience to the Eastern situation can return 
little more than sterile description and that the classifica­
tion ’East - West’ or ’developed - un-, under-, lesser-developed’ 
is a necessarily pedantic ordering, he is forced into simulat­
ing a basis for comparison if he would attempt the first 
hesitant step toward understanding. And, however inescapable 
and carefully qualified this approach may be it must depend 
on those generalizations which have been evolved in the West 
possessing some axiomatic qualities.
1
2This attempt at description of the manner in which the 
Thais have settled their State has necessitated such 
compromise. Perhaps most distracting, however, has been the 
endeavor to reconcile this particular study with the body of 
knowledge, or, more accurately, the concepts, which describe 
the special field to which it is hoped to contribute. For, if 
we are not to describe one unique situation after another, if 
we are not to offer one unique explanation after another (and 
I do not here mean to imply any revulsion at this prospect), 
if, in short, underlying principles are to be discerned, we 
must indicate how what is being described Tfits! the generally 
accepted assumptions which form the theoretical framework. 
Granted that the generalizations — the assumptions — which are 
at the heart of Tsettlement geographyT are viewed with 
misgiving, are, in fact, being constantly re-evaluated in 
order that they may be freed of serious shortcomings and so 
gradually reduced to demonstrable Ttruths*, we may yet 
question the validity of the concepts thus far evolved. To 
arouse reasonable doubt as to the validity of these concepts 
would seem to require a refusal to perpetuate them. The 
desirability of examining Thai settlement with a minimum of 
preconception seems essential; at the same time it is perhaps 
only reasonable to indicate the kind of preconceptions which 
most expose themselves to criticism.
3Regrettably, the investigator consciously invoking 
Western theory based on Western assumptions is by no means 
able to employ finely machined theoretical tools. For 
example, to attempt comprehension of the complexities inherent 
in a differentiation of man into ’urban1 and Trural1 is to 
court frustration and, unsurprisingly, no replacement for such 
homely though now disreputable generalizations has yet been 
seriously hazarded. But as recognition of this dichotomy 
appears necessary to many studies and particularly to those 
examining modes of settlement, recourse is had to urban man’s 
habit of occurring in clusters. More particularly, the 
distinction between urban man and rural man is made on the 
basis of the size of the groups in which he is found; for, 
though frequently separate, rural man also evidences a 
tendency to cluster. Unfortunately, whatever is regarded as 
the lower limit to the size of urban man’s cluster is not 
indicative of an essential difference within mankind, but is 
rather the result of an arbitrary decision, and so, as might 
be expected, there remains a baffling difference of opinion 
as to how big a cluster must be before it may be spoken of as 
an urban cluster. In fact, one of the more obvious character­
istics of the urban cluster is its variability (from place to 
place) with respect to the minimum number of rural men 
required to effect the transformation from the rural cluster,
4or, if your prefer, the variability (from place to place) 
with respect to the maximum number of rural men that can be 
clustered without suffering a metamorphosis into a cluster 
of urban men.
Obviously, such an arbitrary delimitation does not 
pretend to a complete solution, and, in the complexity of the 
situation, it deserves notice as an admirable compromise. In 
fact, who knows but that this procedure has not gone a long 
way toward permitting comparisons between numbers of rural and 
urban men in various countries? No one knows. Since there 
appears to have been no instance in which the differences among 
rural or urban man have been considered prior to comparison 
or generalization, it cannot be contended that a little 
capriciousness in the lower limit of the size of an urban 
cluster renders comparison meaningless. For, that there are 
different rural men and different urban men is already 
sufficient to raise misgivings as to the value of comparisons 
among, between and even within countries.
Since it is generally accepted that rural man forms the 
stock from which urban man has sprung (that it is from the 
cluster of rural man that urban manfs cluster has arisen) an 
examination of rural man’s groupings, more particularly those 
that are about to become urban groupings, rather than a mere 
counting of heads, would conceivably provide a more rational
5basis from which to differentiate these clusters. Regrettably, 
the earliest remains which have been identified certainly as 
those of man’s more permanent massings are too refined, too 
elaborate to be anything but the remains of the clusters of 
urban man. And, if to observe the initial development of the 
urban cluster—form is not possible, we are faced with con­
sidering that development on the basis of present experience, 
despite a painfully obvious inability to rid any example of 
the resultants from interactions through several millennia of 
fitful change. Conjecture concerning the initial development 
of the urban cluster is permitted, then, only by assuming 
that rural clusters have changed but little since their in­
ception. Is it completely unreasonable to suppose that today’s 
rural clusters, at least those located in the least ’pro­
gressive’ areas of the world, are so unlike those rural 
clusters of antiquity denied us as to preclude any intelligent 
consideration of the development of urban clusters?
There are, at present, obvious differences among rural 
clusters — differences of size and differences of form. A 
half-dozen huts in a clearing in the jungle of Assam, several 
score or more raised residences in a straggly line along the 
Maenam Chao Phraya, twenty-five or thirty substantial 
house-barns ringed round a central meadow in the Stegenwald, 
a like number of half acorn-like dwellings in double
6north-south rows either side a central assembly hall 
immediately west of Lake Tanganyika, a half-hundred Tlow and 
colourless’ formed-mud hovels huddled atop a small slight 
rise formed by the ruins of several generations of a 
half-hundred ’low and colourless’ formed-mud hovels in Lower 
Egypt - all are pre-eminently places of the agriculturalist. 
And, just as rural clusters differ considerably among them­
selves, so do urban clusters. Timbuctoo’s partially 
tumbled-down mass of low, small, flat-roofed, mud-made houses 
shot through with narrow, winding streets and surrounded by 
beehive-shaped thatch huts; a slapped-down-anywhere American 
midwestern service-center gridiron; Canberra’s neo-Baroque 
administrative and commercial ’cobwebs’ enclosed by tightly 
massed tile-on-brick ’private’ homes; Laon’s irregularly 
shaped blocks and squares pieced-in atop the narrow, 
steep-sided, flat-topped, ’L’ shaped ridge above the railroad 
on the plain immediately below - all are pre-eminently places 
of the non—agriculturalist. This is a perfectly reasonable 
and apparently clear statement of the essential difference 
between the two cluster types: rural clusters are 
pre-eminently places of the agriculturalist, urban clusters 
are pre-eminently places of the non-agriculturalist. But 
pre-eminently is a weasel-word. For, although the urban 
cluster may hold tradesmen, administrators, industrialists,
7financiers, warriors, public servants, educators, craftsmen - 
a host of specialized men - to the practical exclusion of the 
agriculturalist; the rural cluster may hold these specialists 
in addition to the agriculturalist. So too the concrete ex­
pression of specialization, everywhere in the urban cluster, 
is present in the rural cluster - the meeting hall, the 
temple, the granary; indeed, it is from the special structures 
of rural man that those of urban man appear to have evolved.
It is a matter of degree; perfectly different in the extremes 
and completely hazy in the betweens.
If, as seems evident, no natural dichotomy exists, any 
delimitation of clusters into urban and rural must be an 
arbitrary divisioning of a continuum. A scholarly delimita­
tion, however complex or brilliantly simple, is certainly as 
subjective, if not as meaningless, as an official delimitation, 
however naive. Can further intellectual elaboration be 
justified if the urban and rural cluster can be distinguished 
only by creating a false integrity for each?
The sites thus far uncovered in the Near East TcradleT 
seem too sophisticated to qualify as proto-urban clusters; in 
fact, interpretation of the more important remains is com­
plicated by the superposition of a number of rebuildings, of 
which even the lowest level seems full—formed. Any reasonable 
description of the form and function of the accredited urban
8duster during the first three thousand years or so of its 
known existence necessitates not only a lumping together of 
all available information - for much is unavailable - but a 
series of brilliant inductions as in most cases the ’example1 
cited is in reality the only known instance of that particular 
form. Further, though painstakingly excavated sites in the 
Nile, Tigris-Euphrates and Indus Valleys provide the basic 
information upon which have been built several masterful im­
pressions of the city of antiquity, the coherence with which 
these facts are assembled derives largely from an extrapolation 
of more recent, apparently better known conditions. It is 
hardly surprising, then, that the ancient city is remarkably 
similar in ’manner’, if not in form, to the city of today; 
indeed, it appears as if the urban cluster has developed no 
new rais on d’etre in the four millennia since Ur. Obviously, 
while this may be true, it cannot be admitted as a valid 
conclusion.
The defense of evolutionary processes detected in 
civilizations already artificially ordered by hindsight is 
unthinkable. The concept of ’forerunners’ in which certain 
civilizations are held to have exerted a pre-eminent influence 
upon certain of those following is so obviously oversimplified, 
however - so obviously an aid to the recognition of ante­
cedents - that there must be no confusing it with an attempted
9explanation of the way in which a civilization has developed. 
When, for example, Miletus was busily spawning a large number 
of colonial cities and assuming political, commercial and 
cultural leadership in Ionia - from about the tenth to the 
sixth century B.C. - it received stimuli, and, of course, 
reciprocated, from the Assyrian States in Mesopotamia, 
Palestine and Syria, from Egypt and from the Phrygian and 
later Lydian Kingdoms in Anatolia as well as from Crete. Who 
would be so foolhardy as to indicate a pre-eminent influence?
The Greek city of the sixth century B.C. was far from 
prepossessing. It was crude - mud-walled, thatch-roofed, 
one-storey huts for houses, a bizarrely colored barn—like 
structure for a temple, rough stalls and booths for a market; 
disordered — temples, rows of workshops, the town hall, 
cattle-pens and several statues and fountains strewn hap­
hazardly around an irregular open space or mean market for an 
agora, a tangle of unpaved, narrow passages for a street 
system; dirty — a refuse and ordure heap at the outskirts for 
a sewerage system; and small - two to five thousand people on 
forty to a hundred acres was usual, although a few of the 
leading trading centers like Miletus, Corinth and Rhodes may 
have accumulated a population of over ten thousand and Athens 
probably held about one hundred thousand. The limits imposed 
by small pockets of arable land and a modest supply of water
10
are only part explanations of the inconsiderable size of these 
cities, for even the major trading centers (with the notable 
exception of Athens), which could have supported large popu­
lations through increased trade, remained comparatively 
small. It seems probable that the conscious restriction of 
size through colonization not only relieved an overtaxed food 
and water supply, but allowed the poleis to remain workable 
democratic units.
Three to four hundred years later the Greek city had 
become ordered, organized, clean and attractive. Straight 
streets of fairly uniform width formed square to rectangular 
blocks of fairly uniform size in which the various functional 
units were set. The agora became a neat rectangle surrounded 
by colonnaded shops, the royal palace and main temple stood 
together and apart from less sacred structures, and the various 
public buildings formed a definite Tquarter’. Long continuous 
facades, fronts repeated along entire street lengths, led to 
magnificent buildings, statues and fountains of stone and 
marble. Gardens and tree plots penetrated built-up blocks 
and plants in pots lined the principal streets. And all was 
inter-related - a complex, systematic whole within walls.
While no sharp stages are evident in the transition from 
proto-Hellenic crudity and disorder to Hellenic sophistication 
and coherence the change occurred in a relatively short period
11
of time. For, though several instances of regular, ordered 
layouts have been noted from as early as the seventh century 
B.C., Naucratis in Egypt and Cryne in Lydia for example, and 
despite the nebulous and therefore possibly ancient ante­
cedents to the extensive chessboard of Miletus that rather 
suddenly appears in the fifth century B.C., the numerous 
gridironed colonial progeny of the mercantile Ionian cities 
girdled the Mediterranean in a few short centuries. Even the 
defiance of the amorphous Greek mainland cities was short-lived 
If, as Flinders Petrie believes, 1 Of all the works of 
man, building shows most about his means, his resources, and 
his social ideas11, we must presume that the systematic 
Hellenic city, with its crisp, clean, coherent street pattern, 
its magnificent buildings, its surfeit of architectural 
splendor, is indicative of a rich, technologically advanced, 
progressive society; the amorphous proto—Hellenic city, with 
its tangle of narrow streets, its crude, mean buildings, its 
lack of inspiring architecture, of a poor, technologically 
inept, backward society. This presumption is credible; an 
obvious and logical inference, and in part, but only in part, 
valid. For while it is true that Hellenic cities were wealthy 
and technically competent and could be considered ’progressive’
1
Flinders Petrie, W.M. , Some Sources of Human History. 1919* 
p. 36 .
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the proto-Hellenic cities, though poor and technologically 
inept, could be considered 'backward' only by disregarding 
the host of clear Greek minds that moved through them - 
Sophocles, Socrates, Aeschylus, Aristides, Thucydides, 
Themistocles, Pythagoras, Parmenides, Euripides - and be­
littling that most sublime creature, the Greek citizen.
Many have bemoaned the unrealized Tpromise1 of the 
proto-Hellenic city - the glorious idea denied expression. 
Thus, Mumfordts eulogy:
For a brief generation...the ways of the gods, the 
ways of nature, and the ways of men came close to 
a common point: it seemed as if the arrests and 
fixations, the aberrations and perversions embedded 
almost from the beginning in the very stones of the 
ancient city might be overcome...In the generation 
that had thrown back the Persian invasion, a new 
idea of human wholeness took possession of this 
society and pervaded every life...l
To see in the proto-Hellenic cityTs amorphous, filthy form a
resplendent fluidity; a place where a man stood for more than
the buildings he built is not difficult. Nor is it difficult
to see in the Hellenic city's resplendent form a 'petrified
elegance', where buildings took the place of men. But surely
this is to exaggerate unfulfilled potential while minimizing
accomplishments. Although, as Mumford says, 'if we lacked
the written documents, the stones of Athens would not tell
1
Mumford, L., The City in History, 1961, p. 166
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the story1-*-, the stones have something to say. An untempered 
reverence for the ideals of a society drawn solely from the 
works of great men must be treated as cautiously as a glib 
interpretation of human values from an examination of piles 
of stone.
Recognition of ’periods’ is the mind’s retreat from the 
braided flow of history. Compartmentalization is, of course, 
necessary, for no mind has yet proven sufficient to grasp 
events as components of the whole while appreciating their 
independent shadowy shiftings. Thus, some hundreds of years 
of pulsating development are characterized by several 
apparently unique traits, labelled and gingerly removed from 
the continuum for further study. Although closer inspection 
frequently reveals a lack of inner cohesion and raises mis­
givings concerning the promulgated traits of an ’age’, 
qualification and change in the concept of an historical 
period are rarely introduced vigorously. Confusion in com­
plexity is poor exchange for clarity in simplicity.
Granting that life throughout Europe during the half 
millennium of uncertain happenings following the end of the 
pax Romana - the Dark Ages - may be characterized as insecure, 
disordered and crude, yet wars, famine and pestilence were
Ibid., p. I48.
I
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recurrent and regional not continuous and universal, and 
despite the apparently chaotic milieu and the town’s seemingly 
suspended animation, a distinctive architectural style, the 
Romanesque, was evolved and the basis for a rebirth of urban 
activity established ~ a revival which, though dated as 
occurring in the eleventh century, was not sudden, did not 
occur everywhere simultaneously and did not proceed everywhere 
at the same pace. In retrospect it is difficult to distinguish 
between the causes for and the effects of this rebirth. But 
a most persuasive, if obvious, argument suggests that though 
in seeking to provide security towns were forced to curtail 
dependence on outside sources, it was the security that towns 
eventually provided that enabled redevelopment of intercourse; 
that is, the reaction to the prevailing chaos, which involved 
contraction and seeming suspension of activity, was, in fact, 
an active adjustment to a changing environment. Whatever the 
initial cause, revival pervaded town life and was manifested, 
among an interrelated complex of things that owed much to 
extension of the agricultural base, by increased trade, the 
rise of merchant and craft guilds, the granting of municipal 
charters and the right to hold regular markets, and the 
growing power of the church.
The five hundred years or so between the beginning of 
the eleventh and the end of the fifteenth centuries is the
15
Middle Ages; a period apparently somewhat coincident with 
the course of several urban developments. Both the medieval 
settlement pattern, which was ever changing, and, of course, 
not everywhere the same, and the medieval town, each the 
inconstant product of a peculiar development, have been 
typified.
Numerous small cities, towns and villages regularly 
spaced and widely distributed form the ’medieval pattern’.
In France, as Reclus^ - has indicated, spacing was so close and 
regular that but a half-day’s walk separated the most distant 
point from a market. Even a vague approximation to France’s 
nice arrangement, which has been hypothesized for the greater 
part of western Europe, must be acknowledged a remarkable 
accommodation. Obviously, such a pattern did not suddenly 
emerge full-formed. The Middle Ages was a period of halting 
growth and development; a time when large tracts in Europe 
were opened to settlement for the first time and old areas 
rejuvenated, but also a time when populations were periodical­
ly decimated by conflict and plague. ’The medieval settlement 
pattern’, at best a discerning selection, is in all probabil­
ity, a brilliant composite of a pattern formed, or tending
1
Gobert quoted by Elisee Reclus, ’The Evolution of Cities’, 
Contemporary Review, vol. 67> 1895* p. 251.
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to form, over large sections of Europe during an extended 
period of time.
Although exact data are lacking, there appears to have 
been a sizable, if somewhat inconsistent growth of population 
during the Middle Ages. Early in the period local population 
increases were drained off to stock newly opened areas, but 
as these Tpioneer fringesT were filled considerable rises 
occurred; in fact, it is estimated that during peak periods 
the rate of population growth compares with that of Europe in 
the nineteenth century. If this was, as Hiorns maintains,
Tthe foremost town-founding era in history*1 - hundreds of 
towns were founded in Italy and Great Britain, thousands in 
France and Germany - it was also a town—filling era, and the 
growth rate, even in large established centers, was frequently 
phenomenal.
It is somewhat surprising to learn that, amidst all this 
movement, the size of the medieval town changed but little, 
that cities tended to be relatively small and to remain so 
through the centuries. The tfactt is that towns of consider­
able repute rarely held more than 50,000 people, and many 
thriving centers less than 10,000. Both constancy and limited
Hiorns, F.R., Town-Building in History, 1956, p. 81.
I
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size are explained by recurrent strife, famine and disease, 
limitations of local water supply and food production 
accentuated by poor communications, legally restricted immi­
gration and the practice of resettling population surpluses 
in new communities. It is obvious that Tconstancy1 was 
inconstant; the explanation itself indicates that population 
levels were not static. Further, it is more than likely that 
population levels did not oscillate around a mean, but slowly 
spiralled. Populations were ’small1 in that they did not 
exceed certain limits; limits which, while ’low’ in retrospect, 
were sufficiently high to include practically all the towns 
of the late Middle Ages.
Actually the medieval town’s reputation for constancy 
and smallness rests on a comparison. Relative to the rapid 
growth and large size of the modern town, the medieval town 
seems a static trifle. Such a comparison is sterile, as well 
as misleading. Compared with the Empire State Building, both 
a ten-storey, block-wide tenement and a tin shack are 
insignificant, but there is considerable difference between 
the two. Characterizing medieval towns as ’small’ and 
’constant’ dismisses variations of growth and size that may 
have been as great, perhaps greater, than variation noted at
present
18
Any town may be considered unique - the peculiar result 
of an interaction of man and environment; or all may be con­
sidered alike - the urban habitat. Between these extreme 
views lie any number of possibilities of meaningful classifica­
tion. The usual subdivisioning of medieval towns based on 
differences of ground plan might well be considered naive, 
and any morphological consideration is apt to deceive, but 
lack of detailed information concerning most medieval towns 
and the apparently unfailing recurrence of certain major 
features, precludes use of a more sophisticated base. The main 
distinction is made between the regular and irregular ground 
plan; the interconnected, straight street system with square 
to rectangular blocks versus the variously shaped and sized 
tracts separated by narrow, twisting, frequently dead-end 
lanes. Pure types do occur, but mixture is common; however, 
as too fine a distinction among degrees of regularity would 
only reduce comprehension the categorization is presented as 
a dichotomy. Both the numerous medieval towns designed before 
colonization, the bastides for example, and many of the towns 
having a rectangular Roman core form the 1 regularT class; those 
towns that gradually emerged from villages are generally 
!irregulars T.
Extension of the dichotomy, by which TregularT becomes 
TplannedT and Tirregular1 becomes Tunplanned*, is unfortunate.
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Certainly a coherent, formalized, placed-down-in-one-piece- 
at-one-time development is planned, and the nice variations 
of the medieval examples indicate more than mere pedantry, but 
just as surely TplannedT is that town that has adjusted con­
tinuously with a changing man-land relationship, yet is any­
thing but Tregular*. Constant adjustment within a changing 
yet controlled concept, known as * organic* or * natural’ 
planning, is a complicated process, that, in allowing for new 
ideas and ways of doing things, not only perpetuates the life 
of a town but develops it. All too often the planned-in-one- 
piece, well laid-out town is so specialized, so ’inorganic*, 
that it cannot adjust to new developments and either disappears 
or stagnates. We cannot concur with Hiorns in the belief 
that, Tthe civic capacity of the Middle Ages must be judged by 
the many examples that bear... evidence of predetermined design; 
either built up on an orderly nucleus developed in antiquity, 
or...newly builtT ^ .
The formalized town lay-out of the Middle Ages is 
certainly distinctive, but the apparently orderless plan is 
common, and, although several main elements are apparently 
universal, there are considerable differences among medieval 
towns - differences that cannot be embodied in one model.
Ibid., p. 88.
1
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Medieval towns were in flux. Forms changed with development, 
and development was neither constant nor collective.
A civic center, formed by juxtaposition of principal 
church (which was social and cultural as well as religious 
center), marketplace (which served as arena for tournaments 
and processions) and Town Hall (at once assembly hall, law 
court, reception house, theatre and storehouse) was, almost by 
definition, present in every medieval town. But even if 
municipal status is denied to a settlement lacking one or more 
of the centerfs elements, thus precluding an argument based 
on the necessary development of such a complex, there were 
innumerable variations in form and setting, both from place 
to place and in time. For example, early in the Middle Ages
the church was the dominant element, the market but an adjunct✓
to it and the embryonic Town Hall merely a second storey atop 
the permanent stalls. In time, as prosperity warranted, the 
market sought space close to but apart from the church — it 
had found its commercial feet — and the Town Hall, as in the 
cities of the Netherlands, displaced the church as the focal 
center and vied with it architecturally ~ a recognition of 
political and economic superiority. Again, each of the vital 
elements assumed various forms: the marketplace in a northern 
Italian town might be a stone-floored formal square ringed 
round with arcaded shops - an architectural masterpiece; in
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France or Germany it might be triangular, oval, sawtoothed, 
any amorphous space in the center of the built-up area; in 
England a TwideT section of street might do. The ’ centerT 
might hold, in addition, any number of specialized buildings: 
guild halls, monasteries, nunneries, almshouses or hospitals, 
though these were commonly small and several and situated in 
other quarters.
The Ttypical1 medieval house is a one-family, two- or 
three-storey structure facing gable-end to the street and 
occurring in continuous rows running round the perimeter of a 
block. Descriptions of the interior commonly include a shop 
on the street level — commercial and/or industrial - with a 
kitchen behind and sleeping quarters above. Inclusion of a 
shop and the additional cost involved in erecting a 
multi-storied, rather than a one-storey, building for a single 
family arouses a suspicion that what has actually been 
typified is the medieval shop-house. A good portion of the 
populace probably lived in the ’rude huts’ of the tenth 
century throughout the Middle Ages. Again, although eave—ends 
paralleling the street are not unknown, that the gable-end 
usually faced outward makes more apparent the fact that the 
’continuous row’ resulted from a filling-in process, not from 
that inherent method of construction with which the shop-house 
was later introduced into Southeast Asia.
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The medieval house, evolving experimentally as were 
other facets of medieval life, might be present in all its 
confusing variety at any moment in any one place. Despite 
the necessity for refuge from bewildering variety, it is 
difficult to see the value in identifying one phase of an 
ever-changing, distinctive element as ftypical1.
Lycurgus, when asked by his fellow citizens to fortify 
their city, observed that, TA city will be well fortified 
which is surrounded by brave men and not by b r i c k s t h e  
medieval military architect observed that a stone wall helped. 
Few medieval towns were unwalled.
The wall was the resultant of offensive and defensive 
forces. As methods of assault were developed that nullified 
its defensive value, refinements were introduced to nonplus 
the offensive. The small settlement that had been encircled 
by a simple timber palisade in the eleventh century, might, 
by the fifteenth century, if it had grown and prospered, 
boast a high, thick, bastioned masonry wall with machicolated 
parapets. In fact, the wall developed into such a costly 
piece of capital equipment that, as Dickinson points out, Tin 
the later Middle Ages it became common for towns, instead of
T
Plutarchus, PlutarchTs Lives, with an English tr. by Perrin, 
vol. 1 , 1914* p"] 267 (The Loeb Classical Library).
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building new walls, to erect all kinds of temporary defence 
works outside the old walls, such as ditches, mounds, fences 
and hedges’•*■. It is probable, however, that these devices 
had always been resorted to when the old wall became obsolete 
and a new wall could not be financed immediately or when an 
attack was imminent. Descriptions of the several Burmese 
sieges of the old Thai capital of Ayutthaya^ afford ample 
evidence of the use of various ingenious defensive devices 
set up well beyond the walls of the city.
Pronouncements which stem from the possible validity of 
the psychological or mystical overtones attributable to the 
medieval wall must obviously share the suspicion incurred by 
all surmise. Other declarations, seemingly well founded in 
the concreteness of the medieval wall, are not as clearly 
suspect. That the wall separated town from country is so 
obvious that to note it scarcely fails being redundant.
No one would deny the intimate association between the 
medieval town and its surrounding countryside, in fact, the 
progressive loss of this relationship is generally considered 
to run the course of the Middle Ages. Economically, the
1
Dickinson, R.E., The West European City, 1951* p. 331»
2
See Salarak, L.P., ’Intercourse Between Burma and Siam, as 
Recorded in Hmannan Yazawindawgyi’, Selected Articles from the 
Siam Society Journal, vols. 5 and 6, Relationship with Burma - 
Part 1 and Part 2, 1959> passim.
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association seems clear: upon the productiveness of the land 
depended the prosperity of the town and upon the town’s 
market depended the welfare of the country. Burghers not 
only owned suburban orchards and vineyards and kept livestock 
in common pastures, but were the landlords from whom peasants 
rented fields. Intimate economic association — face to face 
marketing, tenant-landlord relationships - and close living 
(for many agriculturalists lived in town) lead to social 
intercourse. The separation effected by the wall can be 
claimed to be nothing more than a physical one.
But it was a rare wall that cleanly separated the 
closely built-up area of the town from the fields and 
scattered huts or village clusters of the country. Towns 
founded in the Middle Ages generally included a considerable 
amount of arable land within their walls; the fledgling town, 
a small clump of crude buildings surrounded by fields, looked 
more a walled pasture. And even though building proceeded 
apace, cultivated land, pasture, gardens, orchards and other 
open spaces were present in most medieval towns throughout the 
period; in fact, in Tuscany, where rough terrain reduced the 
need for elaborate fortification, the inclusion of agricul­
tural land was cause enough for an extension of the wall.
In Southeast Asia, where the positioning of a wall was a 
prerequisite to the founding of a center, the ’town’ might
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well remain a Thollow rectangle’ with a sizable proportion 
of its population quartered in homesteads strung out along 
streams or gathered round some focal point outside the walls. 
Nor did ’suburban’ development await a covering-over of all 
the open spaces within the enclosure; indeed, additions to 
the wall were frequently necessitated. Extension of an 
elaborate fortification is not undertaken without more than 
sufficient cause; for, in addition to the considerable expense 
involved, additions must be carefully integrated into the 
original unit so as to preserve its defensive integrity. 
Peasant shacks would have no bargaining power in a bid for a 
protective curtain, but burghers’ houses and workshops, 
markets and churches would. The extension of Bangkok’s 
enwalled area in the mid—nineteenth century was undertaken 
only upon the insistence of powerful commercial, religious and 
residential interests in the densely built-up area developed 
immediately beyond the original wall.
Even had there been a sharp physical delimitation, the 
medieval town would have been no more defined by a wall than 
was the Greek city of antiquity. Aristotle had turned his 
mind to this question long before: ’When’, he asks, ’are men 
living in the same place to be regarded as a single city -
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what is the limit? Certainly not the wall of the city, for 
you might surround all Peloponnese with a wall*!.
At the end of the fifteenth century the inconstant 
sociocultural, political, economic complex apparently becomes 
intolerably different from that recognized as the medieval 
Tunity’. Although the restless complexity of the next three 
hundred years - the Renaissance - is too well known to permit 
presentation of a ’typical’ settlement pattern and town form, 
comprehension of the obviously kinetic situation demands some 
logical ordering. There is, of course, no sharp break in 
urban form from one period to the next and no instance of a 
town’s complete metamorphosis, but there are examples of 
complete Renaissance forms in the several royal settlements 
and the hundreds of small fortified towns founded in the 
seventeenth century, which, when considered in conjunction 
with the form taken by additions to and alterations of historic 
towns, allows recognition of a continuous transition within a 
dominant theme. Ordering of urban form was the aim, whether 
it be the piecemeal clarification of the fifteenth century or 
the wholesale geometric regimentation of the baroque. It is 
prudent to avoid choosing a pre-eminent cause from among such 
candidates as: the shade of Vitruvius, technological progress,
Aristotle quoted by Mumford, op. cit., p. I85.I
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military maneuvering, philosophical tenets, psychological 
effects or merely disgusting congestion. Though the 
traditional geomantic principles being actively applied in 
Southeast Asia at the same time would seem to provide an 
example of a preference pursued apparently without reference 
to similar influences.
The Renaissance has recently borne the brunt of 
redirected obloquy, probably the more damning for having been 
originally misdirected at a now ’ cleared’ Middle Ages. Not 
only has the medieval town’s proverbial congestion been 
shifted to the Renaissance town, but the once aesthetic solu­
tion to this problem - the straight street bordered by uniform 
structures — has been denounced as a heedless swath that 
spared no historic memento or sacred spot, recognized no 
social continuity and placed a tremendous tax burden upon the 
populace; the very antithesis of GeddesT ’conservative 
surgery’1.
The development of congestion has been linked with the 
evolution of the wall by the argument that during the four­
teenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, while the wall 
still remained flexible, internal open spaces were gradually
I
Geddes, P., ’Conservative Surgery’, Patrick Geddes in India, 
1947, pp. 40-59.
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built over until, by the seventeenth century, the wall, 
responding to new means of destruction, became a formidable, 
inflexible piece of monumental engineering forbidding lateral 
expansion, forcing building upward and resulting, inevitably, 
in intolerable congestion. That the wall restrained lateral 
expansion is, of course, undoubtedly true, but this seemingly 
logical explanation is too simple. Prior to the time when 
congestion is presumed to have become critical the wall had 
already become meaningless, for the formation of monarchical 
states transferred defense to the national border. The 
formidable defenses (such as VaubanTs) contrived in the seven­
teenth century, were not designed merely to enclose a town 
but to safeguard a nation. That the new fortifications 
covered a greater area than the settlement within is not to be 
wondered at; these were deliberately designed and strategically 
positioned strongholds; anything else was mere appendage.
These highly specialized forms of the wall quickly became 
superfluous, and, if the contained settlement prospered, 
probably were deterrents to lateral expansion, but, for most 
towns, the wall was less a restraint to town extension in the 
seventeenth century than previously. Further, had every town 
received elaborate fortressing and tenements filled the inner 
space, congestion need not have resulted. High population 
densities may be accommodated without congestion if movement
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is minimal. Increased use of wheeled vehicles on incoherent 
street systems probably did more to bring about serious 
problems of congestion than walls or five—storey buildings.
For whatever reason or reasons, it became necessary to 
order the confused mass of irregular streets and incompre­
hensible structural variety of the early Renaissance town. 
Buying—up properties and relocating occupants must have 
presented almost insurmountable problems (was not WrenTs plan 
for remodeling, following the holocaust of 1666, foiled by 
mercantile intransigence?) and it is not surprising that most 
towns, even at the end of the eighteenth century, possessed 
only patches of regularity. Though expedient methods, that, 
in retrospect, are inexcusable, achieved these traces of 
order, it is apparent that some functional efficiency and 
formal beauty were instilled into a too cluttered urban set­
ting. The straight street and the repetition of uniform 
structures embodying elements of classical architecture are 
the hallmarks of the new order, and it is only when an entire 
town is strictly formalized that this order becomes unbear­
able .
Geometric clarification of plan was accompanied by a 
general specialization of function, not only within the town, 
where the workshop and store were gradually banished from the 
house and the house became a home, itself divided into
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particular cells, and where the offices of the military and 
the bureaucracy were fast becoming legion, but among towns, 
which began to be referred to as 1industrial or commercial 
or administrative centers, although such designations 
probably made much of distinctive traits while overlooking 
more mundane but perhaps more important functions. In short, 
in Europe, the pace of town-founding slowed and a process of 
differentiation made a modest beginning.
Little is actually known of the pattern of urban settle­
ment in Europe during the Renaissance, but the point is ever 
emphasized that this was the age of Tcapital cities1, a time 
when Tinordinate growth’ was experienced in the administrative 
centers of the newly formed monarchical states. Suspect 
statistics cannot belie an obvious correlation between ’capital 
cities’ and large massings of population, but many of these 
centers had had large populations long before they became 
’capitals’; in fact, it is possible that the relative differ­
ence between the population levels of the several largest 
cities and the majority of towns was greater during medieval 
times. The administrative function, though of major 
importance in furthering growth, was not the only function of 
the ’capital city’; formal political leadership of a state or 
area was, in many instances, conferred on the acknowledged 
leader in commerce and industry. Certainly the available
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information suggests that in Southeast Asia and particularly 
in Thailand at this time (and even today), capital cities 
were at once their StatesT pre-eminent administrative, 
commercial and TindustrialT centers.
GeddesT thoughtful: ’The great cities cannot but seek to 
concentrate to themselves population and food, power and 
pleasure, though commonly at the expense of exploiting and 
even exhausting the vast areas that they subordinate... provin­
cial areas, with their smaller towns and cities,...become in­
creasingly impoverished...’^ , and Mumford’s brusque: T...con­
solidation of power in the political capital was accompanied 
by a loss of power and initiative in the smaller centers: 
national prestige meant the death of local municipal freedom
O...’ , embody the gist of the indictment of the ’inordinately’ 
large center, which Hoselitz has popularized by distinguishing 
between the ’generative’ and Tparasitic’ city: ’A city will be
designated as generative if its impact on economic [or cultur­
al] growth is favorable, i.e. if its formation and continued 
existence and growth is one of the factors accountable for the 
economic [or cultural] development of the region or country
1
Geddes, P., ’The Diagnostic Survey’, Patrick Geddes in 
India, op. cit., pp. 24-39.
2
Mumford, op. cit. , p. 355
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in which it is located. A city will be considered...para­
sitic if it exerts an opposite impact’1.
A remarkable assumption underlies these assertions. The 
large city - the capital - apparently is regarded as something 
apart from the State in which it is located. Like some extra­
territorial monster it feeds off the countryside.
A city is large if it contains a considerable number of 
people, almost all of whom are members of the State in which 
the city is located; the number of people in a single large 
city may represent a sizable proportion of the StateTs popu­
lation. If such a city - the capital - be a rapacious beast, 
it battens on itself.
People are attracted to the large center - the capital - 
by opportunities that are not offered elsewhere in the State. 
This massing of people creates additional opportunities by 
presenting the entrepreneur with both a large local market and 
an available and differentiated labor force. In time, in 
many cases a remarkably short time, products of this endeavor 
become available for the entire State; products that could 
not have been made available otherwise. The large city - the 
capital - is the State’s production center and proving ground.
I
Hoselitz, B.F., ’Generative and Parasitic Cities’, Economic 
Development and Cultural Change, vol. 3 > 1954~55> p. 279.
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City-folk must be fed with food grown elsewhere, and 
clothed and housed with materials obtained from other places. 
The State supports its central city with surplus food; a 
surplus that might be produced normally, but that is more 
likely to have been induced by anticipated sale. Subsistence 
agriculturalists cannot support a large center; they are not 
impoverished by its demands but rather by those of their own 
offspring. Raw material needed for clothing and housing the 
population of the large center is drawn from the several 
parts of the State; this demand neither strips nor turns out 
country-folk, but adds value to low value materials. 
Similarly, the demands of the large cityTs commercial and 
industrial endeavors may make valuable, things locally worth­
less. How can the large center - the capital — be other than 
a major impetus to the economic progress of the State?
Hoselitz admits that the evidence overwhelmingly 
supports the contention that large cities exercise a 
Tgenerative’ function; in fact, he can distinguish only one 
type of city as ’parasitic’ - the early colonial administra­
tive capital - and even here acknowledges what he terms a 
’short run impact’. ’Although for a time the city tended to 
exert a clearly unfavorable influence on the potentialities 
of economic development of its hinterland... factors of 
change developed in and around the city which had the effect
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of turning the parasitic character of the city into a 
generative one7^ . It is difficult to understand how a city 
(or anything else) tends to exert a clearly unfavorable 
influence, but, obviously, a capital cityfs influence cannot 
be favorable to all potential developments (even were they 
known); a function of government is to intelligently choose 
from the Tpotentials7 those which it feels will best further 
the development of the State, What is a 7short run impact7 - 
ten years, fifty years, a hundred years? The consequences of 
a 7parasitic7 impact (if, indeed, there be such a thing) 
cannot be separated from the resulting 7 generative7 impact; 
both must be viewed in the entirety of development.
Further, the government or a large business concern must 
coordinate its activities to be effective. Coordination 
demands some sort of central control. If a number of institu­
tions are centralized in one place there are possibilities of 
coordination among them. The benefit to the State of a 
coordinated development is immeasurable. Obviously, the 
autonomy of the local center must be curbed in order to 
enable the coordinated development of the State, which 
ultimately results in rising economic levels and a cultural 
complex beyond that that could be attained in separate
Ibid., p. 282.
1
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localities. Did not the early colonial administrative 
capital perform this necessary function? Did it not become 
Tparasitic1 (to use HoselitzTs terms) only when the inertia 
of its development could not accommodate the very environment 
it had helped to create?
The last hundred and fifty years has brought unprecedent­
ed urban development. The already large capital cities have 
grown to startling proportions, a host of no less large 
agglomerations have developed from previously insignificant 
places and a number of new centers have appeared. No city 
appears to have had over a million inhabitants at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, some seventy-five are 
well over that mark at present; the several cities of more 
than half a million have become several hundred and each of 
about a thousand cities now holds more than one hundred 
thousand. This tremendous increase in urban populations has 
resulted in increases in urban area that are beyond those 
that might be expected from eighteenth century experience; in 
several parts of the world huge agglomerations of many hun­
dreds of square miles have formed. The urban scale has 
changed. Though it is impossible to separate out and gauge 
the importance of any one element in this change, which 
includes a greatly enhanced agricultural productivity, huge 
increases of population, large-scale migrations both to the
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sparsely peopled areas of America, Africa, Asia and Australia 
and to the urban centers of Europe, and the formation of 
world trade networks; and though this change must be seen as 
an integral part of a complex of development that cannot be 
divorced from the effects of particular antecedents and 
instillations; yet all seems to have stimulated and yet been 
made possible by a rapidly developing and widely applied 
technology, and, accordingly, industrialization is accredited 
the prime mover.
But this outburst of urban growth has been neither 
regular nor universal, and there are marked differences of 
pattern from place to place. Even where growth has been con­
siderable, as in Europe, many smaller centers of the eight­
eenth century have grown but little, others have experienced 
periods of ’boom and bust* and not a few bustling towns have 
become quiet retreats. The dichotomy Tindustrialized - 
pre-industrialized* (latterly modified to 1 developed - un-, 
under-, lesser-developedf) has, it would seem, proceeded from 
the frustrating inability to make any more discerning 
divisioning at present. Unfortunately, though the naivety of 
a concept which, in the face of an economic interdependence 
sufficiently developed to make a certain unity abundantly 
clear, assumes the existence of two worlds - one actually 
existing; the other extant, but actually in the past - would
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seem self-evident, this gross generalization has casually 
assumed a certain validity. The reason for this undeserved 
esteem may well stem from an unconscious substitution of 
’non-industrialized’ for Tpre-industrialized’, thereby 
reducing a glaring chronological inadequacy to the more 
subtle, because universal, one of definition. The difference, 
then, becomes one between populations in which a ’majority1 
is in ’large’ clusters and those in which a ’majority’ is in 
’small’ clusters, for there is apparently no special 
pattern of settlement associated with either the industrializ­
ed or non-industrialized areas. Without intending to belabor 
the too-obvious inadequacies of this approach, wonder may 
yet be expressed at the value of compounding standards by 
which to evaluate unique situations when these standards owe 
little, if anything at all, to examinations of unique 
situations.
Comparison is always attended with difficulty; when, 
however, the arguments for the ’model’ are themselves 
self-contradictory or proceed from what are obviously inad— 
missable assumptions, comparison becomes intolerably uncer­
tain and the student, though incompletely divorced from in­
stilled basic assumptions - of method, for example - can only 
attempt as objective a description as possible of what is as 
yet an apparently unique situation. For Thailand, these
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considerations have governed the tenor of the following 
discussion. It must remain to be indicated whether the 
results of such primary enquiry can be incorporated in any 
more universal hypothesis.
PART 1
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION
The Distribution of the Population
A burgeonning population
Prior to publication of the Census of 1911 the total 
population of Thailand was (or should have been) a matter 
for learned conjecture. The estimates given in appendix A, 
though by no means exhaustive - many a missionaryTs life-work 
lies buried in some quiet place - include much of the infor­
mation available to the researcher^. Notes accompanying this 
table clearly indicate the variety of sources on which these 
estimates have been based, and make evident that, in most 
instances, their reliability depends heavily upon the 
intelligence and character of the reporter.
The whittling down of the Bangkokian Empire to 
buffer-state size by treaties with the English and French and 
the important Anglo-French agreements of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries is vividly illustrated by
T
The size of the Thai armies that marched restlessly across 
mainland Southeast Asia prior to the middle of the nineteenth 
century has been much exaggerated and cannot be used as a base 
from which to estimate the total population. See HarveyTs 
TNumerical NoteT on pages 333 to 335 of his History of Burma, 
1925) for parallel arguments supporting this contention.
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figure 1 in the frequent redefinitions of ThailandTs 
boundaries. Lack of authoritative population data is most 
keenly exposed by these areal variations for which no 
statistical compensation is possible. But, in fact, figure 1 
actually understates the hopelessness of the situation, for 
much depends upon the definition of Thailand adopted. It is 
difficult to point to any one historical definition as TbestT; 
for while it is true that Thailand exercised suzerainty over 
the areas ceded to the English and French, both the nature and 
the period of control varied considerably, making it virtually 
impossible to discredit any of a series of varying estimates 
for a particular period — even were the area considered in 
each case known with any accuracy. For example, in A.D.I84I 
the Thai managed to instal Ang-Duong as king of Cambodia, but 
the Vietnamese army controlled enough of the country to force 
a joint protectorate in 1845 which lasted until the French 
replaced the Vietnamese as contenders^. Convincing arguments 
could be given for considering Cambodia part of or separate 
from the Thai domain for all or for a portion of the period
1841-67.
Though the more reliable estimates of the total population 
of Thailand prior to 1911 form a logical progression within a
1
See Hall, D.G.E., A History of Southeast Asia, i960, pp. 401 
and 591*
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rather definite and relatively narrow range (compared with 
that of the known totals after 1911 ), restricting the 
possibility of very dissimilar interpretations of trend, 
several quite different though, perhaps, equally valid con­
clusions are permitted. The curve described on figure 2 is 
necessitated by the non-rigorous nature of the data and is 
justified by several assumptions: first, that late in the 
seventeenth century the total population of Thailand was about
four million^ ; second, that the population was close to five
omillion in the mid-nineteenth century ; third, that the latter 
level was, more or less, maintained until the beginning of
1
La Loubere’s figure of 1.9 million for 1688 (see appendix A) 
includes only those listed on the rolls, that is, able-bodied 
TfreeT men. Women, constituting half the population in every 
census since 1911, children, the aged, slaves of several 
classes and fugitives are excluded. Northern Thailand, then 
the Kingdom of Chiengmai, was a vassal of Burma, although 
Mergui and Tenasserim were Thai dominions.
2
Bastian’s figure of four million in 1829 (see appendix A), 
like la Loubere’s for 1688, includes only people listed on the 
rolls, but at this time the northern Malay States, Laos and 
northern Cambodia, if not the entire Cambodian kingdom, were 
under Thai suzerainty. Bowring rejects as too high a Thai 
estimate of a total population of five million in 1855, when 
Thailand was still suzerain of its 1829 territories (see 
The Kingdom and People of Siam, vol. 2, 1857, p. 256) but, 
nevertheless, after defining a Thailand minus the north, the 
southern peninsula provinces and the Korat Plateau, but includ­
ing two of the northern provinces of Cambodia (ibid., vol. 1, 
pp. 1-3), he estimates the total population at Tfrom four 
millions five hundred thousand to five millions of souls’ 
(ibid., vol. 1, p. 81).
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this century^-. Obviously such a curve is not an objective 
analytical assessment that can be subjected to further, more 
sophisticated analysis, but simply a descriptive device. As 
a detailed analysis of these population data is not now 
proposed (in truth, analysis seems unwarranted), the curve has 
not been fitted with mathematical precision to the census data 
available after 1911, though obviously its path is rather
Ostrictly governed by these statistics .
The trend indicated by this graph suggests that the 
present population level of over twenty-five million has 
resulted largely from an unprecedented and ever-increasing 
rate of growth experienced during the last half-century, 
generated suddenly after at least two hundred years of very 
gradual increase, in which population levels rose only from
1
The Thai estimate for 1903 in Carter’s The Kingdom of Siam, 
1904 (see appendix A).
2
With the exception of the census of 1911 upon which Graham 
(Siam, vol. 1, 1924, p. 113) comments: TThe Census began with 
a leisurely enumeration [in 1909] which, by dint of repeated 
checking and revision, was at length brought within measurable 
distance of a fairly accurate representation of the number of 
the people. This was followed by an annual revision of the 
registers, and it is claimed by the authorities that the 
figures now given are substantially correct. There is, how­
ever, evidence to show that here and there, especially in 
outlying districts where the intelligence of enumerating 
officers is not of the first order, errors of more or less 
importance exist. Moreover, it is known that the first enum­
eration of Bangkok city gave numbers about 14 per cent in 
excess of the truth.T
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approximately four to slightly more than five million. The 
abrupt increase in the rate of growth early in the present
century assumed in this explanation is perhaps not as discreet
but conceivably more accurate than one postulating gradual
change^ and may be attributed in great part to the rapid in­
flux of Western techniques and ideas which characterized the 
reigns of those enlightened and brilliant monarchs Mongkut 
(1851-68) and Chulalongkorn (1868-1910).
Certain minor inaccuracies occur in the Thai censuses (par­
ticularly in the earlier ones) to a somewhat greater extent 
than can be tolerated in modern censuses. However, at worst, 
the 1911? 1919> 1929j 1937* 1947 and I960 censuses and the 1954 
Demographic Survey provide the best estimates available of the 
total population of Thailand, estimates which are immediately 
comparable (see table 1)2. All manner of extrapolated and 
interpolated figures embody the results of one or more of the
1
Skinner’s interpretation (see Chinese Society in Thailand, 
1957* p. 70), indicated on figure 2, exemplifies that inherent 
human assumption that change, when not proved otherwise, is 
gradual.
2
Only those minor inaccuracies unique to each census affect 
comparability for the only areal change occurred during an 
intercensal period. During World War II, the Japanese trans­
ferred to Thailand areas previously ceded to the British in 
1909 and the French in 1904 and 1907 (see figure 1) as well 
as the Southern Shan States of Kengtung and MÖng Pan; they 
were reclaimed by the British and French at the end of the war.
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six censuses and the survey, but little, if anything, would be 
gained from their reproduction here. However, a regular grad­
uation of years based upon assumed rates of intercensal increase 
is necessary in order to derive growth rates which may be 
compared (see table 3)*
Table 1: TOTAL POPULATION of THAILAND from CENSUS RETURNS
Year Population
I960 26,257,916
1956 20,095,130(a)
1947 17,442,639
1937 14,464,105
1929 11,506,207
1919 9,207,3551911 8,266,408
(a) Estimate from TDemographic Survey1, 1954.
Regional and administrative units and the disposition of
population
The system of administrative units into which Thailand is 
divided has been overhauled more than once, most notably, 
perhaps, by King Chulalongkorn, when Tterritorial administra­
tion by locally based aristocrats underwent a transformation 
of labels, the development of urban units, and administration 
centralization...the provinces eventually became known as 
Changwads, the districts as Amphurs, the communes as Tambols, 
and the hamlets as Mubans, while the hierarchical relationship
45
was tightened by the creation of centrally appointed and paid 
aristocratic governors^, The contemporary hierarchy is bas­
ically the same as that introduced by Rama Boromo Trailokanat 
in A.D.I448, which in turn owes much to the efficient organiz­
ation developed as early as the seventh century by the Nan Chao 
Empire^, but comparable, reliable data are available only for 
the last forty years and - if municipalities are disregarded 
for the moment - only at or above the provincial level (see 
appendix B)3. Data for larger areal units, the popular four 
Tregions1 indicated on figure 3* for example, are derived from 
summing provincial totals and are, obviously, reliable and 
comparable (if not perfectly accurate) within this period; but 
data available for certain of these areas for previous years
1
Wit, D., A Comparative Survey of Local Government and 
Administration, 1961, p. 77»
2
See Wood, W.A.R., A History of Siam, 1924, p. 37* and 
Udyanin, K. , and Smith, R.D., The Public Service in Thailand: 
Organization, Recruitment and Training, 1954* p. 9«
3
Provinces (changwads) are subdivided into a number of 
districts (amphurs) and subdistricts (ging amphurs); districts 
are subdivided into communes (tambols) or groups of villages; 
and communes are made up of villages (mubans). At present 
(mid-March 1963) there are 71 provinces, 489 districts and 39 
subdistricts, 4*861 communes and 41*329 villages (from 1 Numbers 
of Provinces, Districts, Sub-Districts, Communes and Villages 
in ThailandT, mimeographed sheet, in Thai, published by the 
Central Registration Section, Department of the Interior,
March 1963). Although, obviously, data are collected at the 
lowest levels, they are not available.
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must be accepted with caution, though perhaps not to that 
degree compelled by Graham’s TIn describing the country...no 
particular system, either geographical or ethnographical, 
appears to have been followed’^ . Appendix C summarizes these 
and other gleanings from the literature and, though meagre, 
represents a fair coverage of available data of this type 
prior to 1919»
The provinces (changwad), which have been the primary 
units of territorial administration since 1957* previously 
enjoyed this status during the first eight years (1933-41) of 
the Constitutional regime. During the 1941-57 period they 
were grouped into larger units called ’Paak’ or regions and 
during the half-century prior to 1933 into ’Monthon’ or 
circles. From 1941 to 1952 there were five Paak; from 1952 
to 1957 there were nine. Monthon varied in number from 
eighteen to ten during the c.1894-1933 period^. Appendix D 
establishes the comparability of data available at the 
Monthon level from the 1911, 1919 and 1929 censuses.
The data presented in appendices B, C and D cannot be 
readily manipulated into some meaningful discussion of the
1
Graham, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, p. 5»
2
An informed and informative account of these administrative 
units is contained in Arsa Meksawan, The Role of the Provin­
cial Governor in Thailand, 1962, pp. 109, 140-51»
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distribution of the population of Thailand; in fact, even an 
inordinate amount of work produces little in the way of 
significant results. Provincial data from the censuses of 
1919? 1929? 1937? 1947 and i960 are the most inclusive, 
reliable and comparable available, but even a general dis­
cussion based upon these data - the province is, of course, 
much too gross an areal unit upon which to base a serious 
analysis - cannot be presented without first mitigating the 
inequalities of area and time. The inequality of time may 
be offset by reduction to a unit period - ten year intervals 
from 1920 to i960, for example - but the inequality of area 
is hardly lessened by reduction to some standard, such as 
people per square kilometer, for the distribution of people 
within each province varies considerably. Thus, while it is 
apparent from a comparison of table 2 (in which these data 
are presented in their most easily compared form) with figure 
3, that some regionalization of population does indeed exist, 
it is also evident that in a number of instances adjacent 
provinces differ markedly. To be sure, the population of 
Thailand is unevenly distributed and differences may be abrupt, 
but an irregular administrative unit, which may encompass 
within itself as varied a population density as does the 
entire country, cannot be used to indicate this fact.
Discussion based on such indiscriminate subdivision is to be
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avoided, particularly in that it appears to possess a certain 
accuracy^-.
For immediate purposes, however, this situation is not as 
desperate as it might appear, for large-scale maps and aerial 
photographs reveal several basic patterns of distribution 
which, when combined with provincial data, permit some general­
ization. The basic distributional patterns occur in areas 
fairly coincident with certain physiographic features and, 
accordingly, the six Tregions’ delimited on figure 4 are 
named so as to suggest the nature of the terrain. Obviously, 
this division forms nothing more than a loose descriptive 
framework for which data, meagre and generalized as they are, 
can be derived only after making a number of fairly question­
able assumptions that preclude strict analysis (see table 3).
It is not intended to dwell upon what is readily apparent 
from table 3> but attention must be drawn to the constancy of 
the proportions of the total population within the several 
regions over the past half-century, despite the large and 
rapid increase in numbers which has occurred during this time. 
Apparently, Thailand’s recent population ’explosion’ is 
countrywide - growth rates support this contention - and
1
See, for example, Barton, T.F., ’Thailand’s Population 
Density and Distribution’ in Transition, vol. 3* no. 2, I960.
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Table 3: ESTIMATED POPULATION AND DENSITY AND PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, BY REGION, 1920-60
Region(a )
1920 1930 1940
Population People % of total Population People % of total Population People % of total
(*000) per km^ population (*000) per km^ population (»000) per km^ population
Eastern Plateau(k) 
Northern Ranges
3 ,090.8 19 33 3,927.0 25 33 5,209.6 33 34
1,807.7 11 19 2,170.0 13 18 2,733.8 16 18
Central Plaint)
1. Outer Plain 1,155.3 21 12 1,573.7 28 13 2,064.5 37 13
2. Inner Plain 1,456.7 118 15 1,873.8 152 16 2,387.2 194 16
Southeastern Upland 
and Coastal Plain(e ) 502.8 15 5 616.4 18 5 798.3 24 5
Southern Ranges ( w , , 582.6 11 6 704.2 14 6 880.0 17 6
Southern Coastal PlainvSJ 841.2 27 9 1,011.8 33 8 1 ,287.2 41 8
Thailand v“ / 9,437.2 18 100 11,875.9 23 100 15,357.7 30- 100
1950 i960
Eastern Plateau(b) 6 ,698.8 42 34 8,781.0 55 33
Northern Ranges(c ) 
Central Plain(d)
3,270.2 19 17 4,462.7 26 17
1. Outer Plain 2,646.3 47 14 3,644.3 65 14
2. Inner Plain 3,121.6 253 16 4,286.2 348 16
Southeastern Upland 
and Coastal Plain(e ) 1,037.7 30 5 1,421.4 42 5
Southern Ranges(f) 1,093.6 21 6 1 ,500.8 29 6
Southern Coastal Plain(S) 1,608.8 52 8 2,161.5 70 8
T h a i l a n d ' 19,477.0 38 100 26,257.9 51 100
Notes :
(a) Though a province may straddle one or more of the gen- Nakhon, Samut Prakan, Samut Sakhon, Samut Songkhram, Sing
eralized regions shown on figure 4, each is included in only Buri and Thon Buri in the Inner Plain •
one region as data are not available below the provincial leveL.
(b) Including the provinces of Buriram, Chaiyaphum, Kalasin, 
Khon Kaen, Mahasarakham, Nakhon Phanom, Nakhon Ratchasima,
Nong Khai, Roi Et, Sakon Nakhon, Sisaket, Surin, Ubon and Udon.
(c) Including the provinces of Chiang Rai, Chiengmai, Kam- 
phaengphet, Kanchanaburi, Lampang, Lamphun, Loei, Mae Hongson, 
Nan, Phetchabun, Phrae, Tak, Uthai Thani and Uttaradit.
(d) Including the provinces of Chainat, Lop Buri, Nakhon 
Nayok, Nakhon Sawan, Phichit, Phitsanulok, Rat Buri, Sara Buri, 
Sukhothai and Suphan Buri in the Outer Plain, and Ang Thong, 
Ayutthaya, Nakhon Pathorn, Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani, Phra
(e) Including the provinces of Chachoengsao, Chanthaburi, 
Chon Buri, Prachin Buri, Rayong and Trat.
(f) Including the provinces of Chumphon, Krabi, Phangnga, 
Phet Buri, Phuket, Prachuap Khiri Khan, Ranong, Satun, Surat 
Thani and Trang.
(g) Including the provinces of Nakhon Si Thammarat, Nara- 
thiwat, Pattani, Phatthalung, Songkhla and Yala.
(h) Totals given and those for columns may differ because 
of rounding.
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there appear to have been no mass migrations or seepages of 
the population to or from any particular region - the number 
of people who have migrated to the regions delimited, since 
1955> now constitute the following percentages of these area’s 
total populations (because of certain peculiarities of avail­
able data these percentages are weighted in favor of the 
migrants): Eastern Plateau, 0.3 per cent; Northern Ranges, 1.6 
per cent; Central Plain, 1.9 per cent (Outer Plain, 2.4 per 
cent; Inner Plain, 3*4 per cent); Southeastern Upland and 
Coastal Plain, 2.1 per cent; Southern Ranges, 2.6 per cent; 
Southern Coastal Plain, 0.9 per cent^. Hence, it seems that 
this rapid up-welling has not yet strained local carrying 
capacities - though the Eastern Plateau may be on the verge 
of serious difficulty.
Patterns of settlement
The ancient Thai adage ’Rice on the land and fish in the 
water’, deserving of a host of subtle interpretations, is as
1
From data contained in Table 6, Migration of Population 5 
Years of Age and Over, by Age Group and by Sex, ’Changwad 
Series’, Population Census, Thailand, I960, Central Statistic­
al Office, National Economic Development Board. Adul 
Wichienchareon (’Movements of Population Within Thailand’, 
Journal of Public Administration, October i960, pp. 29-36), 
after examining the results of the 1954 Demographic Survey 
(which recognized nine regions), concluded that ’Inter-regional 
migration...involved a relatively small number of migrants.’
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significant a description of the indigenous diet as brevity 
will allow: apparently, wherever possible, the Thai places 
himself so as to procure these two staples with least effort. 
This is a primary factor in the evolution of the settlement 
patterns to be described^.
On the Inner Plain - the imperceptibly sloping (1:10,000) 
delta of the Chao Phraya - and the Outer Plain, particularly 
the coalesced hilly floodplain of the lower Ping, Yoin and Nan
1
The following description of regional settlement patterns 
is based on a survey of all maps and aerial photographs (of 
areas not yet mapped) available in 1962, and information 
gleaned from a number of secondary sources, but primarily 
from: Credner, W., Siam, das Land der Tai, 1935; TGeologic 
Reconnaissance of the Mineral Deposits of ThailandT,
Geological Survey Memoir 1 , Royal Department of Mines, 1953;
A Study of the Economy of a Rice Growing Village in Central 
Thailand, Division of Agricultural Economics, Ministry of 
Agriculture, 1961; deYoung, J.E., Village Life in Modern 
Thailand, 1955; Blanchard, W. and others, TThailandT, Human 
Relations Area Files, Inc. (Country Survey Series) 1958; 
Kingshill, K., Ku Daeng, The Red Tomb (A Village Study in 
Northern Thailand) , I 9 6 0 * Agriculture in Thailand, Ministry 
of Agriculture, 1961; Pendleton, R.L., Thailand, 1962.
Even this partial list of secondary sources belies the meagre 
amount of pertinent information available and, of course, 
gives no inkling of the considerable reserve which must 
attend acceptance of much of the information. For example, 
deYoung (ojd. cit. , pp. 10-11) remarks, conversationally, 
that TNo records are available of how many of the central-Thai 
peasants are involved in this new type of community [one of 
dispersed homesteads], but probably less than one-tenth of all 
villages in Thailand fall in this categoryT; three years later 
Human Relations Area FilesjInc. (op. cit., p. 53) reports that 
Tthe dispersed village, accounts for less than one-tenth of 
all the villages in Thailand...1
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rivers to the north, stilted farmhouses are characteristically 
strung out atop natural or artificial levees along the 
numerous waterways; villages being, in many instances, simply 
segments of long lines of houselots (see figures 5 and 6). 
During the rains of the southwest monsoon (June through 
September), while the rivers of the Central Plain slowly 
rise, houselots stand above a riced quagmire. From September, 
when the rivers flood, covering the Plain (more particularly 
the delta) with a sheet of water a meter and more in depth, 
through November or December, when the padi fields are 
drained and the rice harvested, the long lines of homesteads 
appear as elongated palmed islands - the only dry land in a 
vast shallow sea. A dry homelot is, of course, all important, 
for the space beneath the living quarters functions as 
stable, granary, chicken coop and general storehouse, and 
the plot itself must provide the family with fruit and 
vegetables as well as an area in which to perform those chores 
associated with rice cultivation. The banks of the larger 
streams, being above the level of the floodplain, would immed­
iately recommend themselves for this purpose; the more so 
since their relatively coarse soils allow a drainage inimical 
to the production of rice, but necessary for the raising of 
vegetables and tree crops. Further, a creek or canal flowing
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past one’s front door provides not only a seemingly inexhaust­
ible supply of fish and a cheap means of transportation, but 
water for domestic uses - a commodity not readily available 
elsewhere during the dry season. Unsurprisingly, where 
natural levees are absent they are imitated — canals are 
flanked with their own debris and individual homesteads are 
built up of earth excavated from a nearby hole which then 
becomes a fish pond by simply connecting it by a ditch to the 
nearest waterway.
The elongate or flineT pattern of riverine settlement 
predominates on the Central Plain, but both the Tdispersed* 
and the ’cluster’ patterns are represented. The line pattern 
has also developed along roads in the vicinity of the larger 
centers, but, in general, roads and railway lines do not 
attract the Thai peasant (see figure 5)* Dispersed homesteads 
occur in the intensively cultivated, tenant—operated rice- 
lands on certain of the southern portions of the delta (see 
figure 7) and around the larger centers particularly 
Bangkok, in those areas where the Chinese market gardener 
predominates, and in the tenant—operated fruit orchards of 
Thon Buri. In this instance, such a pattern apparently results 
from a combination of tenancy and intensive farming. Briefly, 
absentee landlords subdivide their large holdings of especial­
ly productive but unimproved land into many small plots - most
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of which possess no waterway frontage - and rent them out, 
usually for one year, to individual farm families on a cash 
basis. Obviously, this procedure not only precludes the 
growth of that co-operative work force which characterizes 
most Thai villages, but necessitates the raising of a shelter, 
however mean, on the land rented.
Compact groups of households — TclusterT villages - are 
rare on the delta but become more numerous in the Outer Plain 
where they are frequently, but not necessarily, associated 
with topographic rises and lie some distance from the larger 
watercourses. Apparently these villages have been developed 
by groups of young families who were obliged to seek new lands 
in what were formerly heavily forested interfluves when areas 
adjoining the streams either became unavailable or too costly 
(see figure 5)^»
Though settlement in the Northern Ranges is as 
stream-oriented as that on the Central Plain, because
1
Credner, o£. cit. , p. 186 and Pendleton, ojd. cit. , p. 208 
each contain only one plate illustrating village types 
(de Young, ££. cit., pp. 9-11 includes three TmapsT of 
Ttypical1 village layouts - all line types, despite claims 
to the contrary - which appear identical, except for unsystem­
atic deletions, to those of Credner). Both PendletonTs six 
examples (adapted from aerial photographs taken in 1951) and 
CrednerTs five (from Thai maps on a scale of 1:50,000 and his 
own log) show line and cluster villages (though not so cat­
egorized) to advantage, but neglect the dispersed pattern.
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productive padi land is restricted to the annually flooded 
or floodable areas immediately adjacent to streams, villages 
(particularly those situated in the narrower valleys) tend to 
lie along the slopes fringing the bottom-lands. Below the 
villages extend small, intensively cultivated wet-rice fields 
and above them their caingined crops, of which upland rice is 
most important (see figure 8). Thus, while-the intermontane 
basins lying along the entrenched courses of the maj'or streams 
are populated to an appreciable extent and even the smallest 
flat-bottomed valley of an intermittent tributary will support 
a village, if only of a few houses, most of the area of the 
Northern Ranges is under forest. The Thai does not Ttill the 
mountain’ (less than one per cent of the total area cultivated 
in any year is caingined), preferring to cultivate even the 
tiniest fragment of level or near-level bottom-land (in this 
he is wise, for the hill soils are remarkably infertile, even 
in this land of remarkable infertility), and the wandering 
hill peoples being few, their caingins are relatively insig­
nificant (see figure 8).
Similarly, in the Southern Ranges, the flat-floored 
basins between the echelonned ridges of the peninsula, and 
the coastal regions are inhabited; while the ranges themselves 
bear rank rainforest. The larger basins, crossed by many 
shifting streams, are usually given over to the production of
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rice, and elongate cluster settlements tend to locate either 
on the flattish interfluves within a basin or along its edge, 
between small holdings of riced bottom-land and groves of 
rubber trees on the lower slope-land. In the narrower valleys 
plantation crops, mainly rubber, occupy the lower slope-lands 
while settlements straddle the streams, for here rice is a 
subsistence rather than a commercial crop. Along the Andaman 
coast settlement is located on either side of the extensive 
mangrove swamps which occupy tidal flats between prominent 
headlands and reach far inland along the many wide estuaries, 
and, occasionally, along the lower slopes of local rises 
within this tidal belt. Small, stilted fishing villages line 
the mouths of the estuaries, and small cluster villages lie 
along the mangrove’s landward margins, below extensive groves 
of rubber trees interspersed with rainforest and small padi 
fields (see figure 9).
Toward the head of the Gulf, where much of the mangrove 
swamp has been drained and is now covered with plantations 
of coconut or sectionalized into salt ponds, and southward, 
along the narrow, sandy coast, the pattern of settlement is 
as that developed on the Southern Coastal Plain, or, more par­
ticularly, the Plain’s seaward edge. Here, villages are 
commonly either long lines of coconut-palmed houselots follow­
ing the regular coastline and atop the narrow parallel sandy
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ridges of former barrier beaches rising above the padi fields 
which occupy the lower clayey strips (former lagoons) between; 
or elongated, stilted riverine settlements which lie in 
swampy areas below the padi (see figures 6 and 10). Farm­
steads, either in small groups or singly, are also dispersed 
in riced areas in the vicinity of the larger centers, but 
this type of settlement pattern is more characteristic of 
large areas in the foothills and along the lower slopes of 
the peninsula ranges which have been extensively planted in 
rubber by small holders living in their own groves. Between 
the foothills and the coast, where the plain is fairly wide 
(upwards of twenty miles in places), the pattern of settlement 
is much the same as that in the larger basins within the 
Southern Ranges.
On the eastern Gulf coast where sandy beaches are inter­
rupted by the mangrove swamps which develop around the mouths 
of wide estuaries, settlement combines attributes of both the 
east- and west-coast Peninsula types; but the dispersed home­
stead is a much more common element in the pattern, occurring 
over large areas which have been long devoted to cash crops — 
rubber, pepper, sugar cane, fruits and cassava, for example - 
and even in rice growing areas. The contour of the foothills 
behind the coastal plain is clearly outlined by a thin band 
of houselots lying between rubber plantations and orchards on
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the lower slope-land and the riced or cash-cropped lowlands.
On the sparsely settled uplands, villages are oriented to the 
main streams, though riced areas are commonly distributed 
around the lesser, but more controllable, intermittent tribut­
aries (see figure 11).
The gentle undulating surface of the Eastern Plateau is 
fairly well covered with regularly spaced cluster settlements, 
except for a few line villages atop former natural levees of 
the Maekhong and some dispersed houselots in the irrigated 
banana and coconut plantations west of Nakhon Ratchasima and 
the vegetable gardens around larger centers. As elsewhere, 
the densities vary in general accord with the relative rough­
ness of the terrain (see figures 12 and 13). But, unlike 
settlements elsewhere, cluster villages everywhere on the 
Plateau are almost invariably located some distance from the 
watercourses. In rougher terrain, where productive rice land 
is limited to areas immediately adjacent to intermittent 
streams, villages lie along the lower slope-land between 
riced river flats and caingined uplands or in the caingined 
interfluves. On the Plateau1s extensively riced broad plains 
the larger streams (e.g., the Mun and Chi) flow in deeply 
entrenched meanders within seasonally flooded corridors.
Here, settlement clusters lie along the margins of these 
corridors - below the padi fields and, where possible, above
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a crop (cotton for example) which is little affected by the 
slow recession of the autumn floods. However, during the long 
dry season (mid-October to mid-May), when even the Mun becomes 
a series of filthy, stagnant pools, water must be secured 
either from beneath sandy creek beds or from the ubiquitous 
but inadequate village pond, and in some areas or in particu­
larly dry years many villagers take up temporary residence 
along the dry watercourses. Also in contradistinction to 
settlement elsewhere (but as might be expected in this 
instance), villages on the Plateau seem not to despise 
positions along the few roads and railway lines traversing 
the region, for, in effect, these are simply more efficient 
routeways than the cart tracks with which the area is well 
endowed (see figure 12).
Manifestations of an evolving pattern
Prior to publication of the present, as yet incomplete, 
series of topographic maps, the Thai government issued a 
number of ten-minute sheets (on the same scale as at present, 
i.e. 1:50,000) based on surveys conducted during the period 
1910 to 1935« Though rather sporadic and obviously somewhat 
inaccurate (though not woefully so), a comparison of this 
previous TseriesT with the recent one in coincidently mapped
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areas yields some general insight into the development of 
the pattern of settlement.
The great changes which have occurred on the Central 
Plain (particularly the delta area) during the past 
half-century are readily apparent from a comparison with the 
present series of even those few maps dating from the second 
decade of this century. Everywhere there is expansion and 
development, much of it attendant upon the vast number of 
irrigation, flood control, drainage and waterways projects - 
large and small, public and private - which have since been 
completed. Large areas formerly in swamp and forest or sub­
ject to tidal flooding have been claimed by padi, vegetable 
gardens, orchards and, along the Gulf coast, salt ponds; 
previously extensive and extensively farmed rice lands have 
been subdivided and are now used intensively; and much marginal 
padi has been converted to small, intensively operated vege­
table gardens or orchards. The siting of cluster villages in 
the interfluves - resulting from the rapid in-filling of 
vacancies along the streams - has been the most radical change 
in the pattern of settlement on the Plain; but the in-filling 
itself is no less obvious or significant. The dispersed farm­
stead, seen as a harbinger of the future pattern, has indeed 
become more common, but in no case (according to the maps) has 
this form of settlement resulted from the break-up of an
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existent village; rather it is an addition, and confined to 
particular situations.
A comparison of those few thirty-five to forty year old 
maps of areas of the Southeast with the present series, in­
dicates that while much development has occurred on the 
coastal plain, both landward and seaward of areas previously 
occupied, the uplands remain virtually uninhabited. The most 
obvious, if not startling, changes have occurred over large 
sections of the gently undulating terrain behind the coastal 
plain, where plantations of rubber, cassava and sugar cane 
and associated dispersed houselots have replaced the wet 
monsoon forest; and along the coast where shrimp ponds and 
padi occupy drained mangrove swamps and areas now diked 
against tidal inundation. However, little appreciable change 
in either the pattern of settlement or the area cultivated is 
evident when the several maps available for the Northern 
Ranges from the 1920s are compared with those of the present 
series; but, since the previous maps are very few and likely 
to have been made for areas already well populated, the basis 
for a general conclusion is lacking.
By contrast, all manner of change - from the negligible 
to the almost complete metamorphosis of the dry monsoon forest 
into rice fields and associated cluster settlements - is in­
dicated from a comparison of those few previous maps of the
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Eastern Plateau (mainly from the 1930s) with those of the 
present series. In most instances, however, while the area 
subdivided into padi has increased markedly, the settlement 
pattern itself has remained unchanged. Such development 
appears explicable by the growth of existing centers (while 
it is not possible to definitely determine, from these maps, 
whether individual villages have grown, it seems unreasonable 
to assume anything else) and the remarkably infertile soils 
of the Plateau, which, by rapidly losing their meagre store of 
plant nutrients when cultivated, force the active transforma-, 
tion of ’virgin* territory into padi - in many areas from 
two-thirds to three-quarters of all the rice fields lie idle 
each year. The evolution of the present pattern of settlement 
is only hinted at - substantial changes materializing instant­
aneously according to these maps - but from all indications it 
derives from basically the same factors that have resulted in 
the siting of cluster villages on the interfluves in the 
Central Plain. That is, first the best lands along the water­
courses were settled - on the Eastern Plateau these areas lie 
immediately beyond the deeply flooded meander belts of the 
larger streams, receiving the benefit of seepage from the 
higher ground - and then the interfluves in progressive stages 
from the lower to the higher, less water retentive, elevations.
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Placing the center
Within the general regional pattern centers, both 
provincial and district capitals, are strategically situated.
On the Central Plain centers are usually sited at important 
stream or canal junctions, or astride a major watercourse.
In the Northern Ranges provincial capitals occupy central 
positions within the intermontane basins, each of which is the 
economically effective portion of a province, while district 
centers are deployed along the main streams and larger 
tributaries. The important centers on the Peninsula and in 
the Southeast are either ports along the Gulf and, less 
frequently, the inhospitable Andaman coast, or command one of 
the large basins within the Southern Ranges. On the Plateau, 
centers are somewhat removed from the larger streams, and, 
usually, at junctions within the skeletal road and rail net; 
though remarkably regularly spaced throughout the region, 
centers are much closer on the densely populated broad plains 
around the rivers Mun and Chi. Obviously related to the natural 
environment, the situation and development of these centers 
has in large measure been influenced by the practices of 
successive Thai administrations.
PART I I
THE SYSTEM OF CENTERS
The System of Centers
Municipalities: distribution of centers and their populations
In an attempt to instil the alien concept of local 
self-government - the professed goal of all administrations 
since the coup d’ etat of 1932 - the Constitutional Regime 
first devolved responsibility for their own affairs upon those 
areas which could be expected to manage them best. The 
thirty—three ’Sukahpibahn’ (literally, TsanitationT dis­
tricts), created during King Chulalongkorn’s reign to cope 
with local problems, especially health, in densely populated 
areas^ were the logical ’training grounds’ for self-government, 
and all were elevated to one or another of the three ’municip­
al’ categories created by the Municipal Act of 1933! a 
’Nakhon’ (city) municipality, when a center’s population ex­
ceeded 30,000, with a density of at least 2,000 per square 
kilometer; a ’Muang’ (town) municipality when, with a similar 
density, the population was less than 30,000 but more than 
5,000; or a ’Tambol’ (commune) municipality, when an area was
T
See Choop Karnjanaprakorn, Municipal Government in Thailand 
as an Institution and Process of Self-Government, 1962, pp. 7-9«
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especially densely settled, even though predominantly or 
almost wholly rural.
It would be unkind and hypercritical to state flatly 
that this noble experiment in democratic administration has 
failed, but it is readily apparent from amending legislation 
in 1938, 1943 and 1953> which has returned much of the ceded 
control to the central government, that a drastic retrenchment 
has been effected^-. However, the general structure of the 
municipal hierarchy has remained and the Municipal Act of 1953 
recognizes the same three categories, though the criteria for 
TcityT and ’town’ have been raised to populations of at least 
50,000 and 10,000 respectively, with a density of 3>000 per 
square kilometer; but, as is readily apparent from table 4> 
these qualifications neither automatically ensure status - 
revenue and an intangible 1 2preparedness for self-governmentT 
are also considered - nor strictly limit it, for provincial 
capitals are granted TtownT status despite lower populations 
and densities^.
1
That the attempt to instil self-government continues is 
attested to by the introduction of a revitalized Sukahpibahn 
concept in 1952 and Sapah Tambol (commune councils) in 1956 
(ibid., pp. 30-7).
2
See the government’s Municipal Act, B.E. 2496 (1953)> section 
9 (in Thai). For a reasonably clear and cogent discussion of 
the interesting developments which have occurred in the 
relationship between the central and local governments see 
Karnjanaprakorn, o£. cit., passim.
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Notes :
(a) Municipalities are arranged in order of decreasing size 
according to i960 census data. N = Nakhon (’city’), M = Muang 
(ftownf), T = Tambol (’commune’)• There have been no changes 
in status from 1947 to i960.
(b) From Table la, Population by Sex, Area and Population per 
Square Kilometer, for 120 Municipal Areas, TWhole Kingdom’, 
Population Census, Thailand. I960, Central Statistical Office, 
National Economic Development Board, pp. 4- 5 *
(c) From TPopulation in Municipal Areas’, a table in The 
Municipal Yearbook, 1947 (in Thai).
(d) From ’Number of Houses, Municipal Area (km^) and Average 
Density per Square Kilometer’, a table in ibid.
(e) Areal changes are not considered in deriving rates of 
growth.
(f) Areas incorrectly reported: Hua Hin 7*200; Nakhon Phanom 
32.230; Betong 40.000; Aranyaprathet I65.OOO; Mae Sot 280.000 
Cha-am 110.000; Nasan 60.000; Banmi 0.800.
(g) Not a municipality.
(u) Data unavailable.
* Change in area from 1947 to i960.
/ Retrenchment is necessary in order to obtain a truer 
estimate of the population. Approximations following are 
based upon personal observation and/or discussions with respon 
sible members of the Ministry of Interior, checked against a 
house count from an index to areal photographs on a scale of 
1:40,000 taken during the period 1955-8: Bangkhla 1,500;
Banmi 2,000; Bua Yai 4*000; Cha-am 2,000; Chachoengsao 15*000; 
Hua Hin 6,000; Lamphun 8,000; Mahasarakham 6,000; Nasan 5*000; 
Nongkhae 1,500; Nonsung 1,500; Pamok 5*000; Phangnga 3*500; 
Phayao 12,000; Sadao 3*000; Sai Buri 3*000; Sakon Nakhon 
7*500; Sena 1,500; Su-Ngaikolok 4,500; Tak 10,000; Thamai 
1,500; Thung Song 6,000; Trang 10,000; and Yala 6,000.
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In defining municipal areas, the i960 Census maintains 
that they TAll...have some characteristics generally recog­
nized as urban, but some...are geographically extensive, with 
a population more rural than urban’-*-. Such a statement, seem­
ingly inconsistent, is by no means incompatible with the Thai 
concept. Its deliberate mention here warns against an easy 
acceptance of an apparent inherent categorization and high­
lights an important qualification which seriously limits the 
significance of comparisons, either in time or area, involving 
the numbers of so-called ’urban* people in Thailand. For 
experience has made it evident that the 120 municipalities 
(see figure 3 )> while including all the larger Thai centers, 
also embrace many unmistakable agriculturalists, not only in 
the ’commune’ municipalities (which may be almost wholly com­
posed of agricultural villages) but in the ’town’ and even the 
’city’ municipalities, which inevitably contain large numbers 
of agriculturalists. Unfortunately, figures are not available 
to support this statement, but some indirect confirmation may 
be found in the i960 Census. For example, for Bangkok and 
Thon Buri it is possible to estimate the percentage of the 
population which is ’agriculture’ ;^ for Bangkok this
1
Definition and Explanations, ’Whole Kingdom’, Population 
Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. III.
2
Ibid., p. IV.
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approximates to five per cent, for Thon Buri ten per cent. 
Again, that proportion of the population classified as 
’non-agriculture’ in many districts in which a proportionately 
small municipality is located, frequently is but slightly 
greater than the total population of the municipality; 
further, in a number of instances the municipal total is the 
larger-^ -:
Municipality Population of Population of TNon-agricultureT
municipality district population
Aranyaprathet 11,112 27,760 8,857
Betong 12,052 27,335 9,255
Cha-am 9,105 23,075 5,470
Hua Hin 17,078 21,015 14,977
Kalasin 11,054 79,294 9,835
Mahasarakham 15,680 86,387 12,464
Nan 13,843 76,957 8,609
Nasan 8,983 66,478 6,904
There is no way in which this agricultural portion may
be Tskimmed off’ - with the exception of twenty-four municipal 
ities for which a reasonable estimate of the population in the 
center as opposed to the entire community may be made (see 
table 4)* Obviously, then, the proportion of the Thai popula­
tion living in these municipal centers cannot be equated with 
an ’urban’ population and then compared with other ’urban* 
populations^. Further, in that most centers have suffered
1
Ibid,, table 1,
2
Even allowing the existence of a universal ’urban man’, Not 
all censuses sidestep this issue as entertainingly as the 1931
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some change from the agricultural to the non-agricultural 
(and it is quite conceivable that a number of centers have 
changed considerably) and in that the magnitude of this change 
is not a known constant, ’centers’ may actually be non-compar­
able, either with each other or at various stages in their 
development.
The rather definite criteria by which TcityT and ’town’ 
municipalities have been distinguished since 1933> and the 
need for establishing Tjust cause’ prior to the granting of 
’commune’ status, presupposes the existence of some fairly 
accurate set of population data. It can also be assumed that 
such data were collected, as a matter of course, for the 
Sukahpibahn. In addition, it is certain that the populations 
of provincial capitals and other centers have been surveyed 
periodically - if only to discover those taxable or recruit- 
able - since investiture, and even prior to consolidation of 
the kingdom. But if such information survives, it cannot be 
traced.
The earliest official data available for centers (with 
the exception of Bangkok) are for 1943? since when they have
Census of India (see vol. 1, part 1, pp. 44-6); the Thai Cen­
sus of I960 is blunt: TPending studies to define rural and 
urban areas, no attempt has been made to tabulate the popula­
tion on a rural-urban basis.1 Ibid., p. III.
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been published annually-^. But the usefulness of these data 
is severely limited; for yearly returns are usually derived, 
not from actual counts, but from extrapolation or some other 
estimating device — made evident in the number of instances 
where actual censuses (1947? I960 and the Demographic Survey 
of 1954) have occasioned TbreaksT in smooth progressions that 
precede and follow them. Again, the areal extent of most of 
the municipalities has changed frequently, for the central 
government may alter the boundaries of a municipality - in 
fact, may completely dissolve it - by a Royal Decree. In the 
absence of compensatory data, this makes it impossible to 
deduce rates of growth. However, even were these municipal 
data accurate, analysis would necessitate consideration of 
total or regional population figures; figures that for years 
other than 1947 and i960 must be estimated. Reasonable esti­
mates for these years must be at once consistent with what has 
gone before and logical in the light of what may be anticipated. 
An analysis based upon such reasonable estimates will share 
these attributes, but may not explain or describe what has 
actually occurred. In many instances this is no great
1
See TPopulation in Municipal Areas1, a table in The Annual 
Municipal Report or as it is now called, The Municipal Year­
book (in Thai). The first report, published in B.E. 2489 
(1946), contained data for the three years preceding, that is 
1943 to 1946.
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failing, for what is gained — in fact, might not be forth­
coming in any other way - more than compensates for any 
inaccuracy involved. In the present instance, however, 
inaccuracies invalidate a detailed year-by-year analysis of 
municipal populations during the last two decades; and that 
discussion which may be based upon the actual counts of 1947 
and I960 (see table 4) would not be enhanced by considering 
reasonable estimates derived from them.
Though it may well be that Urbanization is rapidly on 
the increase as in many other countries1, there is no accept­
able basis for this conclusion in the statement that 11n the 
intercensal period 1947-1960 the population of the kingdom as 
a whole increased by around 50 per cent but the municipalities 
of Bangkok and Thonburi increased by as much as 118 per cent^. 
As a first consideration: growth rates calculated upon two 
such diverse bases as 781,662 (the population of Bangkok-Thon 
Buri in 1947) and 17,442,639 (the population of the kingdom in 
1947) are obviously non—comparable. But, in fact, available 
evidence suggests little increase in the numbers of people 
living in centers, outside of the capital, which is not in 
keeping with the growth of the total population. In 1947,
8.9 per* cent of the Thai population was in those 93
T
Halvor Gille and Thip Chalothorn, The Demographic Outlook 
of Thailand and Some Implications, Economic Commission for 
Asia and the Far East, I963 (?), p. 2.
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municipalities which may be termed centers^, in i960 the 
proportion in these centers amounted to 11.5 per1 cent; a 
substantial rise, but almost wholly accounted for by the 
development of Bangkok—Thon Buri, which increased its share 
of the total population by fully two per cent during this 
thirteen year period. Urbanization over the whole country is 
not the same as, and cannot be deduced from, increased 
metropolit anization.
It may be argued that the rise in the proportion of the 
total population in centers from 1947 to i960 is more apparent 
than real, for a number of centers have enlarged their areas 
during this period. But, since compensation for what is an 
undeniable bias usually necessitates deducting the population 
of intercensal annexations (for the number of people in these 
areas prior to annexation is usually unknown) and in that these 
areas are the very ones in which growth is apt to have been
1
Municipalities deleted from consideration include twenty- 
four whose reported populations for I960 were retrenched (see 
table 4) and for which similar compensation cannot be made 
for 1947> as well as Phimun Mangsahan, for which it is not 
possible to deduce a valid 1947 population that may be com­
pared with the population of its greatly reduced area in i960. 
The large areas of the municipalities of Pattani and Kanchana- 
buri in 1947 seem to indicate the inclusion of a large number 
of agriculturalists, but, despite markedly reduced areas in 
I960, both have experienced considerable increases in popula­
tion and must, therefore, be included in order to avoid 
nullification of these gains.
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greatest, it seems as if a more instructive analysis may be 
presented by their inclusion. However, considering only 
those sixty-one centers which may be held strictly comparable 
(that is, those fifty-nine provincial centers which have not 
changed in area from 1947 to i960, and the combined municipal­
ity of Bangkok-Thon Buri for which a reasonable estimate of 
the population involved in the doubling of the area during the 
intercensal period may be made - 1759 000), the proportions of 
the total population contained amounted to 7*2 per cent in 
1947 and 8.6 per cent in I960; an increase wholly accounted 
for by the rise in Bangkok-Thon Buri’s share of the total 
population from 4*5 to 5*8 per cent.
That there is no discernible ’ regionalization’ of the 
growth rates of these centers might, therefore, be anticipat­
ed (see table 4)> but that there is apparently but little 
relationship between these rates of growth and those of the 
surrounding agricultural population is rather surprising and 
seemingly refutes the suggested simple causal relationship. 
Having ascertained the independence of the two series: growth 
rates of centers and their population in 1947? through rank 
correlation1 - Spearman’s coefficient ( <5 ) being 0.08;
1
For an appreciation of both the procedure and the reasons 
for adoption in this instance, see Sternstein, L., ’Note on 
the Rank Correlation Method’, The Professional Geographer, 
vol. 14> no. 2, 1962.
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Kendall’s coefficient ( 'C ) , 0.05 - it may be postulated that 
the size of these centers in 1947 has had little effect upon 
their growth rates in the thirteen years following. Seemingly 
free from an inherent bias, then, rates of growth may be 
related to other factors. An obvious possibility, in view of 
the general accord between the growth of the total population 
and that proportion in the centers, is that growth in the 
latter reflects growth in the former. To test this hypothesis 
the growth rates of provincial capitals and provinces for the 
period 1947-60 were ranked and the two rankings compared. The 
resulting coefficients of rank correlation - (S = 0 .4 >
T = 0.3 - can hardly be said to indicate anything more than 
a faint relationship; particularly since a certain bias had 
been introduced by including the population of the provincial 
capital in the total for the province.
Apparently centers owe much of their growth to those 
particular factors comprehended in the rapid economic develop­
ment of the country - the overall effect of which is obvious, 
though particular instances are undocumented. The setting-up 
of a paper mill in Kanchanaburi, the construction of the 
Friendship Highway from Sara Buri to Nakhon Ratchasima, the 
development of the beach at Sri-racha to accommodate the 
sweltering Bangkokian, the quartering of the military at Lop 
Buri, the focussing of the southern rail net at Hat Yai, the
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erection of a dam across the Maenam Chao Phraya at Chainat; 
such projects - all initiated and executed by the central 
government - appear to have had a considerable effect upon 
the considerable growth experienced by many centers. Con­
versely, centers in which such developments have not taken 
place - those not easily tied to the expanding communications 
network or having such ease of access to another center that 
projects need not be duplicated - have usually grown relative­
ly slowly, even retrogressed. It seems not too much to say 
that the growth of a center reflects, in large part, the 
degree to which it has been endowed by the central government.
Not all centers are municipalities. Several hundreds of 
district capitals (see figure 3) have not been granted muni­
cipal status. To be sure, their populations are usually quite 
small and in most instances predominantly agricultural, but 
they cannot be disregarded, for their aggregate total is sig­
nificant. Regrettably, however, it is only infrequently that 
a portion of the large agricultural element present may be 
eliminated from consideration (see appendix E).
The estimated 3*932,000l living in those 485 settlements 
(120 municipalities and 365 district capitals) which may be
I
Estimates do not allow accuracy beyond the thousandth place; 
figures, rounded accordingly, are: 3*147*000 in the municipal­
ities and 785*000 in the district capitals. The figure for the 
district capitals was arrived at by multiplying the mean value 
of each class (given in appendix E) by the number of centers 
in that class.
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termed ’centers’, many of whom are in reality agricultural­
ists, constitute but fifteen per cent of the total population. 
The overwhelming majority (some 22,326,000) of the Thai live 
in the more than 40,000 more or less self-contained villages^, 
and are intimately concerned with the raising of rice^. In 
truth, it may be said that all Thais are intimately concerned 
with the raising of rice, for Tto eat’ in Thai is, literally,
Tto eat rice’. However, according to the I960 Census, 
19,587,705 , or 74*6 per cent of the total population, is 
classified ’agriculture’3; if anything, an understated 
figure, in that a household is ’agriculture1 23 only when it 
’operated two or more rai, had sold agricultural products 
valued at 2,400 baht or more, or had livestock valued at
1
The actual number is 41,329; see ’Numbers of Provinces, 
Districts, Sub-Districts, Communes and Villages in Thailand’, 
op. cit.
2
Rice is, of course, not the sole crop, but it so predomin­
ates (despite a concerted effort to introduce other cash 
crops) that the significance of all others pales. In the 
decade 1950—60, for example, rice acreage averaged some 36 
million rai (a rai equals approximately two fifths of an acre) 
per year, while the combined acreage of all other crops (in­
cluding rubber and fibers) averaged only six million rai and 
much of this was planted as a second crop on rice land (see 
Table 3, ’Statistics of principal crops by groups, 1950-1960’, 
Agricultural Statistics of Thailand, i960, Agricultural Stat­
istics Section, Division of Agricultural Economics, Ministry 
of Agriculture, p. 26).
3 Table 1, Total Population, by Sex, and Number and Popula­
tion of Agriculture Households for Changwad and Region,
’Whole Kingdom’, Population Census, Thailand, I960, op * cit.
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2,400 baht or more’^ . Figure 14 represents directly only 
that small proportion of the total population living in 
centers, but the distribution of the entire population may 
be readily appreciated (provided the information presented 
on figure 4)> for* there are few centers that do not fit 
snugly into the village matrix. In fact, many district 
capitals are indistinguishable from the villages ranged round 
them and have been chosen as administrative seats by the 
central government by virtue of their centrality within a 
certain (though ill-defined) unit of population, which varies 
(rather indefinitely) with the density of settlement and the 
area involved.
The most centralized of nations
Bangkok’s^ pre-eminence among Thai centers is certainly 
not apparent from the representation on figure 14 and cannot 
be readily apprehended from table 4* The capital is well over 
twenty-five times as large as Chiengmai - the next largest 
center. If a system of proportional radii had been used on 
figure 14, the radius of Bangkok’s circle would have had to
1
Definition and Explanations, ibid., p. IV.
2
Henceforth, unless otherwise noted, ’Bangkok’ refers to the 
trans-river municipalities of Bangkok and Thon Buri - which 
is generally understood to be the ’Municipality of Bangkok’.
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have been more than five times as long as that of 
Chiengmai’s; on the present radius of Chiengmai this would 
mean that Bangkok’s circle would encompass Ayutthaya to the 
north, Chachoengsao to the east, Nakhon Pathom to the west 
and the better part of the Bight of Bangkok. There are many 
countries in which the largest center holds a greater pro­
portion of the total population than Bangkok’s six and a half 
per cent^, but there is apparently only one - Surinam, and it 
is debateable whether this instance should be considered - in 
which the disparity between the largest and next-largest center 
is equal to that in Thailand, and only three countries —
1
Reiterating the notorious drawbacks to a meaningful analysis 
of ’city’ or ’urban’ statistics seems unnecessary (a clear, 
succinct discussion is presented on pages 32 to 34 of the 
United Nations Demographic Yearbook for I960), but that they 
cannot be dismissed or ’laid aside’, that none but the gross­
est of generalizations may be evolved on the basis of such 
data, bears repeating. With this in mind, then, of the 
ninety—nine countries (excluding Thailand and islands, 
city-states and the like which would prejudice results in 
support of the generalization) for which it is possible to 
gauge the proportion of the total population in the largest 
center during the last decade (from data contained in Table 4? 
’Estimates of midyear population: 1920-1960’, and Table 7? 
’Population of capital cities and cities of 100,000 and more 
inhabitants: each census 1939-1961, and estimates 1955-1961’, 
Demographic Yearbook. I960, Statistical Office of the United 
Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs), sixty-two 
held more than six and a half per cent of their total popula­
tion in the largest center (that is, the ’city proper’ as 
defined in Table 7> ibid., except for several instances in 
which it is known that the ’urban agglomeration’ more closely 
approaches comparability) and thirty-five, more than ten per 
cent.
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Hungary, the Republic of Viet-Nam (which instance may be con­
sidered biassed) and Uruguay - in which this difference 
approaches to even half that in Thailand^. If the magnitude 
of this disparity may serve as a rough Tindex of centraliz­
ation , Thailand must be acknowledged the most centralized of 
nations. The significance of this measure, glorified as the 
Tindex of centralization1, may be doubted - certainly it lacks 
sophistication. However, in that a nation must have centers 
at which to conduct its affairs, and in that these centers 
will strongly influence, if not determine, these matters 
according to their importance, which may be gauged by their 
size (though the administrative seat may be relatively small 
and physically separate from any major commercial-industrial 
center), it seems obvious that the more similar, and, of 
course, numerous these centers are, the more decentralized 
will be a nation’s affairs. Further, the simplicity of this
1
This characteristic has been derived from a comparison of 
data contained in Table 7> Table 8, TPopulation in localities 
of 100,000 and more and 20,000 and more inhabitants:
1920—1961’ and Table 9? ’Urban and total population by sex: 
1920-1960’ in ibid., and where necessary, from The Times Atlas 
of the World, The Times Publishing Co. Ltd., 1956, in con­
junction with The Columbia Lippincott Gazetteer of the World, 
Columbia University Press, 1962. In thirty-one of the 
ninety-nine countries discussed above (see footnote 1, page 85) 
the largest city was less than twice as large as the 
next-largest; in fifty-seven this difference was less than 
three times; and in seventy-nine, less than five times.
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Tindex* is necessitated by the nature of the available data 
and is in keeping with the intention, which is a crude det­
ermination of the degree to which the various countries - 
arbitrarily delimited chunks of the world - are centralized^-.
The transportation net shown on figure 15 must reinforce 
such an interpretation. Modern rail, road and air routes 
converge upon the capital as do the waters of the four great 
northern rivers - the Ping, Wang, Yom and Nan - in the channel 
of the Chao Phraya. Except for a few short spur lines, almost 
invariably serving a by—passed provincial capital, there are 
no direct rail links between centers not on one of the radial 
lines emanating from Bangkok. Nong Khai, for example, lies 
northwest of Ubon across 325 kilometers of gently undulating 
Eastern Plateau, but the journey by rail requires first a 
return to Nakhon Ratchasima^, some 352 kilometers south on 
the way to Bangkok, and than an eastern leg of some 309 kilo­
meters on the way from Bangkok, a total distance of about 661 
kilometers. The road net shares these characteristics, and
1
To elucidate what Stewart (J.Q.., *Empirical Mathematical 
Rules Concerning the Distribution and Equilibrium of Popula­
tion* , The Geographical Review, vol. 37* 1947* p. 485) has 
termed, perhaps in exuberance, the *laws of...social physics* 
is not intended.
2
Actually Thanon Chira Junction, immediately east of Nakhon 
Ratchasima.
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much of its 8,100 kilometers^ of open ways is in ’feeders’ 
to the railroad. Even on the Eastern Plateau, where the 
terrain almost seems to encourage the development of an in­
tricate system, road links are few, and, with the exception 
of the Friendship Highway1s 147 kilometers from Sara Buri to 
Nakhon Ratchasima, all are perhaps best described as Tdirt 
roads1 - some better than others, but all designed to quickly 
lower the value of any motorized vehicle using them. 
Pre-eminent among the international airports of Southeast 
Asia, Bangkok’s Don Muang airfield is also the focus of the 
three separate and distinct domestic air lanes which service 
the Center and North, the Northeast and the South, respective­
ly. No flight proceeds from one area to another without first 
returning to Bangkok, and no flight by-passes the capital. 
While the straight-line distance from Udon Thani (Northeast) 
to Chiengmai (North) is 575 kilometers, the airline distance 
between the two centers is well over a thousand kilometers in 
consequence of the necessary detour through Bangkok. The 
’coastal ports south of Bangkok are many in number but with a 
well-planned and developed highway system few will be of
1
See ’Highway Transport’, A Comprehensive Evaluation of 
Thailand’s Transportation System Requirements, Transportation 
Consultants Inc., 1959f p. 75»
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enduring economic importance’-*-; at present, even without a 
’well-planned and developed highway system’, the Port of 
Bangkok handles ’more than 90% of all inbound cargo...[and] 
accommodates the ships for practically all export cargo.
Founding a capital
Waterways provided the most expedient means of communi­
cation and transportation until the present century and, in 
fact, must still be considered the most important ’commercial 
highway’, as well over eighty per cent of the rice crop is 
transported by water, besides most other bulk commodities and 
the general cargoes used by more than a third of the entire 
Thai population^. The lower reaches of the Maenam Chao 
Phraya were (and remain) the most strategic position in 
Thailand, for there was no other place from which a greater 
or more important portion of the country was as readily access­
ible : the whole of the territory drained by the ramified 
river system to the north - the rich alluvial plains and wide, 
flat—floored valleys of central and northern Thailand, and 
the area bounding the Gulf — the fertile coastal plains to
1
Ibid., p . 23.
2
Loc. cit.
3
Ibid., pp. 17-24.
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the south and southeast. Provided that the best location 
for the capital was on the Maenam Chao Phraya from Ayutthaya 
southward (that is, below the confluence of any important 
tributary), choice of the exact site would depend upon con­
siderations that seemed rational to the founders, however 
ill-advised or whimsical they may now appear. P’ya Tak, 
having overcome the main Burmese army of occupation a scant 
six months after the razing of the capital - Ayutthaya - in 
April of 1767?
surveyed the ruins of Ayuthia [Ayutthaya], became 
filled with pity, and meditated the rebuilding of 
the city, and placing it again upon its former 
basis...[but] One night he dreamed that the former 
sovereigns drove him away and would not allow him 
to remain. Early next morning the king related 
his dream for the information of his noblemen, and 
remarked: ’Noticing that the city has become an 
overgrown waste, it has been my wish to rebuild 
and resuscitate it, and place it upon its former 
prosperous footing. As the former owners of the 
city still jealously cling to it, let us mutually 
stimulate each other to build up the town Tona- 
buree [Thon Buri].T Having made known his dream 
and his determination, he gave orders to disband 
the army, gather together the people, the priests, 
and the descendants of the former royal families 
that remained. Heading these, he returned and 
located himself and them in the town Tonaburee... 
where the king constructed for himself a palace, 
adequate to the necessity of the times.1
The characterization of P’ya Tak as a ’man of destiny’
whose faith in himself was such that ’he believed that even
1
’Siamese records’, quoted by Bock, C., Temples and 
Elephants, 1884* pp. 375-6.
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the forces of nature were under his control’-*-, certainly 
owes much to the bestowing of attributes one would expect in 
a worker of miracles. Nevertheless, the purposefulness with 
which he restored the territorial limits of the Ayutthayan 
kingdom after a period of local ’strongmen’ rule^ lends 
credence to the possibility that he did, indeed, intend the 
splendour that had been Ayutthaya for Thon Buri; that he was 
well aware that the inertia resulting from more than four 
hundred years of overlordship had been overcome and an op­
portunity had presented itself to resite the capital in a 
position more accessible to the larger vessels of an increased 
trade; that he had prescience enough to realize that 
Ayutthaya would soon become inaccessible to overseas shipping, 
and that this would mean either a partial dissociation of 
the commercial and political affairs of the nation which
1
Wood, ojD. cit. , p. 253*
2
Five ’strongmen1, with headquarters at Phitsanuloke, 
Sawangburi, Phimai, Nakhon Si Thammarat and Chanthaburi, laid 
claim to rather vaguely delimited portions of the Ayutthayan 
kingdom upon the collapse of central authority. P’ya Tak, 
who controlled the area around Chanthaburi, reasserted 
central control over the former territory of the kingdom (and 
withstood several Burmese invasions) within seven years of 
the fall of Ayutthaya, despite the superior strength of his 
competitors. There is some variation on this theme - see 
Wood, oj3. cit.., pp. 251-9; Hall, ojd. cit, pp. 389-94; and 
Chakrabongse, H.R.H., Prince Chula, Lords of Life, I960, 
pp. 70-4.
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could lead to rivalry and the possible fragmentation of the 
kingdom or a future relocation of its capital.
About fifty years ago, van der Heide argued that 
Thailand was neither an exporter nor importer of any import­
ance prior to the middle of the nineteenth century, for 
TOnly luxuries and very valuable and little bulky commodit­
ies... were the usual articles of trade at these times, before 
modern...transportation...[enabled] bulky stock to enter... 
trade with the East. As Siam...did not produce to any con­
siderable amount such...[goods] the trade ... could not become 
important...[or] profitableT1. When judged by European 
standards of the day Thai trade prior to the mid-nineteenth 
century would, indeed, appear negligible (though surely the 
importance of the luxury trade cannot be gauged through com­
parison with the value and volume of the contemporary ex­
change of bulk commodities), but that this trade was of some 
importance in its day is evidenced by the number of European 
and Asiatic trading houses that maintained offices and ware­
houses at Ayutthaya and is attested to by Schouten, the 
manager of the Dutch Tfactory1 in the mid-seventeenth century:
Tin the chief City the trading is very good...[he lists a
•
T
Van der Heide, J.H., 1 The Economical Development of Siam - 
During the Last Half CenturyT, Journal of the Siam Society, 
vol. 3> part 2, 1906, p. 79-
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number of rather exotic export commodities]. They drive a 
great trade with all eating provisions, especially Rice, 
many thousand Tuns being transported yearly by Forraigners... 
[apparently Tbulky stocks entered Thai trade prior to 'modern 
transportation']. The King himself... hath his own Ships and 
Factours trading to Choromandel and China...he likewise 
trafficks to Pegu, Ava, Jongonna, Langs-jang, and other 
places...'1; further, 'the rice trade between China and Siam 
was well established, and...growing into a settled condition 
of commercial intercourse...'^ though much disrupted by war, 
by the mid-eighteenth century. However, even when a flour­
ishing center, Ayutthaya was difficult to approach, for in 
addition to the extensive mud flats and the bar across the 
mile-wide mouth of the Maenam Chao Phraya, which denied entry 
to ships drawing more than fourteen or fifteen feet of water, 
the tortuous route to the capital shallowed above Nonthaburi; 
'ships drawing eleven or twelve foot water being scarce able 
to mount to the City of Iudia [Ayutthaya], where they [were] 
sometimes forced to stay till... September, October and
1
Schouten, J. and Caron, F., A True Description of the Mighty 
Kingdoms of Japan and Siam, 1671? p. 148.
2
Nunn, W. , 'Some Notes upon the Development of the Commerce 
of Siam', Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 15? part 2, 1922,
pp. 81-2.
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November, for water to return’-*-. And for a mid-nineteenth 
century observer, familiar with the ships of his day, TThe 
water of the Menam [Maenam Chao Phraya] off Yuthia 
[Ayutthaya ]... [was] a great deal shallower than...at Bangkok, 
and only vessels of a small tonnage could ever have been able 
to reach [it]... *2
Whatever these sanguine hopes, however, immediate con­
siderations demanded selection of the most strategic position 
available - a defensible command post from which offensives 
could be directed most advantageously3. The fortress-town of 
Thon Buri — the strongest post guarding the riverine approach 
to Ayutthaya and the canal system linking the Maenam Chao 
Phraya with the major distributaries to the east and west - 
was rather a prescription than a selection4. Fifteen years
1
Schouten, ojd. cit. , pp. 123-4»
2
Neale, F.A., Narrative of a Residence in Siam. 1840, p. 144»
3
One of the reasons frequently given for the decision to 
abandon Ayutthaya is the threat of famine, for the land around 
the capital had been unattended for several years, but reloca­
tion seems to have solved this problem not at all, for ’money 
was poured out without stint to obtain supplies [of rice ] from 
abroad...’ (Wood, ojd. cit. , p. 257).
4
Although King Mongkut implies that the fort at Thon Buri, 
and one across the river on the present site of Bangkok, were 
erected about the year 1675> following a suggestion from 
Constantine Phaulkon to King Narai (see King Mongkut’s ’Brief 
History of Siam’, quoted by Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 345) > 
Wood’s ( ojd • cit. , p. 196) statement that a certain ’Father
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later, when the kingdom had been restored and labour 
’recruited* from Cambodia^, Rama the First, seeking additional 
security from the Burmese^, moved the capital from the west 
to the east bank of the Maenam Chao Phraya, thereby
Thomas designed and superintended the construction of new 
[my italics] forts at Bangkok... and other places* 1 2 (under King 
Narai, but prior to the reconstruction by M. de Lamarre, an 
engineer lent by the French Embassy, headed by M. le Cheval­
ier de Chaumont - see PallegoixTs translation of TExtrait de 
la Relation de M. le Chevalier de ChaumontT, 1687* quoted by 
Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 88) may be credited; for 
Schouten, writing of Thailand prior to the mid—seventeenth 
century, describes TBanckockT as the head of a province and 
the most important place on the Maenam Chao Phraya below 
Ayutthaya (ojd. cit. , pp. 122—4). It may be inferred that 
Wood’s ’Bangkok’ and Schouten’s ’Banckock’ actually refer to 
Thon Buri, for the distinction between the two has seldom been 
recognized by western writers (or many Thai writers, for that 
matter). Gervaise, writing late in the seventeenth century, 
describes Bangkok as ’the most important place in the kingdom 
of Siam, for it is the only one along all the coast which may 
offer any resistance to its enemies’, and further that ’It 
is protected by walls only on the side facing the river which 
waters it on the east [my italics] and south...’ (Memoires De 
Siam, 1688, p. 21). But Thon Buri, not Bangkok, is on the 
western bank of the Maenam Chao Phraya.
1
General Chakri (later Rama I, the founder of the present 
dynasty) was forced to break off an attempt to restore Thai 
suzerainty in Cambodia in 1781, but he returned in 1782 with 
10,000 Cambodian prisoners of war (see Credner, W., Siam, 
das Land der Tai. 1935).
2
Peace with China in 1770 freed the Burmese for renewed 
aggression in Thailand, and a number of invasions, all re­
pulsed, took place in the six years preceding the ascendancy 
of Singu who was opposed to further activity in this direc­
tion. But the month before General Chakri became Rama I, 
Bodawpaya came to the Burmese throne and preparations were 
soon made to reopen the struggle which started again in 1785 
and lasted for many years (see Hall, ojd. cit. , pp. 393-5 ).
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positioning his citadel behind a moat a quarter-mile wide 
and nine fathoms deep. The strategic advantage of the 
river’s westward bow - easily ’strung’ by a moat (Khlong 
Talat) - could not be ignored; it overruled a consideration 
of lower land level and forced the relocation of the Chinese 
occupants, who accepted Rama ITs Tgrant’ of land immediately 
south of the new site of the capital - the TChinatownT of 
modern Bangkok (Sampeng).
TOn the 21st day of April in the year 1144 (A.D.1782) 
King Chlalok [Rama I] declared the site of the future 
capital, ’ Krung thepa maha nakhon si a.juttha.ja maha dilok 
raxathani...T the great, royal, angelic city, the beautiful, 
the uncaptured...’2, that is, Bangkok.
Maintaining a kingdom: status of provinces and centers
Seventy-five years after this founding it was remarked 
that TThe general outlines of the old city [Ayutthaya] so 
closely resemble those of Bangkok, that the map of the one 
might easily be mistaken for the representation of the 
other’ . The honours, of course, belong to the old capital,
T
’Siamese records’, quoted by Bock, op. cit., p. 176.
2
Bowring, o£. cit., vol. 1, p. 401.
Ibid., p. 13.
3
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whose rubble was embedded in the original fortifications and 
palace buildings and wats (temples) of Bangkok, built in the 
likeness and bearing the names of their splendid prototypes. 
TRama ITs wish was not to create a new...city, but as far as 
possible to restore Ayudhya [Ayutthaya].T1 The restoration 
embraced not merely the form, but the whole Ayutthayan ’way 
of life’; its ethics, its art, its literature, its law - all 
the traditional institutions, including the administrative 
system.
At the head of this system was the king - an absolute 
monarch to whom belonged everything and everyone in the king­
dom and for whom all functioned, but whose actual dominance 
was circumscribed by the strength of the greater magnates. 
Theoretically, his powers were such that ’no person or thing 
[could] stand against themT ,^ but while there is no recorded 
instance of a popular uprising in Thailand, palace coups and 
declarations of independence from the more powerful and 
distant provincial overlords were frequent, and to survive 
a king Thad to step carefully through the maze of palace 
intrigue and faction and listen closely to the sentiments of
1
Chakrabongse, ojd. cit. , p. 90.
2
King Chulalongkorn quoted by Karnjanaprakorn, op. cit.,p. 6.
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officials and aristocratsT^ . All offices engaged in State 
affairs, therefore, were based in Bangkok and their chiefs 
were directly responsible to the king — to this extent the 
administration was centralized. In reality, the ability to 
implement policy was severely limited, so much so that the 
power of the central government was virtually non-existent 
beyond the area immediately around the capital. Administra­
tive functions were handled by specific departments - Commerce 
and Foreign Relations, Lands and Palace Affairs, for example, 
but territorial departments, such as those for the Northern 
Provinces and the Southern Provinces, not only duplicated 
their work but in most instances were in actual control.
Such a system — certainly inefficient by present standards — 
would not appear to merit condemnation as an fillogical 
mixture* for it seems neither inconsistent nor ineffective 
when considering administrative aims and the peculiar polit­
ical situation it was designed to surmount.
The Bangkokian elite constituted an everpresent challenge 
to the crown; judging from the apparent lack of popular resent­
ment the peasantry seems to have been content. They had to
1
Blanchard, ojd. cit. , p. 150.
2
See Vella, W.F., TThe Impact of the West on Government in 
Thailand1, University of California Publications in Political 
Science, vol. 4, no. 3? 1955? p• 322.
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be either satisfied or so divided in their immediate alleg­
iances, so balanced in their relative strength, as to pre­
clude the possibility of any effort against the king. What 
better way to preserve the status quo - short of judicious 
slaughter - than to grant head-of-department status to 
members of the royal family, appoint particularly loyal 
great nobles to actually administer these departments and so 
constitute departmental functions as to ensure overlapping 
jurisdictions, thereby encouraging that rgentle1 competition 
which would deny too much power to any one contestant. Such 
machinations would simply complement that territorial organ­
ization which sought to provide the capital with both security 
and prosperity by granting provincial officials enough power 
to administer the provinces effectively but not enough to 
permit the creation of independent provinces^, while inducing 
states beyond the effective control of the kingdom to accept 
Thai protection — that is, become nominal vassals — in return 
for co-operation in the event of war.
Though, in theory, the power of provincial authorities 
was such that they must occupy a subordinate position to 
central authorities, and though, since appointed by the king, 
they might be expected to remain beholden to him, in fact the
Ibid., p. 327•
1
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more important provincial governors were sub-rulers rather 
than arms of the administration, and only rarely were they 
other than those ’strongmen’ by whom an area would have been 
governed in any event. When Ayutthaya fell to the Burmese 
in 1767? for example, the more powerful of the provincial 
governors not only did not succumb, but declared their juris­
dictions independent. Subdividing the realm into greater and 
lesser portions, easily rearranged so as to offset any con­
centration of wealth and power outside the capital, provided 
a more practical method of maintaining the kingdom. This was 
effected by categorizing the provinces (muang) as first-, 
second-, third- or fourth-class (muang-ek, muang-toh, 
muang-tri and muang-chatawa, respectively), depending upon 
such factors as strategic importance, former status, proximity 
to the capital and role in maintaining the balance or, rather, 
imbalance of power. Periodic inspection tours by royal 
commissioners, the ceremonious drinking of the ’water of 
allegiancef and the awful penalties prescribed for breaches 
of gubernatorial conduct doubtless contributed to the desired 
unity, but to refer to such measures as fmajor devices of 
control’ seems ingenuous.
Both first-class provinces^, Nakhon Si Thammarat and
I
Provinces are classified according to the Law of the Provin­
cial Hierarchy (in Thai) as quoted by H.G. Quaritch Wales, 
Ancient Siamese Government and Administration, 1934* p. 109.
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Phitsanulok, were large, had enjoyed a long period of 
independent or semi-independent rule - in fact, both had 
been on a par with the early Ayutthayan kingdom — and were 
strategically positioned on the southern and northern front­
iers of the kingdom, respectively. Of the six second-class 
provinces, Phetchabun, Nakhon Ratchasimal and Tenasserim were 
important frontier areas to the north, northeast and west 
respectively, while Sawankhalok, Sukhothai and Kamphaeng Phet 
had, in times past, been under princely rule. Phichai, 
Phichit, Nakhon Sawan, Chanthaburi, Chaiya, Phattalung and 
Chumphon, previously governed by independent, though lesser 
dignitaries, were granted third-class status. Each of the 
first-, second— and third-class provinces had jurisdiction 
over a number of smaller fourth-class provinces in their 
immediate vicinity, though certain of these were controlled 
directly from Bangkok in order to reduce the power of the 
large provinces — particularly those of the first-class, as
1
Subsequently raised to a first-class province during the 
Third Reign (1829-51)» Prince Damrong (quoted ibid., 
p. Ill) believes that this status was conferred following 
the revolt of Vientiane (see 1 Chapter VI: Laotian Vassal 
States1 in Vella, W.F., Siam Under Rama III, 1957* PP» 78-93)* 
for, ever since, the governor of this province has been 
entrusted with the policing of the eastern dependencies.
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were those which surrounded the capital, forming what might 
be termed the ’capital districtT^ .
Provinces, and even the kingdom, were but vaguely 
delimited , though often bounded by prominent natural 
features. But the problem of delimitation had no urgency 
where populations were so small that most of the land within 
a province remained unoccupied or only very sparsely settled, 
for the Thai peoples were not scattered throughout the 
countryside, but were concentrated in villages that cluster­
ed around those larger villages called provincial capitals; 
in fact, many ’provinces’ - particularly those of the 
fourth-class - could have been little more than one or two 
centers and their immediate surroundings. Most of the 
centers along the major watercourses and the shores of the 
Gulf, or dispersed through the northern valleys and the
1
That Tthe most important region, that around the capital 
...contained only fourth—class provinces1 2 (impact of the 
West on Government in Thailand, op. cit. , p . 326)seems a 
paradox to Vella,but(dismissing a play on words) no other 
situation could be expected for, obviously, the central 
government would not delegate power within this most vital 
and most easily controlled area.
2
Until recently most of the provincial boundaries had not 
been delimited precisely. It is only within the last decade 
that the Royal Thai Survey Department, aided by aerial 
photography, has been in a position to attempt this task.
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eastern plateau (see figure 16)1 were nuclei of rather 
discrete self-contained areas of cultivation, rather than 
foci within a fairly uniform and thinly settled agricultural 
matrix. To judge by comments made a half-century after and 
a century and a half before the founding of Bangkok, however, 
the area of the delta proper was well settled and the 
villages lining the banks of the Maenam Chao Phraya beginning 
to coalesce.
This thesis was first suggested by descriptions of the 
travels of nineteenth century observers (which will be noted 
in the course of the text), and, though official historical 
records apparently neither support nor deny the possibility 
of the existence of this pattern (although there are occasional 
references to certain ’towns’ - now provincial capitals - 
being placed under the jurisdiction of other ’towns’), it 
seems consistent with certain other factors - particularly 
features of the administrative system. The direct source of
1
The centers shown on figure 16 and figures 17 and 18 follow­
ing are those shown on maps for coincident periods in a series 
of historical maps (in Thai) published by the Royal Thai 
Survey Department in the mid-thirties. I have examined the 
series in some detail elsewhere (see ’An ’’Historical Atlas of 
Thailand”’, The Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 52, part 1, 
1964) and found it to be ’the most comprehensive and accurate 
account of the number, location and status of centers known 
to have been in existence during several important periods 
prior to the 19th century’.
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the salaries of government officials (noble or not) was 
the peasant, whose payment for the right to cultivate 
the kingTs land passed up through the hierarchy of 
overlords - each of whom kept a portion - and eventually 
to the king. Obviously, the greater the number of peasants 
controlled, the more powerful the overlord (given lands 
with capacities roughly equal), and the more restricted the 
area containing them, the more easily controlled and mobilized 
they would be, particularly as communications were so poorly 
developed - the many edicts describing the rather drastic 
consequences of flight to the jungle, attest not only to the 
premium placed on men, but to the difficulty of controlling 
them. The sakdina grades (literally, fpower over the fields1) 
promulgated by law in A.D.1454 provided the means whereby the 
peasant population could be controlled through concentration; 
as well as bestowing TdignityT upon the overlords and defin­
ing the status of everyone in the kingdom. For limiting the 
amount of land that could be rented by a free man to a 
maximum of twenty-five rai (ten acres) - actually there were 
four grades of free men entitled to twenty-five, twenty, 
fifteen and ten rai respectively! - and stipulating that 
claimed land remaining uncultivated for three years reverted
See Meksawan, ojd. cit. , p. 11.
1
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to the king, prevented the acquisition by a single family 
of large contiguous holdings or many scattered plots, thereby 
encouraging those high agricultural densities already induced 
by an agriculture that precludes use of much of the 
kingdomrs lands and requires a considerable amount of labour 
to prepare even that portion which is eminently suited.
Unconnected by vital ties with one another, the more 
important centers in an area - if not the majority of them - 
could easily be induced to maintain direct contact with the 
capital; a relationship fostered by Bangkok, because restrict­
ing local territorial bases, and thereby available manpower, 
and draining off directly any tregionalt excesses forestalled 
the rise of a rival power. Quaritch Wales, discussing those 
reforms of King Naresuan (1590-1605) which led to the 
increased authority of the central government (basically the 
administrative system resurrected by Rama i), remarks that
advantageous though it was to the preservation of 
the integrity of the state, this growth of central­
ization was prejudicial to the welfare of the 
people of the provinces...[for] whereas in [former] 
days... the comparatively small amount of revenue 
levied from the people by the prince and his court 
was expended within the province, from the time of 
this growth of centralization there began that 
drain on the provinces which was during the next 
two and a half centuries to impoverish them; and 
which had for its object merely the aggrandizement 
of the royal court and capital, and the enrichment 
of the great ministers at the capital.1
1
Quaritch Wales, o£. cit., p.112
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Whether revenues were used for ’the aggrandizement of the 
royal court and capital, and the enrichment of the great 
ministers’, or for the aggrandizement of the provincial 
court and capital and the enrichment of the lesser ministers, 
could effect little difference in the welfare of the people; 
there appears to be no justification for stating that the 
provinces were impoverished in the mid-nineteenth century, 
but even if they were it would be difficult to establish a 
causal relationship between two and a half centuries of cen­
tralized government and improverished provinces; and the 
object of ’draining1 the provinces was not merely the enrich­
ment of a few families in the capital (though, of course, 
this was accomplished), but, as Quaritch Wales himself points 
out, ’the preservation of the integrity of the state’.
This direct relationship between Bangkok and the various 
other centers of the kingdom augmented the effect of a most 
strategic position and led to that great disparity in size 
between the capital and any other of the kingdom’s centers. 
Further, it was as much, if not more, a determinant of the 
distributional pattern of centers as any local relationships 
among centers in any particular region, following, of course, 
the more immediate consequences of the ’attitudes, objectives 
and technical abilities’1 of the people and the nature of the 
terrain.
James, P.E., A Geography of Man, 1951> p. vii.
1
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The persistence of a pattern
The overall pattern of centers based on Bangkok at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century appears very similar to 
the pattern based on Ayutthaya some two hundred years 
earlier (see figure 17)^> when King Naresuan (1590-1605) 
first introduced the administrative system resurrected by 
Rama I. However, as detailed information concerning the 
actual status and relationships of these centers is lacking 
it is unwise to offer any conclusion concerning the compar­
ability of the patterns of these two periods. That there was 
a great difference between the size of AyutthayaTs population 
and that of any other of the kingdomTs centers would be 
consistent with the previous argument and indeed may be 
inferred by crediting even a fraction of such estimates as 
WoodTs 150,000 in 1545^* PintoTs one and a half to two 
million in 1 5 4 8^, or ChakrabongseTs million in 1767^ 9  or the
1
No inferences may be drawn concerning the political 
progression of the Thai kingdom from figures 16, 17 and 18, 
for Tbecause political fortunes changed with an unseemly haste, 
and the periods represented coincide with those of Thai 
ascendancy, these maps neither summarize the events of the 
interval between them nor adequately indicate the instability 
of the Kingdom1 (Sternstein, TAn "Historical Atlas of 
Thailand™, o£. ci_t. , p. 7)*
2
See appendix F, footnote a.
3
Ibid., footnote b.
4
Ibid
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impression of TThe directors of the [English] East India
Company [who] called it in 1617 a metropolis like London’
(at the time a city of about 250,000 people), which would
make it highly improbable that another such center existed.
But this cannot be documented beyond doubt and it may well
have been that a great disparity did not develop. In the
latter half of the seventeenth century Gervaise reported that
TCampingue [Kamphaeng Phet]...is scarcely less than the
capital [Ayutthaya] in size and population’ - and this after
stating that ’The second town of the kingdom [that is, after
Ayutthaya] is commonly known as Porselouc [Phitsanulok]’2.
Others make no special distinction between Ayutthaya and the
kingdom’s other centers; thus la Loubere
These Cities, like all the rest in the Kingdom of 
Siam, are only a great number of Cabbins fre­
quently environ’d with an enclosure of Wood, and
1
’The Dutchmen in Ancient Ayuthiya [Ayutthaya]’, transcript 
of an address by de Voogd at the unveiling of a memorial on 
the site of the old Dutch settlement in Ban Vilanda in 
August 1956; tr. by I.E. Eisenhofer.
2
Gervaise, op. cit., p. 17. The positions of Kamphaeng 
Phet and Phitsanulok, in a similar latitude, well north of 
Ayutthaya, in no way detract from the possibility that they 
were comparable with the capital in size - the former lies 
on the Ping, south of its confluence with the Wang, thus com­
manding the western brace of the ’four rivers of the North’; 
the latter on the Nan, at the point where the Yom begins to 
parallel its course closely, commanding the eastern brace.
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sometimes with a Brick, or Stone Wall, but very 
rarely of Stone.l
Such statements demand consideration, for the Ayutthayan 
kingdom was unstable and did not enjoy that uninterrupted 
development of centralization which has characterized the 
Bangkokian era, and Ayutthaya drained her changing tributary 
area much less effectively than Bangkok. But it is unlikely 
that the capital would tolerate a potential rival within the 
kingdom proper. In fact, King Naresuan (1590-1605)? faced 
with this very situation in attempting to control his greatly 
expanded domain, had to reform that system which had been 
formulated a century and a half before to cope with the 
same problem.
In the mid-fifteenth century, King Paramaraja II 
(1424-48)? in extending nominal Ayutthayan suzerainty from 
Chiengmai to Nakhon Si Thammarat and from Tenasserim to 
Cambodia, bequeathed to his son, King Paramatrailokanatha 
(1448-88) the problem of consolidating these unrpecedented 
territorial gains. That Paramatrailokanatha was successful 
was largely due to the reorganization of the administration, 
which, by incorporating elements of the more centralized
1
La Loub&re, Simon de, A New Historical Relation of the 
Kingdom of Siam, tr. S.P. Gen., 1693? p. 5.
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Khmer system^-, facilitated the extension of his direct 
authority over contiguous areas heretofore governed by 
royal offspring as semi-independent states. The former 
rulers of these principalities were either recalled to the 
capital as nominal heads of departments newly created or 
developed from the functions of the kingTs advisory staff, 
or reassigned more distant fiefs, in an effort to increase 
the unity of the kingdom. The area controlled directly 
from Ayutthaya now embraced the former muangs (a center with 
its surrounding territory)^ of Lop Buri, Nakhon Nayok, Nakhon 
Pathom and Suphan Buri, each lying about two days1 2march in 
a cardinal direction from the capital, in accordance with 
that defensive organization apparently prescribed for Thai 
kingdoms ever since the days of the Empire of Nanchao. Thus, 
the kingdom was composed of three sections: the kingfs domain 
(ra.ja-dhanee) , i.e., the area controlled directly from the 
capital, and the outer provinces (hua-muang channok), i.e., 
the area controlled by semi-indpendent governors, which 
formed the Thai state; and the tributary states (hua-muang 
pratayd ra.j ) , i.e., the area controlled by independent rulers.
1
The manner in which this was accomplished is discussed in 
detail by Quaritch Wales, op. cit. , pp. 70-84* 105-8 and 
136-9* and Meksawan* op. cit., pp. 54-5* 63-70 and 82-5.
2
See Quaritch Wales, op. cit., p. 102.
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Even Sukhothai, at the height of its power under Rama 
Kamhaeng some one hundred and fifty years before (see figure 
22), had been no more than the typical five muang Thai king­
dom (Rama Kamhaeng himself directly controlling Sukhothai at 
the center; princes ruling Sawankhalok, Phitsanulok, Pichit 
and Kamphaeng Phet about two daysT march from the capital at 
the cardinal points), surrounded by an extremely loose ’con­
federation’ of independent Thai, Mon, Khmer and Malay States.
Sukhothai, Ayutthaya and Bangkok - the southing of the 
Thai capital is often remarked and cited as a manifestation 
of the Thais1 inexorable fpush to the sea’. The Thai did, 
of course, filter through the northern valleys to people the 
broad floodplain of the Chao Phraya to the south, but had the 
topography been reversed it is highly improbable that the 
capital would have migrated to the Gulf. To be sure, outlets 
to the sea were sought — witness the repeated efforts to 
secure ports along the Andaman coast - but the basis of a 
possible kingdom was the basin of the Chao Phraya. Having 
wrested this vital surplus rice producing area from the Khmer, 
the Thai could compete with similarly based powers to the 
east and west for the intermediate areas, provided they them­
selves were unified. Prior to Paramatrailokanatha1s Ayutthayan 
kingdom the basin of the Chao Phraya had been divided amongst 
separate and competing independent petty Thai states of the
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muang type, only occasionally constrained by the overlordship 
of one of their number (as Sukhothai under Rama Kamhaeng) - 
Thai land but not Thailand. Though much interrupted - 
frequently retrogressing, in fact - the development of 
Thailand during the last half-millennium, or at least to the 
turn of this century, has been accomplished by utilizing the 
power gained from more or less unified control of the delta to 
extend suzerainty and finally direct control over as many of 
the neighbouring petty states as possible.
Thus, the continuity of the overall distributional 
pattern of centers (despite individual differences of status), 
evident from comparing figures 16, 17 and 18 is, while strik­
ing, not startling. It is simply due to having retained most 
of the long-established independent or semi-independent admin­
istrative capitals by metamorphosing them into dependent 
provincial or district centers. Further, the present terri­
torial hierarchy below the provincial level - district or 
subdistrict, commune and village - all have lineal ancestors 
in the earliest Thai muangs^ , which were, in turn, direct 
derivatives from the military- cum administrative divisions
Oof the Nanchao kingdom . Doubtless, most of these smaller 
administrative units have undergone considerable alteration
T
See Quaritch Wales, ojd. cit. , p. 103.
See Udyanin and Smith, o£. cit., p. 9«
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through the years, but the basic pattern has existed 
throughout the development of the State.
The large number of centers located on the broad flood- 
plain of the Maenam Chao Phraya and in the relatively narrow 
valleys of its four main tributaries to the north at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century (see figure 17) or even 
three hundred years before (see figure 18) prompts a suspi­
cion that many of them do not really merit inclusion; that, 
though considered ’centers’ by the Thai, they would hardly 
qualify by the European standards of the time. Obviously, 
there is no allaying this doubt (it could be argued that there 
is no need to) short of identifying the elements of a 
Tuniversal center1 at the beginning of the seventeenth and 
fourteenth centuries - the elements of a ’universal center’ 
have yet to be identified in our own age - and measuring the 
centers indicated against these criteria - an impossibility. 
The dilemma is neatly put by the Frenchman Nicolas Gervaise 
and the Dutchman, Joost Schouten, in writing of their 
impressions of Thailand at about the mid-seventeenth century. 
Nicolas says
No people have a better opinion nor speak more 
highly of their own country than the Siamese. To 
hear them enumerate and describe their towns, one 
would have the impression that they were very 
beautiful and wealthy, and that there was a great 
number of them. There are, however, but nine 
that can reasonably be called towns; the others,
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correctly speaking, being nothing more than 
villages and hamlets having neither grandeur nor 
charm to render them comparable to ours in France.-^
But for Joost
The country is generally well peopled, especially 
the lower part...being full of Villages and Towns; 
the principal whereof are Iudica [Ayutthaya],
Picelouck [Phitsanulok] , Sourckelouck [Sawankhalok], 
Capheng [Tak?], Soutchethay [Sukhothai], Kephinpet 
[Kamphaeng Phet], Conseywan [Nakhon Sawan],
Pytsyay Pitsidi [Phichit?], Lydure [Lop Buri],
Tenou [Tavoy], Mormelon [Moulmein], Martenayo 
[Martaban], Lygor [Nakhon Si Thammarat], Bordelong 
[Phatthalung}, Tannassary [Tenasserim], Banckock 
[Bangkok], Pypry [Phet Buri], Rapry [Rat Buri],
Mergy [Mergui], and several other, all of which 
are governments and heads of Provinces; besides 
these there are many Cities and Burroughs full of 
people, which I omit as superfluous.2
Shortly after these gentlemen had expressed themselves, 
the Phaulkon fiasco! encouraged Thailand to rid herself of 
the possibility of European domination - an endeavour whose 
success no doubt owed much to unsettled conditions in Europe. 
It is not until the mid-nineteenth century that the memoirs 
of Western diplomats, traders and missionaries provide the 
basis from which to reconstruct a relatively coherent descrip­
tion of the distributional pattern of the Thai centers.
1
Gervaise, ojg>. cit. , p. 15.
2
Schouten, ojd. cit. , p. 124.
3
This interlude in ThailandTs history is perhaps most inter­
estingly and certainly most informatively presented by Hutch­
inson, E.W. , Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth Century, 
1940.
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At this time, according to Bowring-^, the kingdom was 
composed of forty-one provinces, which occupied an area 
practically coincident with what is now Central Thailand 
(see figure 3) plus two short extensions to the east and 
south — the former embracing the Cambodian provinces of 
Battambang and Siemrap; the latter an area as far as the 
borders of Nakhon Si Thammarat. The dependencies of the 
kingdom were: Laos and Cambodia; the several petty kingdoms 
which divided what is at present the North - Chiengmai and 
its dependencies Lamphun and Chiang Rai, Nan, Phrae and 
Lampang; Pasak (now the northern half of the province of 
Phetchabun); Nakhon Ratchasima and the various principalities 
to the east in what is now northeastern Thailand; Nakhon Si 
Thammarat and its dependencies - Phatthalung, Songkhla and 
Trang; Pattani; and the Malay states of Trengganu, Kelantan 
and Kedah^. Bowring erred in noting Nakhon Si Thammarat and 
Nakhon Ratchasima as dependencies, but he did so under the 
impression that TThe capital, and every city in which a 
tributary prince resides, are Muang ekTl. Muang ek were, of
1
Op. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 1-2. While most of the provincial 
names given by Bowring may be readily reconciled with those 
in use at present for either provinces or districts, the 
actual areas referred to cannot be considered comparable.
2
Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 1-55.
3 ‘
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 451.
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course, the first-class provinces, and must be considered 
integral parts of the kingdom, though the distinction 
between the kingdom proper and its dependencies may be 
easily overdrawn. For the central governmentTs influence, 
being inversely related to distance from it, ebbed towards 
the fringes of the state, and outlying provinces (particu­
larly muang ek) were not only governed with almost as much 
independence as were dependencies, but their administrative 
centers were foci of substantial amounts of territory and, 
though much subordinate to Bangkok, were virtual sub-capitals. 
Bangkok1s control of the kingdom was effected through a nice 
territorial subdivisioning, based primarily upon population 
densities and tempered by the practical limits to its direct 
authority: the densely peopled environs of the capital - 
administered directly — were subdivided among a number of 
small districts; beyond this region, but well within 
Bangkokian control, districts were grouped into provinces 
whose size varied inversely with the density of population; 
and outlying provinces over which control was minimal were 
not so much devised as manipulated, in order to deny too 
much power to any one. This conscious territorial organiz­
ation, designed for controlling as large an area as possible 
from a single center - Bangkok - determined, in great part, 
the distributional pattern of all the kingdomTs centers.
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The location of centers in the mid—nineteenth century 
appears to have been quite similar to that of some 
seventy-five years earlier (see figure 16) and, since but 
few startling changes have occurred in the past century, 
very like the pattern of today (see figure 3)* Similarly, 
while the populations of many centers have fluctuated con­
siderably, so that there is a possibility that the hierarch­
ical distribution varied significantly, the general features 
of this distribution appear quite consistent with what could 
be logically anticipated.
Disregarding non—eyewitness reports, the estimates of 
BangkokTs population at mid-nineteenth century are (from 
appendix F) : 1840, 350,00c)1; 1849, 160,1542; 1855, 400,0003, 
300 to 350,0004 and 300,0005 ; 1858, 500,0006. The first
1
Neale, ojd. cit. , p. 29.
2
Malloch, D.E., Siam, Some General Remarks on Its Produc­
tions , 1852, p. 70.
3
Roman Catholic missionaries quoted by Parkes, H,, Geo­
graphical Notes on Siam, with a New Map of the Lower Part of 
the Menam RiverT, Journal of the Geographical Society of 
London, vol. 26, 1856, p. 77.
4
Quoted, ibid.
5
Bowring, ojd, cit.., vol. 1, p. 394«
6
Mouhot quoted by Bacon, G.B., Siam, Land of the White 
Elephant, As It Was and Is, 1892, p. I69.
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census of Bangkok and suburbs, undertaken in 1909, returned 
a revised estimate of about 500,000; a further census in 
1920 for the city proper, gave the population as 345>000^.
As the capital has apparently suffered no reversals of growth, 
Mouhot’s 500,000 for 1858 may safely be regarded as a con­
siderable overestimate, even allowing for differences of 
definition. But definition, or lack of it, may account for 
much of the variation in the remaining figures. NealeTs 
estimate of 350,000 rests upon two others: that the number of 
floating houses or shops equals the total number of houses or 
shops and amounts to some seventy thousand; that the number 
of people per unit equals five. The missionaries’(of whatever 
persuasion) estimates of 300 to 400,000 are validated by 
virtue of a relatively long acquaintance, but it is to be 
regretted that they apparently nowhere define the area con­
sidered, for, the banks of the Chao Phraya being heavily 
populated, any extension of the limits of the city to the 
north and south would embrace many tens of thousands of 
people. That Bishop Pallegoix estimated Bangkok’s population 
at 404?000 in 1834 may have influenced the Catholic mission­
aries’ similar figure for 18559 thereby acknowledging a prior 
overestimate but effecting a compromise with an allegiance -
1
See appendix F.
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a loyalty which would not have affected the Americans. In 
any case, Bowring is definite: TThe limits of the city are
marked by a semicircle of the Meinam [Menam Chao Phraya] on 
the western side, and by a canal on the eastern, whose two 
extremities joining the river make the city almost circular. 
There is an inner island formed by another canal, also 
joining the MeinamT^ . Thus, Thon Buri, at this time a 
densely settled though relatively narrow strip, along the 
Chao PhrayaTs west bank, is eliminated. Mallochls 
accountant-like figure of 169*154 for 1849 (he, a Scottish 
merchant) has unknown origins, but, though seemingly incon­
sistent with other estimates, rather supports them. By the 
mid-nineteenth century suburban settlement had so expanded 
that it was necessary that BangkokTs boundaries be extended. 
Accordingly, during 1851-4* a new moat was dug (Khlong Padung 
Krung Kasem) which paralleled the lesser arc of Khlong 
Banglamphu (see figure 21) and more than doubled the area of 
the city. MallochTs figure is acceptable as approximating 
the population of the tcity properT immediately before this 
expansion. Considering the large acreages devoted to palaces, 
estates of the nobility, wats and parks on the Tinner islandT 
- amounting roughly to half its total area - and that on the
Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 1., p. 402.
1
VTPlan de Bangkok^ of about 1854 all the newly included area 
is shown as densely built-up (as well as much of Thon Buri 
and an extension to the north of Bangkok along the river 
beyond the new boundary), and, further, that the densest area 
of settlement - the Chinese quarter — is located on the 
’outer island1 2, it is more than probable that when the area 
of the Tcity proper’ more than doubled, so also did the 
population. BowringTs figure of 300,000, therefore, appears 
overcautious, but allowing for a considerable proportion of 
agriculturalists within the city limits (even today this 
amounts to well over ten per cent), is an acceptable conserv­
ative estimate.
Except for those figures apparently referring to 
provinces or districts, MallochTs estimates given in appendix 
F are believed indicative of the populations of upcountry 
centers^. For, though usually lower than other estimates for
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1
Appended to Pallegoix, Mqr., Description du Royaume Thai 
q u  Siam, 1 8 5 4 *  vol. 1.
2
A reasonably valid, if extremely generalized, distribution­
al pattern of the Thai centers at this time may be derived by 
grouping Mallochls estimates in rather wide classes (tempered 
where necessary by those few instances where the personal ob­
servations of others merit consideration), and inserting into 
this hierarchy other centers shown on contemporary maps (TMap 
of Siam and Its Dependencies1, Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, 
facing p. 446; sketch maps of TThe Menam and Other Siamese 
Rivers1 and TSiam and The Adjacent States1, Parkes, ojd. cit. , 
facing p. 71; TSketch Map from Bangkok in Siam to Pelombing
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a number of the same centers made at about the same time, 
his figures are quite comparable or easily reconciled when 
a center is either well-known or has been observed personally, 
viz., Ayutthaya, Phitsanulok, Nakhon Ratchasima, Chiengmai, 
Samut Sakhon and Prachin Buri. Further, MallochTs estimates 
allow most Thai centers to have experienced a more or less 
continuous - in some cases rapid - development since the 
mid-nineteenth century, which is consistent with the settled 
conditions of the Bangkokian era, the introduction of 
western techniques and the great increase in the population 
experienced during the last half-century.
Broadly then, Bangkok with a population of not less 
than 300,000, was surrounded by some fifty-odd centers 
within the kingdom proper (almost all being provincial 
capitals) whose size tended to increase with distance from 
the capital, but seldom exceeded five thousand. Ayutthaya 
appears to have been the second most populous center, 
although an eyewitness, while maintaining that TThe present
in CambodiaT, King, D.O., TTravels in Siam and CambodiaT, 
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. 30, i860, 
facing p. 178; TCambodia, The Lao Country etc.T, Mouhot, M.H., 
TNotes on Cambodia, the Lao Country, etc.T, Journal of the 
Geographical Society, vol. 32, 1862, facing p. 142; 1 Part of 
the Province of Siemrab*, Bastian, A., rA Visit to the Ruined 
Cities and Buildings of CambodiaT, Journal of the Royal 
Geographical Society, vol. 35, 1865, facing p. 75^ 
fFranzösische Aufnahme des Me-Khong, 1866-67 und Ubersich der 
geographischen Kenntniss von HinterindienT, Tafel I., 
Geographische Mittheilungen, 1868, facing p. 474).
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number of inhabitants cannot be less than between twenty and 
thirty thousand’, describes the ’greater part’ of the town 
as being TSituated... on a creek or canal’ and the population 
as being ’principally employed in shopkeeping, agriculture, 
or fishing, for there are no manufactories of importance’^ .
This would imply that the estimated population was consid­
erably enhanced by including those agriculturalists settled 
in close quarters along the streams in the vicinity. All 
remaining ’large’ centers, that is, of over five thousand 
inhabitants, were capitals of frontier provinces: Nakhon Si 
Thammarat and Siemrap, long the administrative centers of 
what were virtually independent satrapies, with probable 
populations of some ten thousand; Nakhon Ratchasima, entrust­
ed with policing the ’eastern provinces’, and Battambang, 
Sawankhalok and Phitsanulok to the north, with populations 
of from six to seven thousand. Within this protective 
frontier center populations ranged from approximately 500 
to 3,500 - provincial capitals furthest from Bangkok generally 
having some 3?000 inhabitants; capitals close to Bangkok 
usually well under 1,500.
Though, as Bowring acknowledged, ’The knowledge we possess 
of the countries dependent on Siam is of a very imperfect and
Quoted by Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 15-16.
1
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fragmentary character’^ , it is sufficient to indicate that 
the basic distributional pattern of centers was similar to 
that of the kingdom proper. However, because the basin of 
the Chao Phraya afforded an unparalleled natural basis for 
the development of a strong centralized state, the dependent 
kingdoms could be expected to develop only an imperfect 
replica of this pattern - much the same as that evolved in 
the larger frontier provinces. The striking similarity 
between the Chiengmai kingdom (that is, the North of 
present-day Thailand) and the first-class province of Nakhon 
Si Thammarat, for example, stems, no doubt, from very similar 
natural situations: to the north flat-floored elongate 
valleys, trending north-northeast, are separated by 
steep-sloped ranges; to the south the peninsula is edged by 
a series of scallop-like basins bounded by steep-sided en 
echelon ridges trending approximately north—south. In the 
absence of any developed communications system each valley or 
basin was sufficiently isolated to become a more or less 
independent petty state. Chiengmai and Nakhon Si Thammarat 
while the administrative centers of the largest valley and 
basin respectively, were merely nominal capitals of their 
TkingdomsT. As a result both TcapitalsT developed to a size
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 1.
1
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commensurate not with their ’kingdoms’, but only with the 
territories they administered directly^. And whereas Bangkok 
was some twenty to thirty times as large as the next largest 
center in the kingdom - including dependencies^ - Chiengmai 
and Nakhon Si Thammarat (and apparently Tcapitals’ of the 
other larger semi-independent provinces or tributary states) 
were but two or three times as large as neighbouring centers.
Mid-nineteenth century Bangkok
Although disappointing, it is hardly surprising that 
there are but few descriptions of up-country centers for this 
period, or that when available they consist merely of several
1
MallochTs estimate of the population of Chiengmai in 1849> 
7,300 (see appendix F), apparently refers to the inhabitants 
of the town proper, that is, those within the walls; Grand- 
jean (quoted by Bowring, o£. ci_t. , vol. 2, p, 11), five years 
earlier, TAfter having traversed Xieng Mai [Chiengmai] many 
times and in all directions’, could not ’give it more than 
twenty thousand inhabitants, even including the different 
suburbs which are without the walls’.
2
Unseen places were invariably granted overgenerous popula­
tions, but the estimated number of inhabitants of a ’capital’ 
far removed from Bangkok was most prone to gross exaggera­
tion (probably through some logical transfer of Bangkokian 
proportions). Thus, Pallegoix’s estimate for the population 
of Luang Phrabang in the 1830s, faithfully reproduced by 
Bowring (ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 53) for the 1850s, is discred­
ited by Mouhot in the 1860s (ojd. cit. , p. 162): ’I arrived 
at Louang Prabang, a charming little town, standing on a 
square mile, containing a population, not of 80,000, as 
Bishop Pallegoix says in his work on Siam, but of 7000 or 
8000 at most’.
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desultory remarks, for Tthe fanciful accounts of the natives
served merely to excite a curiosity that a foreigner was
unable to gratify*^. CrawfurdTs description of Samut Prakan
in 1821 is representative,
What we saw in our visit..,was not calculated to 
impress us with a very exalted opinion of the pro­
gress of the Siamese nation,,.The cottage of an 
English peasant... possesses more real comfort than 
did the mansion of the Governor... The village...is 
a long, straggling, and poor place...the situation 
is low, swampy, and comfortless. The swarms of 
musquitoes which infest it are prodigious, and 
render it intolerable to strangers.^
Occasionally an account, as MouhotTs of Nakhon Ratchasima
in l86l, is more informative,
The Chinese quarter... contains sixty or seventy 
houses, built with bricks dried in the sun, and 
surrounded by palisades nine feet high, and as 
strong as those of a rampart. At the end of the 
Chinese quarter, which is the bazaar, commences the 
town properly so called, which is enclosed by a 
wall of ferruginous stone and sandstone...Within is 
the residence of the governor and...other authori­
ties, several pagodas, a caravanseri, and a number 
of other houses. A stream of water, eight meters 
wide, crosses the town and is bordered by little 
plantations of betel and cocoa-nut trees.3
1
King, op. cit., p. 177*
2
Crawfurd, J., Journal of an Embassy from the Governor-Gen­
eral of India to the Courts of Siam and Cochin-China, vol. 1, 
1830, pp. 117 and 285.
3
Mouhot, M.H., Travels in the Central Parts of Indo-China 
(Siam), Cambodia, and Laos During the Years 18.58 , 1859 and 
i860, vol. 2, 1864> pp. 113-4.
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But all too frequently these glimpses are reduced to 
absurdity; as, for example, Pallegoixfs description of Chon 
Buri in 1838,
Bang-Plasoi...is situated at the foot of a hill 
in the remotest part of a bay full of fish. Fish 
are incredibly plentiful. At the market we saw 
nothing but various kinds of fish. The 
inhabitants of this town...are either fishermen 
or merchants.1
Similarly, to expect diplomatic, commercial or religious 
transients to have offered analytical assessments of Bangkok 
in place of vivid impression would be unreasonable; but 
several such accounts, nevertheless, provide the material for 
a valuable anthology.
...a very novel spectacle - the capital of Siam, 
situated on both sides of the Menam. Numerous 
temples of Buddha, with tall spires attached... 
frequently glittering with gilding, were conspic­
uous among the mean huts and hovels of the 
natives, throughout which were interspersed a 
profusion of palms, ordinary fruit-trees, and the 
sacred fig...On each side of the river there was 
a row of floating habitations, resting on rafts 
of bamboos, moored to the shore... Close to these 
.•.were anchored the largest description of native 
vessels, among which were many junks of great 
size, just arrived from China...We counted seventy 
...large and small... There were five or six of the 
largest description on the stocks, and, besides 
these, there was a numerous small craft...as well 
as many rafts...The face of the river presented a 
busy scene, from the number of boats and canoes of 
every size and description...passing to and fro.
The number struck us as very great...for we were not
1
Pallegoix, ojd. cit. , vol. 1.
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aware that there are few or no roads at Bang—kok, 
and that the river and canals form the common 
highways, not only for goods, but for passengers 
...Many of the boats were shops containing 
earthenware, blachang [a fetid condiment], dried 
fish, and fresh pork. Vendors...were hawking 
and crying them as in an European town.l
But the most singular feature in the busy scene 
was the... [bazaar] in which all the various 
products of China and of the country were 
exposed for sale...in houses floating on the 
water, in rows about eight, ten, or more, in 
depth, from the bank...At either end the houses 
were bound to long bamboos driven into the 
river. They are thus enabled to move from place 
to place according as convenience may demand... 
Almost all those collected in this quarter seem 
to be occupied by merchants, many of them very 
petty no doubt, and by tradespeople, as 
shoe-makers, tailors...The latter occupations 
are followed almost exclusively by the Chinese 
... [who]...are not only the principal merchants, 
but- the only artificers. . . The most common trades 
are those of tin-smith, blacksmith, and currier. 
The manufacture of tin vessels is very consid­
erable, and the utensils being polished bright, 
and often of very handsome forms, give an air of 
extreme neatness to the shops in which they are 
displayed... There are...one or two manufactories 
of shallow cast-iron pots, also conducted by 
Chinese...^
The ground on which [the town] is built is a 
rich tract of alluvial land, low...and inter­
sected by numerous winding creeks and canals.3 
[Which] navigable a part of every tide, are
1
Crawfurd, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 121-2, I63.
2
Finlayson, G., The Mission to Siam, and Hue the Capital 
of Cochin China, in the Years 1821-22, 1826, pp. 115? 214-5«
Crawfurd, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, p. 179«
3
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ramified inwall directions, and reach almost 
every house1 2. The tides rise from six to seven 
feet...In October, November, and December, they 
overflow almost all the ground on which the 
city is built. In April, May, and June, many 
of the canals are dry during several hours of 
the day, when communication is interrupted... 
Much inconvenience is experienced... from the 
want of highways or paths, for, with the excep­
tion of some principal streets within the walls, 
and a smaller number without, the land passages 
are scarcely passable, and frequently will not 
allow two persons to walk abreast^.
The palace...is situated on the left bank... 
upon an island from two to three miles in 
length, though of inconsiderable breadth... 
almost the whole...surrounded by a wall [nearly 
six miles around, fifteen feet high and twelve 
broad], here and there furnished with indiffer­
ent-looking bastions, and provided with numerous 
gates... the king and several of his ministers 
reside within this space. The persons attached 
to the court are very numerous, and also reside 
here, in wretched huts...of palm-leaves. There 
is...but little distinction between this place, 
and other parts of the town, except it be that 
you see few Chinese... and that the shops are of 
inferior quality. The greater part...of the 
space included by the wall, consists of waste 
ground, swamps, and fruit-gardens3.
The palace of the First King is enclosed within 
high white walls, the circumference embracing 
nearly the extent of a mile. It contains a 
variety of beautiful edifices, temples, public 
offices...a court of justice, and an office for
1
Malcom, Rev. H., Travels in South-Eastern Asia, Embracing 
Hindustan, Malaya, Siam, and China, with Notices of Numerous 
Missionary Stations, and a Full Account of the Burman Empire, 
1839, vol. 2, p. 134*
2
Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, p. 405*
Finlayson, ojd. cit. , pp. 210-11.
3
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the despatch of local business; a theatre...a 
large royal library, in addition to the KingTs 
private collection. There is an arsenal of 
artillery, and a manufactory of fire-arms and 
other weapons...military stations, buildings 
for ... animals ... above all, the white elephant 
- accommodation for some thousands of soldiers, 
cavalry, artillery, war elephants, and last, 
but not least, for an innumerable assemblage 
of ladies...no less than three thousand... The 
pavements are either of granite or marble. In 
the middle of the principal court rises a mag­
nificent oblong hall...which is covered with 
varnished or glazed tiles, ornamented with rude 
sculpture, and surmounted by a tall gilt spire. 
This is the great hall of audience, where 
foreign ministers are received^.
The city is continuous with the palace, extend­
ing on both sides of the river to the distance 
of three or four miles ...[but]...principally on 
the left bank...[it]...is built entirely of wood, 
the palaces of the king, the temples and the 
houses of a few chiefs being alone constructed 
of brick or mud walls...From the great length 
which the city occupies... it might be supposed 
to be a place of vast extent: this, however, is 
not the case... houses rarely extend more than 
one or two hundred yards from the river, and by 
far the greater number of them are floating on 
bamboo rafts secured close to the bank. The 
houses that are not so floated are built on 
posts driven into the mud, and raised above the 
bank...It has been said that there are but few,
I had almost said, no roads or even pathways.
To every house... there is attached a boat...for 
...There is little travelling but what is per­
formed by water...
...the floating-houses...like every other build­
ing in the place...of one floor only... generally 
have a neat appearance; they are, for the most 
part, thatched with palm-leaves, but sometimes
Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 4-07-j 411-2.
1
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with tiles...The shops, forming one side of the 
house, being shut up at night, are converted 
into sleeping apartments ... The walls and floors 
...are formed of boards, and considering the... 
climate ... afford very comfortable shelter. The 
houses of the common people are...wretched in 
appearance...
The town derives but little architectural 
ornament from...its public buildings, if we 
except the sacred edifice called Pra-cha~di [a 
large tower, usually pyramidal in form, tapering 
to a plain or decorated tip, supported either 
on a round or square base]. The palaces are 
buildings of inconsiderable size individually... 
covered with a diminishing series of three or 
four tiled roofs, sometimes terminated by a 
small spire, and more remarkable for singularity 
than for beauty^-.
A temple, or monastery - for they are nearly 
inseparable, called in the language of the 
country, Wat...is always a large square enclos­
ure, consisting of...a place of worship, with 
the images of Gautama, an extensive area, a 
library, and the dwellings of the Talapoins 
[priests]. . . 2
In and around Bankok are more than a hundred 
Wats, occupying all the best locations. As 
some of them embrace several acres, they cover 
no small part of the site of the city, and are 
the only pleasant parts of it. Paved and shady 
walks, clean courts, and fragrant shrubberies3, 
surrounded by brick walls or bamboo hedges4, 
form a strong contrast to the vile odours, rude
1
2
3
4
Finlayson, o j d .  cit. , pp. 211-6. 
Crawfurd, o j d . cit. , vol. 1, p. 163* 
Malcom, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 142. 
Finlayson, o j d .  cit. , p. 217
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paths, and spreading mud, encountered every­
where else-*-.
...the temples... are constructed of brick and 
mortar; the roof is made of timber, covered with 
red tiles; - and all the principal structures 
are of a square form, with gable-ends. The arch 
and dome seem nearly unknown to Siamese architec­
ture. All the buildings are of one story only... 
That portion of the building which is of masonry, 
is thickly coated over with plaster, in which 
there is no dearth of rude ornament, but the 
materials are coarse, and...the workmanship is 
not skillfully finished. The greatest skill, 
labour, and expense are bestowed upon that 
portion of buildings which is of wood...These are 
painted, varnished, gilt and carved in the most 
profuse and laborious manner...
With all this labour and expense, a Siamese temple 
seems far from being calculated to excite those 
feelings of reverence and solemnity which should 
belong to a place of worship. The want of magni­
tude in any one part, the want of height every­
where, and the mean and perishable nature of some 
...of the materials, with the gaudy meretricious­
ness of others, are far from being calculated, 
according to European notions, to excite senti­
ments either of respect or veneration^.
[However,3 One cannot avoid contrasting the size 
and costliness of the sacred edifices with the 
meanness of the city in other respects. The 
houses are small and rude, and the streets in 
general nothing more than foot-paths, overgrown 
with bushes, bamboos, and palms. Every species 
of filth and offal is thrown among these bushes; 
and the state of the air may be supposed. Every 
few rods, a canal or ditch is to be crossed; and 
a log, or plank or two, without a handrail, is 
generally the only bridge; those of the principal 
thoroughfares are better, but none are good or 
neat. Of the numerous canals, not one is walled
1
Malcom, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 142.
Crawfurd, o j d. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 173-5 •
2
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up or planked, except sometimes to secure a Wat.
Most of them are left bare at half-tide, present­
ing a loathsome slime, and filling the air with 
stench, besides being useless half the time.
Not an effort seems to be made by the authorities 
to improve the city^. [see figure 19]
Considering MalcomTs short stay, TNot an effort seems 
to be made by the authorities to improve the cityT is rather 
and injudicious indictment which appears unwarranted if only 
in the light of the peculiar conditions of a site which 
demanded great expenditure of both time and money to achieve 
anything other than paltry construction. The delta yields 
but the flimsiest of building materials. Consequently, even 
today, stone, timber and brick (or its constituents) must be 
brought to the site of the capital from considerable distances. 
In the mid-nineteenth century, prior to the development of 
any reasonable transportation system (byond the waterways of 
the delta itself) this meant a long and relatively expensive 
undertaking. Often the intended site had first to be built 
up as a protection against flooding. Further, to bear the 
weight of any reasonably large structure, long piles must 
first be driven into the saturated muds lying only a foot or 
so below the surface. Prior to the introduction of mechanical 
pile-drivers preparation of a site could conceivably take 
several years. The condition of the city no doubt suggested
1
Malcom, ojd. cit. , vol. 2, p. 143*
Bangkok, c.l825
from Crawfurd, ojd. cit., vol. 1, facing p. 121
Even this print, the best of the few available, 
manages to belie descriptions while bestowing 
an European aspect to the stylized scene.
Plan of Bangkok, c.l855
from map appended to Pallegoix, op.cit., vol.1
A most stylized plan. However, a good general 
impression is conveyed if regularity is disre­
garded and the ’street pattern’ is mentally 
obliterated or, rather, replaced with meander­
ing footpaths and innumerable canals and 
ditches. Figure 19
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a lack of any concerted public activity, but, considering 
the absence of even that responsible organization by which 
a reasonable development is implemented, it is more surprise 
ing that anything was accomplished.
The western influence
King Mongkut (Rama IV, 1851—68) was Ta man of liberal 
sentiments, and far in advance of the generality of his 
countrymen^, but he T realized that his progressive views 
did not find favor with everyone, and some of the opposition 
were not without influence. As...Siam needed unity, he trod 
his way warily and made sure that the change from the old to
Othe new was gradualT . The ’new1 was nothing less than the 
introduction of progressive but alien Western techniques and 
ideas into the backward, conservative setting that was Thai­
land; the initiation of Tthe wise policy of compounding with 
the advance of Western civilization, instead of resisting itT^ . 
THe mounted the throne...when European imperialism was tearing 
Asia to pieces*4, but Thailand ’preserved her independence
1
fNews of the beginning of the 4th Reign in a Singapore news­
paper1, quoted by Chakrabongse, ojd. cit. , p. 179«
2 Ibid., pp. 189-90.
3 Crosby, Sir J., Siam: The Crossroads, 1945> p. 48.
4 Griswold, quoted by Chakrabongse, ojd. cit.., p. 196.
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when by the end of the nineteenth century all the other 
states of South-East Asia had come under European controlT .
Western influence was invited to Thailand by the Treaty 
of Friendship and Commerce with Great Britain in 1855» Its 
main feature was the fixing of duties payable on both imports 
and exports by British merchants - no small concession by the 
Thai government, for in the words of its negotiator, Sir John 
Bowring, it meant Ta complete revolution in the financial 
system of the country, as it destroys many of the present 
and most fruitful sources of revenue * ^ . 1 The conclusion of
this treaty...speedily attracted the attention of other 
powers, and...similar treaties...were made with France and 
the United States in 1856, Denmark and the Hanseatic cities 
in I858, Portugal in 1859 9 Holland in i860... Prussia in 1862 
...[and] In l868...with Belgium, Italy, and Norway and 
Sweden’^ . The effect on commerce, if not on the entire 
country, was, of course, extraordinary4, but Mongkut ensured 
modernization along Western lines - albeit grudging and
1
Hall, c)£. cit. , pp. 578—9»
2
Bowring, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, p. 262.
3
Hall, o£. cit.., p. 581.
4
See Ingram, J.C., Economic Change in Thailand Since 1850«
1955»
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gradual - by employing Western advisers, teachers and 
technicians.
Rama II (1809-29) had added buildings in both the 
Chinese and European style to the Ayutthayan-type structures 
raised by his father, laid out a 1 gardenT complete with a 
large islanded lake on the palace grounds and conceived and 
initiated the construction of a number of wats, including 
the 227 foot tower of Wat Arun (see figure 20) which dominates 
the west bank of the Chao Phraya. Rama III (1829-51) had re­
placed many temporary wooden structures by brick buildings, dug 
a number of canals (including one 33 miles long) and widened 
and dredged existing canals and streams in order to facilitate 
inland shipping and continued the beautification of the Grand 
Palace. But his main interest lay in wats: nine new 
temples were constructed and more than sixty were renovated 
or enlarged. Even Chakrabongse (a distinguished and most 
sympathetic member of the Chakri dynasty) bemoans Tthis 
artistic and architectural impulse of the time [which] has 
become a burden to the Government... for the number of temples 
and the separate buildings within each are now so great that 
it has become impossible today to...keep them up to the 
desired standard*^. But, though temple building reached the
Chakrabongse, op. cit., p. 154»
I
Bangkok, c.l870
from a reproduction in »Historical GrowthT, 
Technical Monograph, Bangkok-Thonburi City 
Planning Project, op. cit., p. 7
Unfortunately, as this downstream view was ap­
parently taken from a point close to the north­
ern end of the Palace of the First King (see 
figure 21), it is rather more of Wat Arun (the 
227 foot tower on the western bank of the Chao 
Phraya) than of the city. However, it does 
present an unstylized, though murky, river- 
level impression.
Bangkok, c.l870
from Vincent, F., The Land of the White 
Elephant, l884> facing p. 115
Actually this view looks downstream from the 
Thon Buri (western) side of the Chao Phraya 
near Wat Arun, and shows only the southern ex­
tensions of the city. A remarkable engraving 
however, photo-like in its detail. Note »tail- 
masters» in mid-stream anchorage. Figure 20
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proportions of a fad under Rama III, the construction of 
wats was more than an Tartistic and architectural impulseT 
for a wat was a public school, library, hospital and garden, 
as well as religious center.
Mongkut built and restored wats, added structures to 
the Grand Palace (including some in European style) and dug 
canals - usual undertakings entered into with no less zeal 
by his predecessors. Beyond this, though results were by no 
means immediate, Mongkut did achieve a partial basis for 
change while introducing a number of physical improvements 
and innovations in the capital and its immediate suburbs, 
inconsiderable though these works might appear to the casual 
Western eye. The initiation of a road and bridge building 
program, the construction of several tmodernf streets within 
the walls and Charoen Krung Road (or New Road, as it was and 
is known to the English-speaking community) stop a former 
track which ran behind the commercial and industrial estab­
lishments, churches, wats and consulates which lined the 
river immediately south of the city proper^, and the erection
1
King Mongkut constructed New Road only after being 
petitioned by the now relatively numerous foreign community. 
Construction began in 1862, but the five-mile road was not 
completed and opened to traffic until March 1869• (See 
THistorical GrowthT, Technical Monograph, Bangkok-Thonburi 
City Planning Project, Litchfield, Whiting, Bowne & Associates 
Adams, Howard & Greeley, 1959? P- 7? and Chakrabongse, op. 
cit., p. 207.)
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of nearly a half-mile of continuous blocks of rentable 
commercial premises along both sides of that portion of 
this new road within the walls, were truly innovations (see 
figures 20 and 21).
Except for the digging of several canals, construction 
outside Bangkok appears to have been limited to the restora­
tion of PTra Patom Chedi, the ruins of which Mongkut is 
supposed to have discovered when a roaming monk. (The restora­
tion, or rather, reconstruction, was completed by his 
successor, Chulalongkorn, and now forms the focal point of 
the town of Nakhon Pathom.)
Mongkut had made a definite, but only a modest begin­
ning. 1 There was no fixed code of laws; no system of general 
education; no proper control of revenue and finance; no postal 
or telegraph service. Debt slavery was not fully abolished; 
the opium laws were badly administered; there was no medical 
organization... There was no army on modern lines; there was 
no navy at all; there were no railways and almost no roads’^  
among other wants and deficiencies, when Chulalongkorn became 
king in 1868^. During a reign of almost half a century
T
Smith, M., A Physician at the Court of Siam, 1946, pp. 85-6.
2
Chulalongkorn, being but sixteen when Mongkut died, was 
under a Regent until 1873-
Figure 21
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(1868-1910) Chulalongkorn attempted to supply these needs 
and overcome deficiencies; an aim which required the reforma­
tion of every aspect of Thai life - indeed, ’a revolution 
from the throne’^-. But, obviously, such a task is not quickly 
accomplished - even given a large, diversified, and even 
dedicated, force of Western ’advisers’ - and, in fact, the 
administration itself showed hardly a sign of efficient 
organization prior to the last decade of the nineteenth 
century. Nevertheless, ’against the background of 
deeply-ingrained traditionalism, one may assess the achieve-
oments of Chulalongkorn’s reign as truly remarkable’ .
Whether the reforms accomplished by the turn of the 
century were more the outcome of over fifty years of patient 
effort or the alarmed reaction to the increasing tempo with 
which the British and French - particularly the French - were 
acquiring Southeast Asian territory is a moot point, but 
these activities could only have acted as a sharp spur. In 
1892, having already lost whatever vague suzerainty had been 
claimed over the greater part of Cambodia and a large part of
1
King Prajadhipok (Rama VI, 1910-25)> quoted by Chakrabongse, 
op. cit., p. 238.
2
Hall, ojD. cit. , p. 590. A readable discussion of these 
reforms and the manner in which they were attempted is 
presented by Chakrabongse, ojd. cit. , pp. 216-67«
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northern Laos, and with the surrender of all claims to land 
east of the Mekhong imminent (see figure l), the Thai gov­
ernment reorganized the administration of the provinces. 
Centralization of power was imperative, for if Bangkok could 
not maintain effective control over the provinces, if 
territorial claims were in any way indefinite, then it was 
probable that the suzerainty of either Great Britain (to the 
west in Burma and to the south in Malaya) or France (to the 
east in Cambodia and to the north in Laos) would extend over 
the area in question.
Theoretically, centralization was simple. Provincial 
administration was made the responsibility of a single 
agency - the newly created (1892) Ministry of the Interior. 
Provinces were reorganized, given equal status and grouped 
into Monthon (Circles) administered by a flord-lieutenantT 
directly responsible to the king; all provincial personnel 
from district officials to the governor became civil servants 
with fixed and adequate salaries; and the provision of admin­
istrative facilities (public buildings, offices and resi­
dences) was undertaken by the central government^. Practically,
1
Most writers grant this reorganization the proportions of a 
revolution; crediting even the creation of districts, com­
munes and villages to this period (see, for example, Meksawan, 
op. cit. , p. 106). Hall (ojd. cit. , p. 586 ) goes so far as to 
maintain that TThe reform of local administration was... carried
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centralization was difficult. Qualified personnel were 
lacking, transportation facilities were hardly developed 
beyond the canalized basin of the Chao Phraya, and even to 
the indefatigable first Minister of the Interior (Prince 
Damrong) it seemed Tnot an exaggeration to say that every 
city [provincial capital] has to be reconstructed [and] it 
is very likely that we [will] have to face the serious 
problem of a lack of f u n d s E v e n  so, by the end of 
ChulalongkornTs reign (1910) eighteen Monthon had been 
established, and it seems hardly a coincidence that terri­
torial cessions ceased from this date (see figure l)^.
out by...[introducing] the system developed by the British in 
Burma. The whole kingdom was divided into eighteen monthons, 
each with a resident High Commissioner at its head. These 
were subdivided into provinces, villages and hamlets.T It 
may even be argued that the Monthon had already been 
prescribed by that subdivisioning of power which occurred 
beyond the area under Bangkok’s direct control - tacitly 
acknowledged by the central government as early as 1874 when 
a royal commissioner was sent to Chiengmai. But, obviously, 
provinces, districts, communes and villages had already 
enjoyed an existence prior to the reign of King Chulalongkorn, 
although, to be sure, their relationship with the central 
government underwent a considerable alteration (at least in 
theory) at this time.
1
Quoted by Meksawan, ojd. cit. , p. 114. Prior to the reforms, 
all provincial offices, Tpublic’ buildings and administrators* 1 2
residences were the private property of either the governor 
or his subordinates. In fact, the governor’s residence gen­
erally served as provincial headquarters, court and jail.
2
By this time, Chiengmai, that is, Northern Thailand, had 
been administered more or less directly from Bangkok for
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The absence of fefficientT lines of communication 
within the northern, north-eastern and southern provinces, 
and the fact that the central government ’bestirred itself’ 
in this direction only after the French had encroached upon 
the eastern frontier and began discussing the diversion of 
the trade of the Northeast from Bangkok to Saigon, never 
fails to excite Western reprobation - interpreted, as it is, 
as evidence of Bangkok’s disregard for the welfare of the 
outer provinces, or, at best, oriental laxity (see figure 
15). It is, of course, true that prior to the last decade 
of the nineteenth century, improving the system of communi­
cations meant improving the canal and river system in the 
delta region, and that ’The decision to construct a railroad 
system was political rather than economic’^ , but there is no
about a quarter of a century. A royal commissioner appointed 
in 1874 had somehow managed to quietly assume the power of 
the northern princes.
1
A Public Development Program for Thailand, International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 1959, p. 120. Though, 
at best, the distinction between politically and economically 
based activities is somewhat blurred, that (until recently) 
the preservation of the state was indeed the decisive factor 
in initiating any major communications line - particularly 
railroads - is no secret, and, in view of the circumstances 
outlined above, seems eminently logical. Chulalongkorn him­
self placed these variables in their proper perspective in a 
speech delivered at the opening of the Northern Line from Pak 
Nam Pho to Phitsanulok in 1907 (quoted by Graham, op. pit., 
vol. 2, p. 145),
The construction of railways has not only the
greatest influence upon the development of a
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need to invoke some Tirrational* causation, for these circum­
stances have a sufficient basis within the Western rationale. 
As late as the beginning of the present century the population 
of Thailand (even including the Cambodian and Malayan pro­
vinces) approximated only to some five million (see figure 2) 
and, of this total, considerably more than one-third lived 
in the delta region, while at least another third were 
located in areas within easy access of either one of the 
four major rivers of the North or the waters of the Gulf - 
by far the country’s most productive territories (see appen­
dix C). The sparseness and the uneven distribution of the 
population was quite apparent to those ’advisers’ whose 
duties required sojourns in the provinces. Smyth was
struck...most••. [by] the vast amount of rich open 
country undrained, and unclaimed except by the 
buffalo and the heron, where the wild solitude was 
made audible by the unceasing sighing of the wind 
and the monotonous chirping of the insects in the 
grasses. All over the lower Me Nam delta...1
country but is also the most striking evidence 
of that development...By bringing the different 
parts of a country within close communication 
the railway renders possible that close and bene­
ficial supervision which is necessary to effect­
ive administration. By furnishing rapid and easy 
means of transportation, it adds materially to 
the value of the land and its products... The rail 
way wherever it goes carries with it enlighten­
ment and encourages the growth of that national 
feeling which is so important an element in the 
welfare of a country.
Smyth, H.W., Five Years in Siam, 1898, vol. 1, p. 53«
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McCarthy noted that TNearly the whole population [of the 
plain north of Nakhon Sawan] lives on the river-banks, the 
villages inland being small, with few inhabitants’-^. Hallett 
stated rather succinctly of a particular valley north of 
Chiengmai what he had remarked about many of the northern 
valleys; that ’Owing to the sparseness of the present popula­
tion, only a small portion of the rich plain was under 
cultivation...T2 Black observed that
The whole of the Mekong region beyond 50 miles 
north and east of Korat [Nakhon Ratchasima].•• 
suffers from...the want of inhabitants and 
isolation...For days and weeks almost, even on 
the main routes of communication, a traveller 
will pass villages which number only a few squalid 
huts... 3
Keith reported of the area now included in the provinces of 
Prachuap Khiri Khan and Chumphon, some T2,200 square miles 
of the King of Siam’s kingdom...about 33/4 square miles only 
...under cultivation’4. And Louis neatly summarized in Yala 
what was usual throughout the peninsula,
1
McCarthy, J., Surveying and Exploring in Siam, 1900, p. 2.
2
Hallett, H.S., A Thousand Miles on an Elephant in the Shan 
States, 1890, p. 364»
3
Black, J.S., ’Journey Round Siam’, The Geographical Journal, 
vol. 8, 1896, p. 439.
4
Keith, A., ’Notes on the Siamese Provinces of Koowi, 
Bangtaphan, Pateea and Champoon’, Journal of the Straits Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, no. 24, 1891, p. 73*
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very sparsely populated...There may be said to be 
no interior to this state, the whole active life 
of which is confined to the river Patani...
[which] in its whole course... presents nothing on 
either side but a series of low sand banks, 
covered with dense jungle, relieved by an 
occasional village...1
Even had finance been available (which it apparently 
was not, prior to ChulalongkornTs fiscal reform) it would 
have been uneconomic to engage in any large-scale communica­
tions program beyond the improvement of waterways, which 
were by no means already adequately developed. In the basin 
of the Chao Phraya TNot one quarter...[was] under cultivation, 
for the simple reason that without canals, or with its 
canals blocked and silted up, there...[were] no means of 
access and no means of irrigation.f2
The early twentieth century: capital and provincial center
Before 1900 tangible evidences of ChulalongkornTs re­
forms were so scanty as to encourage their careful enumera­
tion in descriptions of Bangkok, which otherwise were content 
to reiterate the observations of a half-century earlier^.
1
Louis, H., T0n the River TelubinT, The Geographical Journal, 
vol. 4, 1894, p. 235.
2
Smyth, ojd • cit. , vol. 1, pp. 42-3.
3 See for example: Bock, ojd. cit. ; Caddy, F., To Siam and 
Malaya, 1889; Macgregor, J., Through the Buffer State» 1896; 
Campbell, J.G.D., Siam in the Twentieth Century, 1904*
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But during the first decade of this century Tmodern* con­
struction proceeded with a certain rapidity, and by the end 
of his reign a discernible change had been wrought in the 
appearance of the capital.
Great sections of the massive crenellated wall had been 
demolished to provide road metal for some of the hundred and 
twenty miles of carriage ways that crossed the network of 
canals on substantial bridges of iron and marble; including 
the 200 foot wide, two mile long, tree-lined boulevard 
(Ratcha Damnoen) connecting the newly built Grand Palace 
(see figure 22) with the complex of ornamental gardens, 
princely villas and the summer palace (Dusit) which had been 
laid out immediately north of Khlong Padung Krung Kasem 
(see figures 22 and 24)? and the Samsen Road - New Road*s 
complement to the northeast (see figure 22).
A rough TquarteringT had become apparent: the port area 
along the southern half of New Road - 'an eastern Rotterdam 
[of] mud banks, wharfs and jetties, unlovely rice mills 
belching smoke, houses gaunt on crooked wooden piles, dykes 
and ditches... steam launches by the dozen, crowded rows of 
native rice boats, lines of...lighters, and... towering even 
above the ugly chimneys of the mills, British steamers, and 
Norwegian and Swedish...shipsT^  anchored in a line down the
Smyth, o£. cit., vol. 1, p. 9«
1
Maha Chakkri Palace 
from Graham, Siam, op.cit., 
vol.2, facing p .193
Even the substitution of a 
graceful Thai roof for 
cupolas fails to relieve the 
massive ugliness of this mid- 
19th century European archi­
tecture .
Audience Chamber 
(now National Assembly), Dusit 
(Equestrian statue is of 
Rama V), from Graham, Siam, 
op.cit., vol.2, facing p.24
Both the architectural style 
and the marble in which it 
is constructed came from 
Italy.
TNew Roadf, c.1920 
from Graham, Siam, op.cit., 
vol.l, facing p .24
Except for jinrikishas, fac­
ade typical late 19th cen­
tury ’colonial’. Note un­
even architectural perspect­
ive and juxtaposition of 
traditional and modern modes 
of transport and dress.
The Port, c.1900 
from Carter, op.cit., facing 
p.114
Anchorage remains in mid­
stream though steam has re­
placed sail. Note chimneys 
of rice and saw mills along 
river-front.
Bangkok, early 20th Century Figure 22
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middle of the river (see figure 22); the consular and 
European residential area with its Tverandahed houses, flag- 
staffs, tennis-lawns and flowering t r e e s a l o n g  the river 
immediately south of Khlong Padung Krung Kasem; the Tmarkett 
area of Sampeng - a fair facsimile of a quarter of a 
Chinese city - where TThe houses, of every size and shape 
[though usually of one storey] stand as close together as 
possible1 23, where, with the exception of several broad 
streets there are only ’narrow alleys often not twelve feet 
wide, where crowds of people [hurry]...all day and where the 
lives and property of strangers [is] not safe at nightT, 
where TAlmost every house is a shop...and an immense amount 
of trade is carried on...by a population herded together under 
the most revoltingly insanitary conditions’^ (see figure 23); 
the Siamese residential areas where There and there a row of 
older thatched dwellings persists and a few floating houses 
still cling to the banks of the river and principal creeks’^, 
where Tthe boats lie thick, the children bathe and run, and 
the tall Wat gables uphold their gaudy tiles to the sunshine1
1
Ibid., p. 14•
2
Graham, A.W., Siam: A Handbook of Practical, Commercial 
and Political Information, 1912, p. 26.
3
Ibid., p . 24.
Bangkok, c.1900
Sampeng
from Thompson, op. cit., facing 
p. 44
The grand market of Bangkok; a 
better ’avenue1 in the Chinese 
quarter, where every house is a 
shop. Note distinctive Thai- 
style'teak gable-end.
A Khlong (Canal) 
from Campbell, op.cit., fac­
ing p.162
Thais usual Bangkok habitat. 
Stilted houses lining canal 
constructed of woven bamboo 
and attap; native craft 
moored to tall bamboo poles 
to secure against tidal 
drift.
Wat Conlaya Nemit 
from Thompson, op.cit., fac­
ing p. 36
European architectural 
styles have been adopted for 
all manner of public build­
ings, but temples remain in­
violate, containing much 
that is peculiarly Thai.
A Garden
from Thompson, op.cit., fac­
ing p.48
Apparently riotous, Bangkok 
gardens effectively produce 
a variety of fruits and veg­
etables. Note bridge - var­
iation on usual slim log 
demanded by width and TriseT 
of tidal channels.
Figure 23
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and where the gardens are ’not...such as we know, but 
gardens run wild, plantations of tall palms, waste places, 
trees and greenery’l (see figure 23); and finally the 
administrative, religious and cultural focus of Thailand - 
the TGrand Palace a maze of delicate spiral roofs, flashing 
with gold and silver, overtopping white castellated walls with 
surrounding green lawns, white roads and imposing temples 
and public buildingsjuxtaposing traditional Thai and 
contemporary European architectural styles.
Banking facilities, hotels, a hospital and a nursing 
home, a university and several secondary schools, a library 
and a museum, one of the finest race-courses in the East and 
a number of social-cultural-athletic clubs were provided among 
other of the amenities necessary for ’modern’ living. Water 
was piped into the city and available from a number of 
artesian bores, and electricity lit street lamps and moved the 
trams that shared the clogged roadways with a never-ending 
stream of jinrikishas, horse-drawn carriages, bullock carts, 
bicycles, small omnibuses and an increasing number of motor 
cars,
T
Smyth, ojD. cit. , vol, 1, p. 18.
Graham, Siam: A Handbook,,., op. cit., p. 25-
2
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Though the Public Works Department was fast providing 
Bangkok1 2s half million inhabitants^ with a semi-Europeanized 
Tcity of bricks1, the communications system linking the 
capital with the more densely populated portions of a 
sparsely settled country was being extended at snail’s pace, 
and, to judge from what are, at best, unenthusiastic descrip­
tions^, oven larger provincial capitals manifested not a 
single concrete item in evidence of the great reform. Absence 
of notable development in the provincial centers may be quite 
reasonably ascribed to that unavoidable delay between the in­
troduction of new forms and their acceptance and dissemina­
tion. To censure the Bangkokian administration for sapping 
provincial revenues (though, undoubtedly, this must have had 
an adverse effect upon the immediate development of provincial 
centers) seems rather superficial and is certainly premature. 
Our sympathies go out to that ’disconsolate provincial gover­
nor... [who] spreading wide his fingers towards a canal in 
Bangkok beautifully embanked with a charming road on either 
side,’ cried, ’That’s all our money. I have had to roof my
1
This is the revised estimate of the 1909 census figure of 
628,675 for Bangkok and suburbs. In 1920 a ’census’ of the 
’city proper’ returned an estimate of 345*000 (see appendix F)
2
See for example Smyth, o£. cit.; Graham, Siam: A Handbook... 
op. cit. ; Carter, ££. cit. ; Macgregor, ojd. cit. ; McCarthy, 
op. cit.; and Thompson, P.A., Lotus Land, 1906.
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courthouse at my own e x p e n s e . B u t  the central government, 
itself hardly conversant with or recovered from the great 
reorganization and yet groping for a coordinated plan of 
development, is surely deserving of no less compassion.
Indeed, since teachers were few, the people illiterate 
and revenues insubstantial, transmission to the provinces of 
the new modes seems an impossible task; further, the huge 
expenditure involved must have appeared out of all proportion 
to the inconsiderable populations. Chiengmai - the 
largest of the provincial capitals - had a population that 
approximated to no more than fifteen thousand^; while 
Songkhla3 and Ayutthaya could boast of some ten thousand
1
Smyth, ojd. cit., vol. 1, p. 321.
2
Two estimates of the population of Chiengmai are available for 
the turn of the century: Blackts ( ojd. cit. , p. 447) of 12,000 
for 1896 based on observation; and CampbellTs ( ojd. cit. , p. 58) 
of 50,000 for 1903 based on hearsay. In 1924 Graham (Siam, op. 
cit., vol. 1, p. 26) estimated the number of inhabitants in the 
city and ’suburbs’ at 30,000; the official 1943 estimate was 
37>844 (see appendix F). Allowing for that remarkable increase 
in the Thai population which has characterized the recent 
half-century; the undoubted inflation of Graham’s estimate 
through the inclusion of what must be reckoned a substantial 
number of the considerable agricultural population surrounding; 
and considering that the estimate of 12,000 for 1896 was not 
only based on observation but on the observation of the ’First 
Assistant of Her Majesty’s Consular Service in Siam’ - a popu­
lation of 15,000 seems a reasonable, if not generous, award.
3
Nakhon Si Thammarat had yielded its commanding position in 
the peninsula to Songkhla some decades earlier. Doubtless a 
contributing factor to this cession was the silting up of
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inhabitants only by generously delimiting their ’suburbs’. 
Chon Buri possibly contained close to eight thousand people 
and Nakhon Ratchasima, the largest center in the Northeast, 
may have held as many as seven thousand; but other Tlarge1 
centers (Ubon and Nong Khai in the Northeast; Nan, Tak and 
Lampang in the North; Chainat and Nakhon Sawan in the Center; 
Rat Buri and Phet Buri to the west, and Chanthaburi and 
Chachoengsao to the east of the head of the Gulf; Chaiya and 
Nakhon Si Thammarat in the south) reckoned their populations 
- liberally - at no more than five thousand. And, even these 
larger provincial centers were, in reality, ’like most,,. 
muangs [provincial capitals] so scattered as hardly to be 
called a town’-*-.
Nakhon Si Thammarat’s river - in 1855, ’deep and navigable.,, 
on which the junks carry on a considerable trade...’ (Bowring, 
op. cit., vol. 2, p. 50); but in 1893, a ’sludgy smudgy creek’ navigable only by canoes (Smyth, o£. cit., vol. 1, 
pp. 123-4)* Too much may be made of this, however, for Nakhon 
Si Thammarat had been engaged in coastal trade only for at 
least two hundred years previously and there is no indication 
that the port’s deterioration resulted in a drastic reduction 
in this activity. In addition, Songkhla, though providing a 
secure and commodious harbor, did so only after requiring a 
rather tricky negotiation of the bar across its mouth. It 
seems more probable that the principal reason for the shift 
was the desire of the central government to secure the more 
southerly provinces more effectively (particularly when the 
British began consolidating the Malay states), and, inciden­
tally, to further reduce the influence of a long eminent 
center (which was also being effected by redistributing the 
control of much of Nakhon Si Thammarat’s dependent territory). 
1
Ibid., p. 69.
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Modern Bangkok
Western techniques and ideas have been introduced at 
such an accelerating rate during the recent half-century 
that the magnitude and variety of the complex of development 
which has resulted can be best conveyed by the commonplace: 
unparalleled progress. But, though a considerable change 
has occurred in the appearance of the Thai center, though its 
population has increased many—fold, though relationships 
with other centers and the agricultural surroundings have 
been immeasurably heightened, its functions, though greatly 
expanded, have remained essentially the same. The pattern 
of the early twentieth century, so similar to that at the 
beginning of the Bangkokian era, Ayutthayan times or even 
the Sukhothai period, has been reinforced, rather than 
altered, and though the interval between the introduction of 
new concepts in Bangkok and their manifestation in the 
provinces has been largely eliminated through increased 
efficiency, the disparity in size between Bangkok and the 
next largest center has, if not actually increased, maintain­
ed a comparable level.
Bangkok itself has become much of what may be compre­
hended by the phrase, Ta modern metropolis’, but it is not 
long since modernization was initiated and despite a
prodigious development the capital not only resembles but 
actually retains much of what was before-^. fModernT Bangkok 
is, as all cities (or anything else for that matter), a 
complex, ever—changing product of the inertia of the estab­
lished and the impulse of the introduced, and it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to assess the relative strength of these 
forces, assuming that it is possible to resolve them. Cer­
tainly the spatial distribution of the major functions of 
this city reflects both the reinforcing of elements of that 
pattern established long before this century (the administra­
tive/cultural area around the Grand Palace, the commercial/ 
residential area of Sampeng and the industrial/warehousing 
and storage area south along the Chao Phraya, for example), 
and that great expansion which has occurred only since the 
second world war - as the industrial/warehousing and 
storage/transportation complex of the Port of Khlong Toey and 
the residential area of Bang Kapi (see figure 24). The popu­
lation (which has more than doubled since 1900) is
1
Three descriptions of Bangkok are available for the inter­
vening period: GrahamTs (Siam, op. cit. , vol. 1, pp. 21-6), 
Seidenfaden’s (E., TGeneral Description of Bangkok1, Guide to 
Bangkok with Notes on Siam, 1927, pp. 69-91) and Credner’s 
(op. cit. ) . Although all are informative and are accompanied 
by maps and photographs — SeidenfadenTs being a compendious 
account of major buildings and streets, nothing is contained 
that could not be expected in transitioning from the descrip­
tions of the city during the early decades of this century to 
the present.
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concentrated both in previously densely settled areas - 
between Khlong Padung Krung Kasem and the Grand Palace area 
and along the river to the north and south - and also in what 
were, until recently, ’ empty1 2*& areas - between the railway 
terminus and Chulalongkorn University and beyond the Dusit 
Palace; as well as being diffused through new outlying residen­
tial districts^. Streets and roads, while superseding canals 
and ditches (in many instances literally burying them), yet 
evidence their evolution within the waterways framework. There 
are relatively few major cross-city roads, many of the better 
avenues parallel the main canals, and access streets are, 
rather, narrow lanes (’sois1), many of which, like so many 
ditches, end at yet existant canals or at the limits of devel- 
opment^. The use to which land has been put, the resultant 
patterns and the architectural embodiment have not changed 
abruptly over any large area, so that the variety of these 
elements remains in conjunction.
1
See Map 7 (Population Distribution 2500 [1957]) Greater 
Bangkok Plan 2533 [1990], Litchfield, Whiting, Bowne & Assoc­
iates; Adams, Howard & Greeley, I960.
2
See Map 6 (Bangkok-Thonburi Metropolitan Area ’Maps &
Boundaries’, Technical Monograph, Bangkok-Thonburi City Planning
Project, Litchfield, Whiting, Bowne & Associates; Adams Howard
& Greeley, I960.
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Tambol Talad Yot: a microcosm
Tambol Talad Yot (see figure 25) is Bangkok in minature. 
All the plan patterns found in the capital are here represent­
ed^ (with the exception of those 1 agriculturalT patterns 
associated with the orchards, vegetable gardens and rice 
fields which lie on its outskirts): the lines of shop-houses 
which frequently encircle a block - as in Sampeng and its 
extension to the east of Khlong Padung Krung Kasem; the jungles 
of closely built, variously sized, shaped and oriented houses, 
here hidden behind a facade of shop-houses and institutional 
buildings, but in some areas open and uninterrupted - as in 
the district north of the Dusit Palace, and between the rail­
way terminus and Chulalongkorn University; the large 
compound—type housing - so characteristic of Bang Kapi as to 
merit classification as the TBang Kapi type1; and the spacious
1
From plans of Bangkok on a scale of 1:1000 the following main 
plan-pattern types grouped according to predominant use, were 
derived (the plan-pattern in any area usually consists of a 
number of these types plus several TspecialT forms like parks 
and playgrounds): (l) Residential - (la) closely built homes
of various sizes, shapes and orientations, usually not fenced 
individually; (lb) large compound-type homes, usually fenced 
individually; (lc) row-type homes, generally of one-storey and 
rarely found outside (la) area. (2) Commercial/Residential - 
shop-houses, usually in long two- or three—storey lines along 
main streets. (3) Institutional, Commercial, Industrial - 
spacious areas occupied all or in part by large buildings in 
formal layout. (4) Agricultural - housing scattered or 
sub-aligned along khlong or TstreetT in orchards, vegetable 
gardens and rice fields.
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areas devoted to governmental and institutional use - as in 
the Grand Palace area and the Dusit complex. The sequence of 
architectural forms for home (see figure 26), shop-house (see 
figure 27) and institutional-type structures (see figure 28) 
alike, from about the mid-nineteenth century to the present, 
is particularly well displayed. The juxtaposition of uses and 
forms is, as usual, startling (see figures 25, 26, 27 and 28). 
And the low structures, half-hidden in the vegetation which 
chokes the interstices between, above which rise the 
century-old chedi of Wat Bowon Niwet and the just completed 
six-storey Vieng Tai Hotel, are one with the broad, horizontal 
sweep of the city which is punctuated only here and there by 
a few tall chedis and radio-television towers (see figure 29).
From immediately behind the wide swath of land now 
occupied by the large modern buildings fronting Ratcha Damnoen 
Boulevard, to the motley complex of institutional, commercial 
and industrial buildings alongside the open sewer that is 
Khlong Bang Lamphu (see figures 25 and 28), the ground un­
claimed by more ’profitable’ uses, is covered with the houses 
of most of the Tambol’s twelve thousand inhabitants1. The
1
This approximation is based on the figure of 11,055 reported 
for December 1961 (from a mimeographed sheet prepared by the 
Registration Section of the Bangkok Municipality which 
indicates, among other data, the number of houses and people 
in each of Bangkok’s tambols) and the growth in population 
experienced in this area previously.
C .1850
A fine example of the old high-peaked 
teak house described by early travel­
lers, despite thatch having given way 
to tile which may shortly yield to in­
sidious ’galvanized’ already estab­
lished in the ’awnings1.
C.I9OO
The original house, a raised all-teak 
structure favored by the near-rich at 
the turn of the century, is readily 
discernible, though the space beneath 
has been enclosed, horizontal planking 
substituted throughout and roof tiled.
C.I9IO
One of the few mansions yet maintained 
in the Tambol viewed from behind the 
servants’ quarters. European in­
fluence is evident, particularly in 
the semicircular-headed window and 
hipped roof.
c.1925
The fpublic servant’s mansion’: a 
raised, all-teak Thai structure capped 
by a European hipped roof to emphasize 
status.
C.I95O
The newly popular ’Mediterranean look’: 
flattish roofs, projecting eaves, 
masonry walls and large windows.
C.I85O and 1957
Recent Thai version of the apartment 
house (faithfully reproducing the qual­
ity if not the quantity of its proto­
type) and a traditional Thai home - 
structures juxtaposed by a century of 
’progress’.
Homes in Tambol Talad Yot, C.I85O to Present Figure 26
c.1850
Chulalongkorn’s visit to Penang is al­
leged to have led him to encourage con­
struction of rows of masonry shop- 
houses in Bangkok. The distinctive 
roof of this early example harmonizes 
with the architecture of Wat Bowon 
Niwet immediately behind.
c.1900
At the turn of the century frontages 
of entire blocks were given over to 
continuous rows of this type. Each 
shop (lower floor) has 5m. frontage 
and is 15m. deep.
From right foreground: 
c.1910, c.1930, 1961, c.1910 
TFire-breaksT - evidence by gable-like 
ridges along roof - were introduced in­
to long rows built c.1910. Sections 
of the row have been remodelled over 
the years: the ’Renaissance’ style be­
ing popular in the ’30s; the 3-storey 
TfunctionalT is now in vogue.
c .1920
Flatter roof and larger openings dis­
tinguish this row from predecessors; 
’penthouses’ are recent additions.
1947
Frills of the T30s were quickly dis­
pensed with, but projecting concrete 
Tawnings1 and flat roof have been re­
tained. Frontages increase to c.6m.
From left foreground: 
c.1910, c.1950, 1962, c.1910, c.1955 
With acute housing problems the 3- 
storey row became a most profitable in­
vestment. Introduced in the f50s with 
flattish gable and continuous concrete 
’awnings’, they have quickly assumed 
ultra-modern facades.
Shop-houses in Tambol Talad Yot,c.l850 to Present
Figure 27
1913
Wat Bowon NiwetTs Priest School: 
embodying basic elements of a 
prosperous Europeanized house 
of the time, with elaborate 
facade in Victorian style.
1913 and 1962
Incompatible addition to Wat 
Bowon NiwetTs Priest School (in 
domestic style of time) illus­
trates a common lack of coordin­
ated institutional architecture.
1923
Public School in Wat Bowon 
N.iwet. Gothic styled public 
buildings increased as Thais be­
gan to attend English univer- 
sities.
1923
District Police Headquarters: em­
bodying basic elements of a pros­
perous Europeanized house of the period with facade in Victorian style - though less ornate than 
those built earlier. Note false 
chimneys.
C.I95O
One of the large government- 
built reinforced concrete build­
ings lining Ratcha Damnoen Blvd. 
Originally designed as office 
blocks they are now given over 
to a variety of uses.
1962
A modern but modestly priced 
hotel. One of the tallest 
buildings in Bangkok.
Institutional-type Structures 
in Tambol Talad Yot, 1913 to 
Present Figure 28
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structural changes associated with the changing modes of 
commerce and administration are undoubtedly more striking 
than those changes which have occurred in the residential 
areas of Tambol Talad Yot, but are certainly no more impor­
tant. Bangkok has accommodated a population which has more 
than trebled during the past half-century by more than 
quintupling its built-up area^ - through a great lateral 
expansion and a filling-in of by-passed spaces - and by 
subdividing areas already built upon. Prior to the early 
decades of this century the area immediately south of Wat 
Bowon Niwet lay vacant and the area immediately to the west, 
that is, south of Yot Market, was occupied by a number of 
rather large mansioned ’estates’. The former area has 
obviously been ’filled-in’; the latter area, with the excep­
tion of several much diminished TestatesT which have wrapped 
a high wall around themselves and those few which still sur­
vive as schools, hotels, or commercial-industrial concerns, 
has been rather minutely subdivided (see figure 25)•
Yot Market, discreetly situated behind its elaborate 
architectural screen of respectable looking shop-houses (see 
figure 27), occupies somewhat less than two acres in the
T
See ’Historical Growth’, Technical Monograph, Bangkok-Thonburi 
City Planning Project, op. cit., maps pp. 9-12.
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northwest corner of the Tambol that bears its name (see 
figure 25). The lazy TZT of the low galvanized-iron roof of 
the market proper fringed by festoons of varicoloured (but 
always dirty) canvases covering stalls that spill out onto 
the constricted lanes between paralleling one- and two-storey 
shop-houses, mercifully casts the filthy imbroglio below into 
semi-darkness and even manages to muffle the uproar; though 
music-to-shop-by - the latest TpopT songs screamed in English 
and Chinese - seems to suffer loss of neither volume nor 
clarity. Vendors of fresh fruit, vegetables, meat, poultry 
and other TperishablesT occupy portions of most of the rough 
wooden or concrete tables (each some ten meters long and two 
broad) which form long parallel rows in the heart of the 
market while ThardT goods are usually to be found in the 
surrounding shops, but this rough sectionalization is hardly 
apparent, for the cobblestoned, paved or mudded aisles between 
are seldom more than three feet wide and whilst the right hand 
examines the latest garish Hong Kong creation, the left may 
choose from several varieties of fish that spent the previous 
night (well, perhaps the night before) in Bangkok Bight. At 
once, in an area little larger than a sitting-room, two 
smiling Thai women discuss the cost of one or another of the 
delicious indigenous fruits stacked in small pyramids between 
them; an apparently despairing, yet remarkably agile Chinaman
158
races out from behind a string curtain hung with aluminum 
pots and pans and plastic tableware from Japan, walking-sticks, 
umbrellas, underwear, belts, shoes and dolls from Hong Kong 
and apples from Penang, shouting a near approximation of 
Okay! Okay! - and an apparently disinterested TclientT becomes 
possessed of a pressure-cooker; and Indian droops silently 
before his neat store of brightly coloured none-too-indelible 
cloth and linoleum; an aged Thai woman squats atop a bit of 
rag carefully wrapping each small candy she has dumped onto 
it in pieces of sanitary cellophane; an ancient peers wisely 
(or vacantly?) over his small glass of hot rhalf and halfT 
(half coffee, half milk) and a Tlukj'inT university student 
does likewise - over a glass of shredded ice flavoured to 
sickening sweetness; the small window in the fly-screen enclos­
ing the butchery is raised - a bit of meat dangling from a 
length of twine and a number of flies come out, several Baht 
and a number of flies go in; two well-muscled, half-naked 
truckmen hurry through - one bent and blackened under upwards 
of fifty pounds of charcoal, the other dripping wet under a 
great cake of ice; several dozen shoppers of incredibly diverse 
description mill about, jostling for position; and a small but 
loud boy democratically pedals his detailed facsimile of a 
fire engine (complete with siren) over shod and unshod feet 
alike. Since Yot Market consists of several hundred of these
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Tsitting-roomsT, it is hardly surprising that, having burst 
out into the street through one of a number of narrow passage­
ways - themselves lined either side with ’bargain’ counters 
(almost invariably selling cloth, cosmetics and fruit) and, 
of course, choked with people — even the heat and glare of the 
noon-day sun offer relief.
The row of shop—houses along the periphery of the 
market, that is, fronting Phra Sumen and Chakkraphong roads 
(see figure 25), strikingly juxtaposes not only the various 
architectural styles that have found favour during the past 
half-century, but the several ’mannerisms’ adopted by this 
mode of commerce. The traditional artisan’s shop, almost 
invariably restricted to the sale and repair of articles 
actually made or closely allied with a particular skill, as 
well as the modern outlet for the mass-produced and exotic 
overseas product, are represented. Among the congregation 
of some dozen shoe—shops, for example, are both the small, 
dark, smelly and disorganized leathercrafterTs shop, which in 
addition to shoes may also produce belts, carrying cases, gun 
holsters, saddles and the like, and the larger, bright, sweet 
scented and ordered shoe store, which not only limits itself 
to footwear but tends to specialize in either men’s or women’s 
footwear. The ’shoes—quarter’ itself (see figure 25) is repre­
sentative of a grouping most prevalent among the artisan—type
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shops (jewellers and tailors also commonly occur in distinct 
TsectionsT) which has been recently reinforced by their more 
commercially oriented affiliates who realize the advantages 
of an already ’known’ location^. Here also are ’ChineseT 
shops - department stores in closets - each stocking every­
thing from Japanese shampoo to Swedish hacksaw blades, and 
seemingly unperturbed by their neighboring ThugeT modern 
equivalents, in fact, apparently enjoying the association^. 
The double plate-glass window of the Chai Phorn Company’s 
showroom stretches across three normal shop widths in order 
to effectively display the gleaming cars and major household 
appliances imported from Germany, Japan and the United States 
almost directly opposite are the barred windows and uncompro­
mising door of the imposing Bang Lampoo Branch of The Thai
1
To judge from the reasons given for their location by the 
proprietors of the half-dozen artisan—type shoe-shops - one 
thought the market drew many possible customers, another had 
lived there all his life, a third’s mother—in—law owned the 
building, two maintained that theirs was the first shoe—shop 
in the area and one expressed his delight with the surround­
ings — it appears that the rational basis upon which the 
modern shoe store has been located (that is, the greater 
possibilities of trade for each through a combined ability to 
meet any consumer demand) has resulted from a number of 
irrational decisions. Perhaps, as suggested by responsible 
people, King Chulalongkorn recognized the advantages of such 
close association and caused it to eventuate, but supporting 
documentary evidence appears lacking.
2
As one smiling Chinese shopkeeper put it (in English): ’I 
know his price, he not know mine’.
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Farmers Bank Limited, but the Chinese pawnbroker remains 
inconspicuously wedged between two of the shabbier shops*
Of the non-artisan type shops, however, most are of the 
common semi-specialized variety, dealing, for example, in 
food and household appliances, clothing and cosmetics or 
books and office supplies.
Away from the high assessments and rentals of frontages 
in the vicinity of the Phra Sumen and Chakkraphong cross­
roads, shop-house structures are used for almost anything. 
Commonly, they serve the less demanding commercial users 
(barber shops and beauty parlors, small restaurants and 
tailor shops, for example), the professions (doctorsf, 
dentists’ and solicitors’ officers), warehousing, industry 
(small woodworking and metalworking shops and food processing 
plants), and purely as residences.
Half a block from the pandemonium of Yot Market lie the 
quiet twelve acres of enwalled Wat Bowon Niwet; which, despite 
being almost completely covered with structures accumulated 
during the hundred-odd years of this temple’s existence (see 
figure 25) somehow appear green and open. Much of the former 
consecrated ground (approximately double the present acreage) 
has been subdivided for housing, and shop-houses have replaced 
great sections of the wall, but, though modernization has 
touched even the temples themselves and filthy tidal water
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moves sluggishly to and fro in mere remnants of the ancient 
ditches, once inside the wall all seems old, undisturbed and 
undisturbable - in truth, the voice is unconsciously lowered 
or silenced altogether.
But even shouting will not convey a message on Ratcha 
Damnoen Boulevard during the morning and evening rush hours.
For much of the time, the wide avenue is rather empty and the 
large ’modern1 buildings fronting it, occupied almost entirely 
by administrative and commercial offices and warehouses, are 
apparently deserted (see figures 25 and 28), but with the rush 
hours it seems that every vehicle in Bangkok makes for the 
bottleneck of Chulalongkorn1s beautiful, but now totally 
inadequate marble bridge spanning Khlong Bang Lamphu.
The modern provincial center
Patterns and modes evolving from public and private 
enterprise in the capital, so well illustrated in Tambol Talad 
Yot, are also present in those provincial and district capitals 
whose established centrality suggests opportunity. But in 
this predominantly self-sufficient agricultural community it 
is the central government that provides most of the services 
offered by the provincial center, and, therefore, as might be 
expected, the number and variety of these services (indicative 
of centrality) is closely related to the administrative
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hierarchy; a hierarchy which has evolved, in large part, 
from a conscious attempt to reconcile area with population 
numbers and densities - witness, the small size of provinces 
in the Inner Delta as compared with those usual elsewhere^.
The provincial capital, in addition to the offices of 
various departments of the central government, usually con­
tains a hospital and first-class health center (doctor, 
sanitarian, public health nurse, nurse and midwife); several 
secondary and vocational, as well as a number of primary, 
schools; a large police force with headquarters buildings 
and barracks; a post office offering complete post and tele­
graph service; and a government savings bank. A district 
capital generally offers no more than a second-class health 
center (sanitarian and midwife); a small detachment of police; 
an incomplete postal service operating only part-time and 
serving also as the governments bank representative - all of 
which may be housed in a single compound, if not the one 
small district Toffice7 building; and a primary school (fre­
quently in a wat). A tambol center7s services, when available 
(a 7tambol center7 is usually simply a village near the center 
of a tambol), are limited - a second-class health center, or
T
Such administrative subdivisioning is, of course, apparent 
elsewhere; the parallel development which has taken place in 
the countries neighbouring Thailand is particularly well illus­
trated in Burma.
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a wat school or, occasionally, a licensed individual acting 
as postman and TbankerT .^
That the governmental service and administrative 
hierarchies are not strictly parallel is due to the varying 
intensity with which they must be applied in order to be 
effective, the availability of personnel, and the retention 
by many nominally non-political agencies of the TregionalT 
capital. Thus, the Ministry of Public Health provides 
first-class health centers in a few of the more remote areas 
to which hospital facilities are denied, though the population 
apparently does not warrant it, while several of the larger 
district capitals lack even a second-class center; the Police 
Department has established relatively strong frontier posts 
in otherwise undistinguished villages, while redoubling its 
forces in the nine already well-policed regional capitals 
(see table 5); and the Ministry of Education builds lonely 
secondary schools along tracks, trails, roads, railroads,
1
This discussion is based on an analysis of services offered 
in the provinces of Lampang, Kalasin, Ang Thong, Ayutthaya, 
Trang and Songkhla from data contained in the index to the 
1955~58 series of aerial photographs of Thailand, and the loca­
tion of educational, postal, medical, police and banking 
facilities for the country as a whole derived from data (in 
Thai) available from the Departments of Elementary and Adult 
Education, Secondary Education, Vocational Education and 
Teacher Training of the Ministry of Education, the Post and 
Telegraph Department of the Ministry of Communications, the 
Department of Medical Services of the Ministry of Public Health, 
the Police Department of the Ministry of Interior and the Bank 
of Thailand, respectively.
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canals and streams, so as to make them more readily access­
ible to the greatest possible number of surrounding settle­
ments, while placing technical and teachersT training 
colleges in the twelve regional centers (see table 5)*
Since in three-quarters of the provinces the capital is 
more than twice as large as the next largest center^ while in
only five is a district center more populous than the provin- 
ocial capital , there is usually a certain obvious and direct 
fcorrelation1 2 within a province between the population of a 
center and the number and variety of services offered; but 
it is an extremely crude and rather meaningless one. The 
typical district capital being hardly more than an agricultural 
village in which is the TofficeT of the district official, its 
population is not a realistic indication of centrality, and in 
many instances, is consequent on nothing more than a convenient
1
The difference in population between the provincial capital 
and the next largest center in the province is practically nil 
in eleven cases, and amounts to approximately twice as much in 
eight, three times in twenty, four times in twelve, five times 
in four, seven times in three, eight times in one, nine times 
in four and fifteen times in two instances.
2
In province Yala the capital has a population of some 6,000, 
but BetongTs amounts to 12,052; Phangnga holds only some 3*500, 
while Takua Pa contains 6,282; PhichitTs population numbers 
9,257* but TaphanhinTs 11,412; Phetchabun contains 5*887* 
while Lorn Sak holds 8,419; and Songkhla, the TCapital of the 
SouthT, with a population of 31*014* is topped by its bustling 
sister-cityfs (Hat Yai) 35*504*
Table 5: BANKS AND REGIONAL OFFICES IN PROVINCIAL CENTERS, C.I96O
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* A Government Bank(d); B Education^65); C Post & Telegraph(^ ; D Police^'; E Economic Department (h)
Provincial 
Center(a)
Popula- No.of 
tion(b) Banks
Regional
Offices*
Provincial 
Center(a)
Popula— No.of Regional Provincial
tion(k) BanksOffices* Center^3)
Popula— No.of Regional 
tion(k) Banks (c) Offices*
Chiengmai 65,736 6 ABCE Pakphanang 11,963 3 Ang Thong 6,454 1
N.Ratchasima 42,218 6 ABCDE Chiang Rai 11,659 3 E Takua Pa 6,282 2
Lampang 36,486 8 DE Tapanhin 11,412 2 Prachuap Khiri Khan 6,228 1
Hat Yai 35,504 9 Aranyaprathet 11,078 1 Khoksamrong 6,087 1
N.Sawan 34,947 6 ACE Kalasin 11,043 1 Hua Hin c.6,000 2
Ubon-Warin Chamrap 34,289 5 BE Chanthaburi 10,795 5 E Mahas arakham c.6,000 1 CE
Chon Buri 32,498 8 E Uthai Thani 10,729 4 Thung Song c.6,000 2
Ayutthaya 32,368 3 BCDE Sriracha 10,472 1 Yala c.6,000 7 E
Songkhla 31,014 4 ABCDE Phatthalung 10,420 3- Ranong 5,993 2
Udon Thani 30,884 6 BCDE Mae Sot 10,359 (in post Phetchabun 5,887 1
Phitsanulok 30,364 3 BCDE office) Bangbuathong 5,287 -
N.Pathom 38,425 4 D Phak—Hai c.10,000 1 Tharua 5,189 3
Phuket 28,033 3 BE Tak c.10,000 3 Kantang 5,090 1
S.Sakhon 27,602 2 Trang c.10,000 7 E Khlung 5,072 1
N.Si Thammarat 25,919 5 CDE Yasothon 9,717 1 Nasan c.5,000 1
Phet Buri 24,654 4 Rayong 9,701 2 Pamok c.5,000 M
S.Prakan 21,766 2 Chaiyaphum 9,633 2 E Damnoensaduak c.5"10,000 2
Lop Buri 21,232 3 Sisaket 9,517 2 Pakchong c . 5*-*10,000 2
Nong Khai 21,120 2 E Chumphon 9,314 3 CE Inburi c.5-10,000 1
Rat Buri 20,380 4 BCE Phanasinikhom 9,307 1 Mukdahan c. 5 *-10,000 1
Surat Thani 19,738 4 AE Phichit 9,257 2 Sattahip c.5-10,000 1
Khon Kaen 19,548 6 E Uttaradit 9,109 3 C Chainat 4,652 1
Sara Buri 18,861 2 Bangmunnak 8,965 3 Su-Ngaikolok c.4,500 4
Nonthaburi 18,257 1 Sukhothai 8,627 2 E Satun 4,369 2
Narathiwat 17,613 5 E Lorn Sak 8,419 2 Khan Ngoen 4,108 3
Pattani 16,804 5 CE Sing Buri 8,322 2 Watsing 4,041 (in post
Pong 16,032 3 Pho-Tharam 8,215 2 office) 9Phrae 16,006 1 E N.Nayok 8,029 1 Bua Yai c.4,000 3
N.Phanom 15,725 2 E Lamphun 8,000 2 Ngcto c.4,000 1
Chachoengsao c.15,000 3 ABCD Sawankhalok 7,873 3 Trat 3,813 1
Suphan Buri 13,859 3 Amphawa 7,532 1 Kabin Buri 3,703 1
Surin 13,859 2 E Sakon Nakhon 7,500 2 C Phangnga c.3,500 1
Nan 13,802 1 Muang Phon 7,402 (in post Wisetchai-Chan c.3,500 1
Prachin Buri 13,420 2 E office) Mae Hongson c.3,445 1
Roi Et 13,055 1 Phimun Mangsahan 7,401 1 Sriphanommat 3,073
Kanchanaburi 12,957 3 E Loei 7,278 2 Pathum Thani 3,013 1 AS.Songkhram 12,801 2 Phra Pradaeng 7,195 M Sai Buri c.3,000 1
Buriram 12,579 2 Kamphaeng Phet 7,137 3 Sadao c.3,000 1
Chum Saeng 12,086 2 Krathumbaen 7,110 1 Krabi 2,685 2
Betong 12,052 2 Kaengkhoi 6,771 1 Ta-Khli c.2.5-5,000 3
Phayao c.12,000 2 Songphinong 6,660 Phun Phin c.2.5"5,000 2
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Provincial
Center
Popula- No.of Regional 
tion Banks Offices
Provincial
Center
Popula­
tion
No.of Regional 
Banks Offices
Provincial
Center Popula— No.of tlon Banks
Regional
Offices
gankamphaeng c.2.5-5,000 2 Prachanta-Kham c.2.5-5,000 1 Chaiya c.1-2,500 1JUnnat c.2.5-5,000 1 Samkhok c.2•5—5,000 1 Chawang c.1-2,500 1
gang Lamung c.2.5-5,000 1 Sanpatong c.2.5-5,000 1 Huai-Yot c.1-2,500 1
Banna c .2.5-5,000 1 Saraphi c.2.5-5,000 1 Ko Samui c.1-2,500 1
Cha Thing Phra c.2.5-5,000 1 Sa-Wi c .2.5 —5,000 1 Phrao c.1-2,500 1
Klaeng c.2.5-5,000 1 Banmi c.2,000 1 Ronphibun c.1-2,500 1
Mai-Chan c.2.5-5,000 1 Cha—Am c.2,000 - Suwannaphum c.1-2,500 1
Mae-Sai c.2.5-5,000 1 Sena c.1,500 2 Tha-Yang c.1-2,500 1
Mae Sariang c.2.5 —5,000 1 Bangkhla c.1,500 1 Mahaphot c.1-2,500 1
Pas ang c.2.5-5,000 1 Thamai c.1,500 1 Ko-Kha C . 9OO 1
Phachi c .2.5 —5,000 1 Kosum Phisai c.1,500 1 Pai c.200-1,000 3
Phayuhakir i c.2.5-5,000 1 Nongkhae c.1,500 Khao-Saming c.200-1,000 1
Phichai c .2.5—5,000 1 Nonsung c.1,500 - Pua c.200-1,000 1
Phra- Hangchat c.1,200 1 Tha Muang c.200-1,000 1
Phutthabat c.2.5-5,000 1 Yantakhao C • l*r 2,5 00 2 Thapsakae c.200-1,000 1
Phukieo c.2.5-5,000 1 Bamphot Phisai c.1*2,500 1
Notes ;
(a) With the exception of Bangkok-Thon Buri, this list in­
cludes all municipalities and those district centers with banks,
(b) According to the Population Census of Thailand. I960, op, 
cit., or estimates based on aerial photography, interviews with 
responsible people and personal observation.
(c) From data provided by the Government Savings Bank, the Ag­
ricultural Bank, the Bangkok Bank, the Bank of Asia, the Bank 
of Sri Ayudhya, the Provincial Bank Ltd., the Siam City Bank 
Ltd., the Siam Commercial Bank and the Thai Development Bank 
Ltd. The Government Savings Bank also reaches the peasant 
through 29 post offices (including those noted), 114 district 
representatives and a number of mobile units.
(d) The Government Savings Bank divides Thailand into eight ad­
ministrative regions based on provincial groupings: 1. Bangkok, 
Thon Buri; 2. Pathum Thani, Samut Sakhon, Samut Songkhram, Rat 
Buri, Phet Buri, Suphan Buri, Kanchanaburi, Nakhon Pathom, 
Prachuap Khiri Khan, Ang Thong and Ayutthaya; 3* Chachoengsao, 
Chon Buri, Chanthaburi, Lop Buri, Sara Buri, Sing Buri, Prachin 
Buri, Nakhon Nayok, Rayong and Trat; 4* Nakhon Sawan, Phitsan- 
ulok, Sukhothai, Tak, Kamphaengphet, Phetchabun, Phicit, Uthai 
Thani and Chainat; 5« Chiengmai, Lampang, Uttaradit, Nan,
Phrae, Chiang Rai and Mae Hongson; 6. Nakhon Ratchasima, Ubon, 
Mahasarakham, Roi Et, Khon Kaen, Nong Khai, Surin, Sakon 
Nakhon, Nakhon Phanom, Buriram, Chaiyaphum, Sisaket, Loei,
Kalasin and Udon Thani; 7. Surat Thani, Ranong, Chumphon,
Nakhon Si Thammarat, Phangnga and Phuket; and 8. Songkhla,
Satun, Pattani, Yala, Narathiwat, Krabi and Trang.
(e) The Ministry of Education divides Thailand into twelve ad­
ministrative regions based on provincial groupings: 1, Bangkok, 
Thon Buri, Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani, Samut Prakan, Samut Sakhon 
and Nakhon Pathom; 2. Pattani, Yala, Narathiwat and Satun; 3» 
Songkhla, Patthalung, Nakhon Si Thammarat, Surat Thani and Chum— 
phon; 4. Phuket, Trang, Phangnga and Ranong; 5» Rat Buri, Phet 
Buri, Prachuap Khiri Khan, Suphan Buri, Kanchanaburi and Samut 
Songkhram; 6. Ayutthaya, Ang Thong, Sing Buri, Lop Buri, Sara 
Buri, Chainat and Uthai Thani; 7. Phitsanulok, Nakhon Sawan, 
Uttaradit, Phichit, Kamphaengphet, Sukhothai, Tak and Phetcha— 
bun; 8. Chiengmai, Chiang Rai, Lampang, Lamphun, Phrae, Nan and 
Mae Hongson; 9* Udon Thani, Nong Khai, Loei, Khon Kaen and Sakon
Nakhon; 10. Ubon, Roi Et, Mahasarakham, Kalasin and Nakhon 
Phanom; 11. Nakhon Ratchasima, Chaiyaphum, Buriram, Surin and 
Sisaket; 12. Chachoengsao, Prachin Buri, Chon Buri,
Chanthaburi, Rayong, Trat and Nakhon Nayok.
(f) The Post and Telegraph Department divides Thailand into 15 
administrative regions based on provincial groupings: 1. Bang­
kok, Thon Buri, Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani and Samut Prakan; 2. 
Ayutthaya, Suphan Buri, Ang Thong, Sing Buri, Lop Buri and 
Sara Buri; 3« Chachoengsao, Nakhon Nayok, Prachin Buri, Trat, 
Chanthaburi, Rayong and Chon Buri; 4- Rat Buri, Kanchanaburi, 
Nakhon Pathom, Samut Sakhon, Samut Songkhram, Phet Buri and 
Prachuap Khiri Khan; 5* Nakhon Sawan, Tak, Kamphaeng Phet,
Ufchai Thani and Chainat; 6. Chiengmai, Mae Hongson, Lamphun and 
Lampang; 7* Uttaradit, Chiang Rai,' Nan and Phrae; 8. 
Phitsanulok, Sukhothai and Phetchabun; 9. Udon Thani, Loei,
Nong Khai and Khon Kaen; 10. Sakon Nakhon, Nakhon Phanom, 
Kalasin and Mahasarakham; 11. Ubon, Sisaket, Surin and Roi Et; 
12. Nakhon Ratchasima, Chaiyaphum and Buriram; 13. Chumphon, 
Ranong, Phangnga, Krabi and Phuket; 14. Nakhon Si Thammarat, 
Surat Thani, Phatthalung and Trang; and 15. Songkhla, Pattani, 
Narathiwat, Yala and Satun.
(g) The Police Department divides Thailand into nine regions 
based on provincial groupings (outside the special Bangkok-Thon 
Buri area): 1. Ayutthaya, Lop Buri, Chainat, Ang Thong, Sing 
Buri, Sara Buri, Pathum Thani, Nonthaburi and Samut Prakan; 2. 
Chachoengsao, Prachin Buri, Nakhon Nayok, Chon Buri, Chantha— 
buri, Trat and Rayong; 3- Nakhon Ratchasima, Chaiyaphum, 
Biriram, Surin, Sisaket and Ubop!; 4. Udon Thani, Sakon Wakhon, 
Nakhon Phanom, Khon Kaen, Nong Khai, Mahasarakham, Roi Et,
Loei and Kalasin; 5 * Lampang, Chiang Rai, Chiengmai, Mae 
Hongson, Nan, Phrae and Lamphun; 6. Phitsanulok, Phichit, 
Kamphaengphet, Tak, Sukhothai, Nakhon Sawan, Phetchabun, Uthai 
Thani and Uttaradit; 7* Nakhon Pathom, Rat Buri, Kanchanaburi, 
Suphan Buri, Phet Buri, Samut Sakhon, Samut Songkhram and 
Prachuap Khiri Khan; 8. Nakhon Si Thammarat, Surat Thani, 
Chumphon, Ranong, Krabi, Phangnga and Phuket; and 9. Songkhla, 
Pattani, Yala, Narathiwat, Satun,Phatthalung and Trang.
(h) Provincial capitals without a representative of the
Economic Department are controlled through an adiacent provincial center.
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administrative subdivisioning. Along many of the streams 
and rivers of the central plain and northern valleys or atop 
the stabilized dunes that parallel the eastern coast of the 
peninsula, for example, villages are simply segments of long 
unbroken lines of houses, and the district capital is just as 
likely to be a small as a large segment. In canalized 
areas the district office, generally situated at an acces­
sible 1 crossing’, may be included in a village of only a few 
tens of houses lining a short stretch between intersections, 
or in a village of several hundred houses along a canal 
several kilometers in length. More particularly on the 
eastern plateau, but not uncommon elsewhere, where villages 
frequently are in reality groupings of a number of small 
settlement clusters scattered over a fairly extensive area, 
the population of a district center is either considerably 
enhanced by inclusion in such a ’village’ or made relatively 
insignificant as a result of the ’honour’ of exclusion.
Contemplating an hierarchy
An area so conspicuous for regularity of feature, both 
natural and cultural, would appear to provide ideal conditions 
for the evolution of an hierarchical system of centers. And, 
when centers are considered on a nationwide basis it is 
obvious (from table 5) that there is a general direct
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correlation between the population and service hierarchies. 
There are, however, a considerable number of anomalies which 
are attributable to accidents of location (as Chachoengsao’s 
regional status, despite its being but half the size of Chon 
Buri), proximity to Bangkok (as Ayutthaya versus Udon Thani), 
differences in economic situation (as the barely-above-subsist- 
ence rice farms surrounding Kalasin contrasted with 
ChanthaburiTs commercially cropped hinterland) or to any 
combination of these and similar factors. Such anomalies 
must preclude recognition of an hierarchical system of 
discrete classes, even were such delimitation thought a 
desirable aid to understanding.
Despite recent statistical ’proofs’-*-, which proceed, as 
do the qualitative validations they seek to refine, from the 
assumption that there is an urban hierarchy of discrete 
classes, the building block of the urban hierarchy, that is, 
the discrete class of center distinguished by a particular 
set of functions, remains merely a convenient, subjective, 
though in many instances instructive, delimitation of what 
is apparently of the nature of a continuous variable. Recog­
nizing this, some geographers have approached the problem of
T
See, for example, Berry, B.J.L. and Garrison, W.L., ’The 
Functional Bases of the Central-Place Hierarchy’, Economic 
Geography, vol. 34> 1958, pp. 145-54«
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describing the observed relationship between the spacing of 
centers and their size through a more Sophisticated1 2
statistical methodology. Using multivariate analysis, King! 
attempted to 1 contribute towards a firmer foundation for the 
construction of a general theory concerning the distribution
opattern of towns over the face of the earth1 but was finally 
disappointed, being forced to admit that the fanalysis appears 
most inadequate as an explanation of the areal variation in 
the distances separating towns from their nearest neighbors 
of the same population-sizeT^ . Though noting several factors 
which may have contributed to the inadequacy of his analysis, 
King neglects to emphasize the significance of time - the one 
element which alone invalidates the relationship of the other 
variables considered. The six variables that King considers 
TindependentT - the population of towns, average size of 
farms, density of rural farm population, percentage of the 
population in manufacturing, density of the total population 
and value of land and buildings per acre - are, in reality, 
all dependent and, what is more damaging to the procedure
1
See King, L.J., TA Multivariate Analysis of the Spacing of 
Urban Settlements in the United States1, Annals of the Assoc­
iation of American Geographers, vol. 51* 1961, pp. 223~33•
2
Ibid., pp. 222-23.
Ibid., p. 232.
3
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adopted, interdependent variables. The only independent 
variable is time. Any satisfactory explanation of an extant 
distributional pattern must consider its historical develop­
ment. Even were data available to permit the use of refined 
statistical techniques through time, even were the techniques 
free from challengeable limiting assumptions, it is difficult 
to see how a defensible theory may be evolved which would 
comprehend the multiplicity of historical processes which 
have contributed to a contemporary situation; it is difficult 
to see how a kinetic situation may be resolved by a static 
theory.
Through regionalization (e.g. systems noted in table 5) 
anomalies may be reduced, though it may be argued that as the 
area is decreased the Tweight* given each deviation ought to 
be increased - that is, assuming a Tdeviation* can be 
recognized. Is the difference between two centers having two 
and three banks respectively greater or less than that 
between two centers having four and six? Is a center with a 
population of 5*000 more different from one of 2,500 or one 
of 10,000, or is the difference an equal one? But anomalies 
may be eliminated only when the criteria being examined have 
been manipulated in a way which prejudices the delimitation. 
Even so, such a delimitation would require Thailand to be so 
divided that each * region* would contain too few centers to 
permit the erection of an hierarchical system.
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However, there is evident (from figure 3) a certain 
regular spacing of centers over extended areas, and despite 
any bias that may have been introduced by a system of 
classes, this spacing is obviously greater between large 
than between small centers (see figure 18). Most striking 
is the distribution of centers on the Eastern Plateau which, 
at first glance, resembles Christaller’s map of the distribu­
tion of service centers in southern Germany^. But, though
the more than 170,000 square kilometers of the Eastern Plateau
2are quite similar throughout , and the population overwhelm­
ingly agricultural - some eight million of the total of less 
than nine million reside in agricultural households^ - a
1
See’Figure 5 — The Distribution of Towns as Service Centres 
in south Germany (after Christaller)’, City Region and 
Regionalism, R.E. Dickinson, 1952, p. 56.
2
The even distribution of the centers of northern Thailand as 
shown on figure 14 suggests a terrain similar to that of the 
Eastern Plateau, but, of course, this is not the case. Reason­
ably uniform terrain (as in the regular alteration of parallel 
to sub—parallel ridges and valleys of the North), not just 
reasonably level terrain, seems a necessary condition for 
areal regularity in the spacing of centers. This implies that 
an even spacing of centers, hypothesized as resulting from 
each center’s radial interrelationships, may possible be as 
adequately and more simply explained by linear inter-relation­
ships .
3
See Table 1 - Total Population and Population in Municipal 
Area, by Sex and Number and Population of Agriculture and 
Non-agriculture Households, ’Northeast Region’, Population 
Census,Thailand, I960, op. cit.
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central place model for a moderately densely settled 
subsistence—type agricultural area can not be even hesitat­
ingly proffered. Disregarding the more philosophical deter­
rents for the moment, the factual basis upon which such a 
model would rest - the distribution of centers - must be 
reckoned rather unique in that it reflects conscious admin­
istrative manipulation (of which the rail and road network is 
a manifestation) as well as the fact that the focus of the 
area - Bangkok - lies outside it. These determinants acknow­
ledged, a pattern may be cautiously and generally described, 
which gains perspective through contrast with the fclassic1 
pattern developed in south Germany, or, more particularly, 
that relatively uniform portion of south Germany roughly de­
limited by the elliptical frame for Munich formed by Nurem— 
burg, Passau, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Zurich and Stuttgart - the 
Bavarian Plateau (or Foreland) and its immediate environs - 
an area approximately a third the size of the Eastern Plateau.
Differences immediately become apparent. The total 
number of centers on the TKhorat PlateauT (here used to mean 
the Eastern Plateau minus the sparsely settled northern 
provinces of Loei and Nong Khai) is 112; the number in 
TBavaria1 is about 580^> or over five times as many. The
1
The total from a count of the centers shown on the pertinent 
portion of TFigure 5 — The Distribution of Towns as Service
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largest center on the Khorat Plateau, Nakhon Ratchasima, 
contains merely 42,218 people, and only three centers (Ubon, 
34*289 and Udon Thani, 30*884* in addition to Nakhon 
Ratchasima) have over 20,000 inhabitants; over forty centers 
in fBavaria’ contain more than 20,000 people^, a half-dozen 
are well in excess of 100,000, and Munich holds about a 
million^. Straight lines connecting the three similarly-sized 
largest centers on the Khorat Plateau^ form a remarkably close
Centres in south Germany (after Christaller)1, Dickinson, 
op. cit., is 582; that for all south Germany (in area, almost 
identical with the Khorat Plateau) is 1,450.
1
See TDie Bevölkerungsdichte nach dem Zweiten Weltkriege 
(dargestellt nach Kreisen unter Ausscheidung der Gemeinden 
von mehr als 20000. Einwohnern)T, Blatt 28, Atlas östliches 
Mitteleuropa, 1959»
2
In c.1955* the estimated population of the six cities (not 
necessarily identical with the metropolitan areas) of more 
than 100,000 were: Munich, 968,200; Stuttgart, 602,900; 
Nurenberg, 419*000; Zurich, 418,600; Augsburg, 202,700; and 
Regensburg, 124*100 (TThe Population of Metropolitan Areas 
and their Principal Cities by Countries and Territories1,
The Worldts Metropolitan Areas, 1959* pp. 54-5* 58).
3
Thomas (’Toward an Expanded Central Place ModelT, abstract 
of a paper read at the annual meeting of the Association of 
American Geographers, i960, Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers, vol. 50*I960,p i 350)offers what is 
apparently a more refined definition of ’same population—sizeT 
that is, Tthat place which is located spatially nearest to 
the sample city and has a population differing from the popula 
tion of the sample city only by chance’ (quoted by King,
TA Multivariate Analysis... T , ojd. cit. , p. 224) or* formulated: 
?S-^ - xE-^  - Nj_ - + xE^, where is the population of the
sample town, the population of the nearest neighbor, E^ is 
a random error value, and x is the standard abscissa of the
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approximation to an equilateral triangle. The shortest leg 
of 285 kilometers between Nakhon Ratchasima and Udon Thani, 
is but 45 kilometers shorter than the longest leg, from Udon 
Thani to Ubon (the length of the remaining leg from Nakhon 
Ratchasima to Ubon is 300 kilometers)!. The greatest distance 
between Comparably* 1 2 sized centers in TBavariaT is the 235 
kilometers from Munich to Zurich, the next-longest distance 
is the 185 kilometers between Munich and Stuttgart - the 
greatest distance between two centers of more than 20,000 
inhabitants is 75 kilometers^. The average straight-line
normal curve associated with a desired confidence level1.
The necessity of normal transformation of population-size 
data and that the model describes a static situation, noted 
by King, are but two of a number of weaknesses of the model. 
When an attempt is made to incorporate this concept into an 
hypothesis concerning the distribution of centers (as King 
does) these weaknesses become quite limiting; for example: 
though the size of centers is adjudged the ’same’, their 
respective populations may be engaged in different activities. 
A quantitative assessment is, after all, simply a more 
precise (in the sense of universal) means of describing 
things. There are a host of assumptions which underlie each 
formulation - a number of complications relegated to the 
Tother things being equalf pile. Granted that a system must 
be rationalized for the sake of comprehension, one may still 
balk at the erection of an elaborate statistical model for 
consideration of a gross situation - a situation in which 
historical processes and differences of type, among other 
things, are assumed ’equal’.
1
Straight-line distances on the Khorat Plateau are from 
measurements on ’ Thailand: Provincial Boundaries’, 1:2,500,000 
(in Thai), Royal Thai Survey Department, i960.
2
Straight-line distances in ’Bavaria’ are from measurements 
on ’Die Bevölkerungsdichte nach dem Zweiten Weltkriege’y
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distance between neighboring centers (regardless of size) on 
the Khorat Plateau is 23 kilometers and no center is less 
than twelve kilometers from another^. There is apparently no 
center in TBavariaT further than ten kilometers from its
nearest neighbor and the average distance separating centers 
throughout south Germany is only seven to nine kilometers^.
A discernible, though ragged, ,systemt of motley centers has 
developed around several of the provincial capitals of the 
Khorat Plateau - particularly Nakhon Ratchasima, Ubon and 
Udon Thani - but the variously sized centers below this level 
show little tendency to arrange themselves in those areal 
hierarchical systems which seem to characterize TBavariaT.
In brief, the system of centers on the Khorat Plateau 
is very much less refined - both hierarchically and spatially
- than is the system in TBavaria*. Further, several of the
1:2,000,000, ojD. cit. Theory (Christaller) suggests an average 
distance between two centers of approximately 30*000 
(TGaustadtT) of 62 to 63 kilometers.
1
That, in this instance, the mean is a good descriptive 
device and that there is a remarkable uniformity of spacing 
of the centers on the Khorat Plateau is apparent from the 
following:
Distance to Distance to Distance to
nearest center next-nearest third-nearest
center center
mean 23kms. 
range 12-37kms. 
2
31kms. 
16-55kms•
35kms. 
17~63kms.
See Dickinson, o£. cit., p. 55
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central functions attributed to the least developed centers 
in south Germany, ChristallerTs ’Marktort’ and TAmtsortT, 
are not found in even the most developed center on the 
Khorat Plateau; certainly the functional specialisms present 
in the ’Bezirksstadt1 center, with a population of some 
10,000, include those found in Nakhon Ratchasima - the 
so-called ’capital of the Northeast’ It would be folly to 
offer anything more edifying from such a comparison than the 
obvious conclusion that areas with comparably dense agricul­
tural populations will possess a density and diversity of 
central places in rough accord with the degree to which 
activities have become industrialized and commercialized.
Yet even this unexciting revelation may be invalid, for while 
the agriculturalists of the Khorat Plateau live in compact
1
The Marktort, with a population approximating 1,000, has 
a ’registrar’s office,,,police station, doctor, dentist, 
veterinary surgeon (in some centres), a small hotel, a local 
branch of a district bank, craftsmen, repair shops, breweries 
and mills, and almost invariably a head post office and tele­
phone and railway station’, The Amtsort, with a population 
approximating 2,000, ’has a police court, library, elementary 
school, museum, chemist, veterinary surgeon, bank,cinema, 
a local newspaper, local trade associations, specialized shops, 
and almost always it lies on a railway’. The Bezirksstadt,
’in addition to all the functions of the Kreisstadt [with a 
population approximating 4000] has, for instance, a district 
labour office, an institute of higher education, specialist 
doctors, several cinemas, specialist shops and dealers, 
warehouses, daily papers, several district banks and post 
offices’ (Dickinson, o jd . cit. , p, 54)«
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villages, those of the Bavarian Plateau usually live on 
isolated farmsteads. And, though Brush and Bracey have 
indicated that in two comparably commercialized,
European-type agricultural areas, the spatial pattern of 
centers is very similar despite any number of apparently 
critical dissimilarities (among which is the fact that Tin 
the six English counties... villages of several hundred 
residents and country towns of 2000-15,000 are the rule, in 
contrast with the single farmsteads and hamlets, villages, or 
small towns of fewer than 5,000 in rural Wisconsin'^), it may 
well be that this difference in agricultural settlement is 
critical, or at least qualifying, when the system of centers 
in two not commercially comparable areas are compared.
The Inner Plain area (see figure 4) of only 12,323 
square kilometers, or little more than a fifteenth the size 
of the Eastern Plateau, contains a total population 
(4,286,237) that approximates to half that of the Plateau.
The average density on the Inner Plain, excluding Bangkokians, 
is about 212 persons per square kilometer - four times the 
average density in the Northeast. Here, the number of centers 
on the Inner Plain (fifty—six) is fully half that on the
1
Brush, J.E. and Bracey, H.E., 'Rural Service Centers in 
Southwestern Wisconsin and Southern England', Geographical 
Review, vol. 45, 1955, pp. 559-60.
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Khorat Plateau, so that the average distance between nearest 
neighbors is only ten kilometers^. Further, those centers 
on the Inner Plain having a relatively high population form 
a much greater proportion of the total number of centers than 
do their equivalents on the Plateau.
In that it has been indicated that a great difference in 
population density has had little effect upon the spacing of 
centers in a Western environment — rural service centers in 
southwestern Wisconsin and southern England being similarly 
spaced despite the fact that the average rural population 
density in the former is only thirty persons to the square 
mile, while in the latter it is 182 persons to the square
omile — it appears desirable to state that in Thailand there 
is an inverse correlation between population density and the 
spacing of centers. However, this relationship, so obvious 
as to perhaps seem trivial, cannot be seized upon as the
1
As on the Khorat Plateau, the mean is an excellent means 
of describing the remarkably uniform spacing of the centers 
of the Inner Plain:
mean
range
2
Distance to 
nearest center
1Okms. 
5-20kms.
Distance to 
next-nearest 
center
12kms.
7-23kms.
Distance to 
third-nearest 
center
14kms. 
7-25kms.
See Brush and Bracey, ojd. cit. , p. 589
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logical basis from which to formulate an interesting 
hypothesis, for it has resulted, in large part, from the 
conscious policy of the central government.
PART I I I
THE PROVINCIAL CENTER
The Provincial Center: Ayutthaya
The presentation of a single representative of the Thai 
provincial center, however theoretically undesirable, is here 
largely enforced by the fact that only for Ayutthaya is the 
historical record sufficient for even a general appreciation 
of the manner in which development has occurred. Though in- 
curring the risk that patent individuality in detail may, in 
this instance, be coincident with an outright uniqueness, the 
information available for other provincial centers suggests 
that they too have had an inconstant development which is not 
essentially different from that experienced by Ayutthaya, 
though with less dramatic effect. The description of contem­
porary Ayutthaya is based almost wholly on personal interviews 
and observation, information which defied verification in many 
instances. Co-operation being all that could be hoped for, 
however, it appears that a realistic appraisal may be made, 
particularly in that similar investigations in other centers 
have provided indirect confirmation of many points. Certainly 
Bangkokfs contemporary predominance, derived from the immemori­
al importance of the monarchy which previously exerted a con­
siderable influence upon the situation of the kingdomTs impor­
tant centers, has resulted in the universality of important 
elements in provincial centers.
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Founding the capital of the Chao Phraya basin; Ayutthaya in 
the fourteenth century_____________________________________
In the Chula era 712, the year of the 
tiger, on Friday the sixth of the 
waxing fifth month, at 9*54 a.m., the 
foundation of Ayuddhya was laid.l
At the same time as he formally announced the assumption 
of sovereign kingship (styling himself Somdetch Phra 
Ramadhipati) Phra Chao U Thong dedicated the site of his 
capital - TKrungthep Dvaravati Sri Ayuddhya’ Three years 
earlier he had arrived at the site, encamping on the west 
bank of the Chao Phraya immediately south of the present 
municipality - that place now occupied by Wat Buddhaisawan 
(see figure 33) which he afterwards erected to consecrate his
1
’Phra Rajaphongsavadan Krung Kao Chabab Hluang Prasot’, that 
is, Luang PrasotTs History of the Ayutthayan Period, tr. 
Frankfurter as ’Events in Ayuddhya from Chulasakaraj 686-966’, 
Selected Articles from the Siam Society Journal, vol. 1 (1904- 
1929) f 1954 > p . 46. The corresponding date on the Gregorian 
calendar is the 19th of March, 1350. Variation which this 
date has suffered in European accounts need not be considered 
seriously and any disbelief which its exactness may excite 
should be dissuaded by the knowledge that such details were 
necessary for astrological computations. See, Col. G.E. 
Gerini’s review of M. Aymonier’s book in which this date is 
contested; Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 2, part 1, 1905,
pp. 84-IOO.
2
Transliterations of Thai, Pali and Sanskrit names are many.
TPhra Chao U Thong’ and ’Somdetch Phra Ramadhipati’ are equiv­
alents proferred by H.R.H. Prince Damrong — see ’The Founda­
tion of Ayuthia’, Selected Articles from the Siam Society 
Journal, vol. 3> Early History and Ayudhya Period, 1959, p. 
199* There has been no lack of conjecture regarding the 
derivation of ’Dvaravati Sri Ayuddhya’ (see, for example,
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temporary residence^. Apparently, both the consolidation of 
the kingdom (which, at the time of accession in 1350, appears, 
even from the most grudging appraisal, to have included the 
whole of the basin of the Chao Phraya and the lands to both 
east and west as far as the frontiers of the Khmer and 
Burmese dominions, as well as the States to the south, includ­
ing much of the Malay Peninsula)2 and the preparation of the 
site of the new capital, occupied this three—year period. It 
seems unlikely that, as has been suggested, this interval was 
spent anxiously awaiting the propitious moment to openly deny 
allegiance to the then all but powerless suzerain of
Chakrabongse, op. cit., p. 27 and Quaritch Wales, ’Some Notes 
on the Kingdom of Dvaravati’, Greater India Society Journal, 
vol. 5 , 1938, p. 26), but H.H. Prince Dhani Nivet’s (see ^The 
City of Thawarawadi Sri Ayudhya’, Selected Articles from the 
Siam Society Journal, vol. 3? Early History and Ayudhya 
Period, 1959? pp. 229-35) conclusions - that both TDvaravatiT 
and TAyuddhyaT are derived from the Indian epics - stem from 
what appears to have been an exhaustive investigation.
1
See, H.R.H. Prince Damrong, TSiamese History Prior to the 
Founding of Ayudhya* 1 2, tr. Crosby, Selected Articles from the 
Siam Society Journal, vol. 3? Early History and Ayudhya 
Period, 1959? p. 100.
2
TAt the time of the foundation of AyutTia...King Rama Tibodi 
probably held sway over the districts of AyutTia [Ayutthaya], 
Lopburi [Lop Buri], SupTan [Suphan Buri], Ratburi [Rat Buri], 
PTetchaburi [Phet Buri], Nak’on Srit’ammarat [Nakhon Si 
Thammarat], Singora [Songkhla], Chantabun (conquered from 
Cambodia) [Chanthaburi] Tenasserim and Tavoy. He had even 
extended his conquests as far as [the position of ?] 
Malacca...’ (Wood, op. cit., p. 64).
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Sukhothai^-. While under Rama Kamhaeng, U Thong was merely one 
of a large number of feudatory states^; but the empire—building 
activities of Phra Chao U Thong and his predecessor during 
the thirty years following the end of Rama KamhaengTs reign, 
about A.D.1317? leaves little doubt concerning the independ­
ence of the Kingdom of U Thong - rather, it implies no small 
contempt for the rapidly waning power of the Kingdom of 
Sukhothai. The Annals of Ayutthaya even includes Sukhothai 
among those states subject to Ramadhipati upon his accession^.
1 ................ .
See, Phya Boranrajadhanin, ’Ayutthaya’, Annals: A Compila- 
tion (in Thai), part 63, 1936, p. 14> and Damrong, ’Siamese 
History Prior to the Founding of AyudhyaT , ojd. cit. , p. 100. 
Though published by the Fine Arts Department as one in a 
series of historical studies, Phya Boranrajadhanin1s work has 
enjoyed but a limited edition which was distributed only to 
those officials present at the author’s cremation. See also 
Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, 1957? p. 6, and 
the identically worded Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, 1957> 
p. 7; for the most part these are poor, partial translations 
of Phya Boranrajadhanin1s work — which source goes unacknowl­
edged. The original study being only rarely available and, 
moreover, couched in rather complicated Thai, subsequent dis­
cussion will contain reference, where possible, to the relevant 
assertions in Tri AmatyakulTs twin condensations; however, the 
basis for argument in these dual references always stems from 
the scholarly uncertain Phya Boranrajadhanin.
2
In retrospect, Damrong (’Siamese History Prior to the Found­
ing of Ayudhya’, ojd. cit, p. 97) believes U Thong to have been 
a large state, but this appears an untenable conjecture; 
certainly its area was rather closely circumscribed, if, as 
Damrong himself believes (ibid., p. 79) it was surrounded by 
the vassal states of Ayutthaya, Suphan Buri, Rat Buri and 
Tavoy.
3 See, Bishop Pallegoix’s translation as quoted by Bowring, 
op. cit., vol. 1, p. 43.
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Tradition has it that Phra Chao U Thong shifted the 
capital from U Thong, near the present town of the same name 
(see figure 3)> to Ayutthaya when a terrible pestilence, 
resulting from a scarcity of water caused by the silting up 
of the Nam Chorakhe Suphan, forced him to flee the former 
citadel. Though legend is often found to proceed from fact, 
in this instance that the city was not wholly abandoned; that 
Phra Chao U Thong in fact appointed his brother-in-law admin­
istrator of the old capital^, argues against such an unpre­
meditated departure. But even allowing abandonment of U Thong 
to have been forced in this manner, this Explanation1 fails 
to account for the choice of the new site, some seventy-five 
kilometers almost due east from U Thong, save, perhaps, by the 
implication that the area was well endowed with the requisite 
resources - which, of course, is true. Damrong offers an 
additional explanation, which may be considered basically 
tenable: TThe land from Ayuddhya upwards consisted in great 
part formerly of low and marshy ground near the sea...[and] 
all the principal water-courses of the region met together at 
that place, which thus derived importance as being situated at 
the mouth of a river and as being the gateway to the whole of
1
See, Damrong, * The Foundation of AyuthiaT, oj>. cit.,
pp. 201-2.
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the North from Sukhüdaya up to Chiengmai*! - in other words, 
the site was a potential center of communications.
Considering, however, that the effective administration 
of the recently subjected States to the east (in the basin of 
the Chao Phraya and beyond) and south would demand a more 
strategically sited capital, it would be difficult to attempt 
to explain logically the choice of a position other than that 
at the confluence of the Chao Phraya, Lop Buri and Pasak 
rivers, in the center of the fertile basin of the Chao Phraya, 
far enough from the sea to preclude, or at least discourage, 
marauding pirates, yet near enough to permit an efficient 
all-water connection with the States spaced along the 
littoral of the Gulf.
Throughout, it has been tacitly assumed that the founder 
of Ayutthaya was previously the King of U Thong. Though the 
argument for this belief as presented by Damrong^ appears 
irrefutable, is eminently logical, has been endorsed by the 
Historical Research Society of Siam and accepted by modern 
European historians3 none of the five versions of the History
1
Damrong, TSiamese History Prior to the Founding of AyudhyaT, 
op. cit., p. 99.
2
See, 1 23The Foundation of Ayuthia*, ojd. cit. , pp. 69-74* and 
TSiamese History Prior to the Founding of AyudhyaT, cit.,
pp. 97-100.
3 See, for example, Hall, o£. cit. , p. 151* and Wood, 0£. cit., 
p. 63.
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of Ayutthaya offers any substantiating evidence. The 
Tofficial1 23 view is that Chao Phya U Thong migrated to 
Ayutthaya from Tritung or Pep, which was located immediately 
south of the present town of Kamphaengphetl. Obviously, 
however, the basic argument as presented does not depend upon 
an exact positioning of the former capital; though it would 
suffer if Kaempferfs suggestion (accepted by Anderson^) that 
TThis City in ancient times stood at the place, which is now 
called Bankok...from whence it was afterwards removed to the 
place, on which it now stands...*3, be regarded as proceeding 
from other than a misinformed or misinterpreted source.
Moreover, the already defensible site, a westward jutting 
tongue of land formed by a meander of the Chao Phraya to the 
west and south, the Lop Buri to the north (the present fCity 
Canalr, see figure 33) and the Pasak to the east, could be 
rendered TimpregnableT by simply cutting through the narrow 
neck of land between the Lop Buri and Chao Phraya rivers, and
1
See, Damrong, H.R.H. Prince, TThe Story of the Records of 
Siamese HistoryT, Selected Articles from the Siam Society 
Journal, vol. 1 (1904-29)> 1954> pp. 82-98.
2
See, English Intercourse with Siam in the Seventeenth Century,
1890, p. 17.
3
Kaempfer, E., History of Japan, tr. Scheuzer, vol. 1, 1727, 
pp. 42-3.
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heaping up the mud so excavated (and that dug from other 
channels within the site) around the perimeter of the island 
created thereby, thus forming a base upon which to erect the 
stockade. Since no mention is made of these important works 
in the official histories of Ayutthaya, though several con­
structions of like import are noted in the years following 
the founding of the capital, it appears likely that they had 
already been accomplished when Phra Chao U Thong declared 
himself Somdetch Phra Ramadhipati; certainly they were com­
pleted within his reign, that is, prior to A.D,1369 .^
Unlike its better known and undoubtedly more spectacular 
Cambodian and Burmese counterparts^ the Thai center has not 
excited the enunciation of underlying geomantic principles, 
despite a very similar, if not identical, Brahmanic-Buddhist/ 
Indo-Chinese heritage^. But that this ’magical symbolism
1
See, Phya Boranra3adhanin, ojd. cit., pp. 13-17? Tri 
Amatyakul, Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., pp. 7 
and 14? or The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit. , pp. 6 and 
12, and Wood, ojd. cit.., p. 64*
2
See, the references cited by Wheatley, P., TWhat the Great­
ness of a City is Said to bef, Pacific Viewpoint, vol. 4? no. 
2, 1963? pp. 163-88, and, more particularly, V.C. Scott 
O’Connor’s Mandalay and Other Cities of the Past in Burma, 
1907? and Coedbs* fascinating little volume Pour mieux 
comprendre Angkor, 1947? made even more pleasurable when read 
in conjunction with B. Groslier and J. Arthaud’s remarkable 
pictorial study Angkor, Art and Civilization, 1957.
3
See, Heine-Geldern, R., Conceptions of State and Kingship 
in Southeast Asia, Data Paper Number 18, Southeast Asia
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which combined long experience with intuition, leading in the 
end to very practical resultsT^  did, indeed, guide construc­
tion in a number of instances, is indicated when allusions to 
associated ritual^ are coupled with an examination of contem­
porary town layouts^, or, more particularly, with late-seven- 
teenth century plans of Ayutthaya (see figure 30)* Sinhalese 
Hinayanistic influences first appear in Thailand in about the 
twelfth century and the mass conversion of the Thai from 
Mahayana Buddhism appears to have occurred during the thir­
teenth century^. While the Mahayana theory of divine incarna­
tion requires that a temple occupy the center of the capital, 
the Hinayana sect, recognizing the king merely as a representa 
tive of the divine, requires that the palace occupy the center
Program, Department of Far Eastern Studies, Cornell University 
1956, and Quaritch Wales, H.G., Siamese State Ceremonies,
1931* particularly pp. 12-25«
1
Gutkind, E.A., Revolution of Environment, 1946, p. 20.
2
See, Quaritch Wales, Siamese State Ceremonies, op. cit., 
pp. 302-7.
3 See the maps of Kanchanaburi, Chaiyaphum, Chiang Rai, 
Chiengmai, Nakhon Pathorn, Nakhon Ratchasima, Phrae, Roi Et,
Rat Buri, Lop Buri, Lamphun, Sisaket, Sakon Nakhon, Sara 
Buri, Surin, Ubon and, of course, Bangkok and Ayutthaya, in 
Maps of the Capital Districts of the Provinces of Thailand, 
in Thai and on various scales, Royal Thai Survey Department, 
I960.
4
See, Quaritch Wales, Siamese State Ceremonies, op. cit., 
p. 19.
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DUTCH O B L I Q U E  P L A N - V I E W  OF A Y U T T H A Y A :  C . 1 7 2 5
F ROM:  A R E C E N T COLOR R E P R O D U C T I O N  A F T E R  THE
O R I G I N A L  I N  V A L E N T Y N .  F . ,  B E S C H R Y V I N G
v a n p u d  e n n i e u w  p o s t - I n d i e n , v o l . 3 .  1 7 2 6 .
THOUGH T H I S  V I E W  I S  H A R D L Y  OF A S T A N D A R D  A T T A I N E D  
I N  EUROPE A C E N T U R Y  B E F O R E .  A S .  FOR E X A M P L E .  I N  THE 
C I V I T A T ES  ORB I S  TE R R  A R UM .  I T  A P P E A R S  AN H O N E S T .  I F  
SOMEWHAT M I S G U I D E D .  A T T E M P T  A T  P O R T R A Y A L .  F A I L I N G  
T H I S .  I T  Y E T  S U C C E E D S .  Q U I T E  V I V I D L Y .  I N  D E P I C T I N G  
THE G R E A T  NUMBER OF T E M P L E S .  T H E I R  G E N E R A L  A R C ­
H I T E C T U R E .  AS W E L L  AS T H A T  OF THE P A L A C E S .  AND THE 
L A R G E  A R E A S  D EV O T E D  TO T H E S E  S T R U C T U R E S .
AN A P P A R E N T L Y  RE A S O NA B L E  I M P R E S S I O N  OF L A T E  - 17 TH CENTURY A Y U T T H A Y A  MAY BE O B T A I N E D  BY C O M B I N I N G  T HA T  
WHI CH I S  OF V A L UE  ON EACH OF THESE R E P R E S E N T A T I O N S :  FROM THE ' F R E N C H  E N G I N E E R ' S '  PLAN OF 1 6 8 7 .  THE
D I S P O S I T I O N  OF THE C I T Y ' S  M A I N  S T R E E T S  AND WATERWAYS.  MOST OF THE I M P O R T A N T  P L A C E S ,  AND S CA L E  AND 
O R I E N T A T I O N :  FROM K A E M P F E R ' S  P L A N OF 1 6 9 0 .  THE C O N F I G U R A T I O N  OF THE ' I S L A N D '  AND I T S  E N V I R O N S .  AND
THE L O C A T I O N  OF A NUMBER OF NOTEWORTHY S I T E S :  FROM THE FRENCH P L A NS  OF C . 1 6 9 0  AND C . 1 6 8 5 ,  A GENERAL
I N D I C A T I O N  OF THE USE OF THE L A ND AND THE D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF THE P O P U L A T I O N :  A N D .  F I N A L L Y .  FROM THE
DUTCH V I E WS  OF C . 1 7 2 5 ,  AN A P P R E C I A T I O N  OF THE FORM OF THE C I T Y ' S  MORE I M P O R T A N T  STRUCTURES.
NOTE:  A THOUSAND PACES EQUAL C.  1 . 5  K M . :  A THOUSAND TOISE EQUAL C.  2 . 0  K M. ;  AND 
A U E U  GERMAN IQUE.  APPARENTLY THE OLD ENGLISH LEAGUE. EQUALS C.  4 . 8  KM.
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Invoking what might be termed a first principle of 
geomancy-*-, then, that the palace should be sited in the center 
of the walled area (the ruins of Wat Phra Sri Sanphet now mark 
the site of the original palace^, which was immediately south 
of the position noted on late-seventeenth century maps, see 
figure 30), this north-south cut or moat should have occupied 
a position coincident with that of the present Maharat Road 
(see figure 33) which is shown as a canal on both the ’French 
Engineer’s ’ plan of Ayutthaya of 1687 and Kaempfer’s plan of 
1690 (see figure 30). Such a position would also appear to 
allow for the ’exterior moat...in addition to the already 
existing moat’3} dug about 1550; the latter occupying a 
position coincident with the channel of the present
1
An appreciation of the philosophy of geomancy, implications 
and its applications, may be gleaned from the most interesting 
expositions of Mircea Eliade in Patterns in Contemporary 
Religion, tr. Sheed, 1958? chap. 10, pp. 369-82, and Cosmos 
and History, tr. Trask, 1954? chap. 1, pp. 6-21, J.J.M. de 
Groot in The Religious System of China, vol. 3? book 1, part 
3, 1897? chap. 12, pp. 935-1056, and Heine-Geldern in 
Conceptions of State and Kingship in Southeast Asia, op. cit., 
and ’Weltbild und Bauform in Südostasien’, Wiener Beitrage 
zur Kunst-und Kulturgeschichte Asiens, vol. 4 ? 1930? PP*
28-78, and from the many citations in Gutkind, o£. cit., pp. 
1-25 and 291-333.
2
See, Phya Boranrajadhanin, o£. cit., p. 86, and Tri 
Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book; Ayudhya, op. cit., p. 26 or 
Guide to Ayudhya and Bang—Pa-In, op. cit., p. 29.
Wood, ££. cit., p. 114.
3
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Makam-riang canal, about half-way between Mahapat Road and 
the Pasak River to the east (see figures 30 and 33)* However, 
the TofficialT view seems to be that the original moat, known 
as TKhu-naT (literally Tfront archT), Tbranched off from the 
Lop Buri river [the present much diminished channel of which 
is occupied by the so-called TCity CanalT] at the locality of 
Hua Raw [the northeast corner of the tislandt], and joined the 
Bang-kacha river at Pom Phet fortress [the southeast corner of 
the TislandT T ; a position apparently coincident with the 
channel of the present Makam-riang canal (see figure 33)*
While offering no indication of the correctness of either 
position, that the eastern wall was fpulled down and 
re-erected near the river bank*2 in A.D.1580, seemingly con­
firms one of them, but the assertion of a simultaneous widen­
ing (to twenty meters) and deepening (to six meters) of this 
moat (by then well within the walls) seems illogical; certain­
ly it was not undertaken for defensive purposes, as has been 
suggested^.
1
Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit., p. 6 
or Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., p. 7> after Phya 
Boranrajadhanin, op. cit., p. 32.
2
Frankfurter, ojd. cit. , p. 58.
3
See, Phya Boranrajadhanin, ££. cit., p. 32 and Tri 
Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit., p. 6 or 
Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
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On the most recent official plan of Ayutthaya (1:4000, 
dated 1956) the short stretch of water trending northwest- 
southeast between the TCity CanalT and the Pasak River (see 
figure 33) is regarded as a portion of the latter, but an 
alternative name is also given in recognition of common usage: 
the tKhu-nat stream. This might, not too unreasonably, be 
interpreted as the persistence of a tradition having a basis 
in fact, for it appears quite logical, from present maps, to 
assume that the founding fathers would have simply cut through 
the narrow neck of land between the then wide Lop Buri and the 
Pasak rivers, rather than the relatively wide neck between the 
Lop Buri and the Chao Phraya. However, though at that time 
the Lop Buri (TCity CanalT) was a much larger stream, the 
Pasak was much smaller; the width and depth of the present 
Pasak River at Ayutthaya have increased greatly as the water 
of the Lop Buri has been redirected into its channel. Given 
that the area enclosed was to be kept at a defensible 
maximum, it would have been folly to negate the strategic 
advantage of a wide band of water to the north, west and 
south by an unnecessarily long, narrow ribbon of water to the 
east. Cutting a direct north-south channel from the Lop Buri 
to the Chao Phraya would not only reduce the length of an 
obviously vulnerable eastern perimeter but enhance the value 
of the Pasak as an outer fmoatT. It is possible that this cut
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was enlarged in 1580, but it appears more likely that the 
moat widened and deepened when the wall was moved to take 
advantage of the development of the Pasak channel (in 1688, 
Gervaise noted that fThe great river laps its [Ayutthaya*s] 
walls on the southern, eastern, and western sides’^  (my 
italics) and in 1690 la Loufrfere states that TThe King’s 
Palace stands to the North on the Canal* ^ (my italics)) was 
the short one between the Lop Buri and Pasak rivers - a new 
Tfront arch’ or ’Khu-na’,
The advantages of this site being evident, it must be 
assumed they had long been realised. But beyond a Khmer 
inscription of A.D.937 which cannot certainly be considered 
as in situ.3, the evidence - the large Buddha image in Wat 
Phanan-choeng, on the east bank of the Chao Phraya immediately 
below the confluence of the Pasak (see figure 33)* which was 
erected in A.D.1324  ^ and the head of another in a 
pre-Ayutthayan style, now enshrined in the Ayutthaya Museum^
- permits of only conjectural, if logical, sitings, prior to
1
Gervaise, op. cit., p. 15*
2
La Loubere, op. cit., p. 6.
3 See, Coedes, G. , T Une nouvelle inscription dTAyuthyaT, 
Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 35> 1944? p. 73»
4 See, Frankfurter, op. cit., p. 46.
5 See, Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book; Ayudhya, op. cit., 
p. 6 or Guide To Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., p. 7«
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the fourteenth century, or, rather, prior to the ascendancy of 
the Kingdom of Sukhothai under Rama Kamhaeng (A.D.1275-?1317) ? 
when, it appears (in the absence of any mention of the place) 
the occupation of so strategic a site by any considerable 
center was not tolerated^.
Development of the capital; Ayutthaya in the seventeenth and 
early- eighteenth centuries_________________________________
Some three hundred and fifty years after its founding,
oAyutthaya was still the center of a kingdom, albeit a
1
The meagre evidence available for the existence of the 
kingdom of Dvaravati which appears to have occupied the basin 
of the Chao Phraya by the seventh century and possibly as 
early as the fourth century (see Coedes, G., Les Etats 
Hindouises dTIndochine et d’Indonesie, 1948, p. 131? and 
Recueil des Inscriptions du Siam, vol. 1, 1924? p. 1; Briggs, 
L.P., ’ The Ancient Khmer EmpireT, Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society, New Series, vol, 41? part 1, 
1951? p. 48; Luce, G,H., ’Countries Neighbouring Burma’, Burma 
Research Society Journal, vol, 14(2), 1925? p. 181; and 
Majumdar, R.C., Hindu Colonies in the Far East, 1944? P* 222, 
and Ancient Indian Colonisation in South-East Asia, 1955? P* 
32) and Phya Boranrajadhanin’s (op. cit., p^  3 2 ) carefully 
qualified conjecture concerning a prior settlement on the site 
of Ayutthaya has deterred neither casual acceptance of a long 
period of prior occupation (see, for example, Damrong, TThe 
Foundation of AyuthiaT , ojd. cit. , p. 201, and Wood, ojd. cit. , 
p. 53) nor remarkable assertions to this effect (see Graham, 
Siam, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, p. 28, and Tri Amatyakul, The Thai 
Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit., pp. 4-5 or Guide to Ayudhya 
and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., pp. 5-6).
2
’Ayutthaya’ is the official modern English equivalent of 
the Thai name. In addition to the many variants which 
resemble this rendering (e.g. ’Ayuthia’ or ’Ayuddhya’), *0dia’
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restive one, that comprehended much the same dominions 
claimed in 1350, plus those of the former Sukhothai Kingdom 
proper which had been wholly annexed by 1438^. But the King­
dom had hardly remained static during the intervening period2. 
Ayutthaya itself had been forced to capitulate to the Burmese 
following investment in 1568, thereby allowing the extension 
of Burmese suzerainty throughout the Kingdom during the period 
A.D. 1569 to c.15853; and had been reduced to a ’second capitalT 
under Phitsanulok during the period A.D.I463 to 1488 after 
constant incursions from Chiengmai prompted Rama Boromo 
Trailokanat to establish the capital in a position from which 
retaliation was more easily effected4. Further, to the bloody
(occasionally T0diaaT), TJuddat (occasionally TJudea1, fJudiaT,
TJuthiaT, tJuthyat or THudiaT), TIudiaT (occasionally mis­
printed (?) TIndia* on maps) and TSiamT (occasionally TSiaamT) 
were used by European writers of the sixteenth, seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. A number of infrequently used variants 
gleaned from the maps of this period are given by Wheatley (see, 
The Golden Khersonese, 1961, p. 235 , footnote 3), and Anderson 
(op. cit., p . 18) includes a partial list of early works in 
which several of the principal variants are to be found.
1
See, Frankfurter, op. cit., pp. 46-8, and Wood, op. cit. , 
pp. 71-2 and 81.
2
See, for example, Wood, pp. pit., chaps. 5-14*
3
Important, though unsuccessful sieges were engineered by the 
Burmese (Peguans) in A.D.1549, 1564, 1568 and 1586; the 
Cambodians also laid siege in 1570 and 1575« See, Frankfurter, 
op. pit., passim, Wood, op. pit., pp. 108-57, and Hall, op. 
cit., pp. 207-23«
4
See, Frankfurter, op. pit., pp. 49 and 51, Wood, op. pit., 
p. 88, and Hall, pp. cit., p. 157«
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intrigue involved in the enthronement of twenty-seven kings 
was added the diplomatic crises which developed from the cut­
throat competition of Indian, Arab, Chinese, Portuguese, Japan­
ese, Dutch, English and French factors as well as their govern­
ments1 everchanging interrelationships-^. However, though the
1
The seizing of Malacca in 1511, then a nominal vassal of the 
Thai king, led to a treaty in 1516 which permitted the 
Portuguese to trade at Ayutthaya and several of the peninsula 
ports. The Dutch East India Company did not begin trading at 
Ayutthaya until almost a century later, in 1608 (though their 
factory at Pattani, a nominal Thai vassal, was opened in 
1602), by which time Portugal had been united with Spain for 
some thirty years and their efforts in the East seem to have 
developed a more religious, less commercial bent. (Though a 
Treaty of Amity and Commerce between the Spanish crown and 
Thailand was concluded in 1598, nothing seems to have come of 
it.) Four years later the English East India Company was 
permitted to trade at Ayutthaya, being granted a plot of land 
close to that occupied by the Dutch Company. The Japanese, 
in the main religious refugees, had been allotted a TquarterT 
by King EkatTotsarot about five years previously. The first 
visit of French clergy in 1662, though unpremeditated, led to 
the establishment in Ayutthaya of the French Catholic 
MissionTs headquarters for the propagation of the faith in the 
East, in I664. Though the Mission attempted at the outset to 
interest the French Court in a trading venture at Ayutthaya, 
the French East India Company did not settle agents there 
until 1682, at which time political circumstances were such 
that they were especially favored by being granted a Tram­
shackle house on the south side of the islandT, that is, 
within the city walls. (See, Hutchinson, ojd. cit. , chaps. 2 
through 4.; Wood, 0£. cit. , chaps. 7 and 11 through 13; Hall, 
op. cit., chaps. 12 and 18.) Arabs appear to have been trad­
ing at Ayutthaya in the sixteenth century (see, Wheatley, The 
Golden Khersonese, op. cit., p. 235 )> and Indian and Chinese 
merchants were probably in residence when the city was 
founded - a Chinese section apparently being recognizable 
early in the sixteenth century (see, Skinner, ojd. cit. , p. 3)«
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cumulated construction of three and a half centuries had 
wrought a massive change in its appearance, that much had 
been, if not unaltered, but little affected during this 
period, is evident from contemporary description (see figure
30).
In fact, brief general descriptions of Ayutthaya, while 
not numerous, are available from about the mid-sixteenth 
century^, but only three eyewitness accounts merit especial 
attention: Fernao Mendez PintoTs of about 1545^; Joost 
SchoutenTs of 16363* and John Albert de MandelsloeTs of 1637^.
1
See, for example, Balbi, G., THis Voyage to Pegu, and ob­
servations there, gathered out of his own Italian Relation, 
A.D.1583t j Purchas His Pilgrimes, vol. 10, 1905* chap. 5? p. 
163; Chevalier de Chaumont, A., Relation de lTambassade de 
Monsieur le Chevalier de Chaumont a la Cour du Roy, 1686; 
Tavernier, J.B., TavernierTs Travels in India, tr. from the 
French ed. of 1676, vol. 2, 1889? chap. 18, pp. 288-96; van 
Vliet, J., T Description of the Kingdom of SiamT, tr. von 
Ravenswaay, Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 7? 1910, pp. 
12-19 and 82-3.
2
In the Peregrinacam, 1558, but particularly in a long letter 
written in 1554 from Malacca to the Society of Jesus in Lisbon 
- Christovan Ayres, Fernao Mendez Pinto. Subsidios etc., 
Lisbon, 1904? Appendix B. See, The Voyages and Adventures of 
Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, The Portuguese, tr. of the 
Peregrinacam by H. Cogan, 1663? abridged version, 1890;
Collis, M., The Grand Peregrination. 1949; de Campos, J.,
TEarly Portuguese Accounts of Thailand1 234, Selected Articles 
from the Siam Society Journal, vol. 7? 1959? pp. 211-37.
3
Schouten, ojd. cit. , pp. 124-5*
4
De Mandelsloe, J.A., TThe remaining Voyages of John Albert 
de Mandelsloe, through the Indies, including his Descriptions
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Pintofs description gathers value more from its antiquity 
than from its content - in truth, there appears to have been 
no attempt to describe the town per se - but in several 
instances what has been noted is useful in endeavoring to 
indicate the evolution of late-seventeenth century Ayutthaya. 
MandelsloeTs description is useful for several remarks con­
cerning the inhabitants, remarks which will be referred to 
during the discussion of the Ayutthaya of a half-century 
later, but, otherwise his observations follow those of 
Schouten so closely as to arouse the suspicion that the 
latterfs contribution was firmly in mind. Schouten, resident 
at Ayutthaya for eight years and manager of the Dutch East 
India CompanyTs factory from 1633 to I636 saw 1 The City of 
Iudica [Ayutthaya], the Metropolis of the Kingdom, and seat 
of the King and his chiefest Nobles...scituate upon the River 
Menam [Chao Phraya]T as
...a little round Island, encompassed with a thick 
stone wall, about six English miles round...[with] 
Suburbs... on the other side of the River, closely 
builded, and full of Temples and Cloysters, lying 
in a flat and fruitful Country. The Streets of the 
walled Town are many of them large, straight and 
regular, with channels running through them, although 
for the most part of small narrow Lanes, Ditches,
of Countries, historical Remarks upon several Nations, and 
his Observations on the Commerce of the Portuguese, English, 
and Dutch at that TimeT, HarrisT Complete Collection of 
Voyages and Travels, 1744* pp. 781-2.
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and Creeks most confusedly placed; the Citizens 
have an incredible number of small Boats...which 
come to their very doors, especially at floods and 
high water. The building of the Houses is... 
slight, and covered with Tiles; but the City is 
beautified with more than three hundred fair 
Temples and Cloysters, all curiously builded, and 
adorned with many gilded Towers, Pyramids, and 
Pictures without number. The KingTs Palace is 
seated upon the River, resembling a little Town 
apart great and magnificent, many of its Buildings 
and Towers being entirely gilded...
and he thought the city 1 admirable1, Tperfectly well seatedT,
Tpopulous to a wonderf and 1 impregnable as not to be besieged
but six months in a year, by reason of the inundations of the
River...SchoutenTs exuberance doubtless owes something to
his most successful term as manager, during which he directed
construction of the permanent Dutch factory; a structure which,
while basically similar to other such establishments, appears
to have been as sumptuous as those of the Ayutthayan
nobility (see appendix G).
Fifty years later, descriptions of Ayutthaya offer more
details, but indicate no basic change.
...the city of Siam [Ayutthaya] is not only become 
an Island, but is placed in the middle of several 
Islands, which renders the situation thereof very 
singular^. This Island, with the City upon it... 
hath about two German Miles in circumference3. It
1
Schouten, o£. cit., pp. 124-5«
2
La Loubbre, ££. cit., p. 6.
3
Two German miles equal approximately 14.8 kilometers. 
SchoutenTs earlier estimate (o£. cit., p. 124) of six English
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is situate in a Country all flat...on a low ground, 
which is cut through by many Canals coming from the 
River, and by them divided into so many Isles and 
squares, that one cannot go far without the help of 
Boats...Divers great Canals go out of the River 
quite through the City some from East to West, 
others from North to South, and abundance of 
smaller Canals being derived from the great ones, 
Ships may come from the River up into the Town, and 
put on shore near the principal Houses and Palaces^. 
It is another Venice so to speak^.
It is surrounded with a Brick wall, which on the 
South and North is four fathoms and a half [about 
nine meters] high, clean, well condition’d and 
adorn’d with Battlements, but the rest of it is 
lower, neglected and decayed. This wall is open in 
many places, where there are small gates towards 
the River. On the inside there are ramparts 
rais’d against it at different distances for placing 
Cannons upon them. At the lower end of the City 
appears a large bastion advancing into the water, 
besides several small ones. The first is furnished 
with Cannon against the Ships coming up3. All 
vessels moor there because at that point the river 
forms a wide basin extremely useful and convenient 
for repairing ships...4To fence the City-wall
miles(about 9.6 kilometers) appears much the better approxi­
mation and the 11.4 kilometers for this distance on the 
’French Engineer’s’ Plan of 1687 (see figure 30) seems remark­
ably accurate, as the ’island’s’ present perimeter approxi­
mates 11.7 kilometers, while the distance around via U Thong 
road (see figure 33)* which follows or lies immediately beyond 
the former ramparts, is about 10.9 kilometers.
1
Kaempfer, op. cit. , p. 42.
2
Gervaise, op. cit. , p. 15« A number of observers have, 
quite naturally, compared Ayutthaya, and then Bangkok, with 
the canalized Adriatic port. Pinto appears to have been the 
first; referring to the Thai capital as the ’Venice of the 
East’ in a letter to the Society of Jesus in Lisbon in 1554 
(op. cit.).
3
Kaempfer, op. cit. , p. 42.
4
Gervaise, op. cit., p. 16-17.
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against the wasting of the current, a narrow bank, 
or key is left, which is built upon in many places.^
The first siege of Ayutthaya, in 1549> though unsuccess­
ful, apparently stimulated preparations for another. Immedi­
ately afterward work began on a wall and fortifications of 
brick and mortar, which to judge from the description that 
TThe brick formed the surface while the inter spaces were 
filled with mud and broken bricksT2 - apparently encased the 
previous, perhaps raised, wall of mud. While Wood3 and 
Chakrabongse4 maintain that these defences were dismantled 
following the successful attack by the Burmese in 1569, 
Frankfurter^, Phya Boranrajadhanin^ and Tri Amatyakul? indi­
cate that they were not; however, whatever the case, King 
Maha T’ammaraja convinced the Burmese, then suzerains of 
Ayutthaya, of the necessity for the erection of new
1
Kaempfer, ojd. cit. , p. 42.
2
Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit., p.
12 or Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit.., p. 14* after 
Phya Boranrajadhanin, up. cit., p. 33»
3
Op. cit., p. 126.
4
Op. cit., p. 43•
5 Op. cit., p. 58.
6
Op. cit., p. 32.
7 The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit., pp. 12-13 or Guide 
to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit., pp. 14-15*
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fortifications in order to withstand Cambodian attack. A
major feature of this renovation, which occurred about 1580,
was the re—erection of the east wall nearer the west bank of
the Pasak river, eliminating a strip of land which had
previously been of service to besieging forces. Ayutthaya’s
fortifications (as well as those of several other centers)
were being remodelled at the time of the above description,
that is, late in the seventeenth century, under the capable
direction of a member of the French Jesuit Mission - the
Italian, Father Thomas Valguarneira - to incorporate elements
of more sophisticated European design; in particular, bastions
were erected to command the river approach - see figure 30 *^
Considering the bigness of the City, it is not very 
populous^...scarce the sixth part thereof is 
inhabited, and that to the South-East only. The 
rest lies desart, where the Temples only standi...
[and] there are abundance of empty spaces and large 
gardens behind the streets, wherein they let nature
1
See, Wood, op. pit• , p. 195-6, and Hutchinson, op. ci_t., 
p. 91.
2
Kaempfer, op. cit., p. 42. The two independent estimates 
of the population in 1685 given in appendix F may be consid­
ered either remarkably similar or rather dissimilar, but even 
the most divergent figures are of the same gross magnitude; 
and though an estimate of close to half a million may appear 
immoderate, one of less than a quarter of a million seems im­
probable. However, as is evident from the notes to appendix 
F, these figures have resulted from a great deal of supposi­
tion from a meagre amount of information.
3
La Loubere, pp. pit., p. 6
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work, so that they are full of Grass, Herbs, Shrubs 
and Trees, that grow wild.4
The Streets run in a straight line along the 
Canals; some of them tolerably large2...and in some 
places planted with Trees, and paved with Bricks 
laid edgewise^...but the greater part very narrow, 
and all, generally speaking foul and dirty: some 
also are overflowTd at high water...and towards the 
South by reason of the morassy ground... people make 
shift to get upon planks, or paltry bridges... The 
first Street upon entering the City [from the bastion 
at the southeastern corner] is that which runs West­
ward along the turning of the Wall: it hath the best 
Houses, amongst which are those, that formerly 
belonged to the English, Dutch, and French...The 
middle Street, which runs North towards the Court, 
is best inhabited, and full of shops of Tradesmen, 
Artificers...Handicraftmen4...and squares for the 
markets. These markets are held every day, in the 
evening and in the morning. They are especially full 
of fish, eggs, fruit, vegetables and innumerable 
other merchandise...Crowds of people so throng these 
market places that, at times, it is almost impossible 
...to pass along5. In both these Streets are seen 
above one hundred Houses belonging to the Chinese, 
Hindostanians, and Moors [Arabs]...They are all built 
alike of Stone, very small, being but eight paces 
[twelve meters?] in length, four [six meters?] in 
breadth and of two Stories, yet not above two 
Fathoms and a half [four meters] high. They are 
covered with flat tiles, and have large doors...The 
rest of the Streets are less inhabited, and the 
Houses of ordinary Inhabitants are but mean and poor 
cottages, built of Bambous...and boards, and
1
Kaempfer, op. cit., p. 44«
2
Ibid., p. 42.
3
La Loubere, op. cit., p. 6.
4
Kaempfer, op. cit., pp. 42-4*
5
Gervaise, pp. cit., p. 17*
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carelessly cover’d with Gabbe’ Gabbe’, Branches and 
leaves of Palm Trees-*-. . .but surrounded with pretty 
large Grounds... The Piles on which they are erected 
to avoid the Inundation, are Bambous as thick as 
one’s Leg...There never is more than four or six, on 
which they do lay other Bambou’s across instead of 
Beams. The Stairs are a Ladder of Bambou, which 
hangs on the outside...And by reason that their 
Stables are also in the Air, they have Climbers made 
of Hurdles, by which the Cattle enter therein^. The 
Mandarins or Ministers of State and Courtiers live 
in separate palaces, with Courtyards to them, which 
are very dirty. The Buildings in general, though 
rais’d with Lime and Stone are but indifferent, and 
the apartments neither clean, nor well furnish’d.
The booth, or Shops of the town are low, and very 
ordinary, however they stand in good order, and in 
a straight line, as the Streets are.3
One single story sufficeth them; and I am persuaded 
that this manner of building is more commodious to 
them than ours; seeing that they are not straitned 
for room (...and they take it where they please) and 
seeing they build with those slight materials, which 
every one takes at pleasure in the Woods, or which 
he buys at a low rate of him that has been there to 
take them. Nevertheless it is reported that the 
reason why their Houses have but one Story, is that 
no Person may be higher in his own House than the King 
of Siam, when he passes thro the Street mounted on his 
Elephant; and that further to assure themselves that 
they are all lower than this Prince when he goes 
either by Water or by Land, they must shut all their 
Windows, and come into the Street, or into their 
Batons (boat) to prostrate themselves... For it is 
not true, that the Houses erected as they are on 
Piles, are lower than the King on his Elephant; and 
it is less true, that they are not higher than the 
King in his Baton. But what they doubtless observe,
1
Kaempfer, o£. cit., p. 44*
2
La Loub&re, ojd. cit. , p. 29. 
3 Kaempfer, o£. cit., p. 44.
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is that their Houses are less exalted than the 
Palaces of this Prince. Moreover his Palaces con­
sisting only of one story do sufficiently evince, 
that this is the Phantasie of the Country in their 
Buildings .. . 1
If every House stands single, Ttis rather for the 
privacy of the Family, which would be discovered 
through such thin Walls, than for fear of Fire:
For besides that, they make their little Fire in 
the Courts and not in the Houses, it is impossible 
for them in any case to consume any great matter. 
Three hundred Houses which were burnt at Siam 
[Ayutthava] in our time, were rebuilt in two days.2
The Europeans, Chineses, and Moors...build with 
Brick, every one according to his Genius; for that 
they alone will be at the expense, as I conceive, or 
that they alone have the Liberty thereof, as it is 
reported. At the side of their Houses, to keep off 
the Sun and not hinder the Air, some do add Pent­
houses, which are sometimes supported by Pillars. 
Others do make the bodies of the House double, which 
do reciprocally receive the light one from the 
other, to the end that the Air may pass from one to 
the other. The Chambers are large and full of 
Windows, to be the more fresh and airy...two Brick 
Houses which the King...had built, one for the 
Ambassadors of France, and the other for those of 
Portugal...are not finished; by reason perhaps of 
the little probability there was, that they would 
be frequently inhabited...this Prince begins several 
Brick buildings, and finishes few. The reason of 
which I know not.3
The Palaces... and several Pagodas or Temples are 
likewise of Brick, but the Palaces are low...no more 
than one story...and the Pagodas are not raised high 
enough in proportion to their bigness... they know no
1
La Loubere, ojd. cit. , p. 30*
2
Ibid., p. 29•
3
Ibid., pp. 30-1
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exterior Ornament... Save in the Roofs, which they 
cover with...Tin•..or with Tiles varnished with 
yellow,..But tho there appears not any Gold in the 
Palace of Siam on the outside, and there is but 
little gilding on the inside, yet they fail not to 
call it...the Golden Palace, because they give 
pompous names to every thing which they honour...
That which...makes [their] real dignity...is that 
altho there is no more than one story, yet they are 
not all level...The Roofs are all highridged, but 
the one is lower than the other; as it covers a part 
lower than another. And a lower Roof seems to come 
out from a higher Roof, and the highest to bear on 
the lowest, like a Saddle, the fore—bow of which 
bears on the hind-part of another... this inequality 
of the Roofs... denotes grandeur, in that it supposes 
an inequality of parts...The great Officers will 
have three parts, one higher than another, which are 
divided by three Roofs of different elevation: But 
...the Palace...[has] seven Roofs proceeding one from 
under another...As to the Pagodas...I observed only 
one... Penthouse before, and another behind. The 
highest Roof is that under which the Idol stands... 
But the Principal Ornament of the Pagodas, is to be 
accompanied, as generally they are, with several 
Pyramids of Lime and Brick, the ornaments of which 
are very grossly performed. The highest are as high 
as our ordinary Steeples, and the lowest not exceed­
ing two Fathom [four meters]. They are all round, 
and do little diminish... as they rise; so that they 
terminate like a Dome... Some... diminish and grow 
thick again four or five times...so that the Profile 
of them goes waving...1
There are three Royal palaces in this City. The 
first is the new palace built by the late King on the 
Northside towards the middle of the Town. It con­
sists of a large square, with several sub-divisions, 
and many buildings [see figure 31]•••Within the walls 
of the Palace as well as without, are...long Stables, 
in which some hundred of Elephants stand in a long 
row magnificently harnassTd ...The second palace,
1
Ibid., pp. 31-2
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callTd the foremost palace, is situated in the 
North East part of the City towards its extremity.
It is of a square figure, but not near so large as 
the first...it is inhabited by the Prince Royal... 
the third...Palace is smaller than any of the two, 
and situated in the West and least inhabited part 
of the City. In this lives...a Prince of the Royal 
Blood.1
As each of twenty—eight kings had added or renovated 
several structures in the royal compound, it had become full 
of imposing buildings when, in the latter half of the seven­
teenth century, two additional palaces were built: the 
Chandra—kasem Palace for the Crown Prince and the Wang Lang 
Palace for other royal princes. The former, located in the 
northeast corner of the city, was obviously an integral part 
of the general strengthening of defences undertaken during 
the reign of King Maha T’ammaraja and, through geomantic 
allusion, was popularly referred to as TWang Na’, that is, 
the Tpalace in frontT of the Royal Palace; the latter, 
located along the western wall, was less formidable, but its 
name, meaning the Tpalace behind’, that is, behind the Royal 
Palace, suggests that its function was to defend against an 
attack from the rear^.
1
Kaempfer, o£. cit. , pp. 45-6.
2
See, Phya Boranrajadhanin, ojd. cit. , pp. 48-82 and 129-60, 
and Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book: Ayudhya, op. cit.,
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...what contributes most to the beauty and magnifi­
cence of this city is the panorama of over five 
hundred pagodas [temples]!. The Temple and the 
Convent do take up a very great piece of ground, 
encompast with an Inclosure of Bambou. In the 
middle of the ground stands the Temple, as in the 
place esteemed the most honourable... and at the 
corners of this ground, and along the Bambou 
Inclosure are ranged the Cells of the Talapoins... 
and sometimes the Rows thereof are double or triple: 
These Cells are little single Houses, erected on 
Piles, and that of the Superior is after the same 
manner, but a little larger and higher than the 
rest. The Pyramids stand near and quite round the 
Temple: and the ground which the Temple and the 
Pyramids take up, besides its being higher, is 
inclosed between four Walls: but from these Walls to 
the Cells there... remains a great void of ground... 
[see figure 31]^
The many Canals occasion a great number of bridges. 
Those which are laid over the great Canal are of 
Stone, but as there are no Waggons, nor Carts in 
this place, they are narrow; in the middle they are 
high and eighty paces long; but the Bridges over 
the by Canals are3...made of canes...so narrow and 
unsubstantial that it is difficult to pass over them 
without... danger!... there is a causey, by which alone 
...People may go out of the City without crossing the 
water.5
Round the City lie many Suburbs and Villages, some 
of which consist of inhabited Ships, or Vessels,
pp. 14-25 or Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit.,
pp. 17-28.
1
Gervaise, ojd. cit . , p .  17«
2
La Loubere, ojd. cit. , p. 113*
3 Kaempfer, ojd. cit. , p. 44«
4
Gervaise, ojd. cit. , p. 17*
5 La Loubere, ojd. cit. , p. 6.
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rather than Houses, containing two, three, or more 
Families each; they remove them from time to time, 
and float them particularly when the waters are high, 
where Fairs are kept, to sell their Goods there and 
get their Livelyhood by it-*-...along the long canals 
under shady trees...[are] long rows of floating 
houses which [look] rather shabby from the outside, 
but [are] clean inside^...The Houses in the common 
Villages, that stand upon firm Ground, are generally 
built of Bambous, reed, planks, and other ordinary 
stuff; some of the Houses in the Villages along the 
banks of the river stand on poles a fathom [two 
meters] high, that the waters, which overflow the 
Country for some months, may freely pass under...
Each House is furnish1d with Stairs, or a Ladder, to 
come down in dry weather, and with a boat, to go 
about it at high water. Other Villages stand on 
higher and dry ground, and consequently not being 
subject to those inundations their Houses want neither 
such stairs nor boats. On these eminences also stand 
Temples, Convents, burying Places and yards where they 
burn their bones and ashes, where they bury their 
dead, and erect costly Pyramids over them. On the 
Southside, at a small distance down the River, the 
Dutch have their Factory and Magazines very splendidly 
and conveniently built on dry ground. Lower down on 
the same bank are other villages inhabited by Colonies 
of Japanese...Peguans and Malaccans. On the opposite 
side of the River stands a village inhabited by a 
Portuguese race begot on black Women and farther down 
stands a Church, dedicated to St. Domingo, to which 
belong the Fathers of the Dominican Order. Behind it 
stands another small church...kept by two Fathers of 
the order of St. Austin...Not far from hence, on the 
same plain, stands a Jesuit Church nam’d St. Paul, 
after the Chief Church at Goa...South West of the 
City, opposite to that side of the River, where it 
lets out the branch Klang Nam Ja [now called Khlong 
Ta Khian] the Metropolitan Bishop...had caus’d a stone
1
Kaempfer, op..cit., p. 49*
Choisy as quoted by Collis, M. , Siamese White, 1935> p. 47«
2
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Palace to be built, together with a fine Church, 
which is now lock’d up since his Imprisonment.!
Though lacking even rudimentary attributes of the con­
temporary western capital, the TcityT was not without a 
certain oriental Turban grandeur1 2, and might well have moved 
a sensitive European soul to a declaration similar to that 
with which the Abbe de Choisy sought to convey his apprecia­
tion of its immediate environs: ’I have never seen anything 
fairer, despite the fact that the temples mark the only 
departure from unsophisticated nature’2. Admittedly, at this 
time (that is, during the last few years of King Narai’s 
reign, 1657-88) the court was virtually in residence at Lop 
Buri, only returning to Ayutthaya for two or three months 
during the rains or for a particularly important ceremonial.
1
Kaempfer, o£. cit., pp. 50-2. The English cantonment, 
which had stood between those of the Dutch and the Japanese 
(the French, as previously noted, had only recently arrived 
and were housed within the walls of the city) is not noted 
as it was abandoned following the total destruction of the 
factory by fire in 1682; the English East India Company with­
drew its agency from Ayutthaya shortly thereafter (see, 
Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth Century, 
op. cit., pp. 73—85)-
2
This passage, which occurs on page 165 (entry for the 27th 
October) of the Abbe’s Journal du Voyage de Siam, fait en 
1685 and 1686, Paris edition, 1930, has suffered variously in 
translation; Hutchinson’s rendering (Adventurers in Siam in 
the Seventeenth Century, op. cit., p. 1 5 ) given above, 
requires no amendment.
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From contemporary accounts it appears that the court 
moved to Lop Buri as a consequence of King NaraiTs content­
ment there^-; but recent retrospective investigation, seeking 
more rational causes, considers that French engineers 
directed all phases of construction and Tsuggests a parallel 
with the artificial splendour of Versailles’2 or that 
Ayutthaya Twas too easily accessible from the seaT3 and 
therefore exposed to anticipated Dutch naval attack.
Whatever the cause, the development of replete royal 
quarters at Lop Buri must have diverted energy and expendi­
ture from Ayutthaya; the removal from the capital, en masse, 
of the large body of royal retainers - conceivably a sizeable 
proportion of the city’s total population - no doubt dampened 
’urban’ activities; and, in the absence of the court the 
capital certainly lost much of its awesome atmosphere, but,
1
See, Giblin, R.W., ’Lopburi, Past and Present’, Selected 
Articles from the Siam Society Journal, vol. 4 > Lophburi, 
Bangkok, Bhuket, 1959  ^ pp. 113-32. Lop Buri is described 
during this short-lived ascendant period by a compilation 
of abstracted quotations.
2
Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth Century, 
op. cit., p. 16.
3
Wood, o£. cit.., p. 196, and see, Damrong, H.R.H. Prince, 
’The Introduction of Western Culture in Siam’, Selected 
Articles from the Siam Society Journal, vol. 7> Relationship 
with Portugal, Holland, and the Vatican, 1959? p. 3«
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in truth, the whole affair cannot be considered more than a 
brief excursion. An ill-furnished urban scene might well 
have been anticipated irrespective of the court’s temporary 
sojourn; for though enwalled Ayutthaya was at once the 
kingdom’s foremost political, cultural and commercial center, 
the kingdom was scarcely more than a loose confederation of 
politically independent or semi-independent, largely 
self-sustaining agrarian states, and the basis of the capital’s 
prosperity and pre-eminence, as previously noted, devolved 
rather from the domination of the fertile basin of the Chao 
Phraya - the largest and most populous coherent area in the 
’confederation’ - than from an in-pouring of produce from 
all quarters of the kingdom.
Food, housing materials, agricultural and domestic 
implements and dress being simple, almost wholly of local 
origin and very similar, if not identical, throughout the 
kingdom, internal trade must be reckoned negligible (though 
the distribution of certain localized essentials, particularly 
salt, was, of course, of great importance); while the small 
populace who led ’a miserable Life, by reason that Provisions 
are so cheap...they can’t gain anything by their Labour’1, 
possessing (apparently through necessity) a ’simplicity of
Mandelsloe, o£. ci_t. , p. 782.
1
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Manners, which...makes them...to slight most of the commodi­
ties ... necessary to the EuropeansT ^ . could hardly offer other 
than a meagre market for foreign produce. In fact, in the 
absence of domestically marketable items, with the exception 
of Indian textiles which were apparently of some consequence 
in home consumption^, the royal monopolists of foreign trade 
received either treasure or goods for which treasure was 
readily redeemable in foreign markets (as, for example, 
Japanese copper) in return for the variety of crudely 
processed local products exported. Among the more important 
of the latter appear to have been rice, deerskins, sapanwood, 
saltpetre and tin. Obviously a most favorable balance of 
trade - but certainly of no direct, and little indirect, 
benefit to the public weal.
Royal trading monopolies were formally inaugurated early 
in the reign of King Prasat TTong (1630—56). Earlier, under 
King SongtTam (1610-28), all trade passed through the 
Treasury, but, in all probability, royalty had enjoyed 
special trading privileges for sometime previous. The system
1
La Loubere, op. cit., p. 71.
2
English and Dutch factors in Thailand were able to dispose 
of little else besides various Indian Tcloths*; see, letters 
quoted by Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth 
Century, op. cit., p. 51> and Nunn, up. cit. , p. 214.
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operated until the mid-nineteenth century. However, from
inception, it was diluted both by the granting of monopolies
in certain items or the products of certain areas to
European and Asiatic factors, and the relative freedom of
trade allowed the Chinese. Some writers, among them early
observers, have attributed the poor state of Thai trade at
various periods to the evils of the royal trading monopolyl
but others, in retrospect, have pointed out that though such
monopolies do indeed impede trade they were usual in the
East and did not prevent a flourishing exchange where
desired articles were available^. After quoting lTAbbe de
Choisey’s brief description of a Thai home -
We...passed between rows of wooden houses perched 
on posts, very shabby-looking outside, but, as we 
were to find, clean within. We entered one of them 
prepared to see the peasants in rages, but all was 
spick and span, the floor covered with mats,
Japanese coffers and screens everywhere. Hardly 
inside the door, they offered us tea in porcelain 
cups.3
1
See, van Vliet, ojp. cit. , pp. 90 and 93 > la Loubere, op. 
cit., p. 71> and Bowring, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 241.
2
See, van der Heide, op. cit., p. 799 and Nunn, op. cit.,
p. 211.
3
Collis, Siamese White, op. cit. , p. 47> quoting from the 
AbbeTs Journal du Voyage de Siam, 1687 - the passage seems 
to have been omitted from the 1930 version.
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Collis, however, explains that the Abbe 'was looking at... 
the distributed dividend of the coast trade’1. Unfortunately, 
there is no evidence of ’ the distributed dividend1 23 other 
than this interpretation of the Abbe’s vision. Certainly 
the suspicion may be entertained that one of Louis XXVTs 
more remarkable courtiers2 and a member of the French Embassy 
to the Thai Court was looking at a ’model home’.
Even if but a fraction of Ayutthaya’s estimated popula­
tion of several hundred thousand3 be considered ’urban’, two 
short streets containing, ’above one hundred Houses belonging 
to the Chinese, Hindostanians, and Moors’, one of which was 
apparently predominantly residential, can hardly be considered 
other than a paltry ’commercial core’. However, it may well 
have been adequate considering the peculiar nature of Thai 
trade.
By way of introduction to his study of the economy of 
Thailand during the past century, Ingram considers the 
economy in 1850 and remarks that
1
Ibid.
2
See, ’The Abbe de Choisy’, Selected Articles from the Siam 
Society Journal, vol. 8, Relationship with France, England 
and Denmark, 1959> PP* 1-16.
3 See appendix F
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Siam appears to have occupied the position of an 
entrepot for the trade of the South China Sea.
Goods were collected and shipped to Bangkok from 
the Malay Peninsula, India, Cambodia, Manila, and 
other near-by places, after which they were shipped 
out again to China and Japan. Similarly, goods from 
China and Japan were brought to Bangkok and then 
distributed to other countries...We can only con­
jecture about why and how Siam came to fill this 
role. The sailing range of the junks may have had 
something to do with it, and so might the attitude 
of the Chinese toward foreign trade^. In any case, 
the picture of Bangkok as an entrepot - even in a 
minor way - offers a startling contrast to her 
later passive role in foreign trade.1
If BangkokTs role as an entrepot in the mid-nineteenth century 
causes surprise, that Ayutthaya previously performed this 
function - even in a minor way - must verge on the incon­
ceivable. But AyutthayaTs reputation as an Temporium of the 
East* (however ill-deserved) rests largely upon her role as 
a focus for the trans-shipment of goods between Europe/India 
and China/Japan during the fairly frequent and relatively 
prolonged peaceful interludes of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries; further, this function appears to have been ful­
filled, albeit in a minor way and intermittently, from the 
very inception of this capital which, of course, was 
coincident with the abandonment of overland routes following 
the deterioration of Mongol power. The nature of the 
Chinese junk traffic appears a major factor in the development
1
Ingram, ojd. cit. , p. 26.
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of the Ayutthayan entrepot; the continued importance of this 
traffic at mid-nineteenth century must confirm Ingram’s con­
jecture regarding Bangkok’s fulfillment of this same role.
Long before Ayutthaya assumed control over the basin of 
the Chao Phraya and adjacent territories - since befoere the 
Christian era, in fact^ - routeways had been developed across 
the isthmian portion of the Malay Peninsula which conveniently 
reduced the tedious, often dangerous, voyage through the 
Straits of Malacca. Trading junks, certainly taking regular 
advantage of isthmian by-ways during the seventh century, 
probably had used these routes for some hundreds of years
1
Wheatley’s (The Golden Khersonese, op. cit., p. 272) con­
demnation of arguments proposing ’this or that particular 
site’ for the location of Ptolemy’s ’TakT5la’ (see, for 
example, Gerini, Col. G.E., ’Researches on Ptolemy’s 
Geography of Eastern Asia’, Asiatic Society Monographs, vol.
1, 1909? pp. 85-94 ? and Quaritch Wales, ’A Newly-Explored 
Route of Ancient Indian Cultural Expansion’, Indian Arts and 
Letters, vol. 9* no. 1, 1935? pp. 1-35? and Towards Angkor. 
1937 - subsequently retracted in ’A Note on Takola, Langkasuka 
and Kataha’, Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, vol. 23? part 1, 1950? pp. 152-3? in concur­
ring with the opinion of Sir Roland Braddell in ’Notes on 
Ancient Times in Malaya’, Journal of the Malayan Branch of 
the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 22, part 1, 1949? pp. 1-7) 
seems unexceptionable - though Giles’ remarkable deposition 
stemming from Scott’s intriguing information (see, ’Remarks 
on the Land Routes across the Malay Peninsula’, Journal of 
the Siam Society, vol. 28, part 1, 1935? PP* 79-80 and 82-3) 
apparently has not received consideration. However, even 
Wheatley allows as ’extremely possible’ a crossing of the 
Peninsula ’at one point or another’ by Chinese ambassadors 
during the reign of Wu-ti, 140-87 B.C., and illustrates his 
own conjecture as to where this passage was made (see The 
Golden Khersonese, op. cit., pp. 9 and 11).
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previously-*-. Were documentary support lacking, however, 
early use of these routeways could be reasonably assumed from 
their well-established use in the sixteenth century^, and 
from the knowledge that a return trip from a port in southern 
China to, say, the Coromandel Coast, via the South China Sea 
and the Bay of Bengal, could not possibly occupy much less 
than the full year, leaving little or no time for even a most 
efficient transfer of cargoes and a necessary overhaul before 
the waning of the northeast monsoon. But, in fact, the 
Chinese TnavigatorT much preferred an interminable coasting 
round mainland Southeast Asia to the relatively short 
out-of-sight-of-land voyage, and junks were manned, not by 
fefficientr seamen, but by so many independent entrepreneurs 
engaged in multifarious time-consuming TdealsT. The year was 
fully employed in gaining the PeninsulaTs east coast'*.
1
Ibid., pp. 15-21 and 288, and figure 47»
2
See, Anderson, op. cit., pp. 5-42, Nunn, pp. cit., particu­
larly p. 210, and de Campos, J., TEarly Portuguese Accounts 
of Thailand1, Selected Articles from the Siam Society Journal, 
vol. 7, 1959, p. 232. A comprehensive description of the 
various trans-peninsular routes may be had by compiling 
information given by Smyth, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 47-52, 
Tavernier, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 286, Giles, op. cit., p. 81, 
Anderson, op. cit., p. 21, and Collis, M., The Grand Peregrina­
tion , op. cit., p. 166; Wheatley provides an illustrative 
catalogue of the main routes in The Golden Khersonese, op. 
cit., p. xxvi.
3
Gutzlaff (as quoted by Bowring, op. cit.., vol. 1, pp.
246-52) provides a most detailed, yet interesting, account of 
the more intimate features of the Chinese junk traffic.
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Consolidation of the Ayutthayan kingdom, which late in the 
sixteenth century included the entire isthmian portion of the 
Peninsula, would not only provide conditions favorable to 
trade but would naturally induce much trans-peninsular traffic 
to forsake more southerly crossings in favor of those conven­
ient to the capital and encourage junks bound for southern 
ports, like Pattani, to take advantage of trading possibili­
ties at Ayutthaya by a simple detour along the twisting Chao 
Phraya. Whatever effect the royal trading monopolies (intro­
duced during the reign of King Prasat TTong, I63O-56) had 
upon the level of trade, that certain commodities, for example, 
tin, had to be deposited in the king’s storehouses at 
Ayutthaya prior to export-^  no doubt further ’encouraged1 2 the 
re-routeing of traffic to the capital.
It was to tap the China trade that the Dutch, and the 
English after them, first set up factors in Ayutthaya early 
in the seventeenth century^. Though the inadequate profit to
1
See, Skinner, ojd. cit. , p. 9*
2
BlankwaardtTs exhaustive survey of Dutch/Siamese relations 
(op. cit., particularly pp. 17-18), Hutchinson’s studies of 
political and commercial intercourse between Thailand and the 
several European Powers in the seventeenth century (Adventur­
ers in Siam in the Seventeenth Century, op. cit., particularly 
p. 27 and ’Four French State Manuscripts’, Selected Articles 
from the Siam Society Journal, vol. 8, Relationship with 
France, England and Denmark, 1959? particularly pp. 102 and 
154) and ’A Letter of Instructions from the East Indian
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be derived therefrom, and from any other trade for that 
matter, soon became all too obvious, the Dutch East India 
Company by maintaining a factory here (not without difficul­
ties which, in several instances, necessitated brief with­
drawals) assured BataviaTs rice supply; and the English 
Company, seemingly honor-bound, reoccupied its cantonment 
repeatedly despite financial loss^-. Initially both Agencies
Company to its Agent, circ.l6l4T (included by Maxwell, W.G., 
in the Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, no. 54> 1910, particularly p p . 81 and 84) lend 
credence to at least the main theme of Furnivalts brusque:
TThe English, like the Dutch before them, were tempted to 
explore the Irrawaddy route to China, but found it unattrac­
tive. The main interest of both English and French was in 
Siam, where they could hope to cut into the China trade and 
could join forces with the native pirates and smugglers of 
spicesT (TThe Tropical Far East and World History’, Journal 
of the Siam Society, vol. 39* part 2, 1952, p. 142).
1
Though, to be sure, profit motivated both companies - their 
activities to this end having been chronicled by Anderson, 
op. ci_t• , Blankwaardt, o£. ci_t. , Collis, Siamese White, op. 
cit., and Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth 
Century, op. cit. - the Dutch maintained throughout, as had 
Joost Schouten fo£. cit., p. 28), the Dutch Company’s manager 
during the 1630s, that ’the Company indeed hath not profited 
much, by reason of several misfortunes by this traffic’, 
enthusing instead, as Joost had, that they had ’gained more 
reputation than any Europians besides, by the great friendship 
and correspondence which is betwixt them and the King; and 
also have had the benefit of transporting great quantities of 
all sorts of provisions in Batamia [Batavia]...’ When, early 
in the eighteenth century, losses were such that the Company’s 
directors repeatedly urged withdrawal, Batavia replied ’that 
they were dependent upon rice from Siam; and that once left, 
other nations...[might] make it impossible... to get a footing 
again’ (Blankwaardt, o£. cit., p. 28). The English, reviewing 
their sporadic activities during the seventeenth century, con­
cluded that ’Syam never did nor will bring the Company two
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were located near one another within the walls of the city, 
but in 1633 the Dutch negotiated a favorable, if short-term, 
trading contract which included rights to ’a conveniently 
situated piece of land...with a...frontage of some 300 feet’^- 
along the eastern bank of the Chao Phraya immediately to the 
south; and about 1678, after at least two unsuccessful 
appeals for a new Tfactory1 - one to Surat in 1661 and 
another to Bantam in 1678^ - the English Company’s factor at 
Ayutthaya seems to have accepted the king’s generous offer 
of a conveniently located cantonment and the use of a large 
warehouse^. Certainly there appears no substantive evidence 
for the suggested expulsion from the enwalled area of either
pence advantage, but many thousands of pounds loss’ (letter 
from London to Madras dated 18 February 1691, quoted by 
Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the Seventeenth Century, 
op. cit.., p . 190). This fact having been evident from the 
outset, would seemingly have been sufficient to deter 
further ’adventures’ had it not been that ’the withdrawal of 
a factory, be it from ever so mean a place, discredits our 
Honourable Masters and eclipseth their trade in those parts, 
while our neighbours the Dutch, enemies in trade, rejoice 
thereat, and do always make use of our dishonour to their own 
advantage’ (decision taken by the Bantam Agency C.I68O, 
quoted by Blankwaardt, o£. cit., p. 26).
1
Ibid♦, p. 21.
2
See, Anderson, ojd. cit.., pp. 92 and 147*
3
Ibid., p. 174* The suggested occupancy of this position at 
an earlier date (see, Hutchinson, Adventurers in Siam in the 
Seventeenth Century, op. cit., p. 2 9 ) appearserroneous.
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of these agencies or Europeans generally^, though such a 
policy may be logically inferred in that the lands proferred 
the English and Dutch were well under the guns commanding the 
southern approaches to the city^, and the earlier grant was 
made soon after the expulsion of the Japanese^.
The Chinese position, while less exposed than that of 
their European and Asiatic rivals, was not without insecurity, 
particularly during the earlier decades of the seventeenth 
century. However, they were not only favored in the conduct 
of foreign trade by the ’general course of events...[in which] 
the Portuguese, Japanese, English, French and Dutch, each in 
turn...was forced to quit’4, but, together with a few ’Moors’ 
they constituted the small corps of domestic traders and shop­
keepers - apparently the only ’sizable’ foreign element, 
housed within the walls of Ayutthaya. Skinner considers the 
Moorish and Chinese settlements within the walls to have been
1
See, de Voogd, op. cit. Moreover, Skinner (op. c_it., p. 13) 
notes that ’before 1688 the French, English, and Dutch...had a 
few scattered residences in the city proper’, while the French 
East India Company’s agency, as noted previously, was 
situated within the walls.
2
On at least one occasion (in 1639 during the reign of King 
Prasat T’ong), Dutch activity provoked the threatened destruc­
tion of their factory by these guns (see, Wood, op. cit..,
p. 182).
3 Ibid., p . 176.
4
Skinner, op. cit., p. 11.
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extensive . His assumptions concerning the Chinese element, 
despite the absence of documentary support, are positively 
stated: TThe bulk of Chinese immigrants were certainly 
anonymous Chinese traders’2 and ’The bulk of the Ayutthaya 
Chinese community was, of course, made up of merchants and 
traders, but other occupations were represented as well’3.
’Other occupations’ included artisans of various types, 
pig-breeders, actors (several troupes being employed), 
scholar-officials, physicians and ’probably’ vegetable 
gardeners but, ’Whether there were any manual labourers is 
unknown’4 (my italics). Earlier, Skinner takes pains to show 
that La Loubere (whom together with van Vliet, he considers 
’the most accurate of the visitors’) was referring to 
Ayutthaya when estimating the Chinese ’at Siam’ at some three 
or four thousand^. Now, lacking definite assurance that most 
Chinese were traders, it appears that they were not, for the 
trading community seems to have been more modest than even 
the ’bulk’ of several thousand celestials; and, lacking
1
1
2
3
4
5
Ibid., 
Ibid., 
Ibid., 
Ibid.,
P*
P-
P.
P*
13.
5.
14.
15.
Ibid., pp. 12-13«
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definite information concerning the number of non-trading 
Chinese within the walls, it appears as if Tthree or four 
thousand’ would be easily accommodated within the large 
exterior cantonments allotted them both south and east of the 
city (see figure 30)•
Allotting specific exterior cantonments to the more 
populous national groups - Cochinchinese, Japanese, Macassars 
Malays, Peguans and Portuguese, for example (see figure 30), 
implies an awareness of their potential danger to the crown, 
but that there appear to have been no extensive foreign sec­
tions within the walls may possibly have resulted simply from 
a lack of usable space. For much of the site was occupied or 
pre-empted for the more than ’five hundred pagodas’, while a 
large portion of the remainder was either perennially sub­
merged or swampy (the result of natural conditions aided by 
the practice of ’borrowing’ mud from one place to build up 
another); circumstances which would appear sufficient explana 
tion for the absence of extensive native settlement as well.
Certainly late-seventeenth century Ayutthaya evidenced 
accord with Buddhist cosmological concepts and canons regard­
ing the delimiting of sacred space from the profane: the 
wats, each more or less oriented to the cardinal points and 
surrounded by a wall of sorts within which the ’bot’ is 
centered, picketed by eight ’semas’ and, in many instances,
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built atop a terrace and surrounded by a low inner wall (see 
figure 31)^} the Grand Palace, a carefully ordered enwalled 
area, subdivided by TpartitionsT trending strictly north/south 
or east/west, each TcellT containing structures similarly 
aligned and, if of especial importance, facing east (see 
figure 31); the city itself, encircled by a massive battle-
Omented wall , crossed by cardinally directed main streets and
1
For an analytical description of the Thai wat, see Silpa 
BhirasriTs informative pamphlet: TThai Buddhist Art 
(Architecture)’, Thai Culture, New Series, no* 4> B.E.2502 
(1959).
2
Though the number of gates shown on late-seventeenth century 
plans and views (see figure 30) varies considerably, the most 
accurate plans, those of the ’ French Engineer1 2 and Kaempfer, 
indicate more than do the others - twenty and seventeen 
respectively. The latter figure is that recorded by van 
Vliet (o£. cit., p. 19) in 1634 when the TKing renewed them 
all,..’ According to the ’Topographic Description of Krung 
Sri Ayutthaya’ (Damrong - see Phya Boranrajadhanin, 0£. cit., 
p. 6 - on admittedly slender evidence, tentatively credits 
this work to King Narai, A.D.1657-88) which is reproduced in 
and forms the basis for Phya Boranrajadhanin’s study (ibid., 
pp. 115-88) there were no less than twenty-three large gates 
(i.e. gates that rose above the parapet) and sixty-one small 
gates (i.e. gates that did not rise above the parapet) or 
eighty-four in all (ibid., pp. 119-23)* According to 
Seidenfaden (Short Guide to Ayudhya, 1939> p* 3) the wall 
built during the reign of King Maha Chakraphat (1549-69) had 
thirty-six gates. There appears no ready connection between 
any of these numbers and one of cosmological significance, 
but the network of major streets and canals in that portion 
of the city initially enwalled (see figure 30) allows a con­
jectural twelve - the number generally prescribed.
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canals, and centered by a large royal wat (see figure 30)* 
However, Wat Phra Ram, approximately in the center of the 
capital in the late-seventeenth century, was not begun until 
1369^» It appears that, as has been suggested, the palace 
initially occupied the center in accordance with Hinayanistic 
principles, but, when a more substantial structure was raised 
immediately to the north (about a hundred years later) the 
area of the original royal residence, being consecrated 
ground, was given over to Wat Phra Sri Sanphet. Thus, in 
effect, the lay-out of the capital conformed to Mahayana 
precept (not surprising in that the court was responsive to 
Brahmanical doctrine) from about the mid-fifteenth century 
onwards, for when the wall was moved eastward in 1580, Wat 
Phra Ram maintained the illusion as it happened to occupy a 
position approximately coincident with the new center,
A.B, Griswold, now preparing an exhaustive survey of all 
that is known about archaeological sites in Thailand, has, in 
conversation, stated his belief in the purposeful centraliza­
tion of Wat Phra Ram; pointing out that a portion of the canal 
system shown on Phya Boranrajadhanin’s TMap of Ayutthaya’  ^
clearly outlines a near-perfect square centered on this
1
See, Frankfurter, op, cit., p. 46.
2
Op. cit,, fold-out to rear.
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temple. Allowing this map as incontestable (though, 
obviously, M.L. de Laj onquibreT s^ - criticism of woeful incom­
pleteness and illusory precision based upon much conjecture 
is warranted) and disregarding the prior erection of the 
palace, one is yet at a loss to attempt to explain the 
possible significance of a central location within this 
square, as it is coincident neither with the walls of the 
palace, nor, seemingly, with any prior position of the outer 
enceinte. Griswold, realising this, is forced to assume that 
the walls of the city once lay along the inner margins of 
these waterways, and, further, to interpret the movement of 
the wall in 1580 as one which affected not only the eastern 
side but the entire perimeter. The former conjecture has no 
tangible basis whatever; the latter necessitates the 
unreasonable generalization of a specific allusion.
Further, allowing earlier conjecture concerning the
initial lay-out of the city, if AyutthayaTs sacred plan - its
simulation of a celestial archetype - went unrecognised by
contemporary foreign observers, numerous wats and the
9ubiquitous talapoin could admit of hardly a doubt as to the
T
TEssai D TInventaire Archeologique Du SiamT, Bulletin de La 
Commission Archeologique De LTIndochine, 1912, p. 43*
2
Schouten (o£. cit., pp. 125 and 140) some fifty years 
earlier, in the early 1630s, estimated the number of temples
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capitalTs sanctity. Obvious variation from the ideal - 
discrepancies between a capital as conceived in Buddhist 
doctrine and the Thai capital - appear to have evolved more 
from the rationalizing of prior geomantic decisions, in con­
sequence of site peculiarities and the changing milieu, than 
from any gross inability to confirm these principles or 
indifference.
Destruction of the capital; Ayutthaya in the latter half of 
the eighteenth century_____________________________________
Yet, even Ayutthaya’s carefully poised ’yin-yang’ was 
shaken by a stubborn Burmese investment, maintained, despite 
flood periods, for nearly two years, and finally, during the 
night of the 7th of April 1767 the capital was taken^. But
in Ayutthaya at ’more than three hundredT and the clergy at 
Tat least thirty thousand’ (de Mandelsloe concurs, see, op. 
cit., p. 782); while Hamilton (A New Account of the East 
Indies, vol, 2, 1930* p. 88) at Ayutthaya in 1719* reckoned 
that there were ’no less than fifty thousand Clergymen...in 
and about the City...’
1
During the troubled three-quarters of a century previous, 
that is, following the Phaulcon fiasco late in the seventeenth 
century, European contact with Thailand was reduced to insig­
nificance - only the Dutch kept up even the semblance of an 
Ayutthayan agency and that at irregular intervals. (For a 
description of this period see Wood, ojd. cit.., pp. 216-50).
The Chinese, however, apparently maintained, if not actually 
improved their position (see, Skinner, o£. cit. , pp. 15-20); 
doubtless gaining from decreased trading competition what was 
lost through unsettled conditions. But for Captain Hamilton’s 
description of Ayutthaya in 1719 (ojd. cit. , vol. 2, pp.
85-104) which substantiates the commentary of thirty years
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In the midst of their enjoyment in celebration of 
the conquest... the commander-in-chief Nemyo 
Thihapate...[informed] his officers that news had 
been received that the Chinese Emperor had sent a 
vast army...to invade Burma; and that their brother 
generals and officers at the capital were distin­
guishing themselves and winning royal favour by 
successfully repelling the invasion...He added that 
as they had most successfully accomplished their 
mission by the capture of the Siamese capital...it 
behoved them to return as quickly as possible, after 
demolishing the city,mmoats, and all defensive and 
offensive works, as commanded by their Sovereign, 
so that they might be in time to take part in the 
fighting against the Chinese and share the honours 
of war in that field also.l
Barely two months later the Burmese army had withdrawn^. 
Admittedly, in their haste it is probable that * The victors 
behaved like Vandals*3. To ascribe their actions to a 
Tsacriligious lust for destruction14 or the Tblind rage of...
before and TurpinTs account (THistory of SiamT tr. from the 
Paris ed. of 1771 in Pinkerton, J., A General Collection of 
the Best and Most Interesting Voyages and Travels in all Parts 
of the Worldl 1811, vol. 9~, pp. 5 75 -8) which describes 
Ayutthaya immediately before the Burmese sack as * composed of wretched cabins, built without taste or convenience* and * not 
equal to a quarter of London or Paris* (ibid., p. 578), 
first-hand description would appear to be entirely lacking - 
though to judge from Turpin*s account Ayutthaya remained 
unchanged during this period.
1
Luang Phraison Salarak, * Intercourse Between Burma and Siam 
as Recorded in Hmannan Yazawindawgyi*, Selected Articles from 
the Siam Society Journal, vol. 6, Relationship with Burma - 
Part 2, 1959, pp. 51-2. A detailed account of the siege is 
contained in this translation of the Burmese Annals, see, 
pp. 29-55.
2
Ibid., p. 53•
3 'Wood, op. cit., p. 249*
4 Ibid
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b a r b a r i a n s or even to suggest that ’They were naturally 
enraged by the relentless resistance which the T’ais had 
shown’2 nevertheless appears unwarranted. Perhaps more des­
tructive and denudative was authorized (and, of course, un­
authorized) ’treasure-farming’ after the Burmese withdrawal 
and the wholesale removal of bricks and other building 
materials to the new citadel at Bangkok^. Obviously much 
booty had gone undiscovered by the Burmese, for treasure-farm­
ing operated on a grand scale for at least fifteen years4, and 
though the defensive works had been dismantled and the city 
fired apparently much remained usable. Further, in that it 
appears a substantial number of people - perhaps as many as 
100,000 families - were ’allowed or induced to ransom
1
Turpin, op. ci_t. , p. 652.
2 Chakrabongse, op. cit., p. 68.
3 See, Wood, op. cit., p. 273> Phya Boranrajadhanin, op. cit., 
p. 105 , and Tri Amatyakul, The Thai Guide Book; Ayudhya, op. 
cit., pp. 10-11 or Guide to Ayudhya and Bang-Pa-In, op. cit.,
p. 12.
4 See, Wood, op. cit., p. 270 and Tri Amatyakul, The Thai 
Guide Book: Ayudhaya, op. cit., p. 10 or Guide to Ayudhya and 
Bang-Pa-In, pp. cit., p. 12. But that there is good in all 
things is certain, for Skinner (op. cit., p. 21) notes that 
’According to a French Catholic missionary in Siam at the 
time, the rapid rehabilitation of the Siamese economy...was 
made possible by the local Chinese’ who ’In 1768-1769•••went 
through the ruins with a fine-toothed comb and recovered 
uncounted treasures from the debris and interiors of pagodas’
- assuming, of course, that these pagodas were recognizably 
ruined.
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themselves’^  among them the ’many members of the Royal 
Family1 2 whom Phya Tak found at Ayutthaya when he TliberatedT 
it but six months later, the city may well have been depopu­
lated more as a result of the decision to relocate the 
capital than from losses suffered during siege and removals 
effected by the Burmese.
1
Laung Phraison Salarak, ojd. cit. , p. 53» The Burmese his­
torians1 figure for the number of families removed - 106,100 - 
is contested ’because even calculating the modest average of 
three persons to a family, the number... taken away would 
amount to 318,300 souls’; an incredible figure, particularly 
in that the Siamese version contends that ’about 200,000 
Siamese died during the two years’ invasion...including those 
killed...and those who died of disease and starvation’, so 
that ’there could not possibly have been a very large popula­
tion left in the city’. Further, ’The Siamese history admits 
that about 30,000 prisoners of war...were taken away, which 
figure is more reasonable...’ (ibid., pp. 52-3). However 
agreeable this argument appears, during times of siege the 
surrounding population and armies raised in other parts of 
the kingdom were gathered in and immediately around the 
capital, so that an abnormally large number of people would 
have been at Ayutthaya. How ’abnormally large’, is, of 
course, not known, but in that the Burmese historians’ total 
is based upon the apportioning of prisoners to each man accord­
ing to rank, it is quite conceivable that the number of Thai 
was substantial. It seems probable, however, that most 
prisoners of war substituted valuables in their stead. Con­
sidering the problems involved in transporting several hundred 
thousand half-starved men, women and children (particularly 
when withdrawing rapidly), self-ransoming would appear as 
attractive to the conquerors as to the conquered. Tentatively 
crediting both the Burmese and the Siamese sources then (since 
the degree to which the Burmese figure is exaggerated cannot 
be gauged by the Siamese figure, itself a suspected minimum) 
about 100,000 families would have remained in and around 
Ayutthaya, though a considerable portion of these may have 
dispersed shortly thereafter.
2
Wood, ojd. cit.., p. 252.
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The Tsecond town of the kingdom’; Ayutthaya in the 
nineteenth century________________________________
By mid-nineteenth century, visiting the overgrown ruins 
of the former capital - Ta large number of wats, in different 
stages of decay...hidden in the trees and jungle, which have 
sprung up around them’l - constituted a day’s pleasant diver­
sion for Bangkok’s European residents and an unusual, if 
uninteresting, sight for a few stray world travellers. The 
’second town of the kingdom’2, seat of one of the richest and 
most populous of Thailand’s forty-one provinces, consisting of 
some twenty to thirty thousand souls^ (mostly Thai with ’a 
large number of Chinese, a few Burmese, and some natives of 
Laos’) engaged in ’shopkeeping, agriculture, or fishing’  ^ and 
ensconced for the most part in floating houses tucked away 
along the banks of the ’City Canal’, and the several channels 
off the northeast corner of the ’island’, was, often as not,
1
An account of Ayutthaya ’from a gentleman who visited it in 
December, 1855T> quoted by Bowring, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 17.
2
Ibid., pp. 15-16.
3
This is the estimate of Bowring’s anonymous ’gentleman’ 
(ibid., p. 16) commented on earlier. Some twenty years before 
Pallegoix (ojd. cit. ) who is prone to overestimate, passed 
through Ayutthaya on his way north and judged the population 
at ’about 40,000’.
4
An account of Ayutthaya... quoted by Bowring, ojd. cit. , 
vol. 1, p. 16.
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overlooked by foreign visitors. Even Mouhot who almost 
invariably provides a vignette of each town along his route, 
says only that ’I stopped...at Ayuthia [c.l860]’l; while 
Neale in about 1840 maintains that he found only Tsix 
fishermanTs huts and a betel-nut vendor’s stall!’2 Of course, 
for the Thai, ’Krung Kao’ - the Told capital’ - was venerated; 
a place to which the king and ’most of the principal 
merchants of Bangkok’3 pilgrimaged each year. But while the 
king paid homage to his predecessors from a teak and bamboo 
palace erected on the site of the previous royal house, the 
merchants resided in ’town houses’ so constructed as to 
function equally well as shops, for, despite appearances, 
Ayutthaya was a most important commercial center, seated, as 
it were, astride the most vital river confluence in the 
kingdom; the place through which passed most of the rice crop 
from the fertile delta and the valleys of the north and east 
on its way to Bangkok.
1
Mouhot, Travels in the Central Parts of Indo-China..., op. 
cit., vol. 2, p. 80.
2
Neale, o£. cit. , p. 141.
3
An account of Ayutthaya... quoted by Bowring, ojd. cit., 
vol. 1, p. 17.
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Provincial capital; Ayutthaya during the past half-century
At the beginning of this century Thailand began 
evidencing symptoms of future development. A modernization, 
however hesitant, was made possible through the painstakingly 
formulated and cautiously introduced reforms of Mongkut and 
Chulalongkorn. For the nation, there was, of course, no 
Tgreat change in a remarkably short period of timeT, as a 
lack of qualified personnel and resources allowed only slug­
gish progress. But in any particular place any accomplish­
ment (even so mean as to be utterly disregarded by con­
temporary foreign observers), would introduce the novel; would, 
in fact, be tantamount to a considerable alteration. Now, as 
actual development gained momentum, Ayutthaya, a healthy 
commercial center and (as a result of ChulalongkornTs 
administrative reorganization) the capital of one of the 
richest, most densely populated monthons in all Thailand - 
an area subdivided amongst the provinces of Ayutthaya, Ang 
Thong, Lop Buri, Pathum Thani, Sara Buri and Sing Buri - was 
clearly certain to benefit from, and was entitled to, 
increased government expenditure.
Thus, about fifty years ago, most of AyutthayaTs 12,000 
inhabitants^ were agriculturalists living either in floating
1
This is Graham’s estimate of 1910 or thereabouts (see,
Siam: A Handbook..., op. cit., p. 28). Many of the foreign
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houses, which lined ’the neighbouring klongs [canals] for 
miles’^  or in ’houses built of light and perishable materials, 
clustering on the banks’^  and the Tisland* 1 234 remained a 
jungle-encrusted ruin, yet government offices, a prison and 
a large Tugly wooden market1 had been erected near the former 
Wang Na Palace (itself converted into ’a museum containing a 
good collection of objects of much archaeological value 
recovered from the adjacent ruins’3); a TcommodiousT hospital 
had been built along the river immediately south of this 
TcomplexT; the U Thong Road, skirting the island’s perimeter, 
had been partially constructed; and all trains bound either 
to the North or Northeast or to Bangkok, stopped on the right 
bank of the Pasak just opposite the town4.
advisers in Thailand at this time, or a bit earlier, wrote 
most interesting accounts of the country, but Graham provides 
the only quantitative estimate of Ayutthaya’s population. In 
fact, with the exception of Thompson ( ojd. cit. , pp. 213-19) 
and Caddy ( ojd. cit. , pp. 181-9) neither of whom, however, is 
particularly discoursive, Ayutthaya scarcely receives notice; 
see, Bock, ojd. cit., p. 70; Campbell, J.G.D., Siam in the 
Twentieth Century, 1904* p. 58; Smyth, ojd. cit. , vol. 1, 
pp. 57-8*and Young, The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe, 1898, p. 1.
1
Thompson, ojd. cit. , p. 214*
2
Graham, Siam: A Handbook..., op. ci_t. , p. 28.
3
Ibid.
4
The Royal State Railway began operations on the 28th March 
1896 upon completion of the 72 kilometer section from Bangkok 
to Ayutthaya; see, TOf the Traffic; The Nagara Rajasima Rail­
way’, Royal State Railways of Siam, Annual Report Number 1,
116 [A.D.1897-98], p. 1.
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All provincial centers are made in the image of Bangkok, 
and Ayutthaya certainly has received more attention from the 
authorities in the new capital than most during the past half- 
century, but as it is only recently that modernization 
acquired any pace, much remains of the town of fifty and a 
hundred years ago. Further, and paradoxically, as new 
public works accumulate a resemblance to the old capital 
becomes more marked (see figures 30 and 33)»
Despite a considerable reduction in the number of houses 
floating upon the waterways which subdivide the site and the 
diminution of the grand ’floating bazaar’ to the ’floating 
market’ which assembles each morning at the mouth of Khlong 
Kramang Plong tucked away along the east bank of the Pasak, 
Ayutthaya remains a riverine town in aspect if not in 
activity. A grandiose governmental scheme promulgated during 
the early post—World War II period, which sought to effect a 
more even, less dense distribution of the population within 
the municipality, found expression in the substitution of a 
rectilinear system of wide paved roads for that of 
cross-island canals, the erection of new administrative 
offices, as well as homes and several strings of shop-houses, 
in the interstices of this grid, and the construction of a 
reinforced concrete span across the Pasak river connecting 
the main island with the nation’s skeletal highway net. But
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GENERALIZED LAND USE, 1962
I Industrial /  Warehousing 
®  Brick plant 
®  Shipbuilding and dry dock 
©  Omont /co n crtto  construction* 
Oistillory
©  Fish sauco plant 
©  let and soda plant 
©  Lim« plant 
®  Ric« mill 
®  Sow mill 
©  Spinning mill 
®  Warehouse and other storage
I Commercial 
(B) Bus depot 
©  Cinema 
®  Market 
®  Petrol station 
©  Restaurants 
Goods stalls 
Floating m arket
Ingfltutional
©  Administration 
®  Club 
©  Court house 
©  Military
©  Miscellaneous governmental 
®  Hospital 
©  Jail
©  Post and telegraph 
©  Police
®  Highway department 
©  School
©  Church and Mosque 
©  U tilities
®  Chinese temple and vegetorian home 
®  Wat 
®  Shrine
Commercial /  Residential 
Residential
I I
PuWlc a  Semi-public 
Agricultural fyTH Rice fields
[°o°04] Orchard and vegetabl«^^ 
C< Pig and poultry farms 
I' _ ‘I Undeveloped Swamp a  Scrubland
More than 50  people/I OOOm2 
From 10 to 50  people /lOOOm2 
Less than 10 people/ 1000m2
— Municipal boundary 
> Clock tower 
Floating house 
Floating shop-house
MUNICIPALITY OF AYUTTHAYA 
PROMINENT FEATURES AND 
CHANGES IN THE MUNICIPAL BOUNDARY 
SINCE 1937
—  —  Boundary of Municipality sine* 1958 
■ M a s  Approximate boundary of Municipality 1956-58 
Approximate boundary of Municipality 1947-56
A fte r‘ Municipal Woter Supply Map foe Muang Phro t 
Si Ayutfhaya -  main pipe laying plon" A sia Co. Ltd,
I 4 0 0 0 ,  dated 16 October 1956, and 'M unicipal Boundary 
of the Municipality of Ayutfhaya' Town Plonning Division, 
Ministry of Interior, dated 27  October 1954 ,116000; 
amended from pace and sight survey 1962.
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wRiverine Ayutthaya: league upon league of tranquil serpentine waterways bordered by housing half-hidden in vegetation, 
interrupted by short busy stretches where hosts of small craft manouver dextrously between banks encrusted with struct­ures in startling variety.
Eastern bank of Pasak south of Pridi- 
Damrong Bridge: saw mill to which are 
floated log rafts from stations on lower 
reaches of northern rivers. During low 
water rafts are broken up above Chao 
Phraya Dam and logs trucked in - as from 
Plateau. Lumber is distributed by water, 
most being freighted down-stream to Bangkok.
Floating market from bridge across 
Khlong Kramang Plong. A brisk early 
morning trade is supplemented by most 
vendors with frunsf servicing stream- side households.
Rice mills on western bank Chao Phraya 
south of Wat Phanan-Cheong. Rice grown 
and milled here is shipped to Bangkok 
for export early in year by strings of 
heavily laden sampans tugged down 
major waterways of the Central Plain.
Ferry 'slip* on west bank: Pasak 
opposite railway station; Pridi- 
Damrong Bridge in background.
The small number of proper 
landings belies volume of river 
traffic: a plank to shore 
suffices in most instances, for 
bamboo mooring posts are easily 
driven into the soft mud.
Progressively rural aspect along City Canal within 500m. of Talad Hua Raw. Elevated footbridges, tall mooring posts, ex­
posed mud banks and flood retaining walls indicate pronounced fluctuations of water level which occur in this constricted 
channel. High water in October and November may be 3 to 4m above low water in May and June; tidal oscillations in Gulf 
create a low bore particularly noticeable at lew water. Figure 35
U Thong Road south of 
Government Distillery.
Police housing and 
girls’ school along 
tamarind treed U Thong 
Road; northwest from 
Regional Police Hdq.
Residences and shop- 
houses along U Thong 
Road; northeast from 
first street southwest 
of Greater Talad Hua 
Raw.
Shop-houses along U 
Thong Road south of 
Talad Chao Prom.
Srisanphet Road: sealed two- 
lane dual carriageways, wide 
grassed median- and side- 
strips, bounded by trees, well- 
lit and provided with a clock 
tower - one of the finest 
modern roads in the municipal­
ity and one of the least 
travelled in the kingdom.
&
~  ~ i _
Residence along Bang Ien 
Street.. Houses in the interior 
usually lie along the periphery 
of large blocks and are set in 
foliage which, though resem­
bling nothing so much as 
jungle, is actually an effect­
ive, if ill-ordered, ’garden’.
Rama Park, grounds of the Agricultural 
College and Government Distillery. Most 
of the western half, of the island is 
strewn with the rather uninspiring ruins 
of the old capital set in scrubby remains 
of recently cleared jungle. Rama Park 
includes those areas in which monuments 
cluster most thickly.
The aspect along U Thong Road is similar to that along the municipality’s waterways. Seem­
ingly deserted for most of its length, bordered either by vegetation - thickly grown in 
places - or high walls which screen off housing, at intervals (particularly along the east­
ern section) the road is bounded by closely built structures of varied facade and traversed 
by a continuous stream of traffic - vehicular, pedestrian and bovine.
Along City Canal; west 
from bridge at Khlong 
Sra Bua. Houses built 
C.I93O to present.
Municipal Housing Sub­
division No.1; west from 
U Thong Road. Houses 
built c.1950 to present.
House, built c .1955> in 
Municipal Housing Sub­
division No.l.
House, built c.l935> on U Thong Road west of 
Kalahome Street.
House, built c.1950, in 
Municipal Housing Sub­
division No.l.
House, built c.1930, on 
City Canal immediately 
east of Khlong Tau.
House, built c.1940, on House, built c.1945* on 
U Thong Road opposite Bang Ien Street opposite 
new hospital. Post & Telegraph Office.
The more modest Ayutthayan homes tend to stand in rather open congregations on low-lying, 
seasonally flooded or swampy, terrain and while using a variety of construction materials, are 
all quite similarly simple in form.
Row-type housing, built 
c.1940, on U Thong Road 
opposite northern end 
Maharat Road.
House row, built c.1940, 
on U Thong Road at inter­
section 1st street south­
west of Greater Talad 
Hua Raw.
House row, built c.1950, 
on U Thong Road between 
1st and second streets 
southwest of Greater 
Talad Hua Raw.
House row, built c.l955> in Municipal Housing Sub 
division No.2.
Reasonable accommodation at low cost is provided by government and other large employers 
through erection of house rows. Speculators find these good investments and often owners of 
large plots through or alongside which an avenue has been directed will build such rows - 
leaving access ways to inset homes.
House, built c.1900, on 
Khlong Sai; northeast 
corner Loy Island.
House, built c.1920, on 
west bank Pasak opposite 
Khlong Kramang Plong.
House, built c.1920, on 
U Thong Road immediately south of Talad Hua Laem.
House, built c.1930, on 
Bang Ien Street adjacent Post & Telegraph Office.
House, built c.l930> on west bank Lop Buri im­mediately upstream from 
Talad Hua Raw.
House, built c.1940, on 
west bank Lop Buri oppo­
site Wat Sam Wihan.
House, built c.1960, on 
Pathone Street west of Khlong Makham Riang.
House, built c.1960, on 
U Thong Road opposite 
school west of Kalahome 
Street.
Officials home, recent- House, recently complet- Police Officer’s home
ly completed, in area ed, on U Thong Road on Bang Ien Street,
south of Provincial Hdq. south of Agricultural
College.
Westernized architectural stylings current in Bangkok at various times since the late-19th 
century, are manifested, after a decent interval, in the homes of Ayutthaya’s rich and powerful. 
Standing well apart, most homes are screened by high fences and close vegetation - particularly 
those of an early vintage which, being sited on higher ground immediately adjacent the main 
streams and oriented to them, present their backs to U Thong Road.
N.B. But for brief discussions of the traditional Thai home by Nart Bhodhiprasart (see Thai 
Architecture, a monograph in Thai, distributed at the author’s cremation in 1956, pp. 35-6 and 
four plans appended) and several contributors to an article in ASA; Magazine for Architecture 
(in Thai, 2nd issue, 1963, first 18 pages, including plans) Thai housing has not been described 
in even general terms. At present there appears developing a ’mongrel’ form (illustrated in 
several photos) in which traditional elements and those recently introduced are juxtaposed.
Home on U Thong Road; 
southeast corner.
Floating house, built Floating house, built 
C.I94O, along west c .1955> along west
bank Pasak below Pridi- bank Khlong Sai. 
Damrong Bridge.
Floating house, built 
C.I92O, along north 
bank Chao Phraya at 
Pasak confluence.
Floating house, built 
c .1955, along south­
west bank TKhu Naf be­
side housing compound 
Regional Police.
Floating house, built 
C.I93O, along west 
bank Pasak below Pridi- 
D amr ong Bridge.
Floating house, built 
C.I95O, along south­
west bank TKhu NaT be­
side hotel opposite 
Post & Telegraph 
Office.
Floating house, built 
c.1920, and house-boat 
along west bank Pasak 
below Pridi-Damrong 
Bridge.
Floating houses and 
house-boats along 
southwest bank fKhu 
NaT; downstream from 
hotel opposite Post & 
Telegraph Office.
Restricted by conditions of construction peculiar to floating structures, these homes are 
yet remarkably different in form and size, utilize a great variety of building materials 
and float by virture of several ingenious methods. Though several floating houses of a 
temporary nature and a number of house-boats have appeared in recent years, the substantial 
floating residence of several decades past is no longer being built and1, with time, such 
dwellings may disappear. Owners of floating homes pay no municipal taxes but lease space 
from owners of waterside blocks whose jurisdictions extend over the adjacent strips of 
water to the traditional width of one floating house.
Greater Talad Hua Raw: Talad Hua Laem: U Thong Talad Chao Prom: U Thong Restaurants alongside
U Thong Road facade. Road facade. Road facade. park opposite old museum.
Though the Open shed-like market reached through gaps in surrounding rows of shop-houses has 
recently found substantial architectural expression and emerged at street-side so as to be 
readily accessible, particularly to trucking, interiors remain basically as before - rows of 
daises upon which vendors, usually women, sit cross-legged midst their wares.
Shop-house line, built 
c.1925, on U Thong Road 
southeast from bridge 
over Khlong Pratoo 
Hawratanachai.
Greater Talad Hua Raw: 
the *clothing quarter1. 
The 3-storey reinforced 
concrete facade on U 
Thong Road rapidly gives 
way to decrepit 30- to 
40-year old wooden shop- 
house lines.
Greater Talad Hua Raw: 
drug store at corner new 
3-storey shop-house 
facade on U Thong Road.
Greater Talad Hua Raw: 
shops in new 3-storey 
shop-house line along 
Khlong Pratoo Hawratan­
achai.
Though some businesses have benefited greatly 
from relocation in new shop-house lines, in 
most cases goods have simply been redeposited.
Juxtaposition of c.1930, Latest in 3-storey shop- C.I94O, 1963 and C.I955 house lines in Ayutthaya; 
built shop-houses on U west from Pridi—Damrong 
Thong Road northeast Bridge,
from cinema.
Hotel, built c.1935, at 
intersection U Thong 
Road and Bang Ien Street 
(police box off corner).
& 1
Hotels, built c.1960, on 
U Thong Road opposite 
Post & Telegraph Office.
From renovated sections of shop-house lines 
with public restaurant at street level to 
planned entities offering a variety of person­
al and commercial services.
* a*
Floating shop along 
east bank Pasak below 
railway ferry tslipT.
Floating * department 
store* adjacent Shell 
Station along northern 
bank Chao Phraya near 
confluence with Pasak.
Floating artisanfs 
shop along northwest 
shore Loy Island.
Floating petroleum 
station along northern 
bank Chao Phraya near 
confluence with Pasak.
Though the distinctive high gable is usual, floating shops assume a remarkable variety of 
form and despite limited numbers offer a range of services comparable to that of their
counterparts on land.
Restaurant at intersec­
tion U Thong Road and 
northern end Maharat 
Road.
♦General store* on U 
Thong Road between 
Maharat Road and Kala 
home Street.
Food shop on U Thong 
Road west of Kalahome 
Street.
Barber shop on U Thong 
Road east of Srisanphet 
Road.
A neighbourhood *shopping centre* may consist of a single general store, but usually 
several shop-houses and shop-huts cluster at a strategic intersection.
The interval between the introduction of new style shop-house lines in Bangkok and their dis­
semination through provincial centres has been considerably shortened in recent decades. 
Coughlin (see Double Identity; The Chinese in Modern Thailand, I960, pp. 68-71) has described 
*The Chinese Home*, that is, the two or three storey shop-house and offered a *Floor Plan of 
Typical Chinese House [shop-house] in Bangkok*. Variation from this typified description may 
disallow any but the broadest of generalizations concerning lay-out, however; i.e., shop, 
store-room, kitchen and toilet on ground-floor; bedrooms upstairs. In the not uncommon one- 
storey shop-house, bedroom and store-room usually are one and in rear of the house while 
kitchen and toilet are outside - along the side or rear wall.
Court House. Land Registration Office.
Chulalongkornian architecture: substantial 
structures embodying all the impedimenta of 
Western public buildings. With slight mod­
ification, due mainly to differences in 
size, such buildings are to be found in 
most provincial capitals.
Former Provincial »Old* hospital on Pasak.
Police Hdq.
During the 1930s and *40s public buildings 
were either renovated private homes or 
little more than extended residences. The 
cost of the Chulalongkorn ideal necessitat­
ed this reasonable alternative.
MkZMinril
Provincial Police Hdq. New hospital building.
Modern public buildings - functional form 
in reinforced concrete. Most provincial 
capitals now boast at least one of these 
Bangkok-designed box-like structures.
The varied needs of a more demanding 
*public* have produced aberrants of the 
classic Thai form in domestic architecture.
School on U Thong Road; southeast of entry to second footbridge across City Canal 
below Talad Hua Raw. Permanent schools designed by the Ministry of Education 
usually begin as one or two storey rectangles which become 1*8, T*s and E*s as 
wings are added. Generous open grounds are standard. For a brief account of 
school architecture see M.L. Manich Jumsai, Compulsory Education in Thailand. 
UNESCO, 1958.
N.B. Ayutthayan wats illustrate the historical variation which has occurred in 
their distinctive and well-known form. For a brief, informative account of 
religious architecture see Silpa Bhirasri, o£. cit.
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with the abandonment of such planning in favor of a modest 
policy of ’ conservative surgery1, renovation has taken the 
place of destruction and removal. Consequently, the straggling 
form of the town, reflecting an original dependence upon 
waterways for transportation and communication which has only 
recently been relaxed, is now being actively preserved.
The ’ugly wooden market’ of the Chulalongkorn era still 
overhangs the place where a weir, now rotted, formerly de­
flected water destined for the channel of the Pasak into the 
’City Canal’. This service has been duly recognized in both 
the name of the market and the district - ’Talad Hua Raw’
(’The Market of the Weir’) and ’Tambol Hua Raw’ (’The District 
of the Weir’). The only ’modern’ alteration in this ungainly 
structure has been the substitution of a ’sanitary’ cement 
floor studded with long, low masonry slabs for the traditional 
earth floor and rough wooden tables. To be sure, the discrete 
sections which become apparent after the initial impression 
of gloomy chaos is quelled have been rearranged frequently, 
but there has always been some sort of differentiation (see 
figure 34). However, one change indeed is most significant. 
Though Talad Hua Raw maintains a position most readily access­
ible by water, little traffic now approaches it from this 
direction. Consequently, the former nucleus of the retail 
area now occupies a peripheral site within what may be
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euphemistically termed Greater Talad Hua Raw - that mass of 
pedestrian-oriented shop-houses and stalls, manifesting a 
varied architecture in several stages of construction and 
renovation, which crowds the island*s northeastern nose (see 
figure 40).
While segments of the original strings of shop-houses 
built by the central government within Greater Talad Hua Raw 
appear to have been reserved for particular goods or services, 
the faint sectionalization now discernible (see figure 34) 
does not constitute merely the remains of an earlier organiza­
tion, but is as much a product of recent development as is 
the MarketTs facade of three-storey shop-houses along U Thong 
Road. In fact, the clothing and textile quarter represents, 
in large part, an administrative solution to the problem of 
resettlement created by the decision to erect modern blocks. 
Similarly, the adjacent development of a line of shops selling 
smallgoods and household articles owes much to the expulsion 
of their vendors from the old market in order to provide 
space for an increased trade in foodstuffs. Paradoxically, 
as the older shop-house lines tend to become identified with 
certain items of trade through the selective absorption of 
uprooted shopkeepers, the new lines, selecting occupants for 
their ability to defray a relatively high rent, are being 
filled with as motley an assortment of tradesmen as might be
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devised. As these modern blocks are leased long before con­
struction, however, those businesses which have proven able 
to derive most benefit from the strategic corner site - 
hotels, almost invariably with public restaurants at street 
level; restaurants; drug stores; and TemporiaT - have main­
tained, if not perpetuated, their claim by elaborating their 
new premises. Commonly they occupy the equivalent of several 
normal frontages (as do other less demanding but successful 
enterprises), thus gaining from the outset what was previously 
inhibited by the long and costly process of horizontal expan­
sion through adjacent shops.
Upon completion of the rail connection with Bangkok in 
I896, a number of restaurants, smallgoods shops and food 
stalls were immediately drawn to the termini of the trans-Pasak 
ferry. For several decades thereafter, however, the situation 
languished. In truth, it is only with the completion of Talad 
Chao Prom (see figure 40), a scant five years ago, that this 
area has assumed the proportions of a secondary nucleus. And, 
apart from the construction of a wide paved way leading from 
the railway station to the eastern landing, along which 
hut—like food and smallgoods shops are only now being 
hesitatingly replaced by more substantial structures, develop­
ment has taken place in the immediate vicinity of the ferry 
TslipsT on the western bank. Curiously, this area has
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recently become so firmly identified with small local industry, 
handicrafts and associated warehousing (having received a 
number of the victims of increased rents which have accompanied 
a growing concentration upon retailing in Greater Talad Hua 
Raw) that Talad Chao Prom, which has at once strengthened and 
diversified an otherwise indifferent commercial base, is but 
little more than an eccentrically positioned adjunct.
Similarly, in the early decades of this century there 
were but a few shops scattered among the residences along U 
Thong Road between the two commercial foci. Since then, 
however, there has occurred both an increase in numbers and a 
diversity of services sufficient to warrant recognition of a 
commercial TstripT. And, while owing something to the 
accretion of the past half-century, this development has 
resulted largely from the unprecedented activity of the past 
few years, during which many tradesmen and shopkeepers have 
resettled from Greater Talad Hua Raw and Talad Hus Laem, and 
a modern TblockT with hotels, banking facilities, and allied 
retail and personal services dominated by a large department 
store (boasting the first plate-glass window in Ayutthaya) 
has been built, by private enterprise, opposite the old Court 
House.
Unspectacular though they appear, the several Tneighbor­
hood centersT (see figure 41) spaced at fairly regular intervals
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along the U Thong Road also reflect the recent surge of 
development. In every case the present cluster of shops has 
grown up round a previous focus for the stream-side popula­
tion - the ’corner store1 (the shop selling packaged food, 
rice, household articles and a variety of smallgoods), small 
restaurant or even one-chair barber shop, but the impetus for 
proliferation has been a government project - resiting the 
offices of provincial administration, erection of a new hos­
pital and any number of schools, construction of a distillery. 
The rising population level, though apparently of no conse­
quence to the siting of any one of these shops, has been an 
important element in sustaining growth. Even Talad Hua Laem 
(see figure 40) which replaced a straggly line of shop—houses 
and a large floating market when a division of the army was 
quartered in the area west of Khlong Tau during the Tthirties 
has recovered somewhat from the army’s subsequent withdrawal 
to Lop Buri and now maintains a small morning market as well 
as a number of shops which offer a fairly complete range of 
both household goods and personal services. Certainly unpre­
possessing, this market is a necessary pilgrimage for 
tourists seeking the last two exponents of the once flourish­
ing feather fan industry, and a rendezvous for AyutthayaTs 
wealthy who assiduously patronize a remarkably inelegant 
restaurant operated by a Chinaman.
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Considering the disposition of the population, it should 
have been apparent that the governments plan for developing 
commercial lines in the interior of the island was premature. 
However, the apathy which greeted the initial products of this 
ill-advised policy was sufficient to cause its abandonment.
Both TlinesT constructed have proved difficult to lease to the 
desired tenants. The row of one-storey shop-houses alongside 
the main entrance to Rama Park, originally intended as a 
Ttourist blockT, has attracted but five antique dealers and a 
photographerrs shop, most of the sub-divisions have been let 
as residences and the remaining shops have no particular 
tourist function. The three-storey buildings either side of 
TThanon Sai 5T > originally intended as the first of a long line 
of commercial blocks extending westward, have been but par­
tially filled and that by government offices and professional 
men, while the upper floors remain virtually unoccupied. 
Nevertheless, though sparsely inhabited, the interior has 
shared sufficiently in the recent growth of population to 
warrant some commercial endeavor in the form of a few 
scattered food shops and restaurants.
In addition, although vehicular traffic has not yet 
reached any sizable proportions, rough roads, old trucks and 
slight mechanical competence provide the basis for a 
flourishing repair business, and it is along the newly
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constructed streets, where reasonably sized sites are avail­
able at low cost, that the several garages and automotive 
repair shops have chosen to locate themselves. The relative 
insignificance of traffic saps the vigor from objections to 
the government’s assumption of a monopoly over the sale of 
petroleum for vehicles. For by stipulating that a petroleum 
company may enfranchise only one outlet within the bounds of 
the municipality the government has effectively (and in an 
apparently democratic manner) precluded competition from the 
other suppliers, each of whom already operates a most lucrative 
marine depot. The Defense Departments ’Three Soldiers’ 
petroleum station at the intersection of ’Thanon Sai 5T and 
’Thanon Maharat’ is consequently a very successful undertaking.
While the vast and variegated fleet of native craft that 
plied Ayutthayan waterways but thirty years ago has given 
place to bicycles and trishaws, motor-driven vessels have 
greatly increased in number and become more differentiated.
It is only recently, as trucking has begun to offer some 
slight competition, that the rapid development of powered 
craft has been checked. At present bulk freight and outlying 
local passenger traffic moves almost exclusively by water. 
Though trains and buses offer a more frequent and infinitely 
less time consuming service, a sizable proportion of the 
’parcel-trade’ with Bangkok is transported by boat, for the
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slight saving in cost is often of more consequence than a 
reduction in time - a half-day by water as against an hour or 
two by land. It is in moving people to and from Bangkok and 
the more important points between, for a negligible difference 
in cost, that land transport has been enabled to profit over 
its slower competitor.
To ascribe the proliferation of motor vessels to any one 
factor would be an obvious oversimplication, but the industrial 
aspect in the aggregate of development has had a preeminent 
and direct influence.
Fifty years ago, Ayutthayan industry consisted of 
several small open-air TfactoriesT in which local raw 
materials (an excellent clay, plentiful rice straw and sand 
from river bottoms immediately to the north) were blended to 
form a product deservedly renowned and much desired for con­
struction in Bangkok. This brick has retained its prestige 
and is still very much in demand in the Bangkok market; how­
ever, the industry is at present rather a minor member of the 
industrial suite which has developed along the waterways in 
and around the municipality during the past three decades. 
Within the grand frame-work of Tdevelopment’ - growth of the 
population, sophistication of the economy, introduction of 
new techniques and ideas - the selection of river frontages 
in the vicinity of Ayutthaya by an increasing number of small
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rice mills, saw mills and shipyards (each with ten to fifteen 
employees) has depended upon the provision of relatively 
inexpensive sites (less than a hundredth of the cost of a 
similar plot in Bangkok) at a place most conveniently situated 
for the gathering together of raw materials and from which 
the central market of Bangkok is readily accessible. More 
immediate advantages - the local market, presence of labor, 
amenities offered by the municipality - are not determinants 
of location (either in themselves or collectively) but are 
considered desirable supplementary factors.
Encouraging privately-owned industry to locate in the 
provinces through such practices as restrictive zoning (there­
by causing land values in Bangkok to rise spectacularly) 
appears to have had no little success, but the central admin­
istration frequently prefers to bolster the economy of a 
provincial center by establishing a government-owned enter­
prise. Some twenty years ago what was to be the largest of 
the government’s distilleries, and one of the largest in 
Southeast Asia - with a capacity of thirty tons of alcohol 
per day and staff of some five hundred - was located in 
Ayutthaya. Since the main raw material used in the process 
is glutinous rice shipped in from northern Thailand and the 
product (alcohol and TMekhongT whisky) is sent via the Chao 
Phraya to Bangkok (and subsequently redistributed) this siting
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apparently necessitates an uneconomic break in transportation. 
Clearly, industrial efficiency has been subordinated to a 
consideration of the broader benefits of general development, 
especially when it is considered that the central government 
by placing this distillery in Ayutthaya proposed to offset 
losses sustained in the transfer of army division head­
quarters to Lop Buri.
Given even a most favorably disposed assessment (see 
table 6) commerce and industry together (including warehous­
ing, which, but for several businesses engaged in redistribut­
ing such items as bottled drink, tobacco and charcoal, is 
generally indistinguishable from other activities) occupy less 
of the municipal area than any other single major category of 
use. Assessed more rigorously, the area taken up by these 
two vital elements becomes quite small - somewhat less than 
two per cent of the total. Further, this percentage has 
decreased considerably in recent decades - the very period 
in which there has been a prodigious development of both 
commerce and industry.
Recent redefinitions of the municipal boundary (see 
figure 33), each of which incorporated great amounts of 
agricultural and undeveloped land, account for this seeming 
paradox. The area now known as Tambol Pratoo Chai was 
included in the municipality in order to facilitate the
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Table 6: PROPORTIONS OF THE TOTAL AREA OF THE MUNICIPALITY
OF AYUTTHAYA IN VARIOUS USES, 1962(a)
Use(b )
Percentage of 
Total Area(c)
Undeveloped (open, wooded and swamp land and 
major water bodies)
Institutional (government offices, schools, reli­
gious buildings, hospitals, utilities, clubs) 
Agricultural (rice fields, orchards and 
vegetable gardens)
Residential (excluding shop-house lines)
Public and Semi-Public (parks, playgrounds and 
museums)
Industrial (excluding handicraft shops)
Commercial (including shop-house lines and 
warehousing)
55.8(d) 
L9.5(e)
7.5
6.5
(h)
(i)
0.8(3)
Total 99•3(k )
Notes :
(a) As measured on the generalized land use map of the 
municipality prepared from a field survey,
(b) Uses normally recognized as forming distinct classes 
(e.g, utilities and warehousing) but occupying areas of less 
than 0,05 per cent have been included in other categories.
(c) According to official sources the total area of the 
municipality is I6.9km2 (see Table la, Population by Sex, Area 
and Population per Square Kilometer, for 120 Municipal Areas, 
fWhole Kingdom!, Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., 
pp. 4-5); measurements on various scaled maps give the follow­
ing: 11.8km2 (1:50.000), 12.3km2 (1:4,000), 12.4km2 
(1:11,540), 12.5km^ (1:16,000). Though in this instance the 
use of percentages obviates the need for an exact assessment 
of this area, it appears necessary to point out that the area 
as officially reported is excessive. As plotting was keyed to 
the scale of 1:4,000, the total area is here considered to be 
12.3km2.
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(d) The area designated TundevelopedT has been minimized 
in that generalization favoured the other uses and much of 
the land belonging to institutions and industries or labelled 
’park’ is, in reality, undeveloped scrub and swamp.
(e) The area designated ’ institutionalT has been maximized 
in that much of it is, in reality, undeveloped. The Agricul­
tural College, of which over two-thirds is in scrub, consti­
tutes fully one-third of the total area in this category.
(f) The area designated ’ agriculturalT has been minimized in 
that many small vegetable gardens and orchards are in home­
steads and therefore categorized ’ residential’.
(g) The area designated Residential1 has been maximized, 
despite the exclusion of shop-houses, in that small areas of 
scrub and swamp between residences are included in this 
category.
(h) The area designated Tpublic and semi-public’ has been 
maximized in that most of TRama Park’ is, in reality, 
undeveloped scrub and swamp land.
(i) The area designated ’industrial’ has been maximized in 
that all industrial sites have some proportion of their area 
in scrub and/or swamp and contain houselots. The government 
distillery, of which more than three-quarters is in scrub, 
accounts for more than four-fifths of the total area in this 
category.
(j) The area designated ’commercial’ has been maximized in 
that shop-house lines in which pure residences are inter­
spersed are included in this category.
(k) Streets, minor water bodies and rounding of percentages 
account for the difference from 100.0.
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restoration of the remains of the old capital being 
excavated under the auspices and at the expense of a govern­
ment imbued with the spirit of nationalism. Changing rule 
has slowed this development, but all of the more important 
structures within the precincts of the former palace grounds 
as well as the royal wats have been given sanctuary in Rama 
Park, and the surrounding lands have been set aside for 
institutional use or municipal housing, thereby ensuring the 
preservation of an attractive aspect. Previously, the rice 
fields located in Tambol Ban Kaw and Tambol Khlong Suan Ploo 
(see figures 32 and 33) were inadvertently included in the 
municipality when the northern and southern limits were 
straightened in the process of fixing boundaries formerly in 
the center of shifting streams.
The expanding municipal area makes it difficult to appre­
hend the population growth which has been experienced even in 
that short period for which there are 1 reliable’ statistics. 
However, peculiarities in the recording of these meagre data 
allow for a reasonable conjecture - provided the qualifica­
tions to table 7 are considered. Thus, the four tambols which 
constituted the municipality in 1947 appear to have experienced 
an average annual increase of some 2.1 per cent during the 
period 1947-60 - a considerable ration, but within that for
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Notes :
(a) As previously noted (see table 6, footnote c) this figure 
appears in error. The actual area is probably somewhat in 
excess of 12km2.
(b) Although the area considered is not noted in the source, 
AyutthayaTs town clerk maintained that the population figure 
reported was for the municipality as constituted in 1956.
(c) The areas of the enumeration districts from which this 
figure is compiled are not recorded, but each bears a code 
number by which, it is stated, it may be identified on a map. 
Unfortunately the map could not be found. However, the chief 
statistician of the Central Statistical Office of the National 
Economic Development Board maintained that they made up the 
four tambols which constituted the municipality in 1947; 
certainly the code numbers used refer to four tambols.
(d) This figure represents the total population of those 
enumeration districts noted in the source as being within the 
municipality. To judge from the ill-preserved condition of 
these statistics, the difference from 24*597 (the official 
total) could well be due to lost or misplaced data sheets.
(e) This figure represents the total population of the 
tambols of Tawat Kre, Haw Ru Ton Chai, Hua Raw and Kra Mang - 
the municipality as constituted in 1947- The difference from 
the figure of 22,531 is due to the exclusion of the portions 
of tambols Ban Kaw and Khlong Suan Ploo newly included in the 
municipality.
(f) This figure represents the total population of the five 
tambols wholly included in the municipality - the four given 
above (see footnote d) plus Tambol Pratoo Chai.
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the province (2.2 per cent-*-) and well below that for the 
country as a whole (3*9 per cent^) during this time. Since 
there has been some resettlement of the population in 
municipal housing developments in the fifth tambol - Pratoo 
Chai, see figure 33 - it is unfortunate that the figure for 
the total population in 1947 cannot be made strictly compar­
able with that for I960. Assuming for the moment that the 
areas recently included in the municipality were unoccupied 
in 1947, the average annual increase would approximate to 
6.3 per cent. Manipulation of the data available for 1956, 
however, seems to allow the computation of an unbiased growth 
rate for the municipality as constituted in I960 (see table 
7). Taking the difference between 22,531 and 22,090 (that 
is, 441) to represent the number of people in the portions of 
tambols Ban Kaw and Khlong Suan Ploo (see figure 33) included 
by the process of straightening the municipal limits, and 
adding this to 27?429 (the total for the five tambols wholly 
included) the total population in the municipality would have 
been 27,870 in 1956. During this short interval, then, the 
average annual growth for the municipality was 4»0 per cent;
1
See appendix B.
2
See table 1.
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but even this rapid rate was well within the 7-7 pen cent 
for the nation^.
Thus, the recent population increase experienced by the 
municipality may be seen simply as resulting from the same 
growth processes which have affected the entire country, the 
most significant factor in which has been the rapidly declin­
ing mortality level. Certainly there appears nothing in the 
meagre data available concerning the characteristics of the 
population which, in itself, would suggest otherwise. How­
ever, the population in the municipality of Ayutthaya is 
manifestly different from that in its environs and that of 
the country as a whole.
As a first consideration, only about two per cent of 
Ayutthayan households are Tagriculture12 as against a ratio 
of one such household to four fnon-agriculture’ households in 
the district including the municipality3, one to one for the
1
Ibid.
2
See, Introduction, TWhole KingdomT, Population Census, 
Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. IV.
3 See, Table 1, Total Population and Population in Municipal 
Area, by Sex and Number and Population of Agriculture and 
Non-agriculture Households, TChangwad Phranakhornsri-AyuthyaT, 
Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. 1.
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province^, and three to one for the nation^. Fully six per 
cent of all the provincial Temployed13 in other than primary 
industry are concentrated in this center with but slightly 
more than six and a half per cent of the province’s total 
population^. Roughly one in every ten persons either in 
’manufacturing’ or ’commerce’ and well over a third of all 
’service’ employees^ are located in the municipality. These 
proportions, ample evidence of an intense concentration of 
’specialized’ personnel, are the more remarkable in that the 
province contains a number of centers, which, though small 
(of the fourteen district capitals only three have populations 
in excess of 5*000) might have been expected to have claimed 
greater aggregate percentages.
1
Ibid.
2
See, Table 1, Total Population by Sex and Number and Popula­
tion of Agriculture Household for Changwad and Region, ’Whole 
Kingdom’, Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. 1,
3
See, Introduction, ’Whole Kingdom’, Population Census, 
Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. IV.
4 See, Table 1, Total Population and Population in Municipal 
Area, by Sex and Number and Population of Agriculture and 
Non-agriculture Households, ’Changwad Phranakhornsri-Ayuthya’, 
Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., p. 1.
5
See, Table 19* Employed Population 11 Years of Age and Over 
by Industry, by Age Group and by Sex, ’Whole Kingdom’, 
Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., pp. 52-9*
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Complementing the municipalityTs heterogeneity of 
functional specialisms is a population, which, by comparison 
with that of the kingdom and the province, must be adjudged 
’cosmopolitan’. For though the quota system introduced in 
1947 severely restricted the number of foreign immigrants^, 
and their proportions, never large, have since shrunk to 
insignificance (being now less than two per cent of the total 
population1 2 34and only slightly more than one per cent of that 
in the province^) aliens and their offspring have concentrated 
in the larger centers. Consequently, though the number of 
foreign born residents in the province is small - 4,629* of 
whom 4*534 are Chinese^ - nearly a third have settled in the 
municipality, and with first and second generation Thai, 
mainly from Chinese/Thai stock, make up fully half the popu­
lation of the center.
Obviously, most ’lukjin’ (here used in an expanded sense 
to include those few scions of foreign stock not of a Chinese
1
See, Halvor Gille and Thip Chalothorn, op. cit., p. 2»
2
See, Table 5* Place of Birth of Population, for Changwad 
and Region, ’Whole Kingdom’, Population Census, Thailand,
I960, op. cit., p. 13.
3 Ibid.
4 'See, Table 5* Place of Birth of Population, by Sex,’Changwad Phranakhornsri-Ayuthya’, Population Census, Thailand, 
I960, o£. cit., p. 7.
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father and Thai mother) have not been born in, but have 
migrated to the municipality. Significantly, less than six 
and a half per cent of the population of the province has been 
born in other sections of the country^, and of these, over a 
third have come in during the 1955-60 period^. Further, 
while the province has received males and females in about 
equal proportions from all parts of Thailand, though over­
whelmingly from the neighboring areas (conversely, emigrants - 
more than 115,000 - have dispersed widely but mainly through 
the nearby provinces^), most migrants to the municipality 
have come from Bangkok and are predominantly male. The 
disparity between the number of males and females in the 
municipal population has disappeared only recently (see table 
7) under the intra-provincial influx of females which has 
accompanied their extraordinary migration to Phra Nakhon 
(Bangkok)4.
1
Ibid.
2 See, Table 6, Migration of Population 5 Years of Age and 
Over, by Age Group and by Sex, fChangwad Phranakhornsri- 
Ayuthya1, Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., pp. 8-9*
3 See, Table 5, Place of Birth of Population by Sex, in all 
tChangwadt series except TChangwad Phranakhornsri-AyuthyaT, 
Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit.
4 See, Table 6, Migration of Population 5 Years of Age and 
Over, by Age Group and by Sex, TChangwad Phranakhornf, 
Population Census, Thailand, I960, op. cit., pp. 10-13.
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As commerce and industry are firmly in the hands of 
Chinese, most ’lukjin’ (and aliens) coming to Ayutthaya from 
Bangkok join already established brethren, finding employment 
as shopkeepers and coolies. As well, the Ayutthayan 
administrative staff, though almost exclusively Thai, has 
been trained in the capital - a considerable number being 
born there. In addition to providing the municipality with 
much of its ’urban’ labor force, Bangkok also sends stores.
All packaged goods and most manufactured articles 
cramming the shelves of Ayutthayan shops originate in or pass 
through the capital; and most shopkeepers are, in reality, 
’commissionaires’ who remit monies collected, minus a small 
percentage of the sales price, to one or more Bangkok-based 
firms. The fully-stocked Ayutthayan shop usually is less 
indicative of a brisk trade than of the shopkeeper’s 
inability to refuse goods sent from Bangkok and his desire to 
accommodate a wide range of consumer needs. Packaged goods 
are in over-supply: stocks of ’staples’ are generally adequate 
for the demands of several months to a year or more, while 
more unusual items languish interminably - shopkeepers stoical­
ly accepting the many oddments presented them by Bangkok more 
as decorative than vendible. Such a mode of commerce has 
resulted primarily from a low aggregate demand which, despite 
the credit extended by many shopkeepers to regular patrons, is
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aggravated by the average consumer’s lack of ready cash. The 
very mediocre rates of sale which result leave most shop 
owners without sufficient capital to replenish supplies.
Ayutthaya is effectively the market for little more than 
the resident population and those villagers clustered closely 
along the waterways in the immediate vicinity - perhaps as 
many as fifty thousand people. Greater Talad Hua Raw and, to 
a much more limited extent, Talad Hua Laem and Talad Chao 
Prom do serve villagers and ’townsmen’ from the more distant 
parts of the province and neighboring districts; particularly 
in Ang Thong and Sara Buri - an area containing some five 
hundred thousand people. But they do so infrequently and 
irregularly. The villager depends for the satisfaction of his 
limited needs on other alternatives. The few shops in the 
smaller district centers, almost wholly supplied directly 
from Bangkok, vie for his custom with the itinerant Chinese 
trader peddling his wares directly or distributing from a 
limited hoard of smallgoods through one or two agriculturalists 
in each village. Nor is it difficult for him to make the 
occasional trip to the capital which, being within an hour’s 
inexpensive rail or bus journey, invites even Ayutthayans to 
forsake local shopping facilities.
Several handicraft items made locally, notably feather 
fans and the distinctive ’lamp-shade’ peasant hat, high
26o
quality knife blades collected from craftsmen in the environs 
of the municipality, and articles of clothing produced by 
several tailors and seamstresses working in conjunction with 
itinerant peddlars, are distributed over a relatively wide 
area - some enjoying a nation-wide, even international, 
market. Rough tabular analysis (see table 8) supports the 
impression likely to be gained by the casual observer, how­
ever, that commercial activity is locally oriented. Confirma­
tion of an overwhelming local bias is forthcoming from 
businessmen themselves. Beyond the dozen hotels and 
restaurants catering for transients (mainly government 
officials) and the occasional tourist, Ayutthayan shops and 
other commercial establishments are maintained by the needs 
of the local population.
The local population, however, includes a sizable number 
of temporary residents who have come to benefit from the 
several special facilities available; particularly to attend 
those institutions offering academic and religious instruc­
tion. Some fifteen hundred 1 studentsT resident in Ayutthaya 
in 1962 were drawn from surrounding areas of the Central 
Plain, and several hundred more came from other, more distant, 
regions of the country - the Agricultural College’s four 
hundred-odd scholars including representatives from almost 
every province in Thailand. In addition, under a rotation
Table 8 : SHOPS AND OTHER COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF AYUTTHAYA ; I962
Type of business(a )
Number of 
businesses
Percent of 
total number 
of
businesses
Number of fronts in 
individual businesses(b)
over
1 2 3 4 5 5
Total number Percent of
of fronts total number
of fronts
Number of bus­
inesses with 
front on two 
or more sides
Restaurant 108 13.1 47 43 15 3 4-4 190 14.3 27
T a i l o r  & Seamstress 67 8.1 63 3 1 *—* *-• 4—» 72 5.4 1
Drug, Food & Household Goods 66 8.0 27 31 6 2 «-* 117 8.9 8
Storage (incl. Garages) 57 6.9 23 17 4 3 «—1 10 159 11.9
Food 56 6.8 27 21 8 M t—* •-4 93 7.0 #-4
Barber & Beautician 46 5.6 42 4 M M « 50 3.8 1
Clothing & Textiles 45 5.4 40 4 1 *—* - 52 3-9 1
ArtisanTc ) 35 4.2 23 11 1 W - 48 3.6 2
Food & Household Goods 30 3.6 11 10 7 2 «-4 60 4-5 1
Food Preparation 29 3.5 I 4 Ü )  ll(l) 4(1» ) „ ♦—* 48 3.6 4-4
Drugs
ProfessionalV“ )
27
24
3.3
2.9 « 0 0
9 4
5 —
1
M **
47
29
3-5
2.2
5
1
Jewelry 20 2.4 16 4 *—» — 24 1.8 *—*
Household Goods 20 2.4 11 6 2 1 — 33 2.5 3
Ba r b e r  & Tailor 17 2.0 14 2 1 M 4-4 21 1.6 1
Hardware & Appliances 16 1.9 6 7 3 *-» 29 2.2 1
Leather Goods 13 1.6 12 1 W 14 1.0 2
Metalworking 13 1.6 7 4 1 1 4-4 22 1.6 «
E m p o r i u m ( e ) „ , 11 1.3 -— 5 5 1 30 2.2 3Miscellany(f ) 11 1.3 11 *-4 *-» *—• 11 0.8 *-•
Clothing & Various Goods 11 1.3 5 5 1 •—* to* *—* 18 1.4 1
Woodworking 10 1.2 5 4 1 *-» ♦—* *—♦ 16 1.2 1
Cement & Plaster Constructions 8 1.0 2 1 3 1 1 - 22 1.6 -
Ice 7 0.8 7 M 7 0.5
Stationery & Books 5 0.6 3 2 »-* 7 0.5 4-4
Miscellaneous Manuf acturing'-S) 5 0.6 2 *-» 2 1 — *—* 12 0.9
Furniture 4 0.5 2 *-* 2 ♦—« 8 0.6 1
Agricultural Supply'-“ ) 4 0.5 2 2 *e* 4-4 - 6 0.4
Petroleum Station 4 0.5 *■4 *—* *-* 3 - 1 22 1.6
Bank 3 0.4 M 2 1 ►-* - - 7 0.5
Drugs & Jewelry 2 0.2 1 - 1 H - *-4 4 0.3 -
Textile & Clothing Manufacturing 2 0.2 1 1 •-# - 3 0.2
Feather Fan Manufacturing 2 0.2 2 «-* *—* 4-4 - - 2 0.2 -
Singer Sewing Machine Co. 1 0.1 *-4 1 4-4 4-^ •—* 2 0.2 -
Empty 47 5.7 47 *-* *—» 4-4 - 47 3.5 -
Total 826 99.7(1) 505 216 73 17 4 11 1332 99.9 (1 ) 60
Notes :
(a) Shops are categorized on the basis of predominant articles 
sold and/or services performed — many also stock a variety of 
smallgoods or offer ancillary services.
(b) Fronts are generally five meters wide and variations from 
this norm are usually insignificant. Here, the unusually wide 
or narrow front is reduced to the five meter standard. Only 
fronts along the narrower side of a corner shop are considered»
(c) In a ’commercial1 sense; e.g. printers, photographers,
I repairmen.
(d) Doctors, dentists, lawyers and other specialists.
(e) Most shops so categorized stock drugs, household goods, 
clothing, textiles and a host of smallgoods; many also stock 
jewelry, hardware and appliances.
(f) Included in this category are shops selling religious 
trifles, flowers and various smallgoods, and agents for the 
national lottery.
(g) Included in this category are craftsmen working with 
paper, bamboo and thatch.
(h) Though stocking a few bona fide farm supplies, these shops 
cater for the gardener and small vegetable grower in the 
municipality.
(i) Total is not 100.0 due to rounding.
(j) Included in this total is one establishment in a 
residence.
(k) Included in this total are two professional men using 
their homes as offices.
(l) Included in this total are two establishments in 
residences.
(m) Included in this total is one establishment in a 
residence.
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scheme (possessed of no apparent regularity) each of the 
groups within the provincial and regional gendarmerie occupies 
quarters in Ayutthaya as ’headquarters detachment’.
In a sense, most members of the administrative staff are 
also temporary, or, perhaps more aptly, migratory residents. 
Provincial administrators and officials of the several depart­
ments with regional headquarters in Ayutthaya (see table 5) 
spend much of their time on tours of inspection, personally 
supervising underlings in the various district centers within 
their jurisdictions. And the governor and lieutenant-governor 
of the province - coincidently mayor of the municipality and 
regional police chief, respectively - are as much in Bangkok 
receiving instructions as they are in Ayutthaya seeing they 
are carried out. Further, most ranking officials are 
transferred to new jurisdictions after periods of between 
three and five years. In truth, the more exalted the office, 
the more mobile the administrator. Every peasant, while 
respecting the governor as the highest authority in the 
province, is fully aware of the transitory nature of the 
governor’s tenure. Though Ayutthaya is the center from which 
a host of regional and provincial officials emanate, it is 
common knowledge that they are emissaries only of the central 
government in Bangkok.
CONCLUSION
Conclusion
Despite the countrywide burgeonning of the population, 
which has taken levels from some five million to over 
twenty-five million in the last half-century, there appears no 
evidence to suggest a concomitant process of urbanization - 
as distinct from metropolitanization - in Thailand. But, 
while the growth of centers - with the exception of the 
capital - is in keeping with the growth of the total 
population, there appears to be no significant relationship 
between the growth rates of centers and those of the 
surrounding agricultural populations. Rather it seems that 
provincial centers owe much of their growth to those 
particular factors comprehended in the recent rapid economic 
development of the country; and that the growth of a provin­
cial center reflects, in large part, the degree to which it 
has been endowed by the central government.
Though the degree of centralization which now character­
izes the government of Thailand - and, on the basis of the 
disparity in size between the largest and next-largest center, 
Thailand is the most centralized of nations - appears to have 
reached greater proportions than ever before, the development 
of the nation throughout the last half-millennium has been
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accomplished by utilizing the power gained from more or less 
unified control of the basin of the Maenam Chao Phraya to 
extend suzerainty and finally direct control over as many of 
the neighboring petty states as possible. Even prior to 
ParamatrailokanathaTs mid-fifteenth century Ayutthayan king­
dom, each of the separate and competing independent Thai 
states which divided this basin were of the muang type - seem­
ingly as centralized a form as could be maintained under the 
circumstances. Bangkok’s control of the kingdom in the nine­
teenth century (that is, prior to the development of even a 
rudimentary communications network) was made possible through 
an ability to effect a partial realization of that nice 
territorial subdivisioning, based primarily upon population 
densities, which the previous Ayutthayan and Sukhothai king­
doms had attempted to enforce. In fact, the contemporary 
territorial hierarchy is very similar to the military-cum- 
administrative divisions of seventh century Nanchao.
This conscious territorial organization, designed for 
controlling as large an area as possible from a single 
strategically positioned center, has determined, in great 
part, the distributional pattern of all the kingdom’s centers; 
and, certainly for Bangkok, the direct relationship between 
the capital and the more important provincial centers has led 
to that great disparity in size between the capital and any
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other of the kingdomTs centers. Further, the continuity of 
the overall distributional pattern of centers over the past 
seven hundred years, that is, since Rama KamhaengTs Sukhothai 
Kingdom, is simply due to the retention of most of the 
long-established independent or semi-independent administra­
tive capitals as dependent provincial or district centers. 
Similarly, though Western techniques and ideas have been intro­
duced at an accelerating rate during the recent half-century, 
though a considerable change has occurred in the appearance 
of the provincial center, though its population has increased 
many-fold, though relationships with other centers and the 
agricultural surroundings have been immeasurably heightened, 
yet with all this, its functions, though greatly expanded, 
have remained essentially the same.
Patterns and modes evolving from public and private 
enterprise in the capital are also present in those provin­
cial and district capitals whose established centrality 
suggests opportunity. In fact, all provincial centers are 
made in the image of Bangkok, for in this predominantly 
self-sufficient agricultural community it is the central gov­
ernment that provides most of the services offered by the 
provincial center. As might be expected, therefore, the 
number and variety of these services is closely related to 
the administrative hierarchy, and there is a certain general
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and direct Tcorrelation1 between the population of a center 
and the number and variety of services offered. But this 
correlation is an extremely crude and a rather meaningless 
one. If centers are considered on a nationwide basis a 
considerable number of anomalies between the population and 
service hierarchies precludes recognition of an hierarchical 
system of discrete classes; within provinces the fact that 
the usual district capital is hardly more than an agricultural 
village in which is situated the ’office1 of the district 
official makes it obvious that its population does not reflect 
centrality - in fact, it reflects nothing more than a con­
venient administrative subdivisioning based upon nodality.
However, there is evident a certain regular spacing of 
centers over extended areas which, despite any bias that may 
have been introduced by a system of classes, is obviously 
greater between large than between small centers. Further, 
the spacing between centers varies inversely with the density 
of the population. These relationships, so obvious as to 
perhaps seem trivial, cannot be seized upon as the basis from 
which to formulate an hypothesis, for, as we have seen, they 
have resulted, in large part, from the conscious policy of the 
central government.
The necessity of forbearance in indicating how this 
particular study has contributed towards a fuller understanding
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of the pattern of settlement, considered in the Introduction, 
may now perhaps be somewhat modified. This does not, 
however, alter the contention that this description cannot be 
seen as an elaboration of the concepts of Settlement 
geography* thus far evolved. Certainly to maintain either 
that the pattern described is the settlement pattern of a 
nation on the threshold of industrialization, or that the 
Thai experience should be carefully watched in order to 
discover the manner in which this TmetamorphosisT takes 
place, would require a certain temerity. To point to an 
apparently similar pattern which characterized some 
historical period in the development of the West and attempt 
to see in the present Thai pattern some sort of Tarrested 
development1 still seems equally rash. And to present the 
Thai pattern as the more or less predetermined outcome of a 
set of natural laws which, while acting through people, are 
not dependent upon or unduly influenced by 1 human inter­
ference1 is inconceivable.
More unhappily, there appears to be no study with which 
this one may be aligned — no study which lends the comfort 
of similarity. What is suggested, however, is the necessity 
for much closer examination of many more specific situations 
before the formulation of any general hypotheses. Perhaps 
a long-established area in the Near East - Iraq, for
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instance — might warrant investigation along these lines. 
Possibly, however, the very methods by which investigation 
is conducted must be modified. Surely, even should it 
become clear that any generalization that might be forthcom­
ing concerning settlement patterns must be intolerably naive 
if it would reconcile manifold differences, this in itself 
would provide a basis for further constructive conjecture.
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Notes :
(a) Bowring (The Kingdom and People of Siam, vol. 1, 1857* 
p. 82) quotes la LoubSre as stating that some retrenchment 
should be made Tfor the vanity and lying essential to 
Orientals1 though Tthe fugitives who have sought sanctuary in 
the woods... ought to be added1. Quaritch Wales (Ancient 
Siamese Government and Administration, 1934> p. 8) believes 
that since the total given by la Loubere is taken from the 
government rolls it Twould probably not include certain 
classes of slaves, and there would also be a considerable 
number of people who had taken refuge in the jungle to escape 
the corvees’.
(b) Malcom states that this figure has been Tcomputed by the 
French missionaries’. Apparently, in the absence of anything 
better, la Loubere’s figure of 1688 was invoked.
(c) Skinner implies that the figure would have been much 
larger but for the ’ruinous wars with Burma from 1759 on into 
the nineteenth century’• He does not indicate how the figure 
of 4»5 millions was derived, but his later estimates suggest 
extrapolation.
(d) Subsequently revised (I83O) to 2,790,500.
(e) These figures are based on ’statements in the literature 
on nineteenth-century conditions and the twentieth-century 
estimates by the Central Statistical Service’. Anticipating 
the scepticism with which the estimates for 1825, 1850 and 
1875 may be viewed, particularly in view of the estimates made 
by eyewitnesses, Skinner maintains that ’to accept such 
figures as Crawfurd’s or Malcom’s requires the admission of a 
natural-increase rate wholly improbable [my italics] for 
pre-modern Siam. One is forced to the conclusion that the 
contemporary estimates for the first half of the nineteenth 
century are almost certainly too low’.
(f) Subsequently revised (1852) to 3*252,650.
(g) Quaritch Wales, loc. cit. , states that Bastian quotes this 
figure from a Siamese record giving the number of people 
marked on the rolls. If the same reservations he (Quaritch 
Wales) held for la Loubere’s figure of 1688 be invoked (see 
footnote (a) above), Bastian’s figure represents but a portion 
of the total population.
(h) Repetitious almanac figures are omitted.
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(i) Pallegoix offers a breakdown of this total as follows: 
Siamese proper (the Thai race), 1,900,000; Chinese, 1,500,000; 
Laos, 1,000,000; Malays, 1,000,000; Cambodians, 500,000;
Peguans, 50,000; Kareens, Xongs, etc., 50,000, and believes 
that by multiplying the official census results (which are 
concerned only with men and are not communicated to any but 
the king and his ministers) by five, a reasonable estimate of 
the total population may be made.
(j ) ’Our late ambassador to Siam, Mr Roberts, estimates the 
proper Siamese at 1,600,000; Siamese Laos, 1,200,000; Chinese, 
500,000; Malays, 320,000».
(k) The American Almanac’s source is the Weimar Almanac for
1837.
(l) The American Almanac’s source is the Weimar Almanac for
1840 .
(m) Skinner (Chinese Society in Thailand, p. 69) in a footnote
to Table 3* »Selected Estimates of The Chinese and total popu­
lations of Thailand prior to 1917* states that »The many esti­
mates in the literature which merely accept some other 
authority»s earlier figures have been omitted. In this cate­
gory, for instance, fall the figures of Bowring». It is, of 
course, impossible, except when explicitly noted, to determine 
whether earlier figures have been merely reiterated or 
accepted only following careful consideration, but, as a 
matter of fact, Bowring clearly distinguishes between the 
estimates of other authorities and his own: »We are told by
...Siamese princes that the population of Siam is about five 
millions»; »In the uncertainties of Oriental statistics, with 
the small acquaintance we possess respecting the inhabitants 
of the interior, and amidst various opinions which fluctuate 
between three and seven millions, I am disposed to consider the 
real population of Siam as composed of from four millions five 
hundred thousand to five millions of souls» (op. cijt. , vol. 1, 
p. 81).
(n) Grehan offers the same breakdown as Pallegoix (see foot­
note (i) above).
(o) »...some geographers maintain the population is as much 
as 8,000,000».
(p) Skinner (oj3. cit. , p. 69) considers this an »extremely 
deviant» estimate and excludes it from consideration.
Naturally, the figure of 35*000,000 cannot be accepted, in
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fact, it offends the intelligence, but one wonders whether 
Bacon has been judged incompetent by virtue of a misprint - 
a cipher may easily be mishandled. Bacon did not report what 
he had seen, but compiled and arranged the work of others.
It is apparent, when reading this work, that he was fully 
aware of the estimates made by reliable authorities. The 
intelligence required to attempt a compilation would, seeming­
ly, shy at presentation of such an obvious absurdity.
(q) Not content, the Directory adds: Tthe actual population
in all probability far exceeds that number*.
(r) The figure of 8,000,000 refers to Thailand prior to the 
French annexations and is broken down into: 2,500,000 Siamese,
1.000. 000 Chinese, 2,000,000 Laotians, 1,000,000 Malays and
2.000. 000 immigrant Burmese, Indians and Cambodians; the 
figure of 5*000,000 refers to Thailand after the French 
annexations.
(s) The Almanac, apparently dismayed by a Tpopulation various­
ly estimated between 7; and 38 millions*, makes a desperate 
compromise at a * conservative* 12 million — a figure which is 
retained until the turn of the century.
(t) This range encompasses the estimates of * the most 
reliable authorities*, but * other writers have put them at 
seven or eight times as much* as the lower figure.
(u) This range has been determined by combining estimates 
given for various portions of the country in 1903 by the 
several high ranking Thai government officials who contributed 
the straightforward description of their country that com­
prises The Kingdom of Siam. Broken down, the figures are:
508,000~for Upper Siam (p. 33), 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 for 
Lower Siam (p. 43) and 1,910,000 for the Southern Provinces of 
the Malay Peninsula (p. 58).
(v) Broken down into: 1,500,000 Siamese; 600,000 Chinese;
600.000 Malays; plus immigrant Burmans, Indians and Cambodians 
to make up the total.
(w) Broken down into: 1,766,000 Siamese; 1,400,000 Chinese;
753.000 Malays; 1,350,000 Laotians, 490,000 Cambodians and 
Annamites; 130,000 Mons; 130,000 Karians, 46,000 Shans and 
Burmans; and 5,000 Europeans and others.
(x) Based on the detailed census of twelve Monthons taken in
1904.
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(y) Based on the census of Bangkok of 1909 and the partial 
census of Thailand of 1904»
/ From Skinner, ojd. cit. , pp. 68-9«
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Notes ;
(a) Although the number of provinces has varied from census 
to census during the 1919-60 period (there were 80 provinces 
in 1919, 79 in 1929, 70 in 1937 and 71 in 1947 and i960), 
changes have usually involved entire units, so that in most 
cases published census data may be readily recast into the 
present provincial framework. Where this is not possible, 
reasonable estimates have been derived either through com­
parison with data contained in TPopulation by Changwad 
[Province] B.E. 2462-2501 [A.D.1919-1958]1, a mimeographed 
sheet, in Thai, published by the Central Registration Section
of the Department of Interior in July 1961, or by interpolation.
(b) N. = Nakhon, S. = Samut.
(c) In 1919 and 1929 two provinces - Chumphon and Langsuan - 
occupied the area which is now the province of Chumphon.
(d) In 1919 and 1929 Kalasin and Mahasarakham were separate 
provinces; in 1937 Kalasin was part of Mahasarakham; from 1947 
to date they have been separate.
(e) In 1919 and 1929 portions of Narathiwat and Pattani were 
in the former province of Saiburi.
(f) In 1919 and 1929 two provinces - Dhanyaburi and Pathum 
Thani - occupied the area which is now the province of Pathum 
Thani.
(g) In 1919 and 1929 two provinces - Takuapa and Phangnga — 
occupies the area which is now the province of Phangnga.
(h) In 1919 and 1929 two provinces - Lomsak and Phetchabun — 
occupied the area which is now the province of Phetchabun.
(i) In 1919 and 1929 portions of the provinces of Phra Nakhon, 
Samut Prakan and Thon Buri were in the former provinces of 
Minburi and Pra Padaeng.
(j) In 1919 two provinces - Krabinburi and Prachinburi - 
occupied the area which is now the province of Prachin Buri.
(k) Sisaket was known as Khukhan in 1919 and 1929.
(l) In 1919 and 1929 two provinces - Sawankhalok and Sukhothai 
— occupied the area which is now the province of Sukhothai.
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(m) From Table 4 9 fPopulation Classified by Circles (Monthons) 
and Provinces (Changwats) B.E. 2462 (1919-20)’, Statistical 
Year Book of the Kingdom of Siam« no. 11, Department of 
General Statistics, B.E^ 2468 (1925-6), pp. 34—5-
(n) From Table 6, TPopulation Classified by Circles (Monthons) 
and Provinces (Changwats), B.E. 2472 (1929-30)T, Statistical 
Year Book of the Kingdom of Siam, no. 16, Department of 
General Statistics, B.E. 2473 0-930-1), pp. 44-5«
(o) From Table 9* TCensus Returns for the Changwats, 1947 9 
Compared with Previous Census, 1937* 9 Statistical Year Book 
of Thailand, no. 22, Central Statistical Office, Office of 
the National Economic Council, vol. 1, pp. 58-9.
(p) Estimates from ’Population by Changwad, B.E. 2462~2501T 
(see footnote (a) above). Based on extrapolation from the 
previous censuses and estimates for 1955-6 in the Final Report 
of The Demographic and Economic Survey, 19549 Central Statis­
tical Office, Office of the National Economic Development 
Board.
(q) From Table 1, Total Population, by Sex and Number and 
Population of Agriculture Household for Changwad and Region, 
TWhole Kingdom’, Population Census. Thailand. I960. Central 
Statistical Office, National Economic Development Board,
PP. 1-3.
* From ’Population by Changwad, B.E. 2462-2501’, jO£. cit.
/ Estimated by comparing census data with those given in ibid. 
© Interpolated estimate.
+ Total given by census (570,648) minus interpolated estimate 
for Kalasin (242,736).
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Notes:
* Equivalence with similarly named modern areas is uncertain.
(a) T...seven-tenths are Cambodians ... the rest Siamese, 
Chinese and Cochin Chinese1.
(b) T...of whom three—fourths are Siamese; the rest consist 
of Chinese, Malays, and some of the aboriginal racesf.
(c) T...of whom more than half are of the Siamese race1.
(d) Including !from ten to twelve thousand Chinese settlers1.
(e) Part of the province of Chiengmai at present.
(f) T... including Zimme [Chiengmai], Kiang Hai [Chiang Rai], 
Kiang Hsen [Chiang Saen], Muang Pow [Prao], Muang Houngson 
[Mae Hongson], Muang Fang [Fang], Muang Ken and...other 
sub-provinces...T
(g) TA seemingly accurate census taken in 1897 yielded the 
following’, Siamese, 15>l88; Chinese, 11,350; total, 26,538*
(h) Includes the central plain and the so-called ’eastern 
provinces’ of Thailand (the southeastern coastal area, the 
Eastern Plateau and northern Cambodia).
(i) ’...includes ...Petchaburi, Bangtaphan, Chumpon, Langsuan, 
Chaiya, Bandon, Lakon, Patalung, Singora, Patani, Nongchik, 
Jaring, Saiburi, Jalar, Raman, Rangeh, Kelantan, and Tringanu, 
on the eastern slope, and Kra, Renong, Takuapa, Panga, 
Takuatung, Gerbi, Puket, Trang, Stul, Perlis, and Kedah, on 
the west’•
(j) ’...difficult to make any reliable estimate of the 
numbers of the different races...The following...are given for 
what they are worth: Malays, 900,000; Siamese, 800,000; 
Chinese, 200,000; Negritos, 10,000’, ibid., p. 58.
(k) The Monthon or Circle, an administrative unit embracing 
a number of provinces, was introduced in King Chulalongkorn’s 
reign (c.1894) and eliminated by the Constitutional regime in 
1933* The ’Twelve Monthons’ censused represented about 
two-thirds of the total number — the metropolitan Monthon of 
Bangkok being among those excepted.
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(l) Only the so-called frice exporting regionsT•
(m) Broken down into: 25*000 Chinese, 200 British Malays,
300 Siamese and 200 Siamo-Malays.
(n) From a census of Monthon Bangkok. The Chinese totalled 
197*918, the Europeans, 1,604; 628,675 lived in Bangkok town.
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Appendix D: POPULATION BY MONTHON (»CIRCLE»),
1911, 1919 and 1929
Monthon and Province(a) 1911(b ) 1919(c) 1929(d)
Krung Thep 
Phra Nakhon 
Thon Buri 
Samut Prakan 
Nonthaburi
391,171 666,719 921,617
Krung Kao (Ayutthaya) 
Ayutthaya 
Lop Buri 
Sara Buri 
Sing Buri 
Ang Thong 
Pathum Thani
548,165 705,245 839,775
Chanthaburi
Chanthaburi
Rayong
Trat
136,463 150,397 169,626
Chumphon 
Chumphon 
Surat Thani
166,402 185,394 (m)
Nakhon Chaisi 
Nakhon Pathom 
Suphan Buri 
Samut Sakhon
287,631 357,223 474,542
Nakhon Ratchasima 
Nakhon Ratchasima 
Buriram 
Chaiyaphum 
Ubon(e/
Sisaket(e)
Surin(e)
Roi Et
Mahas arakham\e) 
Kalasin(e)
520,518 591,084 2,822,710
Nakhon Sawan 
Nakhon Sawan 
Uthai Thani
287,668 365,705 512,971
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Monthon and Province 1911 1919
Chainat
Kamphaengphet
Tak
Nakhon Si Thammarat 
Nakhon Si Thammarat 
Songkhla 
Phatthalung 
Chumphonl^T 
Surat Thani(f)
Pattani
Pattani
Yala
Narathiwat
Prachin Buri 
Prachin Buri 
Chachoengsao 
Nakhon Nayok 
Chon Buri
Phitsanulok 
Phitsanulok 
Uttaradit 
Phichit 
Sukhothai 
Sawankhalok 
Phetchabun(s)
Bayab
Chiengmai 
Chiang Rai 
Mae Hongson 
Lamphun 
Phrae(h)
Lampang(h)
Nan(h)
478,266 525,733
276,695 299,888
325,271 406,833
249,856 396,540
1,223,761 798,084
Maharashtra (i) 543,852
Phrae 
Lampang 
Nan
Phetchabun 74,077 (k)
Phetchabun
1929
909,175
335,148
508,339
576,951
1,549,390
(i)
(k)
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Monthon and Province
Phuket
Phuket
Trang
Phangnga
Ranong
Krabi
Satun
Rat Buri 
Rat Buri 
Kanchanaburi 
Phet Buri
Prachuap Khiri Khan 
Samut Songkhram
Isarn 
Ubon 
Sisaket 
Surin 
Roi Et
Mahasarakham
Kalasin
Ubon
Ubon
Sisaket
Surin
Roi Et 
Roi Et
Mahasarakham
Kalasin
Udon
Udon
Nong Khai 
Sakon Nakhon 
Nakhon Phanom 
Loei
1911 1919
230,037 242,482
426 ,825  471,143
1,455,497 (1)
( j )  976,478
( j )  697,567
666,405 826,988
1929
242 ,041
579,357
(1)
(1)
(1)
1,064,565
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Notes :
(a) Provinces as presently delimited.
(b) From Table 2, ’Number and Density of the Population,
B.E. 2454 (1911-12)*, Statistical Year Book of the Kingdom of 
Siam, no. 5> Department of Commerce and Statistics, 1920.
(c) From Table 2, ’Density of the Population by Circles, B.E. 
2462 (1919-20)*, Statistical Year Book of the Kingdom of Siam, 
no. 11, Department of General Statistics, B.E. 2468 (1925-6 )•
(d) From Table 2, ’Density of the Population by Circles, B.E. 
2462 and 2472 (1919 and 1929)’, Statistical Year Book of the 
Kingdom of Siam, no. 16, Department of General Statistics,
B.E. 2473 (1930-1).
(e) Included in Monthon Isarn in 1911.
(f) Included in Monthon Chumphon in 1911 and 1919.
(g) Separate Monthon in 1911.
(h) Included in Monthon Maharashtra in 1919.
(i) Included in Monthon Bayab.
(j) Included in Monthon Isarn.
(k) Included in Monthon Phitsanulok.
(l) Included in Monthon Nakhon Ratchasima.
(m) Included in Monthon Nakhon Si Thammarat.
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Appendix E: ESTIMATED POPULATIONS OF DISTRICT CAPITALS,
BY CLASSES, c. I960
As census data are not available for district capitals 
only approximate populations can be indicated. With the ex­
ception of those which are also municipalities, populations 
have been estimated and the CharacterT of the center ascer­
tained from personal observation, discussions with responsible 
members of the Ministry of Interior and/or aerial photographs 
(on a scale of 1:40,000) taken during the period 1955-8. As, 
obviously, the accuracy of these estimates is suspect, a 
margin for error has been provided by grouping centers in 
rather wide classes.
Numbers 
200 to
of people 
1,000
Aow-luk Kapong Loengnoktha Sikao
Artsarmart Khamcha-ee Mae—chaem Si Sawat
Bacho Khamkhuankaeo Mae-prik Sri-songkhram
Bamnet-Narong Khamthaleso Mae-ramat Takua Thung
Bandan Khanom Mahachanachai Ta-phraya
Bandanlanhoi Khao Chai-son Ma—kham Thachana
Bangkra-thum Khao—saming Manorom Tha Chang
Bangkruat Khirimat Ma-yo Thai Muang
Bangsai Khirirat- Nakae Thali
Bang-sai nikhom Nampat Tha—pla
Bangsa-phan Khlongyai Nanoi Thap Put
Bangwao Khonburi Na Thawi Thapsakae
Bannangsta Khong Nongkha—yang Thapthan
Banphaeng Khongchiam Nongrua Tha—sae
Banrai Khonsawan Nongsua Tha Song Yang
Bo-phloi Khuangnai Pai Tha-uthen
Borabu Khuankhanun Pakpha-yun Tha—yang
Buntharik Khun Yuam Palian The-pha
Chanuman Klongthom Pathiu Thongphaphum
Chatturat Ko-kha Phana Thrai Yok
Chaturaphak Ko-kho-khao Phanom Thungchang
Phimarn Ko Lanta Phanomthuan Thung—saliam
Chiang Khan Ko-sichang Pha-to Thungwa
Chiang-yun Ko-yao Phra Saeng Tron
Chombung Kra Buri Pong-namron Umphang
Chumphonburi Kra-nuan Pua Uthai
Dankhunthot Kra-thu Rasi Saila Wang-noi
Dan Sai Krokphra Saba-yoi Wang-nua
Donsan Laem-ngop Samrongthap Wangthong
Faktha La-ngu Sangkhla Buri WaritchaphumKangkhro Lansaka Sankhaburi WatbotKanthara- Latbualuang Sawaengha Wat—phleng
wichai Laun Seka WattananakhornKapoe Li Sena Yaha
Yang Talat
Bang-namprieo
Bangpahan
Bang—rakam
Banhong
Bankhai
Banlat
Banpho
Banphot Phisai 
Banphraek 
Banphu 
Bansang 
Bantak 
Bun Yun 
Chai-badan 
Chai Buri 
Chaiya 
Chai—yo 
Chakrat 
Chana 
Chawang 
Chian-yai 
Chokchai 
Chondaen 
Chumphuang 
Doembang— 
nangbuat 
Hangchat 
Hot
Huai-yot
Hua-sai
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Numbers of people 
1,000 to 2,500
Kamphaengsaen
Kanchanadit
Kanthralak
Kanthra-rom
Kaset-sombun
Kasetwisai
Khanu
Khanuworaluk
Buri
Khao-yoi
Khemmarat
Khlongluang
Khokpho
Khunhan
Ko Samui
Kosum Phisai
Krai
Krasang
Kumphuawapi
Kut Khao
Lat Lum Kaeo
Lat-yao
Lomkao
Mae Suai
Mae-tha
Mae-tha
Maharat
Muangs ampsip
Nakhon Thai
Nakhornluang
Nongchang
Nong Chik
Nonghan
Nongsaeng
Nonsang
Nonthai
Omkoi
Ongkharak
Pana-re
Phachi
Phanom Phrai 
Phanonsarakham 
Phayakkha- 
phumphisai 
Phen 
Phimai 
Phon Phisai 
Pho-tha—le 
Pho—thong 
Phrankratai 
Phrao
Phromphi-rap
Phutthaisong
Phu Wiang
Prahon Chai
Prasat
Ratanburi
Rataphum
Rongkwang
Ronphibun
Sai-noi
Sa-moeng
Samchuk
Sam-ngam
Sangkha
Sa-thingphra
Satuk
Sichon
Si-satchanalai
Sopprap
Sra-kaeo
Sri-mahaphot
Suwannaphum
Thalang
Tha Muang
Tha Rong
Thasala
Tha-tako
Tha-tum
Tha—wung
Tha-yang
Thoen
Trakanphutphon 
Uthomphon 
Phisai 
U Thong 
Wangsaphung 
Wapi Pathum 
Yantakhao 
Yarang
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Numbers of people 
2,500 to 5,000
Amnat Doi Saket Pakphli Saraphi
Banbung Hangdong Pak-tho Sawangdaendin
Bangban Hankha Pak Thong Chai Sa-wi
Bangkhonthi Kamalasai Pasang Selaphum
Bang Lamung Khu Khan Phannanikhom Sikhiu
Banglen Klaeng Phanthong Si Khoraphum
Bangpa-in Kota Baru Phayuhakhiri Si Samrong
Bangpakong Kuchinarai Phichai Song
Bang-phae Laemsing Phra- Srichiengmai
Bangphli Lamlukka phutthabat Sri-prachan
Bang-rachan Lamplai-mat Phukieo Su-ngaipadi
Bang-yai Long Phun Phin Sungnoen
Banmo Mae-chan Pone-tong Tak Bai
Banna Mae Rim Prachanta-kham Ta-khli
Banphaeo Mae-sai Pran Buri Tawatburi
Banphai Mae Sariang Ra-ngae Thamaka
Chae Horn Mae-taeng Ruso Than-yaburi
Cha Thing Phra Nakhonchai-sri Sahatsakhon That Phanom
Cha-uat Namphong Samkhok Thoeng
Chiang Dao Nangrong Samngao Waeng
Chiang Khong NgSo Samphran Wangchin
Chiang Saen Nongbua Sankamphaeng Wanonniwat
Chom Thong Nong Bua Sanpatong Wiang Pa Pao
Chumphae Lamphu Sanphaya Wiset chai—chai
Det Udom Nongmu Sao-hai Yi-ngo
Numbers of people
5,000 to 10,000
Bang-bo Chiang Kham Mukdahan Phrom Buri
Bangkruai Damnoensaduak Pakchong Sattahip
Bang-phlama Fang Pakkret Sungmen
Banglaem Inburi Phak—hai Tha Bo
Phan Yamu
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Notes :
(a) TIn...[1545] a terrible fire occurred at AyutTia. Many 
temples and public buildings were destroyed, together with 
10,050 houses. Assuming that not more than one-third of the 
city was destroyed, and allowing five inmates to each house, 
we may conclude that AyutTia contained over 150,000 inhabit­
ants^ Though apparently a conservative estimate, the figure 
of 150,000 is obviously no more than a guess.
(b) PintoTs estimate was 400,000 families, which when multi­
plied by four or five (five persons per family has apparently 
served most estimaters, and that it is a good average is borne 
out by the i960 Census - see Table 13? Number and Population 
of Private Household by Size and Population of Institutional 
Household, TWhole Kingdom’, p, 25) approximates to one and a 
half or two million people. Opinion differs as to Pinto’s 
veracity: some, like Wood (’Fernao Mendez Pinto’s Account of 
Events in Siam’, Selected Articles from the Siam Society 
Journal, vol. 7? 1959 > p . 197) believe him ’careless or’ un­
truthful, or both’; others, like Gerini (’Historical Retrospect 
of Junkceylon Island’, Selected Articles from the Siam Society 
Journal, vol. 4? 1959? p . 15) believe his evidence to be ’unim- 
peachable’; a few, like de Campos (’Early Portuguese Accounts 
of Thailand’, Selected Articles from the Siam Society Journal, 
vol. 7, 1959? p . 230) believe that’A complete unbiassed 
critical study of Pinto’s Peregrinations remains to be made...’
(c) ’The directors of the East India Company called it in 
1617 a metropolis like London.’ Though this reference is vague 
it may be inferred as describing a similar population level.
The estimate given is that for London before the Fire, and, 
therefore, must be considered generous. ’Mr. Veret, the 
manager of the French settlement in Ayuthiya [Ayutthaya]...in 
I685...[noted] that Ayuthiya was then larger than Paris, with 
...a large population...’ The estimate given is that for Paris 
under Louis XIV; though the allusion suggests that while 
Ayutthaya covered a larger area it was less populous.
(d) ’Moreover, this city is well-populated, so much so that, 
when the King is there, they can muster sixty thousand men... 
to carry arms, and this number could be doubled if one were to 
include the inhabitants of the villages on the other side of 
the river which may be regarded as its suburbs.’ The lower 
muster, when multiplied by three or four (deleting one from 
each family, see footnote (b) above) gives a population of 
roughly 180,000 to 240,000; the higher, 360,000 to 480,000. 
Judging from the present habit of Thai settlement and the then
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large TemptyT areas within the walls, the Tsuburbs1 could 
doubtless contribute at least half again as many men as the 
Tcity proper1; but, allowing a total muster of only 100,000 
- apparently a most conservative estimate - the total number 
of inhabitants could hardly be less than 300,000.
(e) These estimates have been derived by multiplying numbers 
of houses or men by five.
(f) Broken down into: 48*090 Siamese; 60,700 Chinese; 15*000 
Peguers [Peguans]; 3*500 Laos; 1,000 Cambojans [Cambodians];
700 Tavoyans; 500 Cochin Chinese; 2,000 Malays; 1,500 Moors;
150 Hindoos; and 950 Christians of Portuguese parents born in 
the country.
(g) fChinese (paying tax), 310,000; Descendants of Chinese, 
50,000; Cochin Chinese, 1,000; Cambojans [Cambodians], 2,500; 
Siamese, 8,000; Peguans, 5*000; Laos (lately come), 7*000;
Ditto (old residents), 9*000; Burmans (or Bramas), 2,000; 
Tavoyers, 3*000; Malays, 3*000; Christians, 800. Total: 
401,300. This table of the population cannot be relied on
as giving anything more than a very faint and imperfect view 
of the inhabitants.1
(h) *This is the actual population, as estimated by English 
and American ambassadors who have been in this town several 
times: Chinese (pay tax), 200,000; Siamese, 120,000; Cochin 
Chinese or Vietnamese, 12,000; Cambodians, 10,000; Pegouans, 
15*000; Laos, 25*000; Burmese, 3*000; Malay, 15,000;
Christians and others, 4*000. Total: 404*000.T
(i) T1n the village of Plieoo there are only a few hundred 
souls, who are mostly Tachin-Chinese.T
(3) TChinese and descendants, 60,000; Siamese, 30*000; 
Cochin-Chinese, Peguans, Tavoyers, Malays, Portuguese etc., 
10,000. Total: 100,000. There is, however, no mode of 
ascertaining the true census, and every traveller will make 
his own guess.T
(k) !,..even including the different suburbs which are 
without the walls.1
(l) TThe eldest son of the King assured me that it [Chiengmai] 
contained more than one hundred thousand souls; but he 
evidently exaggerated, and largely.T
(m) Broken down into: 50,000 Siamese; 81,000 Chinese;
19*000 Peguers; 3*590 Laos; 1,050 Cambojans; 500 Tavoyans;
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600 Cochin Chinese; 1,800 Malays; 1,500 Moors; 150 Hindoos; 
and 964 Christians of Portuguese parents born in the country.
(n) The title of the table from which these data are derived 
is TNames of Provinces, Cities, Towns and Villages of Siam, 
with the number of inhabitants and from what Countries immi­
grated - not including those in the interior after Agricul­
tural pursuits, included in the total number1. As there is 
no differentiation in the table proper it is not possible - 
save by logical supposition - to directly determine whether a 
provincial or center population is being quoted. Skinner 
(op. cit., p. 71) in attempting to arrive at some ’reasonable’ 
figure for the numbers of Chinese in Thailand at various 
times, first states that Malloch ’Gives the population by 
race of over eighty cities and towns in Siam, and the list 
includes every town of any importance’ and then takes him to 
task because ’The figures given for most of the towns far up- 
country from Bangkok are clearly inflated (Lamphun, for in­
stance, is shown to have a population of 48,050 of whom 6,050 
were supposedly Chinese, while even today Lamphun is a town 
of less than 10,000[my italics],such that the totalof 
Malloch’s figures is unquestionably an overestimate.’ Malloch 
nowhere states that his list includes all important towns, in 
fact as has been noted, he does not even state that all the 
figures given refer to towns or other centers — it is obvious 
that some do not. How Skinner has determined that the popula­
tions for most of the upcountry towns are ’clearly inflated’ 
is a mystery. Certainly, when compared with those of others, 
Malloch’s estimates appear reasonable; in fact, are generally 
lower. Lamphun’s figure is, of course, a provincial estimate, 
not one for the town, but, even if it were the fact that 
Lamphun is now a town of less than 10,000 surely does not pre­
clude its having had a population of 48*050 a century ago, or 
a week ago. Malloch offers a break down of these figures by 
nationality as follows (Malayan, Cambodian and Laotian centers 
shown here have been omitted from the table proper):
Siamese Names 
of cities, &c.
Siamese Chinese Peg-
uers
Malays Laos Cambo-
jans
Krung, former
Capital 19*500 20,000 380 370 850 250
Muang In 250 380 130
Muang Phrom 220 275 105
Muang Sing 130 195 50
Muang San 250 390 280
Muang Xainat 830 2,500 150
Muang Manniam 110 631 70
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Muang Lakee Kräng 
The Sung Crung 
Taphian 
Muang Uthai 
Muang Lakon 
Muang Phichet 
Muang Phopalok 
Muang Phixar 
Muang Fang 
Muang Phree 
Muang Non 
Bangpho
Muang Sang holok 
Muang Sokhothi 
Muang Sakun thai 
Muang Capheeng 
Muang Kaheeng 
Muang Metac 
Muang Thon 
Muang Sain Buri 
Muang Phetxahun 
Muang Khorat 
Muang Nang Kong 
Muang Pakhon 
Muang Suria 
Muang Sangkha 
Muang Nakhon Vat 
Muang Battahang 
Muang Sang 
Muang Kaxaburi 
Muang Canburi 
Muang Sisavat 
Muang Xayok 
Muang Phitxaburi 
Muang Xaija 
Lakhon
Muang Xalang 
Muang Sangkhla 
Muang Taling 
Muang takna thung 
Muang Talibing 
Bangpasoi 
Bangpoming 
Raj ong 
Chantabun
Siamese Chinese Peg- Malays Laos Cambo-
uers jans
530 710
186 2,318
70 290
550 2,715320 530
1,800 3,500
2,150 520
95 510
190 1,200
75 420
890 2,500
3,000 3,500
1,200 850
780 520
370 630
390 690
180 150
150 530
5,ioo 3,720
150 390
2,200 2,830
220 350
180 250
170 230
180 230
170 320
210 3,750
830 1,050
3,500 2,200
380 230
2,700 800
3,500 1,800
8,700 2,500
890 600
6,200 3,750
10,200 4,200
2,200 1,800
620
860 1,500
390 370
890 720
15,000 7,900
2,100
4,000
350
250
4,300
6,200
15,000
1,500
7.500 
13,000
3.500 
870
1,050
620
1,800
14,000
70
30 961
510
70
370
350
1,200
1,800
1,500
190
300
210
150
350
370
150
800
5,500
150
2,000
150 1,500
350 450
150 180
250 250
180 180
2,200
15,000
850
2,500
530
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Siamese Chinese Peg- Malays Laos Cambo-
uers jans
Thung Jai 950 2,300 1,300
Muang Tana 320 450
Muang Tepha 1,200 1,500
Muang Manychek 1,150 2,750
Muang Tani 8,000 2,300 15,000
Muang Jaung 7,000 1,000 18,000
Muang Calantan 3,200 1,100 22,000
Muang Trangkana 4,500 970 13,000
Muang Ning Sai 700 2,500
Muang Perra 1,350 7,250
Muang Ranj ee 930 3,570
Muang Sai 2,950 8,560
Muang Sam 3,250 1,300
Muang Pak 750
Muang Savannaphum 1,050
Muang Sikit 2,500 900
Muang Roe et 5,500 3,200
Muang Wreng Chun 150,000 15,000
Muang Pasak 10,500 2,500
Muang Lung Phubung 15,000 5,300
Muang Kieng Mai 1,550 5,750
Muang Lamphun 42,000 6,050
Muang Kieng Seem
Muang Kieng Roi
Muang Mee Nam Khong 950 470
Muang Kharianaj ok 300 1,200
Bang Khong 620 1,870
Muang Packein 220 730
Lakhan Kaisie 750 6,320
Muang Suphan 670 2,200
Paknam tha Thin 280 750
(nT) This figure apparently refers to a provincial or district 
population.
(o) Including suburbs.
(p) Bowring estimated the population at 40,000 though his 
informant believed the figure to be 20 to 30,000
(q) TThe number has been variously estimated from 50,000 to 
half a million, so imperfect are Oriental statistics. My 
impression, without any accurate means of knowledge, is that 
the population somewhat exceeds 300,000.T
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(r) MouhotTs personal estimate was Tnearly half a million1; 
the range 300 to 400,000 apparently encompasses the 
approximations of others.
(s) TThe town...consists of some twenty bamboo houses, and 
was entirely destroyed two years since...f
(t) Mouhot also notes that six centers on his route from 
Chaiyaphum to Loei each held 400 to 600 people (ibid., p. 158) 
and that Luang Prabang contained 7 to 8,000 (ibid., p. 162).
(u) TThe suburbs of the city extend for a great distance 
along both banks of the river, and it is therefore difficult 
to fix the line where they might be said to cease... Taking a 
length of 9 miles and a breadth of 2 miles...the population 
could not be less than 100,000 souls.1
(v) The same estimates are given for Tak, Thoen and Phrae 
as in BockTs article published in PetermannTs in 1883 (see 
table above). Muang Fang is noted as being in ruins but 
rebuilding (ibid., p. 270).
(w) TNongkhai...as I was careful to ascertain, contains 
between 700 and 800 houses, or say a population - to be 
liberal in calculation - of about 5000.T A better approxima­
tion might have been 3*500—4>000.
(x) Official revised TcensusT estimate for Bangkok and 
suburbs.
(y) Result of a further census of the Tcity proper’.
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Appendix G: DESCRIPTION OF THE DUTCH FACTORY AT AYUTTHAYA
IN THE MID-SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
From Dr Gybert Heecq’s description of 1655 quoted by 
de Voogd in The Dutchmen in Ancient Avuthiva. a 
paper delivered at the unveiling of a memorial on 
the site of the old Dutch settlement at Ban Vilanda 
near Ayutthaya in August 1956; translated from the 
Dutch by I.E. Eisenhofer.
There is an excellent building, rather large, with high 
ceilings, roomy and well-designed store-houses behind it. The 
building itself has a double-gabled front with a lot of carved 
wood decorations over doors and windows... protected by bars 
against robbers! The walls are of baked bricks and...thick, 
the woodwork is carved and looks much like oak. A double 
staircase leads to the dining hall behind which, on each side, 
are smaller rooms. Here lives the manager to the right and the 
assistant to the left. Besides, the higher employees are 
accomodated [sic] here, according to their rank.
Behind the main building there are several rooms for the 
other assistants, the surgeon, the bottler, the cooks, the 
trumpeter, the wood-carvers, carpenters, two blacksmiths and 
several sailors, among them bookbinders, bakers, horse-grooms, 
and others. All the rooms are adequately equipped and furnish­
ed for the various purposes. Only the barbers - seven in 
number - have to content themselves with their boats as home, 
as they have to watch them at the same time. The factorin' is 
surrounded by a high bamboo fence along which are [sic] built 
the bottling-rooms, the kitchen, storage rooms, and a mess, the 
prison, however, is built of stone. There are also stables for 
about 12 horses. On the other side of the fence are more 
stables for sheep which are bred here for export; further 
stables for goats, chicken[s], ducks, pigeons and even cranes. 
The last we found running around the lawn...The bamboo fence is 
made safe against scaling by a wide and deep moat that has a 
broad outlet under a fortified gate. At the landing on the 
Bank of the river Chao Phya there is a wide pier for loading 
and unloading, with comfortable benches to sit and enjoy the 
river view. Through a wide gate under the main building we 
reach the ware—houses and beyond, across a wooden bridge, a 
green field. In the ware—houses are large amounts of timber 
spread for seasoning. The stone buildings are covered with 
Siamese glazed tiles; only the stables and the bamboo-huts are 
covered with palm leaves.
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Entering the main building from the waterfront, we find 
a fine room with a tiled floor, airy with its many windows... 
Behind the storehouses there is a small garden with a few 
lemon-, orange-, and grenade-trees; but it looked quite 
untidy and abandoned today, as some pagodas were under con­
struction there.
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